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PREFACE

YOU, lifting up this book to find out whether it is for

PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION
THE war has had at least three effects on this book

it

(i.e., all those who experiment in radio, on however small

has increased the number of radio technicians and therefore of potential readers ; it has rendered many
instruments and components no longer readily obtainable,
thus raising the value of improvisation, emphasised herein ;
and it has deprived the author of opportunity for extensive
revision. Nevertheless, such things as Q -meters, crystal ctrolled
on
frequency calibrators, and double -beam cathode
ray tubes have now been included ; more attention is
devoted to transmission line technique ; and an appendix

with the incurably academic mind, for he will be shocked

The opportunity has also been taken of clarifying the
wording here and there, and of bringing references to

dignified engmeers, like yourself, and not just for
amateurs (or, alternatively, for enthusiastic home experimenters, like younelf, and not just for dull

professionals) are to be informed without delay that it

is humbly dedicated to the use of both.
Though the most gifted writer may fail to interest all
of the people all the time, it is the present author's hope

that be may succeed in interesting some of the people

or large a scale) some of the time. The only type of
reader in this field who is definitely excluded is the one

by the frequent references to money. The idea that
financial cost is too sordid to find a place in serious scientific

investigation is a polite fiction, not only as regards the
humble amateur but also the largest commercial group or
Government establishment. It may generate a delightful
sense of purity and loftiness of soul to pretend that expense
is simply not considered, but in planning the present work

the author presumed to suspect that some of the hiuhsouled ones might not be above snatching a fearful joy

by surreptitiously dipping into pages designed to aid the
enthusiast in doing things on the cheap.
Then, as regards language, one must neither discourage
the tender novice with unexplained technicalities, nor
insult the experienced worker with diffuse baby -talk. To
give some idea of what is expected of the reader, a
knowledge of principles equal to that given in Sowerby's
very readable " Foundations of Wireless " is assumed ;
and space is not wasted in redigging these foundations.
Mode and Printed in England at The Chapel River herr, Andover. Hants
iv

gives more -information on easily contructed types of bridge.

that most prices quoted are at the present time subject to
purchase tax, and that instruments nominally available
may not be practically so, owing to war needs.

In carrying out this work, the author is indebted to a
number of readers for their suggestions and constructive
criticisms ; and especially to C. R. Cosens, who also, bell..

it was written, encouraged the belief that such a book mat
needed.

In this he has been amply justified. Those

most strongly suspected of being "incurably academic "
have been at greatest pains to express their appreciation of
the line taken in the original preface.
To brother (and sister ?) technicians in the Services,

especially, the author hopes this second edition will be
helpful.

M.C.S.
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CHAPTER

THE END AND THE MEANS

TELEPHONE TYPE Or RACE

'Pnoranr Monwrinc

THE way a laboratory is equipped and carried 031
depends very largely on the purpose it is meant to
serve. Within the general field of radio there are a
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number of quite distinct purposes, which perhaps can be
conveniently identified by the words
I.

Purpose of a

Laboratory

Demonstration, Research,
Test, and Maintenance.

Design,

(a) DEMONSTRATION.-TO repeat the results of others

BALDWIN VIBRATION GALVANOMETER
GENERAL RADIO VALVE VOLTMETER
COEROR GAS FOCUSED CATHODE-RAY TUBE
COMOR HIGH VACUUM CATHODE-RAY TUBE

CWMPBELL Inoucroetnnal

I

:6

PLATFORM FRAME AND RACK

54I
26z
290

39.g43'

and so gain first-hand knowledge. While this suggests
the technical school with Rs set experiments, it is a still
'more valuable object for private work. An ounce of
practice is worth a ton of theory, we arc told. While
the exact numerical ratio set forth in this statement does
not appear to have been rigorously proved, there is 110
doubt that personally confirming experiments gives one
a mastery of the subject that can never he derived from
books and lectures only. Moreover it may land one
unexpectedly right into the middle of
(6) RESEARCH ;

or finding out more about how

things work and so possibly discovering something new.
Some of the most valuable discoveries have been made

as a result of not confirming the findings of °then.
" Take nothing for granted" is too strict a rule to
observe literally, but the spirit of it is sound. Many

lines of research accidentally grow out of and perhaps
utterly transcend in importance the original work.

Others, again, are deliberately planned and (sometimes !)

11
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carried through. Turning from these heights that are
so exciting to contemplate and often so tedious to climb,
we find

(c) DESIGN.-Work under this heading really falls
into two divisions-obtaining data for design; and
checking the designs when they have materialised.
This is the main purpose of most of the laboratories in
radio manufacturing concerns, and on a smaller wale

money by first considering rather carefully what one wants
to do. The most gorgeous plant without inspiration may
be less truly a laboratory than the corner of a living room
with a few simple home-made instruments. At the same

time, one cannot set out to investigate the properties of
long wave directional aerial arrays in a small Bat. But
it is possible to make what might prove most valuable
observations with little more than an ordinary receiver.

Although

The " Luxembourg Effect " was not discovered by means

is no longer a valid motive, it is fascinating and instructive
to compare different methods and to try one's own ideas.

equipment was a receiver and slightly more than average

the same object is pursued by keen amateurs.

making one's set because it is cheaper than buying it

(d) Tun. -The private experimenter ought to make
a practice of testing all the parts he obtains for his work

-it is better to start doing this voluntarily than to be
driven to it, sad but belatedly wise-and although in
large organisations this work falls to the Test Room
there are usually special tests that cannot or ought not
to be done there. Tracing obscure faults in receivers
and other apparatus may be included in this division.
Lastly

(e) MAINTENANCE.-This is probably common to all
laboratories, from least to greatest; for there is always

plenty of work to be done in keeping the instruments

and other equipment in perfect order, making and
checking calibrations-valve voltmeters for example
ought to be checked quite often-and setting up new

was it predicted
of elaborate and costly apparatus, nor was
;
the
as a result of intricate mathematical

observation.

Yet here was a discovery that gave the

scientists a valuable new line of approach to the problems
of the ionosphere.

There is still room for work that takes the form of
systematic observations, requiring little apparatus other
than a good receiver and perhaps an output meter. But
the emphasis should be on the word systematic. With this

equipment the experimenter can study such things as the

influence on reception of time, season, weather, and
astronomical phenomena, and how wavelength and

situation of station enter into the results. This is work
which is most likely to be fruitful if co-operative, and
there are organisations that arrange for and collect data
taken over a wide area. Although much of this work has

apparatus. Nothing is more exasperating when carrying
out an experiment, than continually having to digress in

order to locate and cure faults in the apparatus, or

been very thoroughly prosecuted by bodies such as the
Radio Research Board, it has not been exhausted, particularly on the very short waves. These waves are
especially suitable for study by the private investigator,

(worse still) to take a long series of readings and then
sner or later to discover that they are invalid owing

fora number of reasons, among which may be mentioned
the practicability of testing and comparing various types

tooinstrumental vagaries.

of resonant aerials without necessarily having at one's
command enough land to make an aerodrome.

This list, drawn up to help clarify ideas, is intended
mainly for the experimenter who is setting up his own

laboratory : the paid worker is
2.
The Question generally not in a position to choose
of Equipment
a la carte.
When in process of
equipping a laboratory, one may save

Much of this sort of experimental work can be done
without making heavy demands on apparatus. In fact,
it may be far cheaper than the construction of modern
broadcast receivers ! So far nothing very suggestive of
laboratory apparatus has been mentioned. But even
when the chosen experimental work can be carried on

2
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with only a receiver it is at least desirable to have something

of the nature of a laboratory, if only for ensuring the very
highest degree of reliability in that receiver. Work is very
restricted without some means of producing an artificial
signal when required, measuring wavelengths, and checking
resistances, inductances, and capacitances. Meters for
checking circuits and taking experimental readings,
oscillators of various types, and controllable power supplies
are constantly needed whenever more general experimental
work is undertaken. And so one goes on. The question

is how to lay out limited funds to the best advantage.
The factor of cost will be taken into full consideration
when equipment is described in detail in subsequent
chapters ; but in the meanwhile it is

Selecting for possible to
Minimum Cost observations.

3.

make

some

general

Assuming that experimental work
not a fleeting passion, there are certain instruments
which will be practically essential now and always, and
which do not quickly become obsolete. For these it is
false economy to go in for the very cheapest that will just
do at the time. What are loosely but very conveniently
termed " meters " certainly route in this category.. So do
is

standards of resistance, capacitance, and so forth. Good
workmanship now as ever costs money, and in the ordinary

way a high-grade instrument by a famous firm always
commands a good price. In the ordinag way; but one
does sometimes pick up exceptional bargains second-hand.

The author was fortunate enough to be in the market
when a firm with a lavishly equipped laboratory went out
of business. But as bargains do not generally carry any
guarantee it is obviously advisable to be able to cheek
them against standards ; and of course such buying calls
for discrimination if it is to be successful. Unless one can
get something much better this way than could be afforded
otherwise, it is perhaps wiser to be on the safe side and
buy a new instrument. Sometimes, however, the original

makers can supply used instruments that have been

reconditioned and recalibrated and arc practically equivalent to new, except that perhaps they; are not of the latest
9

pattern. But of course our cannot in this way expect to
Nave very large proportion of the ems of a new instrument.
Decide, then, what apparatus is likely to be of permanent

value, and get something of higher quality than appears
to be justified, even if it means
4. True Economy postponing other purchases. In doing
so do not overlook the possibility of
unit instruments, consisting of a nucleus to which accessories

may be added as required.
Versatility is an important feature to be considered.
Carefid choice may enable a few instruments to take the
place of many. But do not let catalogue descriptions rush

you into buying a jack of all trades and master of none.
And remember, too, that one instrument, however good,
cannot be in more than one place in the circuit at a time.
With regard to more specialised types of equipment of
which there is now such
such a vast and rapidly increasing
meters, valve voltmeters,
variety-oscillators,
and so on-more caution is necessary.

'They are constantly

changing in design, are generally expensive, and tend to
become obsolete fairly rapidly. This is not to say that a
good signal generator, for example, is a bad investment ;
it is just that one needs to exercise foresight. People who
a few years ago bought expensive signal generators working

only on medium and long waves find them very restricted
to -day. Valve testers become obsolete almost as man as
designed. The writer remembers a magnificent example

that must have cost well over Doo and legislated for
everything that could be imagined ; the cabinet alone
cost more than it was wise to pay. for a complete valve
tester. To -day, this marvellous Instrument would be
incapable of doing anything with the more interesting
types of valves I It is bad policy to spend a lot on a

splendidly finished and symmetrical instrument if the
development of technique makes it necessary after a short
time to disfigure it with some makeshift alteration.

It is hereabouts that we enter the
Making One's field of things that it may be advisable to construct rather than buy.
Own Apparatus
One should not run away with the
5.

5
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idea that it is necessarily much cheaper to do so.
the

When

time spent on experimenting has been taken into

account it may be quite an expensive way. But a private

worker does not often rate his time very highly, and he
learns all the time; and a technical department is Mien
able to present the cost of construction to the directors in
a less disturbing form than that of an outright purchase.
Slack time of mechanics can be employed, for instance ;
and in technical colleges the students actually pay to be
allowed to perform such services. The advantage, too, of
being able to suit one's own needs may amply compensate

for possibly a limited standard of workmanship.

As a

matter of fact there are comparatively few items that really

need be made up in permanent form-much of the work
can be more efficiently, economically and adaptably
carried out with temporary " breadboards ". Then there

is no grief if the specification has to be modified.
The gilt of improvisation is a very valuable one, especially
undbr war conditions. The experimenter who has to wait

until he gets the correct material is not likely to go far.
This is o argument for untidy, slipshod equipment. Most

people, sift ot all, do better work with neat apparatus. But
the writer has seen important research of the most refined

accuracy being carried out in the box -room of a small
suburban house with the most amazing collection of junk
to be seen outside the Caledonian Market.

CHAPTER 2

PREMISES AND LAYOUT

private experimenter who perforce has to fit his
" lab." somewhere into the home is apt to envy his
T"
professional brother who is allowed funds to build

premises specially for the purpose. The latter, on the
other hand, is apt to realise too late
6. How Premises that his resplendent
Technical
Affect Results
Wing ".is abominably noisy, is riddled
of Work
with interference, and is acousucally
useless for giving a correct impression

of how loud speakers sound in their natural environment.
In more than one case known to the author, large manufacturing firms have eventually been driven to take over
house property for laboratories.
What was said in the last chapter about the nature of the

work deciding the best preparation for it applies with
special force to the matter of premises. For some purposes, such as pure research, an isolated but on a moor
would be ideal, because of the absence of disturbanceselectrical, acoustic, or vocal-and because of the possibility of erecting aerials without complications due to
adjacent buildings and other exermcences.

But where the

work consists in the development of receivers for the
market one does not so much want conditions that are

ideal as those that are ultra-real-a little more interference
and noise than in the average dwelling ; rougher mains ;
and a rather worse aerial even than Mr. Citizen puts up in
the garden. The author once worked in a laboratory on

factory premises, where a certain amount of noise and

vibration was inevitable. Delicate bridge adjustment, by
exirror galvanometer or phones, was exasperating in the
treme. But the sets designed there got a fine reputation
for range, quality, and volume. It is incredible how much
difference an unnoticed background of noise actually
6
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Taking a reproducer away from such conditions
into a quiet home is like adding a stage of power ampli-

also provides reasonable acoustic conditions, and lends

fication.

venience generally.

makes.

Unfortunately in this same factory the mains were of

exceptionally pure waveform. So the sets also got a
reputation for hum. The combined effect of good maim

and bad listening conditions completely masked any
imperfect smoothing, and it was essential to make all tests
of this nature elsewhere.

That example is quoted to emphasise the importance

of the setting for one's work. Although the requirements
and facilities of private and professional workers are very

diverse, it is hoped that the reader of the following dis-

cussion of the question of premises will find it possible, by

means of slight mental adjustments, to adapt it to the
scale of work in which he is interested. As it is the
amateur who is most likely to be restricted in oppor-

tunities, it is he who is held chiefly in view, but if much of
this chapter sounds rather poverty-stricken to some
fortunate enginrs there arc always others whose material
difficulties rival,e if they do not exceed, those of the private
individual.
Assuming first of all that funds are available for special

premises, an isolated building has much in its favour
provided that it is suitably constructed.

Buildings to
Special Order
7.

This means substantial brick walls,
if possible of the cavity type, and a

lining throughout of some sort of

building board. If there is a flat roof-of course it

must never be quite flat-there should be an air space
between it and the ceiling ; and the outer surface is
preferably of a white material that is self -cleansing, not a

dull black which radiates heat in winter and absorbs it
in summer.

The object of the lining is to help in keeping the place
at an equable temperature ; the moat huts hastily put up
for technical staff costa fortune to keep warm in winter,
and are like ovens in summer. When a cold spell is
followed by a sudden warm west wind, the resulting

itself to serviceable decoration and to practical con-

If the technical department is to be extensive, it is
generally far better that it should take the form of a number
of small rooms rather than a very large one. Space can
be better utilised if there are plenty of walls ; and jobs can
be carried out with less mutual disturbance. So ark
ordinary house of suitable size may be better than a special
building.
Heating is important. If the room is well heat insulated,
it is not extravagant to consider thermostatically controlled
electric heating. The uniform tem8.
Heating and perature so obtained is very valuable
Lighting
for preserving accurate standards, to
say nothing of personal comfort.
Whatever the heating system, it should not produce water
vapour in the room as do certain gas -heated radiators.
Lighting is also important. Strong direct sunlight is cot
good for apparatus, but there is difficulty in getting enough
all -north natural lighting without excessive window space
and loss of heat. Double windows are considered faddy
in this country, though it is difficult to see why. One can
hardly go too far with electric lighting. In addition to
well -diffused general lighting there should he plenty of
flexible arm fights, mounted clear of bench space, that can

be brought right on to the job for reading meters and

examining wiring and components in awkward corners.
Then there are interference suppressors. Even if it is
desired at times to test receivers in the presence of inter-

ference, there should be means for cutting out severe local
interference that might make certain other work difficult.
An isolated building such as is being considered just now
lends itself to this, by the installation of a filter where the
mains enter. Where complete absence of external fields is
essential it is necessary to screen the whole room with wire

netting, which may conveniently be in the space behind

condensation indoors is ruinous. A building board lining

the board lining.
Considering now the amateur, he may haven choice
whatever of premises, nor perhaps even laic exclusive use

8
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9. The Amateur's
Laboratory

of a room.
and

Where the house is old

large the chances of appro-

priating at least an attic or basement
are quite good, but a modern house
is generally the next size smaller than that which will just
hold the family. As regards choice, if any, between attic
and basement ; in the absence of further data the author is
disposed to advise the latter, because a screened transmission line can be used to make connection with a distant
aerial, whereas a long earth lead has disadvantages that
are not so readily overcome. This may not apply quite so
decidedly to a steel -framed building, which electrically is
almost a continuation of the solid earth.

One may be obliged to consider a roof loft. It has been
asserted that lofts make excellent workrooms. The author's

personal views do not incline in this direction, for his

experience of them is that they can never for long be other

than dusty; that they enjoy what the geography books
call a Continental climate, being too cold in winter and too
hot in summer ; and that the trapdoor constitutes a grave
danger to the preoccupied research worker. Even if the
personal drawbacks are heroically overlooked, it cannot be

denied that dust and extremes of temperature are parAnother v ew in the Author's laboraoary. On the left is the universal bridge
described on
, the top Is Its ratio -arm box. wIth a decade resistance box on
Fig.!

ticularly bad for apparatus. Nevertheless the author has
seen a loft laboratory used successfully for really advanced
work.

Seclusion

is an advantage that can hardly be

overestimated, and one gets it better M a loft than in mast

An aerial lead-in can generally be arranged to
come conveniently above the operating bench ; but it is
worth going to the trouble of ensuring that it is truly
weather -tight. Damp is the remaining chief enemy,
unmentioned above, of apparatus. Another advantage
places.

dem. boxes .a.'e of resistance.

gut. a

To the right of these is the amplifier for phones. with

tapped transformer far

g apparatus at other

of a loft is that one can string wires around, and generally
damage the premises in ways that would never be tolerated
downstairs-or should one say downladders ?

Sometimes an outdoor shed ran be appropriated, or

built.

Conditions here are not unlike those just described.
In winter it is difficult to make it an attractive retreat, and

damp weather has disastrous effects on the equipment,
unless there is the unusual luxury of permanent heating.
10
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is a good thing to run
through one's stock of components now and then, par-

Incidentally, it

In summer, too, both worker and apparatus may suffer

denomination.

indoors.

ticularly of resistors and condensers, to check the values.
This may save much perplexity caused by taking them at

from the climate. But oppressive restrictions on the
rese arch worker arc less likely to be enforced here than

If considerations of comfort, convenience, or necessity
indicate an indoor room, and the experiment, is not in a
position to exercise the rights of
dictatorship, it may be possible to
10. Storage
come to terms with other interests by

carrying on the more unwelcome activities-such as
actual construction, and perhaps accumulator charging
out in the shed or garage. If the laboratory must, as a
last resource, be shared, the guiding policy is to arrange for
everything to be shut up under cover and out of sight when
not in use. An old roll-top desk is an example of some-

thing that would make an excellent nucleus ; the desk
surfaces can be used for working, and the pigeon -holes and
drawers for storing apparatus, etc. An old-fashioned
wardrobe of ample proportions, with sliding shelves, make,

an excellent store cupboard, and might even be adapted
as a sort of work cabinet. There are other varieties of
furniture that can be used for working and for storing the
apparatus; a search around the house or in the local
fiamiture market will probably suggest useful possibilities.
Whether or not a strict cover-up policy is forced on the

experimenter by other members of the community, it is
not a bad policy to adopt anyway. It is worth acquiring
such cupboards, bureaux, filing cabinets, or nests of
drawers as may be available, for storing instruments,
components, tools, wire, valves, papers, and so forth, Good

organisation in this respect is worth while in saved time
and space, creates a favourable impression, and keeps

things in good order and condition. A chest of many
shallow drawers is ninth better for storing the smaller
articles than the usual deep drawers which necessitate

things being bundled on top of one another.

Some

drawers should be subdivided, eggbox fashion, to take
valves, resistors, fixed condensers, small tools, etc., in
classified arrangement, so that it is not necessary to rake

through the whole lot every time in order to find the right
12

their face values.

Matchbox, are

useful for screws,

terminals, etc., either by using the trays to subdivide a
shallow drawer, or by gluing a stack of the complete boxes

together to form a nest of small drawers, with boot -

bottom for knobs.
Space is nearly always at a premium ; and while it is

very nice to have plenty of large tables or bench, ;on

which to set out one's work it is very

Layout

II.

seldom that there is room for this

sort of layout. It is necessary then,

as in the city of New York and for the same reason, to
resort to vertical building.

A very compact arrangement

consists of a wooden cupboard placed, not in the usual

position against the wall, but sticking out into the room, so

that the back can be used for supporting instruments,

switchboards, shelves, etc., above the work bench. A
space of a few inches should be left behind the back board

If there is room, one may have further
benches around the coaching space, forming a sort of
cubby-hole where everything is near at hand, except
for wiring.

the less -used gear %Arid, is kept on the other side. Fig. a
shows a layout of this type. At all costs the tendency to
use bench top space for storage must be combated. If it is
not, the actual working space soon becomes crowded out.

Methods of setting up apparatus are worth considera-

tion ; the following types of layout can be clearly
distinguished

(Fig. 3)
1.
The Quick Hook-up
12. Arrangement
consists of a number of separate
of Apparatus

components-valve

holders,

trans-

formers, etc.-fined with terminals and linked up by

lengths of wire. This method is the most temporary of
all, and apart from students' experiments which have to be
cleared away the same afternoon has few justifiable applicadons.

If there is to be any real saving of tints the com-

ponents must be fitted with good big terminals, preferably
13
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of the double or triple decker type, and there must be an
ample supply of prepared leads. Inter -wiring capacity is
likely to be high, contacts poor, and short-circuits probable,
owing to operating components not being fuvnly mounted.

It is non -portable, and if the experiment drags on it may
be an incubus.
a. The Breadboard (Fig. 96) takes perhaps a little more

time to set up, and certainly more time to dismantle ;
also is not definitely a horizontal space saver t but is
practically indispensable for quickly assembling a circuit

for temporary use, or for checking a design before
irrevocably drilling holes in the permanent panel. The
assembly' forms a portable unit, and can be moved away

at make t 00131 for other things. It a superlatively cheap,
and is likely to work much better for permanent use than
more sightly units. But it collects dust. In the ordinary

form consists of a slab of wood, preferably ply not less than
Lin. thick, on which arc screwed all the components. It is
delightfully easy to shift components about and experiment
with different wiring arrangements, and everything is

Operating components-variable condensers,
rheostats, etc.-and terminal strips arc generally mounted
accessible.

on small vertical strips of wood screwed into the edge of the
board ; a stock of such components ready mounted is

C. R. Cosens recommends a modified form in
which the board has Fin. to I -in. wood battens screwed
useful.

along the edge on the lower side so as to form a hollow base
where wiring can be more neatly carried out. Certain

components are more easily mounted, and the battens
give better support to uprights. Metal coated plywood
(" Plymax ") is obtainable (from Venesta Ltd., or through

Messrs. Peto-Scott) for use when a conducting base is

needed. By this time our breadboard is nearly
3. The Chassis (Fig. 4). This familiar mount, con-

sisting of an inverted metal tray or shallow box, can be
obtained from radio supply stores, or made up to size
from metal sheet. If sloping sides are not objected to,
it is aLso purchasable, tinned ready for soldering, from

is better known as the baking
Aluminium is easy to work but difficult to make
and contacts frith; copper is good but fairly ex-

Woolworths, where it
tin.

steel is generally used for manufactured
apparatus. The metal chassis is the most practical

pensive ;

15
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This system is a cheap
and flexible one, especially suited to amateur requirements and capabilities; and used to be the most popular
is introduced where necessary.

arrangement for transmitters, but is now giving place to

5. The Yealical, or Telephone, Rat k (Fig. 6). A substantial frame, usually of iron or steel angle or channel

medium for scrcentx1 construction ; and, where a permanent assembly of a fairly adaptable nature is required, is
preferable to the breadboard. It lends itself to incorporation in boxes and cabinets of almost any type.
use when
4. The Platform Frame (Fig. 5)
several units of the breadboard or chassis type are to by
combined, or when a
1110re
compact arrange-

rme ata

rnent than a single large

The
board is desired.
frame and platforms may

et'.

exist as a self-contained structure, on

which any assemblies can be supported
temporarily ;

or

the breadboards or

chasses may themselves form the plattbrms-an arrangement more suited for
permanent assemblies. If it is adopted,
the construction ought to permit any one

unit to be removed for inspection. If
desired, the sides can be filled in with
panels, dust covers, or protective wire-

gaure screens. Or a popular type of
tray filing cabinet may be adapted as

the structure, provided that ventilation
16

AMP
section, to in. wide, is used to support vertical pastels, to
any convenient height. It is obviously the best scheme
when the apparatus includes many controls, meters, jacks,
and so on ; but almost any unit can be accommodated-for
instance a broadcast receiver chassis or a gramophone
turntable. Bracing supports are needed when the unit
is heavy and projects far back or forward. The most usual

form of unit which includes valves. etc., that cannot
17
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conveniently be mounted on the
panel itself, is a -I shaped struc-

ture consisting of a panel with
a platform at right angles be-

hind it. In order to avoid
straining orflexing wires leading
between vertical and horizontal
members it is essential for the
structure to be well braced.
Dust -covers removable behind

protect the apparatus, and the

wiring between units may if

be led through
screening conduits. The system is rather expensive to
necessary

carry out properly, but makes a very neat and adaptable
job for permanent use. A modification, valuable for
allowing the hack to he got at without leaving space behind,

is to hinge the panels, enabling them to be swung open
like doors.
6. The Trolley (Fig. 7). Sometimes one has a bulky unit
any one position, and is
that occupies valuable space
difficult to lug about or applyin at the most useful points.
The solution is to mount it on a trolley. The large stores
sell such trolleys unpolished for a few shillings, and they

form most convenient receptacles for such things as cathode-

ray tube apparatus.
Instruments as bought, and sometimes as made, take
none of the aforementioned forms, but consist essentially of
boxes. It is a good idea to fit these with mirror plates to
enable rhem to be hung one above another on the wall or
backboard of the bench (Fig. 8).
If it is decided to construct a work bench, it is wise to see
that it is strong and rigid. Boards invariably shrink and
13.

Benches

warp, leaving crevices for small screws
to hide in, so a sheet of thick linoleum
over the top is very pleasant for

working. A shelf near the ground helps to brace the
bench, and is most useful for supporting batteries, power
units, and other heavy equipment.
18
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down.

So use lead -covered electric lighting cable of good

quality, with all sheathing bonded together and soundly
earthed-preferably by a different connection from that
used for radio.

Then there

is

wiring.

If

there is company's supply, and
more especially if it is A.C.,
there should be an abundance
of points, otherwise,
y1RI

when there is a sol14.
Wiring Bering iron, a check

receiver, a
valve
oscillator, and amansdriven
heating transformer going, it may be difficult to find another
point to connect a bends lamp, a heater, or a fan. Thus
it is a good policy to scatter sockets about fairly freely, each
separately switched in the " live " side (Fig. 9). A good
place is just underneath the top surface of the bench.
A soldering iron is nearly always wanted at a moment's

notice, so provision for heating it up quickly, and then

keeping it on permanently at a low enough temperature to
avoid burning, is valuable. Some stands incorporate a
switch to cut in a resistance for stand-by ; alternatively, an
old alloy piston can be sliced across at gudgeon -pin level
and used as an and -burning stand (see Fig. to).
It is necessary to decide whether to standardise pin
contrary,
sockets or bayonet sockets for general use
perhaps, to popular custom, the author prefers the latter,
as they minimise the necessity for adaptess, and the plugs
do not fall out accidentally.
And here a warning must be sounded. There have been
some sad examples of what the amateur and even so-called

Probably the whole lot of sockets will have

to connect to the mains at so rne one original point in the
room.

Try to arrange matters so that, if a fuse goes

because of some work being done, it does not plunge the
place into darkness. For example, if the bench connections rust

be taken from the branch lighting circuit,

provide fuses on the bench sub -branch of a slightly lower

current rating than those protecting the whole branch.
And remember that any mistrust with which the supply
authorities may regard the system will be greatly intensified
if they find lamps being used on a power circuit, at a low,
tariff.

The need for good screening and earthing is greater

where D.C. is concerned, because the high-pitched commutator ripple has a way of getting
mixed with the output of amplifiers,
15. Earth and
and is particularly unhelpfid in bridge
Aerial
ork.

A good " earth " is important ; a main water pipe close
to where it goes underground is generally satisfactory, and
lot of manual labour. But if a specially -made

earthaisneeded i. requirements are (t) plenty of exposed

professional wireman can do. Bits of ordinary wire
twisted around nails, and so forth. There are several

reasons why you should make a proper job of it. One is
that if you do not, Ate supply authority has right of action
against you. Another is that shoddy wiring is a cause of
fires. And another is that it leads to leakages that introduce hum and other undesirable effects, shock, and break 20
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metal surface in contact with the ground, (2) burial deep
enough to be in permanently moist soil, (3) no corrosion
(lead tape or piping brought right into the room is good),
and (4) a short run from ground to terminal. It is an
excellent idea to bury the metal in two equal lots, brought
out to separate terminals. Their condition can then be
checked at any time by measuring the resistance from one
to the other, preferably with A.G. to minimise electrolytic
effects. The resistance of both in parallel cannot exceed
a quarter of this figure.
Aerial and earth connections should be independent of
those used for the household receiver. In fact, it is a great
mistake to attempt to do without an
M.

Connections entirely separate family listening sys-

tem. But it is often very convenient,
when the lab. is in a different room, to have at least one
pair of wires running between the two.

And if, as one has

a right to expect in an experimenter's house, there

is

loud speaker extension wiring all over the place, some way
of tapping on to it in the lab. is useful. An interconnection
system is valuable also if for any reason it is necessary to
split up the lab., even if it is only a matter of two benches in
different parts of a room. A number of wires, preferably
of really heavy gauge, joining such benches and brought out
to terminal strips or sockets, enable these parts to be used as
a whole. If all of one space is occupied by the source of a

test signal, for example, the signal can be piped through
this line and used elsewhere. Or power supplies from a
common source can be distributed. Even when mains
power is available it is difficult to get on without batteries
altogether, and some sort of switchboard for controlling
them may be worth having.
Lastly ; one must not fail to lay in a good stock of

flexible connecting leads of various lengths from a few

inches up to a yard or two; some with tag or tinned

CHAPTER 3
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF MEASUREMENT

-rHE scene is a police court.
I dangerous driving.

The case is one of alleged
Witnesses are called. Some say

the accused was travelling at 29 miles per hour;

some 4o; some Em. Some merely declare that he was
travelling at a terrific speed. All
17. Measurement very inconclusive and unsatisfactory.
Personal judgment, ignorance, prejuv. Guesswork

dice, rather than facts, determine the
evidence.

Another case. The witness this time is
constable, who states that when he was driving behind
accused at the same speed his speedometer read 38 miles
per hour. The inference, presumably, is that this is the
speed at which accused was driving. The data in this
case are far more satisfactory ; but not beyond challenge,
as anv good defending counsel would demonstrate. There
would be penetrating cross-examination on how and when

the police -car speedometer was checked, and how did
witness know he was travelling at the same speed.

Trans-

lating it from the language of the law court to that of the

laboratory, what were the instrumental and personal
errors? In such an important matter as legal action,
affecting perhaps the liberty and reputation of a citizen,

Nobody seems yet to have entirely solved the problem of
how to store them neatly so that the right type and length
can be instantly selected, but perhaps a series of cup hooks
serves the purpose as well as anything.

evidence ought to include not only the figures but also the
limits of probable or possible error. At present that seems
rather too much to expect of a law court, but it is accepted
practice in a laboratory. Measurement is the basis of
scientific progress ; opinion, guesswork and assumption
are its chief enemies.

22
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One might suppose that in the very Temple of Science
itself, the laboratory, there would be no room for these
reactionary force, But they are
18. False
constantly at hand, ready to obscure

by applying a battery A of known voltage and using an
ammeter or milliammeter B to read the current passed,
from which information the resistance can be worked out

ones work.
Radio itself would
probably have been established much
earlier if authorities bad not decided that it was impossible.
Assumptions

Later, radio engineers noticed that as the wavelength of
transmission was reduced the range apparently became

less and less ; so they assumed that very short waves would
be useless, and allocated them to amateurs. Subsequently

they found themselves more generous than they had
intended, when it turned out that these waves are the
only ones suitable for very long ranges.
How often when carrying out experiments one observes
that X steadily increases (or falls) in some sort of proportion
to Y, and is tempted to miss out the last few readings and
extend the curve by freehand. Or when some unexpected

effect is noticed, how easy it is to make an explanation
for it that will save the trouble of really finding out. It
is
while following up anything that
doens not work as it should, rather than dismissing it as
experimental error ", or cooking the results until they
come " right ". It may be the key to something new.
At the worst it will clear the matter up and give you a
better grasp of the subject. The difficulty is that in these
days work must be got through so quickly, and there is no

time for exploring every little side track that appears in
the course of routine. If there were time, few have patience
to check the obvious. But it is the ideal to aim at.

Coming now to consider actual methods and means of

measurements ; if X is the object to be investigated, the
measuring
instruments
required
19. Fundamentals usually include a source A, an
of Measurement indicator B, and often a standard of

comparison C.

This can be illus-

trated by a simple functional diagram, Fig. 11, which
should be observed, because it is the basis on which the
next three chapters are arranged.

To take a very simple

example, the resistance of a piece of wire X can be measured
24

by applying Ohm's Law. Observe that the voltage of the
battery must be assumed or measured, and that the meter B
must be accurately calibrated over a suitable range. An
error in either of these affects the result.

An alternative method' "7----'
is available if one has a A
standard resistancebox C.

Any battery and current
indicator can be used, so
long as a reasonable de-

flection is given. When
the deflection has been read, the circuit is switched through

C instead of X, and C is adjusted until B shows the same
deflection. The resistance of C is then the same as that
of X. Note that only one datum is needed instead two,
and that a standard resistance, being a simple fundamental
element without moving parts, is more likely to maintain
its original calibration, and in any case can be obtained to a
greater accuracy, than deflection instruments of comparable
cost and robustness.
This simple example has been described at some length
because, in addition to illustrating the classification which
will be

adopted when discussing

actual instruments, it also illustrates
an important distinction among
When
methods of measurement.
making any measurement there is usually a choice of
methods, and in general they can be divided into these
two classes, which may be called indirect (became the

20.

Choice

of Method

unknown is established by deduction from other quantities),
and comparison.

In Chapter 6 it will be shown that the

comparison method itself has two variations.

Of course

its merits for each
individual job, but after considering this example it will

every method must be judged on
25
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be fairly clear that where reliability and accuracy are
important the comparison method is to be preferred.

the less likely are their errors to cancel out in deriving the

But if the voltmeter is used merely to indicate
equality in two tests, and the result depends only on the
adjustment of a substitute resistance, the most that one
assumes about the voltmeter is that its deflection due to
that one particular voltage has not drifted in the short
interval necessary for making the adjustment. 'fhe
calibration is not used at all. The principle is to work
result.

The fewer data, such as calibrations, that have to be taken

for granted, the better. And the simpler and more
fundamental the standard with which the unknown is
compared, the more likely is the result to be accurate.
Resistance is a fairly fundamental quantity, depending on
length, thickness, material, and temperature ; and if the
material is properly chosen the effect of temperature

the method around so that the factors controlling the
results are the fewest and most reliable standards in the
laboratory. Every reading is subject to error, but some

-the only variable factor-can be made negligible.

of a complex valve depends

But the amplification factor,

on so many operating conditions that comparison with a
standard valve would be a relatively unreliable as well as
inconvenient method. Instead, the amplification factor
can be expressed in terms of something even simpler than
a resistance-a mere number, the ratio between two

depends very largely on the relative reliability of the
instruments available in the particular laboratory
concerned.
You yourself, the observer, are one of those instruments,

and (with all due respect) perhaps not among the most

resistances.

Always try, then, to select a method that expresses the
unknown in the simplest terms. That is why bridge
methods are so favoured for accurate work-the unknown
is often expressed simply as a ratio, or is balanced against
some fundamental standard.
In making a complicated measurement the bench may

reliable.

22.

Equation "

the positions of range switches, eon -

nectftns, and conditions generally,
and in performing calculations and

already seen that human estimates of, say, speed, are
highly unreliable. In radio, personal estimates used to

be the only methods available for measuring such things
as signal strength.

Thus arose such units of signal strength

as " Phones on table ", " Audible in next room " and
R q". The last was an attempt to put the thing on
some sort of comparative basis, but obviously one person's

R 9 might be another's R 6, if the receiver and its adjustment were different, the background noise greater, or the

One way of ming it to measure R.P. resistance (described
in detail later) necessitates taking two or more readings of
voltage. Now the calibration of a valve voltmeter of the
usual type depends on a large number of factors that may
not be known to great accuracy, and may have altered to

enthusiasm less.

It is now possible to measure signal strength quite
conveniently and definitely on a meter ; but the ear is
still largely relied upon to judge the

So

quite apart from errors elsewhere in the system, the voltage
26

It is extraordinarily easy to

make slips in reading scales, noting

drawing conclusions. Regarded simply as an indicating
instrument, the human body is imperfect We have

out in the result. Take for example a valve voltmeter.

readings are subject to a number of errors difficult to
estimate. The more widely different are the readings,

The

" Personal

be covered with instruments, and if each of these is subject
to an error that proportionately
affects the result, the final accuracy
21. Avoiding
may be very poor. The experienced
Errors
worker devises his method so that the
factors affecting the result are confined to a few well under
control, and, if possible, so that unavoidable errors cancel

an indeterminate extent since it was last checked.

That is why the best method

am much less so than others.

The Ear as
an Instrument
23.

541

.t

volume, tone, and distortion of repro duced sound. One may contend

that as the ear is the ultimate judge
27
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of this, it is the most valid measuring instrument. On the
same principle the eye is the ultimate judge of the proper

merits, have developed a technique based on the fact that

length of a dress ; but the sale of textiles would be
complicated by much misunderstanding if no tape -

It is only by long
experience that one realises how unsatisfactory aural tests
really are. Individuals' ears differ more than is generally
supposed. individual tastes and ideas about how things
should sound differ even more. A person who listens to

measures or yardsticks existed.

a loud speaker and then goes away for a few minutes
cannot on his return be relied upon to judge the relative
volume within 5o per cent. of the correct amount. Still
less can he judge, if the programme, the room, and the

background none have been altered. Apparent balance
of tone in a reproducer depends vitally on the nature of
the sound it is handling. Unless the characteristics are
unmistakably pronounced, it is hopeless to try to compare

loud speaker A heard last week with loud speaker B
working now in a different room.

Even the direct switch-

test is unexpectedly tedious and exasperating. A
dgment made on one occasion may be reversed later
juer

when the programme changes. The indefiniteness of such
work makes it curiously tiring and unsatisfying to perform
for any length of time. And the accuracy, compared with
that of laboratory work in general, is deplorably lose.
Therefore persistent attempts have been made to
establish precise measurement technique in this most
important part of radio work. There are standard

microphones, amplifiers, and so on. Sufficient to say that
the whole business is appallingly complicated and difficult,

largely because the sound from a loud speaker cannot be
considered apart from the acoustic surroundings. So at
present most of the measurements on receivers and other

random errors tend to cancel out when the average is
taken of a large number.

Subjective
Methods

24.

To preserve

the desirable subjective basis of the
experiment, personal judgmentis used,

but the independent impressions of a

large number of people are systematically taken and

combined. In addition to giving an average result which
is more reliable than a single one, this process also indicates
how far the individual results spread around it. The

persons are carefully selected, to be representative of the

public generally, or to be all untrained or all trained in
observation, or on some other basis as the experiment may

The whole thing is in the highest degree
systematic, and far from being a mere collection of
require.

opinions.

The important thing in this and every other method is
to ensure that the quantity actually observed or measured
or the fact established is the one that
25.
Disentangling is really wanted. Make sure of one
thing at a time. The books say that
the Conclusions
if you interpose a condenser of, say,

J 00 p4iF in series with a large aerial you improve the
selectivity, at the cost of reduced signal strength. You
try it, and the signal strength goes up. This does not

prove that, in a general statement, all the books are wrong.

It just shows that in this particular receiver the large
aerial was too tightly coupled, and overdamped and
probably mistuned the circuit ; or else that the receiver
tends to be unstable due to stray reaction, which was kept

in check by the large aerial and released by interposing
the condenser. Or perhaps a bit of both. In either case,

the effect quite correctly predicted by the books is concealed

sound -reproducing apparatus go only so far as the electrical

by a larger effect due to the peculiarities of this receiver,

ultimate result in the shape of sound.
The Bell Telephone Laboratories, which have probably

impossible to disentangle the required result.
It would be no good contributing a paper to a scientific
eociety, claiming to have proved by means of experimental

output; but obviously this is not a perfect guide to the

and unless the experiment were rearranged it might be

done more than any other organisation to study sound
reproduction, having realised the unreliability of individual judgment and the difficulties of applying instil,

series condensers is wrong. The experiments were not

28

vidence that the accepted theory with regard to aerial
et
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conducted with sufficient attention to the possibilities of
irrelevant influences acting at the same time. Sometimes
it is vy difficult indeed to exclude disturbing influences.
It mayer be possible, however, to arrange the tests so that
in the result they cancel out.
A particular and important sort of irrelevant influence
is the testing apparatus itself. You may wish to know the
negative bias voltage on the grid of a
26. Disturbing
valve under working conditions.
Effects due to
Fig. so (a) shows the circu with

apparatus. The approved method of measuring amplification is to connect in series with the amplifier an attenuator
which can be adjusted to counterbalance the gain, so that

Instruments
connect an

the levels at the input and output of the whole are the

The attenuation is then a measure of the gain, and
no signal level measurements are necessary.

same.

the working conditions analysed.it The

simplest way, one might think, is to

rate and reliable voltmeter to the grid

between whirls points the voltage is desired
and cathode,accu
to be known. Certainly the voltmeter may give a reading.

But it is a fallacy to assume that that reading is what is
wanted. You want to know the voltage under working
conditions. What you actually read is the voltage with
voltmeter --a conducting path-between the points.
And the two things may be vastly different, as may be
seen by comparing b ith a. A better approximation
can be obtained by measuring the voltage across the
comparatively low resistance bias resistor (r) hut this
does not make wits sure that the voltage measured is
actuaLly getting to the grid. There may be a hidden
break in the grid leak. A still better method is to note
the voltage from some independent supply that can be
cected from grid to cathode without altering the

la

;

node current.
Or consider measuring the gain of an amplifier. A
switch is used to connect a meter to measure in turn the
input and output voltages. Such a method has already
been discountenanced on two grounds : it is particularly
undesirable to take readings which (as probably in this
case) are widely different, and there is the effect of the
meter on the input and output circuits. But, in addition,
the switching system may introduce enough feed -back to
affect the performance of the amplifier very considerably.
Take great care to reproduce true working conditions, and
to exclude disturbing effects due to the measuring

b)

Co/

These examples am given so that when individual

methods are discussed later it may be quite clear without
lengthy explanation why certain methods are recommended

lather than others.

The advice to reproduce, as far as possible, natural

working conditions in an experiment, and again to study
31
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one fact at a time, may tend to
The natural working co
ditions of a broadcast receiver are
that it is installed at a certain place,
Conditions
connected to a certain aerial and
earth, turned on, and tuned to certain stations. During
27.

Reproducing conflict

Working

CHAPTER 4
INSTRUMENTS

that process many influences are at work-power, locality,
carrier frequency, modulation percentage and frequency
of transmitter ; distance and nature of ground between it

and the receiver ;

A-Sources of Power and Signals

time of day and year ; nature of

the earliest systems of electrical communkation the
were conveyed by means of make and break
INmessages
of current according to a prearranged code, or, in one
word, signals. As apparatus became more complex and
required to be supplied with currents
28. "Signals"
other than those actually conveying

receiving aerial and situation ; acoustics of listening room
-to name a few. To draw reliable conclusions about the
results it is necessary to simplify the problem. For

instance, the transmitter may he replaced by a standard

signal generator, with everything under control and
measurable. The outside aerial may be replaced by a
dummy aerial smaller than a matchbox. The loud

the message, it

meter.

Then some definite figures of receiver performance

can be obtained.

to

original meaning of the word signal has had to he strained

But they should not blind one to the

severely to make it cover such things as broadcast
programmes. But it is essential to have some such concise
term to distinguish the communication currents (or

artificiality of the test, and lead to unwarrantable conclusions.

This applies with extra force to ultra -short wave tests.
Enough has been said in this chapter to emphasise the
importance of care in planning tests. This applies also to
setting up of the apparatus.
Many times, however, one comes across things that go
wrong ; for example, a result obtained on one occasion

voltages) from those used for feeding the valves, etc. As
a 'permanent unvarying current alone cannot be made to
convey " intelligence " (to me nother word whose

original sense must not be takena too literally), signal

currents are never strictly Z.F. (or " D.C."), and the term

fails to repeat itself on another occasion when the conditions

" D.C. amplifier" is understood to mean an amplifier

are apparently similar. It may happen in the course of
a single experiment, especially with complicated apparatus.

that magnifies the differences between levels of current or
voltage, however slowly such differences occur. Signals

It often happens when a system has been worked out
experimentally, and is then put into proper shape for

are therefore usually classified according to frequency,
and the broadest distinction is between audio and radio
frequency. For experimental work, controllable sources
of audio and radio frequency signals are among the most

permanent use. This met of difficulty is much more easily

cleared up if the original apparatus has been left intact,
although even then it may be very puzzling. Without it,
the secret may be lost for ever. It is necessary gradually

desirable items of equipment.

to eliminate the differences between the two, until the one

responsible for the unexpected divergence in results

was necessary

distinguish die latter from the former by calling them
.ignal currents. The name still persists, although the

speaker may be replaced by an artificial load and output

Power Sources

is

Often, as in detective fiction, the offender turns
out to be the least suspicious character.

Sources of power for feeding valve apparatus and for
incidental purposes are mainly D.C., although the raw

32
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divider across it for fine control, but the " Variac " sold

by Claude Lyons Ltd. combines both functions with
greater efficiency, and gives a practically continuous

variation of voltage (Fig. 13). A switchboard for grouping

such controls may be useful, but perhaps unnecessary if
there is an abundance of maim supply points around the
laboratory, as advocated in Chapter a

A.C. from the maim is used wherever
practicable. Elsewhere, rectifiers and
filter circuits are needed to convert to
D.C. Generally it is most convenient
to build a power unit into each individual piece of apparatus
29.

" Mains "

Power

that requires it, rather than to try to nn it from some

central power unit. The requirements are so variedsthat it
is impossible to design a power unit to anticipate them all.
If it is larger than is needed not only is there waste but also
in order to reduce the voltage without bad regulation (i.e.,
constancy of voltage for varying currents drawn) expensive

stabilising devices may benecessary. And if common
power supplies are used for a number of instruments,
there is a probability of short-circuits and undesirable
coupling. There are other obvious advantages in providing tailor-made power units. Nevertheless it is very

convenient to have in addition one or two reach-me-downs
for general purposes ; one giving up to too mA at 350 volts
and several amps. at 4 volts is very useful. Details of
design need not be given here because they follow ordinary

receiver practice, and can be varied to suit individual

needs. Several transformers supplying A.C. at 4 volts are
useful for heating valves connected in experimental
circuits, and sometimes come in handy as a source of

5o cis signal voltage. A larger transformer giving several
hundred watts at any voltage up to 25o or 30o 1.3 a -useful

Although it simplifies matters to run as much as possible
off the maim, it is hardly practicable to do without batteries
altogether. For L.T., especially if
30. Batteries and experiments demand fairly heavy
current with the minimum of voltage
Switchboards

drop, large accumulators are at least

theoretically desirable ; but there are many purposes for
which the small portable type is the only practicable one.
The fact that they can be brought tight up to the terminals
of their load is likely to result in less voltage drop than by
using a large stationary battery that requires long leads to
connect it to the work. It is surprising how diffiCult it is

to maintain a full 2 volts at the end of several yards of

wire even when it is multi -strand cable and the current is
no more than an amp. Unfortunately the type of cell
that gives the least variation of voltage with current drawn
is not the type that stands up best to lab. conditions -4.e.,
long idle periods and irregular charging. This must be
considered when selecting batteries ; the makers should
be consulted.

A H.T. accumulator is perhaps a rather expensive
luxury, bearing in mind that the very small sizes are not
to be recommended for laboratory service. A useful
voltage is 25o ; mom, if one can afford it. The battery
should be permanently installed in some place where it
will not be in the way, but on the other hand not so much
out of the way that it is too much bother to inspect it
fairly frequently for acid level, creepage, or corroded

necessary sometimes to use a heavy -current sliding potential

It should be thoroughly insulated as a whole,
and connected by well -protected cables to a distribution
switchboard. Fig. 14 is a slightly modified connection
diagram of a board that the author has found useful for
many years. Valve or metal rectifier chargers can

34
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possession ;

if varied by a tapping switch (with inter-

mediate dead studs to prevent short circuits) it may be

terminals.
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generally be rigged up from spare components so are not
specified in detail. Note that two H.T. tappings are
available ; one giving a choice of two voltages (6o and too)

and the other variable up to maximum by a multi -point
switch ; only alternate studs being connected, to avoid
shorting sections of the battery when moving from one tap
to another. The same applies to the voltmeter switch.
A useful selection of voltages can be obtained by operation

01111111111110i

of the two switches :Connection to H.T. Terminals

1 glig
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One can always sltift a battery tap temporarily for getting
a voltage not in this list.
The switch marked " Charge ELT, /Charge H.T.e " is
included because by charging the battery in two sections
a saving can be effected in the charger, especially if it is
of the metal rectifier type; it is possible to charge any

section of the battery according to the discharge taken

from it and such sections can be charged more economically from a 570 -volt charger than from the 34o volts that
would be necessary for the whole battery at once.
;

Fuses are either cheap flash -lamp bulbs or the tubular
sort made by Belling -Lee, who have recently devised a

L

111-'-__.

magnesium -fired type that avoids the usual heavy mortality
of fuses due to momentary surges when first switching on

any apparatus containing a large reservoir condenser or
a transformer.

For the L.T. ordinary fuse wire will do, of a rating

36
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II

according to requirements ; but the fusing current should

not be too close to the maximum working current nor

should the wire be needlessly long, or the volt drop will be
excessive. For the same reason only one pole of each cell
is shown fused. The cells are not interconnected on the
discharge side, so can be used at different potentials in the

Recarrine

a.-

econe

same circuit or connected in series to provide a 4 -volt

Duplicate el Side 1.

supply ; they can also be charged separately, or in parallel.

A cheap but reliable moving coil voltmeter was fitted
with suitable series resistors for testing both L.T. and H.T.
batteries. An inaccurate voltmeter is useless for battery
testing. And as a large H.T. accumulator battery is quite
an expensive item it pays to give more than perfunctory
attention to the maker's instructions.

Where the cost of such a battery is not practicable or

Price

Dew.

a

01= ItThrPone

but frequency tented to times
pen eacond by --50 ev.

Convent Warble 'Fume Do 1
Co5;etleZaTtlelerrOte'ea ecoy
Cottleet'VWXPerolet: elbto E

are generally in demand. A particularly useful type is the

,

ColeltUtt' 4,1,04::4
Cmstant Pure ',es t

Pcrtrix No. lit (t53 volts), which has tappings all over

z

C

justifiable, and perhaps even where it is, a few dry batteries

a

t5r

t

as,as.
sass.

it, including one at every cell towards the negative end.

er0oItes
Oa

'Poem : yea, zoo,

For the amateur who cannot afford specialised and
expensive instruments, the most practical audio source is
a gramophone. In the first place, a
31.

Coma Deo. Woo. 65oo, Poop,

=

The Gramo- gramophone turntable and pick-up

quite apart from experimental work, so it may not be
necessary to charge all of its cost to technical account !
phone Source

has its to

Peo,

At the most, it costs less than any purely electrical oscillator

onee : e5o, Sma
bco, eao,

Cuovent Pore Tomo

with comparable accuracy of frequency and waveform.
And in addition to pure tones of fixed frequency (derived
from standard frequency records) one can get fancy test
signals-warble tone, gliding tone, etc.-and of course any
sort of " programme " as well. A particularly useful

coo.

a7s.

eso,

5g.*12:

record for general test purposes is H.M.V. C.8452 (" Guess-

ing the Tunes ") because it consists of various sorts of
music interspersed with speech.

An inexpensive technical

record is the Decca EXP.55, which provides two sets of
.4 standard frequencies from 5o to 6,000 cjs. For
convenient reference here is a list of such records :38

Levele 'mender : apecified by maker..

1 Level. pules by mailers

practically conav
39
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Lead refers to R.M.S. velocity of needle point, to which
the electrical output Sf a perfect pick-up is proportional.
Obviously the correctness of the frequency given by a
standard frequency record depends on the motor speed.
Assuming that the mains are frequency -controlled A.C.,

the speed can be accurately adjusted by means of a
stroboscope card-or the requisite number of black and

white stripes painted on the edge of the turntable-

illuminated by a lamp ; a neon lamp is preferable as it is

extinguished completely twice each cycle of supply voltage,
whereas the flicker of a metal filament lamp is very slight.
Constancy of motor speed is naturally very desirable ; the
synchronous induction type has special claims as its speed
is definitely synchronised with the mains unless pulled out
by an unreasonable load ; and the induction characteristic
makes it self-starting.

As for the pick-up, the requirements are identical with
those for first-class gramophone reproduction-level response over as wide a frequency band as possible, and a

The needle armature type
covers a wider frequency band than most but does not
give a very large output. The piero-electric crystal type
is better in this respect, but its high and capacitive impedance demands special care in circuit arrangement.
While it is easy to retain the accuracy of the record's
rearonably large output.

SOURCES OF POWER AND SIGNALS

The gramophone has its limitations, of course t the

records wear out or get broken ; it requires more manipulation than an all -electric source ; it is unsuitable for long
runs ; the output is neither very large nor very uniform ;
and the range of frequenthes is limited. Some of these
the
disadvantages are absent in the "Electrone "
;

synthetic tone generator due to L. E. A. Bourn of the
John Compton Organ Co. The desired waveforms are

engraved along annular tracks on the surface of a revolving

disc in such a manner as to separate the conducting
surfaces each side of the groove. A large difference of

potential is maintained across the groove by a polarising
murce, and the tones are picked up by stationary electrodes,

which do not actually touch the disc. The output is

therefore constant, continuous, and of definite amplitude.
Although this system bas hitherto been confined to
entertainment purposes, it is possible that it may be applied
as a laboratory source. The disadvantages are the

extremely small output and the necessity fora suitable

driving motor.
All -electric signal sources consist of valve oscillators in
more or less elaborated forms, and before describing some
of these it will be helpful to consider
32.

Valve

Oscillators-

the requirements of the basic valve

oscillator as applied in the laboratory.
One can hardly have too many
oscillators, of either low or high
frequency ; and while any valve
oscillator has its uses it is necessary or desirable for many
purposes that it should conform to satisfactory standards of

frequency calibration, the amplitude calibration is affected
by the characteristic of the pick-up and of any amplifier
that may be necessary for increasing the output. Although
the accuracy of measurements that are made with it is not

General
Requirements

of time taken over adjustments can be saved if the output

waveform purity, frequency stability. and uniformity of

thereby upset if properly carried out (see Sec. .1) a lot
is substantially uniform over the whole band of frequencies.

Incidentally, it is not always realised how the amplitude
at different frequencies is affected by the type of needle
used. Even different samples of the same type may vary
in this respect. Whatever sort is selected, the needle
should be used for as short a time as possible ; on the
higher frequency grooves at any rate. The top frequency
calls for a brand new needle, so it is customary to begin
tests at that end.
40

output. An ordinary oscillator circuit such as can be
hooked up in a few minutes from common components is
likely to be more or less defective in all of these respects.
By careful design it is possible to reach almost any required
standard.
Firstly waveform. It is generally at audio frequencies

that it is a problem, became radio -frequency circuits are

ordinarily more sharply tuned and magnify the fundamental relative to the harmonics ; such harmonics as are
41
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present may fairly easily be filtered out, but their presence

is often no disadvantage and may even be very useful.
The reason for harmonic distortion is that when a valve
generator once starts oscillations they grow in amplitude
until something stops them.

Generally that something is

grid current, or a bend in the valve characteristic ; in
other words a rectifier, which is essentially a distorter.

The oscillation grows until the initial negative resistance
due to the valve back -coupling is neutralised by tuned
circuit resistance, and by resistance due to grid current or
by reduced average valve conductance. These quantities
depend on a variety of conditions that may not be very
constant, especially when the frequency of the tuned
circuit is adjusted or power is drawn from it ; and m the

amplitude of oscillation is indefinite. The same influences
that result in harmonic and in variations of amplitude are
also among those that cause the frequency of oscillation to
depart from calibration.

If the oscillator is provided with a reaction control it

is possible to prevent gross over -oscillation ; but adjustment

Resistance
Stabilisation
33.

is critical and has to be done every
time the frequency is changed, it is
practically essential to use a valve -

voltmeter or other indicator to show
when the normal amplitude is reached, and when taking
many readings these adjustments waste a lot of time. The

best of this type, and a great improvement on ordinary
variable reaction coupling, is the resistance stabilisation
circuit shown in Fig. 15..

It will he seen to be a perfectly

SOURCES OF POWER AND SIGNALS

ordinary Hartley circuit, with the addition of a variable

resistance R which is used to control the feed -back. The
coupling between the anode and gr!cl portions of the tuning
coil is as close as possible, and the Q" (otherwise known
as magnification factor, or ratio of reactance to resistance)
as large as possible. In these circumstances, if the whole
output from the anode were connected direct through the
high -capacitance blocking condenser Cs oscillation would
be far too fierce and would cease growing only when held
by an enormous grid current. By interposing the variable

resistance R, which may have a maximum of 5o,000 or
oo,000 ohms or more, and adjusting it until oscillation
only just starts, a mere trace of grid current is enough to
bring it to equilibrium, and distortion is correspondingly
small. The peak amplitude across the grid portion of the
coil is approximately equal to the grid bias voltage plus
perhaps one volt or less if carefully adjusted. Incidentally,
it is essential to use grid bias ; the grid -leak -and -condenser
method is inapplicable.

The object of using resistance instead of capacitance to
avoid phase shifts, which tend
control the
to make the frequency less stable. Another precaution is
to make the 16 ratio not too large. This circuit provides
the reader with a simple exercise in design given µ and
4 of the valve at the grid bias selected; and L, C, R.F.
resistance, and turns ratio of the tuned circuit, is easy
to calculate the required R.

This circuit works according to plan only when the
stray capacitance across R is inappreciable, and as R is

fairly large this limits its use to audio and low radio
frequencies-a few hundred kc/s at most.
Guiding principles in designing reaction -type oscillators

Inc all frequencies are to avoid grid current as far as
possible, to employ valves of high resistance and high
mutual conductance, and to use oscillatory circuits of high

with grid and anode windings
as closely coupled as possible and with a high ratio of

Q and high ratio of

anode to grid inductance.
42
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To avoid the possibility of over -oscillation and the
trouble of having to keep reaction always adjusted, there
is automatic oscillation control,*
34. Automatic
which is practically the old friend
Oscillation
A.V.C. R can be reduced to a
Control
value that ensures oscillation at every

frequency to which L and C are

adjusted, or alternatively it can be omitted altogether and
the tapping point on L suitably chosen, and the whole or
part of the grid bias is derived from separate rectification
of the oscillations. Fig. t6, although not a useful practical
circuit, illustrates the principle. V, is a diode ; the grid
and cathode of a disused triode or other valve will do. It
is possible to combine V, and V, by using a diode -triode ;
but as will he shown later this limits the possibilities of the

The condenser C, may be of any value having
not more than a few thousand ohms reactance at the
lowest working frequency. R, may be of the order of
rvr, Mu. R, and C, form a simple filter to remove the
circuit.

oscillation component in the rectified output, and usually
presents the chief difficulty because if its time constant
(R,C,) is made too large it causes motor -boating, and if it
is too small the control fails. For this reason it is difficult

to make the same values serve over a very wide range of
frequencies. The best values must be found by cxperimen .
As exemplified in Fig. r 6, the system presents no noticeable
advantages over the simple leak -and -condenser -grid return

for the oscillator. With either, suppose the oscillation
frequency is altered by increasing L, or a more efficient
valve is plugged in, or the anode supply voltage roes ; any
of these would cause the amplitude of oscillation to increase,
the harmonics to increase very greatly, and the frequency

to be different from that delivered under less fiercely
oscillating conditions. But the circuit of Fig. 16 can be

elaborated so that a very small increase in oscillation biases
back the valve enough to restore equilibrium. Amplitude

is thus kept nearly constant' without manual adjustment.

If the coil tap is near the grid end a closer control is
obtained if C, is connected to the anode end of L, or
alternatively a separate closely -coupled coil can be used
(Fig. s7).

For still closer control and for avoiding the

residual distortion due to direct connection of the rectifier
to the oscillator circuit the methods of amplified A.V.C.
are available, but increase the tendency to motor -boating.
ring described be

Argulmbau.14or. L., tan, ul

t See Sec. 3ox
44

This sytem can be worked so that the oscillation

is

restricted to a small portion of the best part of a valve's
45
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characteristic curves, well away from both grid current and
bottom bend, with the result that it far exceeds any other
in purity of waveform ; practically the only distortion is
clue to the rectifier circuit, and is minimised by adopting
the same design principles as apply to A.V.C. circuits. It
might be supposed that the separate rectifier introduces as
much distortion as a grid condenser and leak, and if badly
designed this might be so ; but with care it is appreciably
less, and can be removed altogether by using an amplifying
or buffer valve ; in addition it lends itself to precise control,
and causes less frequency uncertainty.

If the amplitude of oscillation restricted in this way is
too small, it can be increased by introducing a delay
voltage at the point X in Figs. 16 and
35. Advantage of I 7, making the cathode of the rectifier
positive by the amount by which the
A.O.C. Circuit
for Modulation
oscillation peak amplitude at the
rectifier is to be increased. It is
obvious that by varying this voltage at some frequency low

enough to pass the filter R,C, a very perfect method of
modulation

is

obtained. Suppose one wants a peak

oscillation of so volts with variable modulation up to
too per cent., a negative bias to the oscillator valve sufficient

almost to stop oscillation is applied at V. A steady delay
voltage of to is applied at X. Until oscillation reaches
so volts it grows without check, but beyond that limit the

delay voltage is exceeded and as it has been critically

adjusted the amount of extra bias demanded of the rectifier
is relatively small. Now a modulating voltage variable

up to to volts peak is applied in series with the delay
voltage. If both delay and modulating voltages are fed

into the cathode line through a common potentiometer, it
is possible to control the amplitude of oscillation leaving
the percentage modulation constant and adjustable by a
separate control.
It is very easy to apply voltmeters to indicate not only
the oscillation voltage but also the percentage modulation.
The only drawback is the manual adjustment of oscillator
bias which is necessary if these quantities are to be given
correctly by such readings. According to the original
46
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method described by Arguimbau the modulation voltage
is applied at Y ; the tuned circuit is loaded by the rectifier
throughout the positive half -cycle, the amplitude varies
with circuit conditions and it is necessary to have an A.C.
voltmeter in order to read percentage modulation ; but the
manual adjustment is dispensed with. In all cases it is

necessary to make sure that the oscillator valve is not

overloaded at maximum modulation.
The modulation voltage may of course also be generated
by an automatically controlled oscillator. A circuit for a
modulated oscillator is given in Fig.

36. A Complete

18,

A.O.C. Modulated A.F.
Source

in which the slider S. adjusts
and R.F. amplitudes simul-

tancously by biasing the cathodes of
both control rectifiers (the voltmeter

V may be calibrated directly in amplitude), and the

percentage modulation is adjusted by S, which may also
be direct -reading. The component value markings are
to give some idea of suitable magnitudes. It will be
noticed that Its is replaced by a choke, to pass A.F. but
stop R.F. It will also be noticed that
37. The Dynatron the triode oscillators are replaced by
dynatrons, which are superior in
Oscillator
Almost any screen -grid

many

tetrode with the anode fed at substantiallylower voltage
than the screen will work as a dynatron, but the Mazda
ACISa excels. For detailed information there is a lengthy

article on it ("Applications of the Dynatron ", Wirekss
Engineer, Oct., s933, pp. 5x7-540), together with 35

references to other literature on the subject. The dynatron
is worth studying, because once the mode of operation has
been grasped it is one of the most usefid tools for experimental work. No feed -back is necessary for oscillation ;

the typical curves of Fig. 19 show that when the anode

voltage Va is between the limits of about so to qo per cent.

of the screen voltage Vs the anode current (Ia) curve
slopes the opposite way from the usual, which means that
the anode A.C. resistance is negative and that any
oscillatory circuit connected in series will oscillate if is
dynamic resistance is numerically greater. As the tairves
47
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show, the negative resistance can be varied either by Vs or
by grid voltage Vg. Generally it is convenient to fix

Vs at the lowest that will give the required negative

resistance and sufficient amplitude of oscillation, and to use
Vg for increasing the resistance until oscillation is only just
maintained. Under these conditions itsweeps over the

practically straight downward slope and she purity of
waveform is exceedingly good.

Convenient voltages are

Vs too, Va about no for small amplitudes and yo for

maximum amplitude, and Vg variable to about -8. With
coca bias the anode resistance of the AC/Ss goes down to
,bout -boon ohrns, which is capable of setting even heavily
damped circuits into oscillation ; but when run like this

there is a risk of the dynatron properties deteriorating

The dynatron is therefore not advised far
ultra -high frequency work, in which the impedance of the
oscillatory circuit is inevitably low.
fairly quickly.

An important practical point is to make any potential
divider used to tap off the anode voltage considerably
lower in resistance than the negative resistance of the
dynatron.
The advantages of the dynatron are its ability to set up
oscillation in a simple two -terminal circuit, which may even

he screened and in

;

the ease and precision of

oontrol ; the straightness of its working characteristic ; and
tine frequency -stability of its oscillations provided that they
do not sweep beyond Mir working slope. It lends itself particularly to automatic amplitude control, because the
443
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control element (the grid) forms no part of the oscillating
circuit, and a very large control is exercised by a small grid
voltage ; so much so that auxiliary manual controls are
omitted in Fig. 18.

consisting of a o.08 H coil and a o.5 µP condenser. Both
oscillator and filter tuning are adjustable by moving small
pieces of mumetal in the fields of the coils.

Referring once more to that diagram, the output is

serious difficulties because if iron -core coils are used the
waveform tends to be bad and the frequency unstable,
air -core coils are of impracticable bulk, and the necessary
capacitance so large as to rule out continuous variability.
Only at the topmost end of the scale is it practicable to
cover any
any considerable band of frequency with one sweep
; the whole audible scale with one or even
of a
half a dozen sweeps is out of the question.
But for many purposes continuous and rapid coverage of
the scale is a most desirable or even essential feature. Like
receiving sets, audio sources may be
divided into two classes-superhetero39. The BeatFrequency Source dyne and " straight ". The former

shown taken directly from a coil coupled to the oscillatory
circuit. In practice, unless the coupling is so loose as to
act by radiation rather than by induction, the output from
any oscillator should be drawn from an amplifying valve
so as to prevent the load from influencing the oscillator.
The subject of dynatrons is continued in Chapter 7 (Sec.
148). An alternative to the dynatron, using a pentode, is
a device sometimes called the transition. Particulars are

given in, among other places, Proc. I.R.E. Dec. 1937,
where Brunetti's paper is worth studying also for its
explanation of " average negative resistance ".

Coming now to actual audio -frequency sources embodying these principles, constructional details of a maim driven oscillator giving t5 fixed
38.

" Straight "

Audio Sources

frequencies from 5o and to,000 c/s

with automatic amplitude control
are given in Chapter 7

(Sec.

5).

The output voltage varies from one frequency to another5 to

the extent of about
-

t

db. owing to inequalities in the

dynamic resistances of the various tuning circuits ; but it is
vastly superior to the moat uncontrolled oscillator, in spite
of no manual adjustment being provided. Also it cannot
be claimed that the lowest frequencies, for which iron -core
coils are used, are of surpassingly pure waveform. Again,
they are far better in this respect than one gets from the
uncontrolled triode.
For bridge purposes it may be more desirable to have
exceptionally pure waveform than a range of frequencies.
The author uses a dynatron oscillator tuned to the single

frequency of 7: (nearly for c/s).

Although automatic

control gives a better waveform than no control at all,
critical bend adjustment is better still, so is used ; and the
signal is further purified by the use of negative feed -back

Frequencies of the order of 20-100 c/s always raise

is better known, however, as the
It was probably suggested by
the unlawful howl obtainable with an oscillating receiver
when it beats with a received oscillation. The whole
audible scale, and more, results from a very short easy
movement of the tuning conSo in this, the B.F.
denser.
oscillator has a powerful at-

beat -frequency oscillator.

traction, so powerful that it
may sometimes obscure the

difficulties involved in cuhieating the original howling
receiver into a laboratory
instrument of precision.
A treatise on thc design of
the B.F. oscillator is outside
Beavrra-

°"`"VI;

and by taking the output from across a rejector circuit
50
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; he scope of this book, but it may be just as well to indicate
mime of the essentials if only to deter thrifty readers from

too light-heartedly setting out to make one.

The first thing one notices about its prototype-the
oscillating receiver -4s that the very low frequenmes are
unobtainable because of the tendency

40. Avoidingof two oscillators to " pull -in " when
they are very close in frequency. To

avoid this the oscillators must be very
completely screened from one another. Yet their outputs
have to be combined. The same problem is familiar in
soperhet. receivers, where the two frequencies arc separated
by at least t ro,000 c/s ; but in a B.F. oscillator they must

approach to 5 c/s, or preferably less, before pulling in.
This does not necessarily mean that such a low frequency is

wanted for testing; but if the two oscillators pull in at
c/s that fact implies poor waveform even at a considerably higher frequency.
Among the methods of solving this problem are the use

of (a) carefully balanced output circuits connected in
series with the detector; (b) screened buffer valves to
prevent coupling bade to the oscillator circuits; and (c)
frequency -changer valves, after the manner of ultra -high frequency superhets. An example of (e), designed by
C. P. Edwards, M.Sc., was described in The Wireleas World
of Jan sand, s 937, where constructional details were
given. Fig. al is a circuit diagram incorporating two recent
improvements on that originally published. Such an

oscillator is satisfactory for the more usual tests, and is
reasonably inexpensive and easy to make.

The matter of waveform is very important if the oscillator
intended for investigating amplifiers for small percentages of distortion, because it is
Designing
obviously no good trying to do so if
for Absence
the test source itself is impure. Even
is

41.

of Distortion

for the important business of taking
frequency response curves a pure

source is necessary. If the falling off in response of some
apparatus at, say, 30 c/s is being measured, and the nominal

30 -cycle output of the signal put into it includes strong
52
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harmonics, to which the apparatus may be much more
responsive, the result does not indkatc the true 50 -cycle
response at all. Apart from the distortion at low fre-

quencies due to the tendency to pull in, there is distortion
due to the detector, and to the audio -frequency amplifier
that follows. Detector distortion is minimised by keeping
the percentage modulation low, which in turn is accomplished by making the amplitude of one oscillation relatively small ; say, a tenth of the other, which itself is made
sufficiently large to sweep well beyond the curved foot of
the detector characteristic. If the detector is linear.
beyond this region, the amplitude of the beat oscillation is
determined by the smaller and not at all by the larger of the
component mediations ; so in order to maintain a uniform
output over the whole scale the smaller oscillation is made

the fixed frequency, and the larger the variable.

respectively.

The output circuit is rather awkward. For site best

results iron -core transformers should be avoided ; yet if the
circuit to be supplied is of much lower impedance than that

for which the output valve is intended, there is a risk of
distortion. With a plain resistance -coupled output, care
must be taken to see that the impedance of the load is kept
high, if necessary by resistance in series ; or that the output
is very small.

All trace of the component oscillations must be absent
from the output, or very misleading results might occur.

It is

allowable, however, to vary the weaker oscillation over a

narw range of frequency, because the change in amplitudero over such a range is generally negligible. The
usefulness of doing so is that it permits a fine adjustment of
frequency with a calibration that holds good at any setting
of the main frequency dial. The main tuning condenser is

generally shaped to give a logarithfnic audio -frequency
scale between too and 10,000 0/s, and linear outside these
limi s.

If both oscillations include harmonics, audio -frequency
harmonies are produced by the detector; m filters are
usually included to make sure that at least one (the fixed,
more easily) is of very pure waveform. Another reason for
excluding harmonics in the component oscillations is that
they are liable to cause spurious whistles at the top end of
the frequency scale. Distortion in the amplifier is mini-

mised be careful design generally, and by running the
valves well below their maximum rated output.
Judicious use of negative feed -back enables an
astonishingly close approach to perfect amplification to be
achieved. In a certain 3 -stage amplified without feed-

There is an alterostWe system that requires square -law detector and equal
osciI' tions.
Stabilised Feed -hack Amplifien ", M. 0. Black. BM System nelrmital
1
,ea. See oleo Sec. tss.
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back, the harmonics were 35 db. below the signal at .full
output, and the variation in gain due to a change in anode
volts from 040 to ohm was 0.7 db. By the me of negative
feed -back these figures were improved to 75 and mot

ll'abZiuencY

A filter following the detector is
necessary, and it must be well designed if it is not to start " cutting"

the highest audio frequencies. The
difficulty is that if in order to simplify this problem the
component frequencies are made high, the poll -in and

frequency stability problems are increased. Usually these
frequencies are about 5o to too kc/s. Assuming too kc/s,
it is obvious that in order to maintain a certain constancy
of the output frequency at, say, too c/s, the component
frequencies must be soon times as stable, unless of course,
they both shift equally in the same direction.
This problem is tackled by using very stable materials
for the oscillator components; designing coils and condensers so as to be unaffected by temperature ; placing them
well away from the heating components such as valves, or

in heat -insulated compartments ; arranging them sym-

metrically, to ensure equal changes in both oscillators;
using dynatron valves as oscillators ; and in other ways.

It really is very difficult to design and make a B.F. oscillator

which will give an output constant in frequency within,
say, t cis from the time of switching on. The worst drift
can be avoided by allowing quarter of an hour or so for
warming um but this is often inconvenient.

Another necessity, if the oscillator is mains -driven,
55
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a very high standard of supply -current smoothing and

tests as nearly as possible under actual working conditions.

absence of stray pick-up from transformers, etc.

Altogether then, a really good B.F. oscillator, such as
many laboratory tests require, cannot be bought cheaply or
designed easily ; but a relatively simple one, if well thought
out, is certainly much better than nothing.

Most radio instrument manufacturets list both audio
and radio frequency oscillators of various types, but the

audio range is much the less well

Commercial developed, particularly in the lower
Audio Sources
price classes. Although beyond the
means of most laboratories, the Sullivan-Ryall B.F. oscillator deserves mention bemuse of the
43.

amazing standard achieved-harmonic content °A per
cent. over the telephonic frequency range and le. than
0.3 per cent. over the whole range at 0.5 watt ; maximum

output 5 watts; output voltage constant to ±0

db ;
frequency stability within ±rn5 ets from switching on ; and
scale accuracy within o .2 per cnt. i c/s. The price is
Lz5o, rack -mounted and with power supply.
Very valuable articles by W. H. F. Griffiths on the design
of B.F. oscillators, including a description of the SullivanRyall type, are in The Wireless Engineer for May, 1934, and
July, l935.

At the other extreme, where an audio signal at only a

limited number of fixed frequencies is needed for work of no

great precision, it is not necessary to provide a special
instrument at all, as a very cheap oscillator described in
Sec. 15z wills erve the purpose although it is intended
primarily for radio frequencies. As already mentioned,
Sec. 155 includes details of an amplitude -controlled audio -

frequency dynatron oscillator.

Radio Sources

A very large number of assorted radm-frequency

oscillators are available absolutely free (apart from the
cost of a receiving licence), and me

:4...Torna.nsmitting

of them for testing purposes fulfils one
of the principles laid down ha Chapter

3-the desirability of carrying out
56

But although transmitting stations are very useful test

oscillators, they have the disadvantage of not being under
the control of any but exceptionally privileged workers.
For most quantitative tests a signal modulated by a constantly fluctuating broadcast programme is unsuitable, and
the periods of tuning note transmissions are too brief to be
very helpful. The signal strength from the more distant

absolutely
stations cannot be counted upon to r
constant ; and in wartime it is not possible to rely on
constancy of either power or frequency, or even the
existence of the station itself. Under more normal
conditioro, however, a local transmitter's carrier wave
nay be more reliably constant than an mediator in the

laboratory, and is certainly less likely to be influenced by
stray coupling from other apparatus ! But even in simple
tests on receivers one very soon experiences a need for a
test oscillator under one's own control.

Much of the subject of valve oscillators has already

been covered in considering audio sources. From oscillators

that can be assembled

45.

in

a few

minutes from spare parts, to standard
signal generators costing hundreds of
pounds, there is a continuous range

of available equipment. A rough division into three
classes may usefully be made, however
(a) " Open " oscillators, of the wavemeter class, which
may be calibrated in frequency, but in which no special

provision is made for controlling the signal strength to

repeatable levels.
(b) Oscillators, generally described as for servicemen's

use, which are entirely screened except for a definite
outlet to which the signal strength may be adjusted for
comparative prpmes.
(c) Smndard signal generators in which the signal
control is calibrated in microvolts and in which other
refinements, such as variable modulation depth, may be
included.

A wavemeter used at one time to be the first-and

sometimes almost the only-instrument in a radio labora57
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but now that every ordinary

tory,

according to

circuit reacting back to the oscillator must be very completely screened if the leakage field is to be imperceptible
when working at one microvolt level. That is the first

included incidentally in the service oscillator or signal
generator. Waverneters as such are dealt with in Secs.
127-B. An oscillator of the a class, not primarily intended as a signal source, is, as already mentioned, des-

problem, and it involves much more than simply enclosing
the apparatus in a metal -lined box. A very small current
passing, say, between two " earthing " connections on the
screen might beenough to set up an appreciable external

But where a signal source is needed,
it under control instead of

nected to a sensitive receiver at the highest signal frequency

46.

Wavemeters broadcast receiver

is,

1920 standards, a n accurate wave meter, the original wavemeter function is expected to be

cribed in Sec. 152.

the advantage of having

radiating indiscriminately
longer favoured.

is

so great that class a is no

The status of the instrument that almost constant. a
laboratory in itself has been taken over by the standard
47.

Standard

signal generator. For receiver design

and some other important purposes

Signal Generators it

is

practically indispensable.

Un-

fortunately, as with B.F. sources, a
good one is expensive. In principle it is extremely
simple -a valve oscillator variable over appropriate
frequency- ranges, and thoroughly screened toprevent
uncontrolled radiation ; a variable attenuator for controlling the signal output through the intended channel ;

When trying a signal generator it should be con-

field.

in the range, and the attenuator setting gradually reduced
from a few microvolts to zero. If the receiver is sensitive
enough to give an output which is substantial on one

microvolt, but which steadily decreases to nil at the zero
setting, then the generator screening may be considered
very satisfactor.
Next, there isy the design of attenuator to deal with such a

large range of signal strength-toe decibels-at high
Accuracy of
Signal Strength
49.

frequencies.

Difficult

at medium

broadcast frequencies, it is much

frequency.

more so at the very high frequencies
coming into general use ; a generator
is now expected to go to 25 Mc/s at least. At television
carrier frequencies the problem is really acute, and cannot
yet be described as altogether solved, though them are

price. As details of this sort can be obtained in abundance

scime specialised ultra -high frequency generators available.
But the signal voltage at the outlet of the instrutnent gives

very little information concerning what it may be at the

Having done that, one is better able to select the most

end of even the shortest connection that can be used to make
contact with the circuit under test. A properly designed
matched -impedance connecting cable gives at least an

and (practically always) provision for modulating at audio

The extent and refinement of control varies
greatly in different models, and so, of course, does the
from makers' catalogues, the most profitable thing to
consider here is what features are most useful in practice.
suitable generator.

The range of output in a laboratory generator

desirably from s microvolt to
48.

Necessity

for Thorough
Screening

is

t volt.
The lower figureg,
or even lens, is necessary for measurin

the more sensitive types of receiver;
rite higher is needed for discovering
spurious responses under extremelocal

station conditions, or taking
A.V.C. curves. An oscillator powerful enough to give
an output of tvolt in a circuit which prevents the external
58

approximation to the nominal signal.
The
acy of them icrovolt calibration, which may
be within 5 or t o per cent. at medium frequencies, usually
deteriorates very considerably at the highest frequencies.
Othersourcffi of error in such work would make higher
accuracy of little significance even if it could be obtained.
When examining a generator, with a receiver and output
meter connected so as to indicate equality of signal, some

clue to attenuator accuracy can be gathered by noting

whether the maximum signal at one setting of the multiplier
ct
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switch is the same at one -tenth on the next higher " x so"
switch position. Another is to measure the maximum
output with a valve voltmeter. But most of the accuracy
must be left to the maker's reputation.
To eliminate errors due to changes in the output from
the oscillator (which is bound to vary to some extent as the
frequency is changed) the input to the attenuator is checked
by a valve voltmeter or a thermal milliarnmeter. If the

latter, special care must be taken as it has very little

capacity to stand overload without burning out.
The aerial -earth impedance of a receiver is not infinite,
and the voltage established between those terminals
50.

The

Dummy Aerial

depends on the impedance in series
with them externally. To standardise
generator measurements a compact

dummy aerial is inserted between the
generator and the receiver under test. It consists of acio
icµF. in series with no pH, the coil having shunted across it
400 ttittF in series with gm.iff resistance. This composite
impedance, which has a minimum value of anon (at about
2 MC;S)

is intended to include the resistance (looked at

from outside) of the genera for itself. The easiest way is to
make the generator resistance small enough to be neglected,
say not over toil. There is no great difficulty in snaking a
properly designed attenuator of this resistance except at the
higher ranges of output. If the internal resistance on these

ranges is higher, as it is in most generators, this must be
watched, because if a comparatively low impedance circuit
is connected to the outlet, the actual signal voltage supplied
to the aerial may be much below the attenuator reading.

Ideally, the attenuator setting and the nature of the
circuit connected to the outlet ought to have no effect
whatever on the frequency, but in
practicehis
5Cntito
IOFrr"e"cY
ticularly at theis highest
frequencies
nut always
so, par-;
and imless the generator tuning is

The frequency range has already been referred to ; high

frequency ranges are practically standard now, but their
inclusion increases not only the attenuator problem but
also the difficulty of coil switching. Plug-in coils are safe
but a nuisance ; switching is splendid if the switch is
beyond reproach.
The tuning condenser ought to allow close adjustment,
and a subsidiary control for varying the frequency slightly
above and below that of the main dial is a valuable feature
for selectivity tests. Direct -reading frequency scales are

more pleasant, but with numerous ranges may be less
accurate than calibration curves. As the instrument is
expected to do duty as a wavemeter, the accuracy and
stability of calibration is important.
The cheapest instruments are generally modulated to an
uncertain depth ; in the better sorts the modulation depth
is not only accurately known but is
Modulation variable at will. The depth usually
52.
assumed for general use is go per cent.,

but foe some purposes it is necessary to be able to vary
it over as big a range as possible, preferably up to or very

near too per cent. For the same purposes-tests of
-detector distortion, etc.-the distortion due to the generator,

even at maximum depth, ought to he, but seldom is,

negligible. The same remark applies to frequency modula,
don. These characteristics can only be thoroughly
checked by cathode-ray oscillograph. The standard

fixed modulation frequency is goo cis and for most purposes the close accuracy of this is immaterial. Provision

is generally made for external modulation for taking audio frequency characteristics ; it is rather an advantage if too

much power is not required, especially at the upper
audio -frequencies. Some generators can be modulated

mislead. It is quite easy to discover this defect by trial ; and
it is most serious when making selectivity measurements.

straight from a gramophone pick-up, others require a large
fraction of a watt.
A useful feature, particularly in the cheaper models, is a
switch for enabling the modulation frequency sigmal to be
used externally. And a switch for giving an unmodulated
radio signal is definitely accessary.
Lastly, the power supply. Mains drive is now becoming
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market a very wide selection falling in class (b) all very
.6,eful within limits, and some of them on the borderline
between mere oscillators and laboratory generators.
;

Among the most interesting and versatile is the Lyons Hickok type sOaX, which, in addition to a radio -frequency

signal tunable from too ke/s to Tao Mc/s and the ,too els
modulating signal, also provides a variable audio -frequency

signal by means of a heterodyne valve. And the instrument includes an output meter, which usually has to be

Rire'4171,1:4,7,5s7oliArinSf

general, but for some purposes-field tests for examplethe battery -driven type is preferable ; an sometimes provision is made for either, as required.
An instrument embodying in full measure all the
desirable features described is probably unobtainable at
any price certainly a laboratory
Commercial
signal generator
Signal Generators must be regarded as impracticable or
53.

least uneconomic for any except
specialist firms to produce, and the number of models to
choose from is not very large. But there is now on the

obtained separately. The signal attenuator, although it
controls the output to repeatable settings, is not definitely
calibrated in microvolts.

The A. H. Hunt 4002 All -wave Signal Generator,

although less versatile, dons give microvolt readings, at

the fixed points 1, so, too, soon, to,rion, and too,000 ; and
is a goad example of a low-priced instrument that can be
used for serious work. The frequency scale is calibrated
from too kc/s to 6o Mc/s, with charts for greater accuracy
62
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when required ; and a dummy aerial is included. There
is also a continuou.sly-variable A.F. signal. The instrument is A.G. mains driven.
Oscillators in the " servicemen's " class arc too numerom
to mention. Although they are not standard signal

generators, they are most useful in the laboratory as

sourcm, and can be employed for comparative Mts. They
can be obtained so cheaply that it is hardly worth trying to
make one. Other things being equal, an oscillator giving

a fundamental signal on all ranges is better than one
relying on harmonics. This is a point to examine when
making a choice.

CHAPTER 5
INSTRUMENTS

B-Indicators
HWING applied some sort of signal to the apparatus
under test, one requires an indicating instrument to
give a reading of the results. The most important
class of indicators can be described as
Pointer Instruments
Voltmeters and other instruments in this category have
been in use ever since electrical engineering existed, but
the recent growth of the radio branch
has stimulated rapid development,
54. Choice of
more especially of multi -range and
Meters

A good example is the " Radiolab " modulated oscillator
illustrated here, covering soo-3o,000 kc/s in five switch controlled ranges. Either internal rtoo c/s or external
modulaon
ti is possible, and the internal signal is available
for A.F. tests. The attenuator in the separate small box
controls the output between the limits of approximately
and 100,000 MierOVOIIS. The price is Lo 575.
battery drive and TO r 7s. 6d. for A.C. mains.

6d. for

small portable meters. Detailed specifications are out of place here, became up-to-date
information can be obtained from the excellent catalogues
issued by the leading instrument manufacturers ; so the
space under this heading will now be devoted to discussing
the choice of meters.
It may be said at once cleat even when starting in quite

small way it is wise to spend rather a large proportion

of the available funds on this department of the equipment.
The reason is this specialised radio engineering instru-

ments, such as signal generators, distortion bridges, R.F.
resistance apparatus, etc., are constantly changing in design.

But although it cannot be denied that great developments
have also taken place in volt and current meters during the
last five or ten years, good instruments even thirty years
old are still (assuming fair treatment) valuable possessions.
In any case it is unlikely that the recent improvements in

form, adaptability, and cheapness will continue to be
introduced at the same rate.
64
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etc., ranges too.

Some means of covering all these measure-

ments is almost indispensable to the experimenter or to

anybody who has occasion to test radio apparatus. Whether
it is the best policy to make such an instrument the primary
standard of a laboratory may well be questioned, however.
It is in constant demand and comes in for any rough

usage that is going. Moreover, extreme accuracy is not
usually needed for this sort of work. If a high-class
instrument can be afforded at all, there is a lot to be said
for getting a comparatively inexpensive but serviceable
multi -range test set such as the Avominor, and then

reserving for more refined work such an instuunent as
a Cambridge Versatile Galvanometer. This consists of a
sensitive but (for its delicate workmanship) surprisingly
robust microarnmeter with a good long scale that can be
read to a hair's breadth. To it may be added an almost
unlimited variety of shunts, multipliers, thermo-junctions,
etc., and for resistance measurement an accessory designed
by the author; covering altogether
an immense range of

One does sometimes pick up marvellous bargains,
perhaps by making a vulture-like attendance at the
liquidation of a business, by studying advertisements in
technical papers, or by examining the stocks of certain
" clearance " dealers. But in doing so one must never
forget the legal maxim, amid emptor-" Let the buyer

beware I " Unless funds are very short indeed it may be
better to try those firms dealing in secondhand instruments
that have been reconditioned and if necessary recalibrated
;

and that are fully guaranteed.

But the important thing

is to get hold of at least one meter of really good quality.

Recent improvements do not concern accuracy-in any
given price class-so much as convenience. There is now
a very snide choice of multi -range
55. Multi -range
meters, giving A.C. as well as D.C.

Instruments

readings, voltage and current, and
often some resistance, capacitance,
66
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The Cambridge Instrument Co. keeps a moist
of the details of all instruments sold, and is able at any
work.

subsequent time to supply an accessory for extending its
usefulness, without having to get the instrument back for
adjusting resistances, etc. An advantage is that while the
galvanometer is a direct -reading microammeter that is

very valuable by itself-notably as the indicating part of

a sensitive valve voltmeter --its applications can lie
gradually extended in those directions where the need is
greatest. This is more economical than a completely
self-contained do -everything meter of similar quality, in
which some part of the high cost would probably represent

unnecessary luxury.
A single meter cannot be everywhere at once, however
multi -range it may be, so to supplement the meter depart-

ment it is extremely useful to have a
few miscellaneous instruments. They
56. Characteristim of Different need not be extremely accurate, and
Types of Meters therefore one has a good chance of
picking them up on the secondhand
or even the junk market. The most generally useful
ranges are 5, 25 and Too milliamps and one or two ranges
of volts. Rough checks of valve feed currents and supply
voltages save much confusion in experimental work. The

INDICATORS

that are very little good in either.

Even moving -coil
meters cannot be maimed to draw satisfactorily hide power ;

an ammeter or milliammeter should not drop more than

ou volt at full scale (con is a standard figure), and

mA (1,000 ohms per volt) is a usefid standard of voltmeter
consumption. It is a good thing for a voltmeter to have

a wale of current also, as it is then possible to read off
the current taken at any voltage reading, and if necessary
use it in making a correction.

By the tray, some meters are marked " B.S.1 " or

" British Standard First Grade" or the equivalent. This
sign does not mean that it is the highest possible grade of

instrument, for there are better grades such as " Substandard" (which dots not sound nearly so impressive I)
a does mean that the instrument satisfies a certain defined
standard of accuracy, which is good enough for any but
exceptionally precise work.
;

calibration can be checked and adjusted by the good
meter, and is not so very important; but it is marl important to see that the movement is perfectly free when
held in various positions, and does not stick or show
different readings according to whether the current is
going up or down. This, or a pointer that swings like a
nervous golfer before showing a reading, is extremely
exasperating. Another thing that must be looked into
is the power absorbed by the instrument-voltage dropped
by a milliammeter or current taken by a voltmeter. Some
of the " bargains " may fail in this respect. Moving -iron

meters have recently been greatly improved so far as
accuracy is concerned, but are not generally suitable for
radio laboratory purposes because of the large power they
Moving -coil meters are, or can be, excellent in both
respects, and in cheapness arc surpassed only by meters
take.

us
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that there is nothing quite m good for A.C.
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I

The unfortunate thing about the moving -coil meter is

0

01

Although

moving -iron meters can he made of comparable accuracy
if one pays handsomely for it, their consumption is very
heavy, and they are useful only for low (power supply)
frequencies.

The thermal type can be used at any fre-

quency, from zero to ultra -high, if it is suitably designed,
and it gives true R.M.S. readings, but it is quickly put

1111:111M-

out of action by a slight momentary overload, and is
either very expensive or power -consuming or both.

iflo111111iliii

The

electrostatic type is totally unsuitable for all except one
particular purpose, but that one ought not to be forgotten,
especially in connection with television. An instrument
of the ordinary current -operated types for measuring
voltages of the order of thousands is very expensive, and
the power consumed almost certain to be serious. But
it is just where other types are least useful that the electrostatic meter is best. The higher the voltage (up to about
o,00rt) the cheaper it is, and the current drawn is practically nil. For general purposes, however, the true A.C.
the D.C. moving -

Lill
(i°

sus

The range of frequency over which the rectifier i effective
is also lacing extended and now includes the lower radiofreuencies.
A rectifier varies in resistance according to the voltage
applied, so the ordinary method of multiplying the current

range by shunting the meter is ruled
57. The Rectifier out. Instead, a current transformer

coil that in the most popular models a metal rectifier is
incorporated to enable the latter to be used on A.C. too.
There is a slight loss of accuracy in the process, and the
chief disadvantage is that the reading depends to some

Automatic Shunt is used, with various primary windings

may be so per cent. or even more. A compensating

of the most careful workers, run a grave risk of bent

linear as in a D.C. moving -coil meter, except at low

currents. By the time that a low resistance shunt is
switched across, the damage is done. What one wants is

extent on waveform ; the error due to irregular waveform

to provide suitable current ranges.
But the application of a rectifier as a shunt comes into a
awful dodge that is not as well known as it ought to be.
Milliammeters used for general testing, even in the hands

advantage over those types that read true R.M.S. values
whatever the waveform is that the scale is practically

pointers, or a worse fate, as a result of accidental excess

There is some difficulty with voltages less than
about 1, but this has so far been overcome that excellent

an automatic shunt that adjusts itself according to the
current. A metal rectifier is such a shunt. Things can

voltages.

millivoltmeters of the rectifier type are now available.

be arranged so that when the current is small its resistance
is very much higher than that of the milliammeter across
which it is connected, and practically the full sensitivity

of the meter is preserved near the zero end of its scale.
But as the current increases, the rectifier shunt resistance
drops ; it is possible for a 0-5 milliammeter to have the
full wale current raised to amp. in this way. Fig. 29
shows how the original scale is extended by the rectifier,
I
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and Fig. 3o the circuit. The components are a 0-5 milli-

due to faulty mental arithmetic in moments of stress.

mmeter, a Westinghouse L.T.-7A rectifier; and about
13o ohms of resistance. For further information on this
scheme refer to The Wireless World, Jan. 11th, t935 and
June znd, t938. The disadvantage of the earlier descrip-

tion was a high voltage drop-over a volt full scalebut with the L.T.-7A rectifier this is reduced to about a
Apart from its protective function, this method is
sometimes adopted to obtain a special scale shape-e.g.,
a decibel scale for signal level meters-but unfortunately
half.

the charateristics of the rectifier are dependent on tempera-

ture, and especially with such a wide -range scale the
accuracy is poor. In one very useful application-bridge
galvanometers-this does not matter and it is difficult to
see why it is not commonly used for the purpose ; the

advantages are too obvious to need emphasis. Of course
a rectifier appropriate to the resistance and current range
of the meter must be used ; a sensitive galvanometer
requires a comparatively low current rectifier. The

Westinghouse Brake and Signal Co. can give advice

regarding any special case. It is necessary to specify the
resistance and full scale reading of the instrument, without

shunt, and as desired with shunt. To protect against

reverse currents at least one rectifier path must be connected
each way across the meter, as shown.
In theory, the construction of plain shunts and multipliers

for extending the current and voltage ranges of D.C.
instruments is simple; in practice it
58. Range Shunts demands rather more care, for a given

and Multipliers

standard of accuracy, than the un-

initiated might suppose. This work
is fully dealt with in many publications,* so will not be
included here, except for one valuable tip.

When winding

a resistance that must be adjusted to an exact amount, do
it in two sections. Wind a little short of the right value
with the ordinary wire, and do the adjusting on a supplementary section of much heavier gauge. Another bit of
advice is never to select ranges requiring awkward scale
factors such as 2 or even 4. Errors are sure to occur
For example, by C. R. Camas in TA. I.eless
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,934.

With A.C. instruments, range multiplying is not so simple,

even in theory, and had better not be attempted without
adequate knowledge of the problems involved.

As electrical power is the product of current and voltage,
or calculate
each separately and multiply. That

one method of determining it is toms
59.

Wattmeters

is all right for D.C., and for A.C. in
non -reactive circuits, but if current

and voltage are not in phase an extra factor must be

included-the cosine of the phase angle, otherwise known
as the power factor. A wattmeter, which depends for its
deflection cm the force between a movable and a fixed
coil, one for voltage and one for comet, takes account of
this and reads true watts. Although wattmeters are very
important in " heavy" electrical engineering, they are not
much used in radio laboratories, because they are comparatively expensive, are subject to considerable error due
to their own consumption in low -power systems, and are
particularly inaccurate at the low power factors common
cation"uits. Except perhaps in conin "
nection with the total power taken by a receiver there are

other ways, to be dealt with later, of measuring power
factor.

The fbregoing are the fundamental " pointer " instru-

ments ; there are now many others, going under various

names, in which the same meters appear thinly disguised
by scales calibrated in other quantities. As wattmeters
arc still fresh in the mind this is perhaps a good point at
which to expose the pseudo -wattmeter, which is simply a
voltmeter or milliammeter calibrated in watts. Such a
calibration can hold good only under certain conditions
for instance, an ammeter may be connected in a supply
circuit, and assuming a certain fixed voltage and powe;
factor it is legitimate to scale it in watts. But of course

its readings are immediately invalidated if voltage or
power factor alter ; unlike a true wattmeter it cannot
take account of these factors.

If the circuit in which the power is to be measured

consists of a pure resistance the power factor need not be
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taken into consideration because it is equal to t. And
by Ohm's law the power W in watts is equal to - or
PR (V in volts, I in amps., and R in ohms), so a volt- or

but the milliwatt scale of the voltmeter has to be different
for every value of resistance, which is hardly practicable
if a really adequate selection of resistances is provided.
The difficulty is avoided by means of a transformer with
a fixed secondary across which the voltmeter and a suitable
fixed load resistance are connected ; and the primary is

ammeter can be legitimately sealed to read watts consumed
in one particular resistance. This is the principle of the

output meter ", which being rather important in radio

work deserves more than passing mention.

When testing a receiver by applying a signal, the ear

is not a very satisfactory indicator because it cannot easily
distinguish small changes in intensity
60. Output
of sound ; it gives no quantitative
Power Meters
readings ; and it cannot be relied

or) even for rough comparison.

So

for comparative work-e.g., "lining up" a receiver-an
ordinary metal -rectifier A.C. voltmeter can be connected

across primary or secondary of the output transformer
(preferably the latter if the meter possesses a suitable range).

A valve voltmeter is sometimes rmmended for this
purpose, but it is much le. robust,eo portable, and convenient than the metal rectifier type.
Now a loud speakers not a fixed pure resistance, but

tapped, or a number of separate windings provided, so
that the fixed load resistance can be made equivalent to
any one of a number of different resistances, looked at
from the primary side. Under these conditions a transformer to give nearly perfect characteristics at all frevendes from, say, 3o tom,000 cis is a difficult piece of
design ; but for the purposes for which an output meter
is generally used a very high standard of accuracy at the
extreme conditions is hardly necessary.

Information on how to rnake a variable impedance output
meter is given in Sec. 559. An adaptable meter of this
sort is very valuable, for it enables one to sec quickly how

if its resistance as a load at the frequency of test is Mown
at least approximately, it is possible to gets ome idea of
the actual power in it from a voltage reading. Of course
it

is necessary to make sure that the resistance of the

voltmeter is at least several times as great as that of the

speaker!
When more accurate measurements of power are wanted,
as

in determining the sensitivity or maximum power

output of a set, it is better to replace the loud speaker by
an artificial load consisting of an accurately known pure
resistance. The voltmeter can then be scaled in watts or
milliwatts. While the instrument is certainly capable of
reading true watts in this way, it is taken for granted in
measurements of the output of valves that the load resistance

is adjusted at least approximately to the optimum value,
or whatever other value may be required for special tests.
Not only is it necessary, then, to have a load resistance
that can be varied to cover all probable requirements,
74

In the well-known

General Radio 583-A Output Meter a special compensating system is used to equalise readings over the wide
range of load resistances included, 2i to 2o,000 ohms.
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the output of a stage is affected by the load resistance.
The resistance which is found to give maximum output is
not, of course, generally the " optimum " load ; one has
to take account of distortion too.
Another growingly popular meter which is scaled to
read an indirect quantity is the ohmmeter. Many multi range test sets are provided with a
61.
Ohmmeters direct -reading resistance scale. The

provided in one instrument; but for very high ranges the current meter must either be very sensitive or the battery voltage must be raised ; and for low ranges the resistance of the

power for deflecting the pointer is
obtained from a battery-usually a small one contained

in the instrument-and the extent of the deflection

is

controlled by the resistance connected to the appropriate
terminals or clips. As the deflection depends also on the
voltage of the battery it is necessary to make a preliminary
adjustment to compensate for this. Fig. 32 shows the
circuit of onc of these simple ohmmeters.. R is a resistance
equal to the desired mid -wale reading, and the meter is
adjusted by the variable shunt S to give its full deflection
when the " X " terminals are short-circuited. Under these

conditions I, full scale current, = . The resistance, X,
to be measured is then connected and the current now
flowing, 1,, Eliminating E we get X =R C41),
from which it appears that the result depends on R (which
is Sued) and the ratio of the two currents. As the actual
values of current are therefore immaterial it is allowable
to use the variable shunt, as described, for bringing the

pointer initially to full deflection (zero on the resistance
may

the bat tery voltage

the second deflection,
circuit, is then a

with X in

measure of its resistance.

By

selecting appropriate values for

sr.a4

R
and the
shunt a variety

of

resistance

ranges can be
or detailed infotTnation on how to ma, ohmmeters see T. D. Dolton in

WOeless World. Nov. T HT, roa.T.
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battery, neglected above, introduces error. The " Avometer ", a pioneer in this field, has two preliminary adjnstments-one for voltage and one for resistance of the battery.

With a trifle more trouble any voltmeter can be used
to measure resistances, as described in Sec. 17T.

Of course,

the direct application of Ohm's Law by means of voltmeter
and ammeter is too obvious to be described, but besides
the necessity for the two meters there is the risk of " bumping " the current meter by an unexpectedly low unknown
resistance, and allowances must be made for the power
consumed by one or other of the meters.
Although some ohmmeters have more than one scale,

it is difficult to cover with accuracy anything like the full
range of resistances encountered in
The conventional
radio practice.
63.
Resistance

ohmmeter has seldom enough voltage

to go up into the megohm ranges
without additional batteries, or enough current for the
very low resistance ranges. It is often very desirable to
.have some means of measuring the latter-switch contacts,
etc. The most satisfactory method is to me the unknown
resistance as a shunt to a current meter, the reduction in
deflection being a measure of the resistance. The Ferranti
low -reading ohmmeters depend on this principle. To
cover a wide range of low resistances in one instrument
the author of this book devised a multi -ranging extension
of this scheme, which has been embodied in the Cambridge
Resistance Meter, illustrated in Fig. all. The same scale

applies for all four ranges, covering from aunt to 1,000
ohms with reasonable accuracy, and the wale factors are

all multiples of to. Thew is no possibility of bumping
the meter, even if the unknown resistance fluctuates

between zero and infinity, as may approximately happen
when one is joggling a switch to test its contacts. The
voltage employed (2 max.) is sufficiently low not to give
a false indication by breaking through surface skins.
Bat when testing the ahsenre of a conducting path it is
77
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usually desirable to apply a high voltage, toensure that
the insulation under test is capable

tligh FzesyerLe

of withstanding it. For this

the

" Megger " made by Evershed &

Vignolcs is and always has been the

standard instrument.
In recent years the original " Megger " has been greatly
developed in two ways ; in the direction of widening the
range of measurements by incorporating the bridge
principle for the lower values ; and in the production of
cheaper models. As high resistance testing at high voltage

forms a relatively small part of the work of most radio
laboratories, the rather large cost of the standard instruments (of the order of L',5o) puts them out of reach of all
except very lavish establishments, but the Wee-MeggerTester illustrated here is worth considering. For CR 5s.
it is possible

to buy a Soo -volt machine scaled from

loomo ohms to 20 megohms.

The reading is independent

of the speed at which the generator handle is turned,
provided that the capacitance of the circuit tested does
not exceed about o.25 µF. Testing of large condensers
is impracticable with
this
model owing to the chat ge and
discharge currents has the
generator speed fluctuates, but

the "Megger" and
" Meg " ranges of
instruments are

th
ID

kb infinite
Pei MO,

d In the fulkactle

h the

obtainable with a special constant output generator for
high eaparimme circuit tests, and a choice of scales op to
to,00s megohms at 1,000 volts, if need he. The makers
supply very informative literature about these instruments
and resistance testing in general.
The measurement of very high resistances will be treated
in Secs. 172-3. There is also a valve -operated ohmmeter
by General Radio, scaled from 0932 to 5o,000 megohms.
Although perhaps not exactly a pointer instrument, the
vibration galvanometer may be mentioned here. It may
be either of the moving coil or
64. Vibration
moving iron type ; if the fomier, the

Galvanometers

word " roil" must he interpreted

rather broadly, as the moving element
generally consists of a fine wire through which the signal
current passes between the poles of a permanent magnet.
If the current is alternating, the moving element vibrates.

and as

it is

generally arranged to have a very sharp

mechanical resonance the response is highly sensitive to
signals of a particular frequency. The vibration is made
visible by a lamp and lens system. The principal application is to bridge work at frequencies of the order of 5o cis,

at which it is extremely sensitive and has the great
advantage of practically ignoring harmonics and other
79
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I

null point.

required ot; say, a moving -coil instrument.

If a lot of

Vibration galvanometers are usually rather expensive

trouble has been taken to obtain a very accurate calibration,

one of the least costly and most practical is that made 13).
the Baldwin Instrument Co. (Fig. 35).
Electronic Instruments
Although in principle the valve (or thermionie) voltmeter

it is not enough to do it once and thereafter rely on it for
ever
to maintain such accuracy of measurement it is
necessary to check it every few months, at any rate on
ranges below
or two volts. In view of this it is o.
good principleone wherever possible to use valve voltmeters

described, the interest concentrates on

calibration at all is necessary. If this is not practicable,

might be classed with the metal rectifier type already
65.

Valve

Voltmeters

the valve portion of the instrument
rather than on the meter itself, so it
has been held over to this section,

which is devoted to indicators that depend for their action
on electronic discharge through more or less rarified space.
The valve voltmeter is in general considerably more
elaborate and less convenient than a straightforward meter,

so would not he used in preference to it; but in radio

work there are very many applications where the ordinary
meter is useless, either because it draws too much power
or otherwise disturbs the circuit unduly, or because it does
not respond to a wide enough range of frequency.
There would be no lack of material for a whole hook
on valve voltmeters, and what follows is by no means
exhaustive.

Different

types

have

their

respective

advantages and disadvantages, and a single circuit cannot
serve every possible purpose ideally. In essence the valve
voltmeter is simply a valve operated at a curved portion
of its characteristic so as to rectify the signal and give an
indication on a meter, usually in the anode circuit. The

detector valve in any receiver can be converted into a
valve voltmeter by the addition of a meter, and often this
is actually quite a sensible thing to do, because the disturbing effects of introducing measuring apparatus into
the signal circuit are completely avoided. It might be

objected that a calibration process would be necessary
every time. True, any sort of instrument called a voltmeter ought to be calibrated in volts; and one expects
a valve voltmeter to be no exception. But even when
highly elaborate precautions have been taken, a valve
voltmeter has not the permanence of calibration that is
80

only as indicators of equal signals,

because then no

the next best thing is to make the result depend on the
ratio of two readings not too widely different, so that error
tends to cancel out. An example of this occurs in a certain
method of measuring R.F. resistance, in which the readings

arc in the ratio t

For many other purposes-such
as measurement of oscillator voltage in superheterodyne
:

receivers-a very accurate voltage reading

is quite
unnecessary, and in certain circumstances, to be considered
later, no special calibration at all is required. So the
calibration difficulty may be much
overestimated.

ig.

ibrat
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For general use some or all of the following features
are desirable :(I) As nearly as possible infinite input impedance.
Disregarding wiring or other capacitances external to
Desirable
Features
66.

the valve, and " Miller effect " in
the valve, the input

of a

valve

consists of a capacitance ranging from
about t to so /Lg. according to
type, and a resistance that ordinarily may be of the order
of a megohm but is usually much less, and may be only
a few thousands of ohms at frequencies
and too Sluts.

On the other hand, with special valvearos and careful

design, the impedance may be raised to many megohms.

(n) Independence on frequency within the range

concerned. The attainment of this is not likely to
cause serious difficulties at frequencies less than on Mc/s.

(3) Wide range of voltages measurable.
(4) Independence on waveform ; unless discrimination between waveforms is specifically desired, as in
peak and mean voltmeters.
(3) Portability and ease of bringing into action.
(6) Reading independent on reasonable variations of
battery voltages and valve characteristics.
(7) Simplicity ofadjusunent, cheapness, and robustness.

It is rather important to decide at the start how much
one is interested in waveform. An instrument to read true
R.M.S. voltages regardless of wave -

Voltmeter

form must operate according to a
square law that is to say, indication
proportional to square of voltage.
This feature is incompatible with a

linear scale.

So although changes in voltage near full scale

67. The Squarelaw Valve

are shown up prominently, one cannot take accurate
readings of widely different voltages on any one range.
Whereas the ratio between full scale readings on one range
and the next may be 5 or even to to t on a D.C. moving 82
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coil meter with its linear scale, it should be no more than

or 3 tot

a a square law meter.

Moreover, although
it is possible with a little care to get a close approximation

to a true square law by working a suitable valve as an
anode bend detector, it holds this over only a limited
range, and so between these two things it is clear that
absence of waveform errors and wide range of measurement

do not come together.

For the more prec
classes of work the square law
instrument is important A triode of the small power type
is the best for the purpose, and by operating it at various
initial grid and anode voltages, and in each case plotting

the change in anode current against the square of the
signal voltage applied to the grid, one can pick out the

conditions over which square law holds sufficiently well,
because the graph is then a straight line, or nearly so.
Fig. 36 shows the circuit of a voltmeter designed to read
true R.M.S. values. For this purpose it is connected as
shown in Fig. 37 (a). The Mallard PM. too calve is

decapped and fixed to give a short lead to a low -loss
To minimise input loss it is customary
to mount this terminal on a washer of selected mica,
keeping all other materials at least half an inch away.
The parts indicated by heavy lines are especially short
input terminal.

and well insulated.

By-pass condensers to cathode are

connected to form the shortest possible path for R.F.
currents. The best anode voltage in this particular

instrument was found to be about 5o, and grid bias about
-8, giving an initial anode current of 6o µA. The
indicator is a Cambridge Unipivot instrument 24 µA full

scale, with a shunt box to give additional ranges of 6o,
040, boo, etc., µA. With the input short-circuiting switch
closed, the filament voltage is adjusted to t 6, the grid bias

is adjusted to give full scale reading on the 6o µA range,

and this anode current is then "backed off" by closing
the " Balance " switch and adjusting the controls.

To do

this more exactly the microammeter is switched to its
lowest range. Even with this sensitive instrument and
the balancing out of the initial anode current, o1 volt
R.M.S. is the lowest signal that gives a useful reading
84
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(n5 µA) ; and the highest reading before grid current is
drawn is 5.5, but it is square law up to only 25. The
" High " balance switch position is to enable a comparatively large anode current to be backed off, so that

is goo, and the capacitance from anode to cathode about

the must sensitive microammeter range can be used when
a substantial signal is present; this is useful for tuning a
circuit very exactly to resonance, but must be used with
caution.

Naturally it is at all times necessary to take

great care to protect the meter from excess current. The
2 -volt filament is run at 1.6 to impose at least some
restriction.

But with an instrument of this type

it it

essential to switch to a high range whenever a reading
is not actually being taken, and to take particular cant
not to break the grid circuit when on a low range. It
there is no conducting circuit externally, or the signal

voltage is superimposed on Z.F., it is necessary to use the
alternative connection through a grid condenser and leak.
The input loss is then slightly greater, of course. Two
condensers in series are used for safety, and they were very
carefully selected for high insulation resistance, as a leak
through many thousands of inegohms is enough to
uven
pset the readings.
Obviously in such a valve voltmeter the virtues numbered

7, and to some extent 6, are very heavily sacriand a are very good, but so they mm
ficed to 4.
3, 5,

he in other types.
High input impedance,

especially

at

frequencies, can be still further improved in this or am

other type of valve voltmeter

.

10

an " Acorn " valve and
mounting it in a " probe " at the end
of a flexible cable, so that the valve
can be brought right to the point where the voltage is to
be measured. Small by-pass condensers are connected
close up in the probe, but for low frequency currents it is
advisable to supplement them by larger capacitors in the
miniature uncapped
main body. The Mazda DI is
6$. Precautions

for U.H.F.

using

diode specially designed for U.H.E.,a and its characteristics
are very suitable for valve voltmeters. The heater takes

0.2 amp. at q volts, the maximum reverse anode voltage
86

µµF.

For work where extremely high input impedance

essential there are special Osram valves, of which
particulars are obtainable from the General Electric Co,
is

The inconvenience of batteries can be eliminated by
maim drive, but for very sensitive instruments great care
is necessary in thoroughly insulating

69. The Auto -bias and filtering the power supply. It'
Valve Voltmeter fractional voltage readings are not
essential, a great improvement in
robustness

is

possible: an ordinary low -reading milli -

ammeter can be substituted for the relatively expensive
microammeter. Lastly, by sacrificing the square law

feature, and using "automatic" grid bias, the voltage
range can be enormously extended, because not only is
the scale then almost linear, but various ranges can be

obtained by providing a choice of bias resistances. This
is the method usually adopted in commercial valve
voltmeters, of which those by Salford Electrical Instruments,

the Weston Electrical Instrument Co., and the General
Radio Co. are examples.

Where the work does not justify

die expense of high-class instruments such as these, it is

Oat very difficult to make up a voltmeter on the same plan.
It must be remembered that this auto -bias type is necessarily
less sensitive, other things being equal, because the signal

causes an increase in negative grid bias and an equal
reduction in anode voltage. For the same reasons, if it
is desired to go up to a high reading, such ffs too volts,
a large initial anode voltage must be provided, rather
But
it has the advantage of simplifying a wide range of measure-

more than twice the maximum peak signal voltage.

ment, and the auto -bias being of the nature of a negative

feed -back system tends to stabilise the indications, rendering

them less dependent on valve characteristics and supply
voltages.

Fig. 38 is

the circuit of the Mallard valve

voltmeter, arranged for easy construction from standard
parts. The ranges are 4, 10, 05, and too volts full scale,
and the indicator is a o -30o microammeter.
The General Radio valve voltmeter (Fig. 39) employs
auto -bias, but as it is supplied by the separately rectified
a
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signal as shown in the schematic diagram Fig. 40 there
are the advantages that the sensitivity is greater because
the indicating valve starts working on the middle part of
its characteristic instead of the foot, and the maximum
meter deflection corresponds to zero signal, and therefore

no damage can be caused to the meter by any signal.
The rectifier is an Acorn valve mounted as a probe,
and as it is connected through a condenser any super

imposed D.C. is excluded. Note the very high values of

load and filter resistance with a view to maintaining a
high input impedance. Except at fractions of a volt the
rectified voltage applied to the second valve is equal to
D.
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the peak signal voltage applied.

The resistance network

in the cathode is for range changing on the negative
feed -back principle, and for balancing the initial current
out of the meter.

Although the auto -bias type is perhaps the most popular,
all purposes where a square law voltmeter is not
essential the author favours the some -

for

70. The Slide -back what neglected species known as the
Valve Voltmeter "slide -back". Compared with the
auto -bias type, all the advantages are
retained, with the exception of one to be mentioned later,
and in addition there can be

(i) Almost complete absence of error due to supply

voltages and valve characteristics.
(2) Avoidance of
ofrisk to sensitive instrument.
(3) With a
elaboration, readings down to
m volt without any microammeter at all.
(4) Indefinite extension of readings in upward
direction.

(5) Readings may be taken on any ordinary D.C.

voltmeter, which need not be monopolised by the valve
voltmeter.

The principle is to adjust the grid bias of a valve until
the anode current is just reduced to zero in the absence
of signal. When the signal is applied, an additional grid
Inas is needed to reduce the curmnt again to zero, and

this bias voltage is equal to the peak signal voltage and is
a measure of it. In practice it does not work out quite
so simply, because the bias corresponding to " zero " anode
current may be anything within a volt or two, according
to the sensitivity of the anode current meter. What looks
like zero on one instrument may be full scale reading on
another. The sensitivity of adjustment is at its very worst
where the anode current curve merges imperceptibly into
the base line. So it is necessary to adjust to some definite
small anode current. It ought to be as small as practicable,
became the greater it is, the less perfect is the valve as a
90
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rectifier.

is used, the meter on

Also if a large

which it is indicated is not sensitive to small changes, and
the adjustment cannot be made to close accuracy. The
instrument illustrated in Fig. 36 can be connected in such
sway as to serve alternatively as a slide -back voltmeter ;
ee Fig. 37 (b). Because a 0-4 µA meter happened to be
available the " zero " is fixed at oi5 µA for this purpose.
Even with such a small current the simple relation between
signal peak voltage and added bias voltage is modified in
two ways. The valve, being now an imperfect rectifier-

the change in anode current due to a signal is the net
result of a downward as well as an upward swing-the

bias voltage needed to counteract a small signal voltage is
much smaller still, so there is a curved foot in the calibration
Carve. With so small a " zero " PS 0.5 µA, the curvature
is seriously noticeable only below about 0.5 volt, and about

0.2 volt peak can be measured, if the D.C. voltmeter is
not a limiting factor. The other effect is that the slope
of the whole curve is shifted. In the example described
the peak value of voltages well above the curved foot is
greater than the bias reading by less than n per cent., but
tests show that this error increases steadily as the " zero "
is increased. The mason is that the current reading of
0-5 µA, when a signal is on, is the mean of a current which
is arm throughout nearly -al -4411e cycle and a sharp peak

at maximum positive signal. 'i Unless the

extremely small this peak requires an appreciable excess
of signal volts over bias volts to produce it, and this excess
is (neglecting the foot) approximately a constant proportion
of the whole signal voltage wave.

Another reason for keeping this peak small, right up

to the highest voltages to be measured, is that otherwise a
large amount of initial grid bias is necessary to prevent grid

current at the peak. One of the advantages of the slid,
back type of voltmeter is that filament and anode voltages,

as well as fine adjustment of grid voltage, can all be
obtained from a 2 -volt battery l In the instrument

illustrated, the filament voltage is adjusted to 0.8, and part
of the re cinder, nearly t volt, is the " FIT." Apart
from the object of avoiding the need for an anode battery,

ci
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this unusual arrangement ensures

that the saturation

current of the valve is so low as to be incapable of damaging

the microammeter, whatever happens to the grid circuit.
The initial grid bias is only -1.3 volts. As the excess of
peak over bias volts is less than per cent., this means
that a signal of about 15o volts can be applied without
drawing any grid current. But if the " zero " were raised
even to as little as t µA, the peak voltage would draw
grid current, and in addition the anode amen! peak would
1

be limited by the saturation current and the voltage
readings could no longer be relied upon.

This is par-

ticularly so if there is a high resistance in the anode circuit,

for then the scanty anode voltage is dropped still further.
Lack of attention to these points may account for the
relative unpopularity of the slide -back voltmeter; for if
they are not sufficiently understood unsuspected errors and
difficulties are likely to occur. Of course, if measurement
of signal voltages less than about t is sacrificed, the anode

current meter can be less delicate, there is less point in
severely restricting the saturation current, and comequently anode voltage and grid bias; and the only thing

factor ; or it can be any suitable D.C. voltmeter connected
externally. It should be noted that if the positive and
negative peaks of the signal wave are unequal, as they may

quite often be, the reading obviously differs according to
which way round the valve voltmeter is connected. This

useful in measuring certain sorts of even -harmonic

is

distortion.

But of course it must be ensured that the

different connection of the instrument does not itself
influence the signal by disturbing the circuit.

A slide -back voltmeter may be calibrated in R.M.S.

volts if desired, by multiplying peak values by rt. yoy ; but
it must be understood that such values hold good only for
pure sine aves.
The only serious disadvantage of the type of voltmeter
just described is the necessity for a sensitive and consequently rather expensive meter for low readings, and the
desirability of it for all readings. To overcome this
remaining drawback, the author has designed a practical
all-round instrument in which the microammeter is

replaced by a " tuning indicator ", which is not only
much cheaper but absolutely portable and foolproof.

one has to put up with is a larger correction factor.

Working details of it will be given in Secs. t56-7.

disadvantage as compared with the auto -bias anode -bend
type. This is, of course, the necessity for making a manual

curvature of the anode currenffgrid voltage characteristic.

It was mentioned that the slide -back type has one

adjustment of bias voltage before a reading can be obtained. On the other hand, a signal voltage, especially
a large one, can be adjusted much more precisely to a
particular level, as there is the same sensitivity of adjustment for large as well as small signals.

The variable bias can be obtained from any source
greater than the peak signal voltage, and there should
be coarse and fine adjustments. The fine adjustment is
easily obtained from the filament battery as shown, and
the coarse by single cell tappings or a potential divider
capable of standing the required voltage. Alternatively,
of course, the whole thing can be run from maim supply.

The bim voltmeter can be incorporated, and can then
conveniently be directly calibrated to read peak volts,
taking account of the low -voltage bend and the correction
92

-All the voltmeters described so far depend on the
In radio -revivers the " grid " type

of detector, ,-.1n which the grid
current/grid voltage curve is used
and the result amplified by the valve,
is more popular because of its greater
sensitivity to small signals (the valve works at a much
higher mutual conductance than when it is biased nearly
to cut-off) and its more linear characteristic. The sensitivity is very useful in a valve voltmeter; the linearity
may be a disadvantage ; the heavy anode current at the
The Gridcurrent Valve
Voltmeter

71.

initial position, and the lowered input impedance, certainly
are. And this type is about the worst for maintaining
calibration conditions. Altogether it would never be
considered if it were not for its sensitivity. One could, of
course, increase the sensitivity of any type by using a stage
of amplification, but the difficulties of maintaining stability
93
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of adjustment and calibration tend thereby to increase
beyond endurance, whether the amplification is before or
after the detector.

When making a valve voltmeter for oneself, if it

is

intended to be at all accurate, careful tests should be made
72.

Excluding

Errors in Valve
Voltmeters

of the errors caused by departures
from the normal filament, grid, and
anode voltages, and anode current.
It is not

necessary

in the final design

to make provision for reading and

adjusting all of these ; generally it is possible to find by

experiment which quantity controls the accuracy most,
and to include a meter to check that. For instance, it may
be found that, so long as the anode current is made to conform to calibration conditions by fine adjustment of grid

bias, small changes in anode voltages are neutralised in
their effects on accuracy. Or it may be, found that
filament voltage is the best adjusunent ; the way it ran be

made to act depends on whether or not the circuit is
arranged for it to affect grid bias. In a mains -driven
voltmeter efforts should be made to ensure that a variation
in the mains voltage causes changes in the valve voltages

that tend to cancel out. It should not be forgotten that
changing the range by shunting the anode current meter
may alter the anode resistance and hence the shunt does
not act exactly as a scale multiplier even over those parts
of the ranges that overlap. The absence of grid current at
the greatest working signal voltage should be checked.

Calibration of valve voltmeters depends on the means
available. The usual method is to do it at 5o c/s (mains
supply) ; that is why particular care
is taken to make the grid coupling
73. Calibration
and anod by-pass
condensers (if
condensers sufficiently large for the error due toethis low
frequency to be negligible. The voltage drop in the grid
condenser is less than t per rent. at 5o c/s if the capacity in
µF multiplied by the resistance of the grid leak (and valve,
if that is appreciable) is at least o.og5. In Fig. 36 it will
be seen that this quantity is o. 1, giving a good margin.
If a really accurate multi -range A.C. voltmeter is available,
94

calibration is simple enough.

But if only a single accurately

known voltage is available it can be subdivided by known
resistances, or even lengths of eureka wire cut to the re-

quired proportions, without bothering to measure their
resistances accurately. All that matters is that the resistances are neither so low that they am overheated nor so
high that the valve voltmeter has an appreciable shunting
effect. The subject of calibration in general is treated in
the next chapter.
Finally, lest the earlier remark that accuracy of calibration is not always essential has been forgotten, it may be
repeated that for many purposes a beautifully finished and
calibrated instrument is quite unnecessary ; more useful and
reliable results may be obtained by improvising a circuit, or

even by making use of part of the apparatus being tested.
A milliammeter in the anode circuit of the detector valve
of a receiver may tell one all that is required. The diode
detector in general use to -day is even more informative, if a
microammeter is available. By connecting it in the low.
potential end of the load resistance or " leak ", the reading

in µA, multiplied by the resistance in megohms, gives

something slightly less than the peak voltage applied
(assuming there is no initial delay voltage).
Although it is not usually considered as a voltmeter, the

cathode-ray tube is often a practical alternative to the
valve voltmeter.- As such and no
74.

Cathode-

Ray Tubes-

Advantages

more it is perhaps not always the most
convenient choice. But whereas all

the other indicating instruments that
have been described in this chapter

show merely the magnitude of the voltage or other quantity

measured, the cathode-ray tube is capable of showing
(simultaneously, if necessary) the magnitude, form, phase,

:Ind frequency of a wave, and its relationship to other
quantities.

And all that is only starting on its applications.

In fact, it gives vastly muse information and insight into

the workings of electrical and allied apparatus than is
imssible by any other means.

The X-ray tube is no more
valuable to the surgeon than the cathode-ray tube to the
radio investigator.
95
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A very commendable feature is that the presence of a
hundred times the expected strength of signal does not
leave one ruefully surveying the ruins of one's best meter.
This feature may seem to he having excessive prominence
here, but accidents do happen in the best regulated laboratories ; and if by superhuman care and attention they are

entirely avoided, such care and attention is bound to be

diverted very largely from the main business in hand.
And it is not expensive. There is still a widespread idea

that the acquisition by the laboratory of a cathode-ray

oscillograph means firstly that the tube itself costs km to
Lx5; secondly, that it cannot be worked without thousands
of expensive and dangerous volts ; and thirdly that even
then it is not much axe without one and possibly two time

base units, each with from three to six unusually highpriced valves. While this may be true of television and
certain special laboratory applications, it is quite a mist

taken idea so far as general laboratory work is concerned.
Tubes suitable for the purpose cost from La to £6 for

example there is the Mallard high -vacuum Ego -G3 at
£9 15s. ; and, at £rs 5s., the GEC 4053, with t screen,
which works at 450-5oo volts on the outer anode, has a

sort, not the least being that it was rigged up in a few
minutes from material worth about Is.
Even the mom elaborate saw -tooth time base units with
variable frequency and synchronisation can be made up
from receiver valves and other parts, many of which are
probably in the worker's stock. Push-pull amplifiers for
deflection are by no means essential with modern tubes.
!

Even the large tubes can be usefully worked at low
voltages, and not only is the low supply voltage a convenience in itself but the deflection sensitivity is inversely
proportional to the anode voltage, so that except with very
strong signals it is necessary to spoil the sweet simplicity
of the high voltage tubes by using signal amplifiers. The
4053, unfortunately, sacrifices a certain amount of sensiti vity
to its extreme shortness.

A full account of the theory and construction of the
cathode-ray tube must be sought elsewhere., but before

discussing the choice of tube and

75.

Principles of equipment in greater detail it may be

Cathode -Ray

Tubes

as well to refer very briefly to the

essential features and how they differ

4 -volt all amp heater, fits an ordinary g -pin valve socket,
and so takes its place among other " valves " in standard
circuit practice ; and its relatively small size and cost
renders it practicable for use on panels and switchboards

between one type and another. It
may be considered as a specialised form of thermionic
valve there is the cathode, directly or indirectly heated,
as a source of electrons ; then the anode, to which a high
positive voltage is applied, holds out a very powerful

would be out of the question.
The fact that the screens of the cheaper tubes are rather
small need not arouse contempt, as many reproductions of
oscillograms in highly esteemed technical hooks are smaller

means of the counterpart of a valve's grid-a cylinder
which is connected to a negative bias, constraining the
electrons into a narrow stream so that they pass through a-- - _
hole prepared for them in the anode, and continuing bpi

and in many pieces of equipment where a full-size tube

still.

The real criterion is the ratio of effective screen

diameter to spot diameter, and a small tube
actually be superior to a badly -focused large one.

may

A power unit, moreover, up to about tone volts, can be
made from scrap receiver parts at very low cost. Gas focused tubes especially give excellent focus at a few

attraction to them, but is tantalisingly kept out of reach by

their own momentum they strike a chemical screen at the far
end of the tube with such violence as to cause a visible glow.

This narrow electron ray, after it has emerged from the
node, can be deflected from its course by either electric or
magnetic fields, so causing the spot of light to move over

the screen ; and the magnitude, direction, and change

Vg!

hundred volts.
And as for a time -base unit, the one most commonly used
by the author has some advantages over the more orthodox
96
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with time of such fields
made plain to see.
Although all sorts of
elaborate patterns or
figures can be caused to
y it
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SPLIT

X PLATE
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illosions caused by the
" visual persistence " of
he eye, aided perhaps
some

cases

by

At
my one instant only a

the

screen itself.
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As

already
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tioned, the fineness of
PINCH

FOOT

...LEADING -ON
WIRES

ted Tube in wh ich

determining the

amount of detail that
tan be revealed on a
screen of given sire ;
and it is necessary to
have some means of

GLASS

Cosset Cat Na
3236Gas-Tara

the spot is important as

-STEM

oLisin distortion

focusing, in addition to
the cylinder (or grid, if
one cares to follow
salve nomenclature).
Tubes are classified
principally according

Y DEFLECT
DR PLATES

NTACT

types,
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Focusing the
I

and

"ANODE

into electrostatic and magnetic
varieties. In the gas focused tubes (Fig. 41)

ANODE

there is only a partial
vacuum sufficient gas
is present for the ray to
cause

degree

ENID

of

ionisation along its

path, which has the
effect of drawing the
scattering electrons into
a narrow beam. This
type of tube is simple to
work ; gives good results at low anode vol-
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FANODE
HEATER &
CATHODE

NCH

LASS
LOOT

GETTER

t ages and is not

defocused by unbalanced signal circuits

(one side " earthy ")
but begins to lose focus

EADINC-OUT
WIRES

when the spot velocity
corresponds to a frequency of deflection
exceeding some hun-

--STEM

dreds of keis ; there is a
non -linearity of deflection -near the centre

,En

GETTER

vacuum

Gas

a

similar characteristic of
Lingle spot of the screen
is being touched by the

CATHODE
E HEATER

to
the method of
focusing, firstlyinto gasfocused
and
high-

mt be clearlyrealised
that these are optical
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position of the spot (known as origin distortion) ; modulation

of the spot's brightness (as in television) is not practicable ; and only tubes with directly -heated cathodes are
obtainable.

In the electrostatically focused tube (Fig. 4a) there
are two or even three anodes at
77.
Electrostatic various stages along the tube, and
these are maintained at voltages so
and Magnetic
Focusing

graduated as to make the beam con-

verge on the screen.
The system is often described as an electron lens, because
it is in some ways analogous to an optical lens. To secure
satisfactory results this rather complicated electrode

system must be located with some precision ; but if the
beam is magnetically focused, by means of a coil wound
around the axis of the tube externally, the construction of
the tube itself is simplified, and there is more scope for
placing internal deflecting plates. It is also claimed that a
bigger beam can be focused, giving a brighter spot. At
present, however, the magnetically -focused tube is generally
confined to television use.

In selecting a tube there are quite a large number of
For audio and low radio fre-

factors to be considered.

quencies the gas -focused type is
Charactersuitable. It gives a better focus than
istics of Cathode- the vacuum type, at least at low
Ray Tubes
voltages, an
and does not need a symmetrical
deflecting signal.
The origin distortion can be removed, where necessary, by
biasing the deflecting plates ; and certain Cossor tubes are
provided with split plates to enable this bias to be applied
without deflecting the spot (Fig. 4r). Incidentally, there
is no origin distortion with magnetic deflection. If work at
79.

high radio frequencies-, Mc)s and upwards-is to be

done, the high -vacuum tube must he used. In the electrostatically focused and deflected type, the application of
an asymmetrical deflecting signal (one side earthed) upsets

the balance of potential and hence both the focus and

deflection sensitivity, causing defocusing and " trapezium
01111.3011011

FLSOTIO

As regards deflection of the ray, nearly all tubes for

laboratory purposes arc provided with two pairs of electrostatic deflecting plates, distinguished
as the X and Y pairs (corresponding
Deflection

78.

to X and Y axes of a graph). Magnetic deflection is possible, alternatively or additionally, by

means of external coils around the neck of the tube with
their axes at right angles to it. They are not so generally
useful, because appreciable power is required to cause

deflection, and the inductance of the coils is likely to create
difficulty except at very low frequencies. To ensure a
uniform deflecting field, a pair of coils is placed as shown
in Fig. 43, and deflection takes place in a direction at right
common axis
ethpela coils,
Tele'ctiotno, trhoewecvemr

thesa me

eit

(01

iElectrostaticneoining

the plates. Whereas electrostatic deflection is inversely
proportional to the anode voltage, magnetic deflection is

inversely proportional to the square root of the anode
voltage.
i00
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distortion".
push-pull

NDICATORS

Provision of a
amplifier,
for IXIOr

equal positive and
applyingqu

negative deflecting voltages,

not always convenient
but modern tube design has

is

sor'rit
OAT -

overcome these
largely
limitations. The deflection

sensitivity of either gas or

vacuum types

of the

is

order of 9Vmillimetres per
volt, where V is the anode
At this figure, if
voltage.
Jloo volts are applied to the
anode, a voltage of about
25 gives a deflection of
inch, and a peak alternating 2,m
voltage of the same amount r*njj,.r-J,

draws a line inches long. t'L, jj,'j
It is important to realise
that the deflection sensitivities of X and Y plates are not
necessarily the same ; in the 4051 tube the difference
is quite appreciable.

Theaxrev

anode voltage for which the tube is

rated-usually several thousands --thus requires a considerable deflecting voltage to give a reasonable -sized figure on
the screen. And great care must be taken not to let the
spot rest stationary on the screen, for it will quickly
" burn " it. The life of the cathode is also reduced by
high anode voltage. The main object of using such high
voltages is for photographing transient figures n the
screen ; another is for very high -frequency defleoction.
For more general use a few hundred volts gives a pattern
visible in a not -too -bright room, and there are the

advantages of relatively high deflection sensitivity and
long life.

The greater the length of tube, the greater the deflection sensitivity, obviously; but to gain the full advanmge
of a long tube it is necessary for the focusing to be of a
102

correspondingly high accuracy. There is a Cossor tube 18
inches long (Type 3277) and although the screen diameter
of rz nches seems small in proportion, extremely fine
Oscillograms can be taken photographically, and for a fullsized picture a peak signal of only 50 volts is needed.

An important characteristic, more especially at high

One of the
advantagm, of electrostatic deflection, as of valve voltmeters, is that this impedance is so high that the effect
The
the signal circuit may often be neglected.
cnapacitance of any deflection plate to all other electrodes
frequencies is the signal -input impedance.

is similar to that of a valve-about 5 -to µµF-and the
resistance, even in gas focused tubes, is almost infinite.

Various types of screen are available, some being
specially suitable for visual work and others for

photographic ; the former generally give a green light

and the latter blue, but this is not invariable. The time
taken for the fluorescence of the screen to disappear after
the ray has moved from it may be anything from a fraction
of a microsecond to half a minute ; it is thus possible to
103
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obtain special screens for work involving exceptionally fast
or slow deflections.

The ordinary type of tube enables one to see how one

quantity-say, voltage-varies with another-say, time.
79a.

Double-

beam Tubes

Sometimes it is helpful to be able to
se e how two different quantities vary
with another ; for example, the signal
voltages across primary and secondary

coils of an I.F. transformer, or current and voltage in
rectifier system, against time. And for testing amplifiers

with waves of various forms it is advisable to have the input
signal as well as the output shown on the screen for comparison. The Cossor double -beam tube, which enables this to be
done, is particularly recommendable as it costs no more than
the corresponding single -beam type, with which it is interchangeable. The device for producing the second,
independently -deflected beam is simplicity itself-one

the signal voltage. Special precautions are taken in the

design of the tube to avoid trapezium distortion with
either symmetrical or asymmetrical deflection ; or interaction between the separate Y -plates.

Coming now to auxiliary apparatus, the one essential
thing is the power source. Fig. 45 shows the circuit and
Fig.

46 the appearance of a very

simple unit which is in fact the one
that has served the author very
satisfactorily fora number of years,
and can be made up from ordinary receiver parts. It is
gas-focused tube, and two anode
used to supply a Cu
voltages-goo and boo-are available by a change -over
switch. Although the rated maximum for the tube is
3,000 volts, Soo is found to be enough for visual use and

:ttoe7"

os.

extra plate situated midway between the first pair of deflector plates that the cathode ray encounters (the Y plates).

As at this stage the ray is undeflected and is in a diffuse
condition it is split in halves by this central plate, which is

internally connected to the main anode and therefore at

zero or reference potential so far as the deflection system is
concerned. This extra plate can he seen in Fig. 44.
When the split beam proceeds to come under the influence
of the X -plates, both halves are equally deflected by them.

So if, for example, a time -base voltage is applied to the
X -plates, both beams are drawn horizontally across the
screen ; but they can be independently deflected vertically
by the Y -plates. Since the horizontal displacement is the
same for both, any phase difference between the two waves
is accurately depicted. It should be noted, however, that
because deflection takes place each side of the plate, one of

the pictures is inverted with respect to the other, and this
must not be mistaken Fora mysterious o3.- phase shift
The method of use is almost self-explanatory, as, apart
from the separate action of the two Y -plates, everything is
!

the same as for the conventional single -beam tube. If
desired, one picture can be raised clear of the other on the
screen by applying a suitable steady voltage in series with
104
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gives a very bright trace in artificial light or moderatedaylight.

does not provide one, a" leak " of about t MII must be used,
blocked off from the apparatus by a condenser if necessary.
e should be made up in a box that can
The pcm'er

With Soo volts it is necessary to draw the
curtains when the day is bright, but as an example of the
sensitivity quite a useful figure half an inch long is given
by only 5 volts peak.

The smoothing circuits are simple and cheap, because
the current drawn by the tube is only a few microamps.
For the same reason the rectified output voltage is very

nearly the peak input, and an ordinary 250-0--250 volt
receiver transformer (so rated at a much heavier load)

gives boo volts D.C. when connected as shown, even after
allowing for the drop in the smoothing resistor. If some-

what higher voltages-about 450 and 900-are wanted,
a 350 -volt transformer can be substituted.

The rectifier

is not important, so long as it will stand the high back
voltage. The Dario S.W.1 is very suitable. Obviously,

single o.5 pF condensers may be substituted for the pairs
of t 4,, but they would have to be specially ordered for
the full voltage. The s MCI leaks serve to prevent the
condensers from holding a charge after tae, and to stabilise
the output voltage. The 0.5 MD is an ordinary receiver
volume control, used for grid bias, and forms one of the
two focusing adjustments. The other is the filament
current, and the resistance values for its control must be
chosen to give fine adjustment and to avoid the possibility
of current being passed in excess of the rated maximum
for the filament. Those specified are for a tube requiring
about 0.75 amp. at 0.6 volts, and are intended to make

use of a rheostat of higher resistance than would give

gradual enough adjustment if entirely in series. D.C. filament heating, from a 2 -volt cell, is supposed to give closer
focusing in gas -focused tubes, but A.C. can be quite
satisfactory, though the focusing adjustments may be
rather critical. It is important to observe that the

deflection plate voltages are relative to anode (or " gun "),

and therefore the positive H.T. is usually regarded as
earth ", and care must be taken to render the negative
parts, such as the filament leach and terminals, inaccessible.
There matt be a conducting path from each deflection plate to
anode

if the apparatus to which the plates are connected
106

be kept not lens than about 5 feet away from the tube, to
which it is linked by an adequately -insulated multi -way
cable, so that there is no chance of the spot being drawn
out into a line by unwanted magnetic deflection due to
the power transformer.
When working, one must

remember to make sure that no other transformer-

possibly in the apparatus being investigated-is causing
any disturbance. Even the earth's magnetic field produces
a perceptible deflection at low anode voltages, but as it is
a steady one it does not matter much. If transformers

ours be dose to the tube it is necessary to protect it by
a mumetal

shield, which, however, is fairly expensive.

Although the complete oscillographs, as sold, usually
contain a cathode-ray tube built into a box along with all
the auxiliary apparatus, which of course is conveniently
portable, there is not only the problem of stray fields but
also it may not be easy to get the deflector plats connected
straight to the appropriate circuit points with a minimum
of connecting leads to introduce capacitance and interaction. For bench use, therefore, iris preferable to mount
the tube in a retort clamp (Fig. 4.6), as sold by chemical
dealers, so that the base can be placed where it is wanted
and the screen set at a convenient angle for observation.
The diverging parr of the tube can be painted black, and
cylindrical hood placed around the screen, to keep out
mom light.

For high -vacuum tubes, one or
or perhaps two focusing
anodes must be supplied with
voltages, and
generally one of these is variable for focusing. It is quite
simple to arrange a potential divider system to do this,
and ordinary low wattage components ran be used. But of
course safety must be given due consideration ; such things
as live grub -screws in the control knobs must be covered up.
Sometimes 4he power source includes variable potentials

for shifting the spot over the screen along either X or Y
axes to counterbalance any voltage bias from the signal
circuit that would otherwise bring the figure away from
too
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the centre of the screen. There a limit to the bias that
may be used, in any type of tube,is before defocusing results.
Generally, however, such " X -shift " and " Y -shift "
controls form part of a time -base unit.

wave instead of the saw -tooth variety. This is the explanation of the coil D in Fig. 45, which consists of about
zoo turns of so -gauge wire, about zl-inch diameter, and
can be clipped across one of the 4 -volt L.T. A.G. supplies,
preferably the rectifier supply for safety. The coil slides
along the horizontal portion of a T-shaped piece of stiff

When a signal is applied between a pair of plates the
resulting figure is merely a straight line, which indicates
the amplitude of the signal, but not

81. Relationship
between Signal
and Deflection
Figure

much else. If a signal of the same
frequency is applied to the other pair

of plates, the straight line becomes
diagonal, the angle indicating the

relative amplitudes ; or if they are
applied in different phase the line opens out into an

ellipse or circle from which it is possible to deduce the
phaw angle. By applying the input and output signals of
an amplifier to X and Y plates, it is possible to compare
amplitude,

phase,

and also

waveform ;

for electrical

distortion is shown by a visible distortion of the figure.
Again, two independent signals may be applied, and (as
will be explained more fully later) the frequencies. can be
compared with great accuracy. In this case, one of the
signals will generally be the " unknown " and the other
from a laboratory oscillator or other calibrated source. In
other problems it may be desired to study some signal, or
quantity that can be converted into a signal, with respect
to time ; and it is for this purpose that the " linear time
base " is designed.

This is an oscillator having a saw -tooth

wave form, so that the spot is drawn across the screen at
the desired rate, and then returned as rapidly as possible,
to repeat the process with negligible loss of time. If the
frequency of the time base is equal to the frequency of a
continuously repeated signal wave or group of waves, the
separate transient pictures of throe always coincide and
form a stationary

figure which can be observed

or

photographed at leisure.

Although a time base is a most useful adjunct, it is
necessarily not ideally simple, and

Sinusoidal
Time Base
82.

very often it is possible to substitute

a sinusoidal for a line. base ; i.e.,
one produced by an ordinary sine
108

wire, which can be swung round to give a line of any

length or angle.
It is used at the start, for focusing purposes. Not only
Ls a stationary spot bad for the screen, but forming done
on it may have to be revised when signals are on. The

line gives a better idea of visibility, too ; and shows if
things are working properly. Then it constitutes a 5o c/s
frequency standard of good accuracy (on time -controlled

mains) which may be used for calibrating other sources
at this'frequency and many others of a simple ratio to 5o.
It can be used as a time base whenever a strictly linear
law is not essential.
The disadvantage of a single coil is that it does not give
a uniform deflecting field. A pair of suitably proportioned
coils is very satisfactory in this respect, however, and can
be seen fitted to the neck of the tube in Fig. 46. The

amplitude of deflection is controlled electrically as shown in
Fig. 45 instead of mechanically;
the potentiometer is
mounted at the base
of the tube. Dimenr m.
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sions of a suitable pair of coils are given in Fig. 47, but

subject should be consulted. The basic principle is to

there is no necessity to adhere strictly to these. To arrive
at the final adjustment of position the rube is switched on;

with all deflection plates strapped to anode, and the
maximum magnetic deflection, which should -bring the
beam well off the screen at both sides. Probably the for-

ward and return traces fail to coincide, or the line is
not straight, or both. By moving the coils carefully to
a position of symmetry the figure can be reduced to a
single straight line, and the coils firmly clamped in that
position.

In this process it is vital to have no disturbing

fields and to check this the tube and coil unit should
be moved around to make sure that the line does not
open out into a pair of lines part of a narrow ellipse, in
;

any position.
As the position of these coils is fixed relative to the clamp,

it can be varied relative to electrostatic deflections by

twisting the tube around in its clamp, which in any case
should not grip it tightly as there is some risk of breaking
the tube in so doing.
The sinusoidal A.C. base can sometimes be used even
when a linear deflection is wanted, because the "middle
cut " of an extended sine -wave trace is quite a reasonably
good approximation to it. It is necessary merely to
increase the size of the base line so that the ends are well
off the screen (if the coils are not powerful enough it can
be done electrostatically by applying perhaps zoo volts A.C.

to the X plates) and then to arrange that the Y -plate
signal, which is to be observed, occurs near the centre.
In this manner, waves of the order of soon c/s can be

exasnincd on a so c/s base. An anode voltage higher than

usual is necessary, because of the high spot velocity (or
writing speed ") which results in less brilliance.
However, sometimes one wants the whale of a signal

to be reproduced on a linear time base, and for this purpose

a great variety of circuits have been
Linear Time worked out, some using gas -discharge
valves and others depending only on
ordinary " hard " (i.e., high vacuum)
valves. For details of these many varieties a hook ass the
83.

Base Systems

Ilo

charge a condenser through some constant -current device,

such as a high -impedance pentode, and then when it
reaches a certain voltage the condenser is suddenly

The voltage across the condenser therefore
consists alternately of periods of uniform increase and
discharged.

practically instantaneous decrease ; which is what is
wanted for the X -plates. By altering the capacity of the

condenser and/or the anode current of the valve, the

frequency of the saw -tooth wave can be varied as desired.
Gas -discharge valves are capable of passing a very heavy
current for rapid discharge of the condenser, and only one

is required, in addition to the pentode. But they arc
generally limited to audio frequencies, and are not too

Although two hard valves, plus pentode,
are needed, the valves are much cheaper and work much
snore reliably, right up to about 25o kc/s. Fig. 48 shows
the basic circuit. The condenser C is charged through
the pentode V, and the voltage across it rises at a uniform
rate. V, is connected in parallel, but as its grid is initially
biased negative by the drop across 12, it passes no current
stable in action.

until the voltage across C reaches a predetermined amount.
Once a small anode current flows through Vs, it causes a
ignal to be passed to V0 which makes the grid of V, more
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positive, thereby enormously accelerating the discharge.
When discharge has taken place the valves return to their
original condition for the next " stroke ". The fourth
valve, V,, is connected to the " work "-the signal which
is connected to the Y -plates of the oscillograph-and by

musing the screen potential of V, to alternate in syn-

chronism with the signal ensures that the frequency of the
time base is held in step with it, despite small variations
in supply voltages, etc.
Further elaborations provide for push-pull output, so
that the voltages applied to the X -plates are balanced with
respect to the cathode-ray tube anode, to avoid defocusing

and distortion of the figure on the screen. And it

is

customary for provision to be made for shifting the spot
along both X and Y axes to bring the figure central. So,
by the time it is finished, the time base unit may be quite
an elaborate piece of apparatus.
One of the disadvantages of the time base as described,
giving screen patterns based on the cartesian co-ordinates
of mathematics, is the shortness of
84. The Polar
the base. By adopting polar co Time Base, and ordinates, the base takes the form of
a circle, which is longer and continuSome Others
ous, or even of a spiral which may show

a base rho inches long on a 4 -inch screen ! A special tube
is needed, however. For particulars of this interesting system,
refer to an article by von Ardenne, the famous authority on
cathode-ray tubes, in The Wirekss Engineer, January, t937.

There are problems in which the base should be some
quantity other than time. There is no end to what can
be done by translating various quantities into deflecting
voltages, and so reproducing performance curves on the
screen. Valve characteristic curves, for instance, can be
shown instantly on the screen instead of tracing them out
laboriously by meters. Not only is there the saving in
time but it is possible to investigate portions of the
characteristics at which the valve could not safely be held
long enough to take a meter reading. Such apparatus is
described in Sec. 0s3.
There h one non -time base outstanding in importance-a
112

frequency base.
The
Frequency Base
85.

Suppose a frequency characteristic is
required-it may be of a transformer,
amplifier, loud speaker, bandpass
filter, tuner, or complete receiver ; to
be taken at audio or radio frequency.

The apparatus consists of a source covering the requisite
band of frequency, and an indicator to show the output
at each frequency. When the output varies greatly

with frequency, very many points have to be plotted
each time ; and in work such as " lining -up " a band-

pass receiver, where there are many variable adjustments,
the business becomes intolerably tedious.
But the whole curve can be displayed on the oscillograph
screen by providing means for running across the frequency
ea

hand over and over again at a rate
quick enough to deceive the eye, but

not too quick for the circuits

to

follow, and arranging for the X -plate

voltage to be proportional to the
frequency.

The Y -plate voltage, of

course, is derived from the output of the system being
tested ; if necessary, with additional amplification.

The mechanical method of frequency variation by means
of a rotating condenser is not generally favoured now, but
the author has found it successful for
86.
Mechanical
laboratory work, and it does allow
Frequency
any desired " law " of frequency
Modulation
variation to be provided easily. A

special condenser is coupled up to
a small motor (one of the gramophone type will do)
driving it at coo-po r.p.m.
The vanes are shaped
as shown in Fig. 49, giving a linear variation of
capacitance with time.
One revolution gives two
frequency sweeps each way, and a contact mounted on

the spindle is used to synchronise a linear time base circuit
giving about 15 sweeps per second. A 50 -cycle sinusoidal
113
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sweep, together with a condenser shaped to give a corres-

ponding rate of capacitance variation, or else a linear
condenser and " middle cut " sine wave base, can be used

for some circuits, but are not suitable for general use
because the rate of change of frequency may be high
enough to distort the response curve. The condenser fixed

vanes arc mounted in several sections so that the Iota

re applying

capacitance change can be regulated by including more or
fewer vanes ; and the whole is mounted in a screened box,

with lead for connection in parallel with the variable

condenser of a suitable oscillator. Fig. 5o shows the general
arrangement applied to the overall selectivity of a receiver.

'To get the same frequency sweep at all frequencies
used for test, a beat -frequency system may be employed;
in which one oscillator is used to vary
87. Electronic
the test frequency, the other is
Frequency
Modulation
test.

114

" wobbled" to give the frequency
modulation, and the resulting beat
note is applied to the apparatus under

Also a number of electronic methods of frequency
modulation have been worked out, of which she hest known is that depending on the Miller effect in a valve.
lit
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putting in distortion on its own. Adequate anode
voltage for the amplifier is essential. And it is here that
unwelcome complimtions are likely to occur with regard

is

to supply potentials in bringing the signals to the de-

flection plates without short-circuits or initial deflections
being caused. Ideally every signal should be balanced,
so that the algebraic sum of the voltages to either pair of

plates, with respect to the final anode,

is always zero.
l'o achieve this, a push-pull system is necessary. But as
one side of a signal circuit is almost invariably " earthy ",
one plate of each pair is usually connected to tube anode,
which is earthed it. practicable.

There must always he a conducting path from every deflector
It may be a megohrn or two if need be.
plate to anode.

Plates not in 11. should be connected straight to anode.
In the 4053 tube referred to in See. 74 one plate of each
pair is internally joined to anode, so balanced systems
are imposclusie.

'Fo coblde the

subject of auxiliary
52
apparatus, i
shows the circuit of
a typical Amerimn

Complete
Oscilloscopes

89.

separate X and Y amplifiers, each
with gain controls, and spot focus
and position controls. Considering
its comprehensiveness it is remarkably

simple. But for research purposes it might be necessary

to elaborate the system very considerably.
The COMM' type 333p oscilloscope, shown in Fig. 53,
incorporates a 41. inch high -vacuum tube (either single or
double beam) with mumetal anti -magnetic screen
A.C.-driven power nit;u time base (5 c/s
850 kris) ;
synchronising, shift, and calibrating circuits, and deflector
coils.

A special feature is the provision of two amplifier

stages which can be used separately for each Y -plate, or in
cascade for one Y -plate ; and they can be arranged to give
a gain of 4,000 from to c,k to too keit, or of 400 from t o c/s
to 2 Mc/s.

Most of the work apart from rather specialised investigations on atmospherics and other uncontrollable
transients can be observed visually,
90. Photographing by causing the signal to repeat
Oseillograms
cyclically.
And such effects as

ivolk, Can be sr.

individual

heart -beats, in

oscilloportable
scope, incorporating
power supply, variable -frequency time
base with synchron-

ising control,

tcl

SitagJev°,
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But for rapid transients it is necessary to
e to photography, and the makers of the tube
should be consulted for their recommendations regarding
this. Nothing very special is necessary, however, for
taking photographs of stationary figures on the screen.
It is
that they should be guile stationary for as
asis needed for the exposure, which must be found
long as
by experiment. Something of the order of a second may
be required for a low voltage tube and a stop of about J6.
With a higher voltage tube, Super XX Pan. film, and ft
aperture, exposures as brief as '0th s ec. are possible.
An exposure must not be too rapid or it may not include
a complete cycle of movement. (This, by the way, forms
the basis of a method of testing camera shutter accuracy).
There are some purposes for which one would like to
have the advantages of the cathode-ray as an indicator,
but where a quantitative indication
91.
Inexpensive is not essential. A diminutive and
Electronic
inexpensive tube is available for this
Indicators
purpose noneother than the " magic
eye " tuning indicator. Being compact, cheap, inertialess, " unbumpable ", and negligible as
a load, it may well be considered m a substitute for meters

for laboratory purposes they are mare useful without the
resistance, but as the current then rises almost indefinitely

after -glow.

have

and other indicators in these circumstances.

Certain types

require only 3 or 4. volts for the full range of movement,
and give a visible response on quite a small fraction of a

In view of the almost infinitely high input impedance, this reprments a high degree of sensitiveness,
volt.

which of course may be still further increased by amplification. It is therefore growingly popular for such purposes
as indicating the balance point in bridges. An example

of its use will be described in Sec. s03.
A still cheaper device, but One nor quite so stable in
operation, is the 3 -electrode neon tube sold as a tuning
indicator by the G.E. Co. and Cossor. The voltage on

one of the electrodes is indicated by the height of the
glow discharge in the tube. Ordinary neon lamps are
almost indispensable in the laboratory, not only as indicators, but as voltage stabilisers. It should be known
that they are sold with or without a resistance in the cap
120

at the striking voltage cam should be taken to limit it
in some way to a reasonable amount.
The photo -electric cell may be classed as ass electronic
indicator, responsive to light. At present it is finding
application mainly in industrial fields, but although it is
not a general-purpose laboratory instrument its existence
should be borne in mind for possible special apparatus.

Acoustic Instruments
The indicating instruments described so far in this
chapter deliver their information through the eye, which
mitive to changes of
is far more
magnitude orse form than the ear.
92. Phones and
They are therefore much better than
Loud Speakers
acoustic indicators for such purposm
as indicating mmimum output from an amplifier. On
the other hand, the car is extremely sensitive to changes
in frequency, and although the cathode-ray tube may he
used for synchronising frequencies with precision, when it
is available, so may phones or loud speakers.
A pair of phones, especially of the adjustable type made
by S. G. Brown, is a remarkably sensitive instrument for
detecting very small alternating currents of the order of
,000 cis. An audible signal is given by power of the
order oft o-' microwatt 1 So it is generally used for
indicating balance in A.G. bridges working at the middle
audio frequencies. The sensitivity both of ear and phones
tolls off so rapidly at the very low frequencies that the
mucsystem is quite unsuitable for, say, 5o cls. The
h more expensive and tricky vibration galvanometer
is officially prescribed for this purpose ; but a practical
alternative is an appropriately designed amplifier followed
by an output meter (such as the " magic eye ").
Phones have the advantage of high sensitivity and of
keeping out other noises and so improving concentration,
but are tiring to wear for long periods and make one feel
like a dog on a chain. So an amplifier and loud speaker
is sometimes preferable.

When obsolete wireless sets are
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almost given away, there

is

oneself with such equipment.

no difficulty in providing

An important advantage of aural indication, as com-

pared with visual, is that the ear can discriminate between
signal and noise, or between fundamental and harmonic.
And whatever progress is being made in exact visual
measurement, the ear remains the ultimate judge of very
much that our work is concerned with.

CHAPTER 6
INSTRUMENTS

C -Standards of Comparison
IT was emphasised in Sec. 20 that in general it is much
easier and more accurate to measure something by
direct comparison with a standard of the same sort
than to try to establish it in terms of
93.
Purpose of
other quantities. It is quite simple
Standards
to compare a length, supposed to be
one yard, with a standard yardstick;
but measurernem of it by observing the time taken by a
standard mail to traverse the distance is likely to give the
result to a substantially lower order of accuracy, and to
be subject to more indeterminate influences.
Among the most valuable equipment of a laboratory,
particularly one where accurate measurements are per
formed, are standards of the various quantities concerned.

Some of these, such as resistors and inductors, may be
described as passive ; others, like amplifiers or generating

wavemeters, are active. Passive systems are to be preferred, because they are subject to fewer influences likely
to cause error and inconstancy.
In standardising laboratories, of which the N.P.L.
(National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex)
is chief in this country, extreme precautions are adopted

in producing and maintaining standards of the Highest

accuracy. Very special cells are used as standards of
voltage. These rarely find a place in a practical radio

laboratory, which depends on indirect measurement by
means of a voltmeter, calibrated by the makers from a
mb-standard instrument, which in turn was probably
t,dibrated from a still more accurate voltmeter, itself
22

compared with a standard cell. Although the voitmeter
i, an indirect method of measuring voltage (it not only
123
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Resistanceof

STANDARDS OF COMPARISON

oft ohm, or 11 ,too ohms in steps of to ohms (Fig. 55)

The same is true of ammeters and

the most important thing is the reactance, or rather the
.,hence of it. A.C. work is now so much more important

voltage, but actually measures current I) the direct comparison method is too inconvenient for ordinary purposes.
94.

A

unknown " with a standard

does not compare the

Apart from the accuracy and constancy of the resistances,

milliammeters. But resistors, however

calibrated, are at least the some sort

of quantity as the original. They can
be produced in an enormous range of values, from perhaps

w000t ohm, for heavy current ammeter shunts, up to

many megohms. Extreme values of anything always cause
the most difficulty ; resistances between to and 1,000 ohms

arc the easiest to make accurately. For good quality
laboratory apparatus, manganin or constantan wire E
generally favoured ; but for making up resistors oneself
eureka is more readily obtainable, is easier to solder (an
important point with very fine wires), has 29 times the
resistance of copper, and for most purposes the effect of
temperature is negligible (cl0002 per cent. per *C.). The
temperature coefficient a copper is about 04 per cent.,
so the resistance changes very appreciably within the limits

of atmospheric temperature, and still more when heated
by the flow of current. Although nobody is likely to be
so stupid as to try to make a standard resistor of copper

:r7P.7no

wire, there is just a possibility of overlooking the fact that

shunting a copper -wound milliammeter with eureka is

just as had. It is necessary for the moving coil of, say, a
milliammeter to have a " swamping resistance " of low temperature -coefficient wire in series with it, preferably
many times the resistance of the coil itself. If eureka is
used instead of manganin it is necescery for accurate work
to see that it is run at a very conservative current rating,
to avoid thermo-electric generation of small misleading
currents..
The most generally useful term of calibrated resistor is
the decade box, consisting of a number of groups of equal
resistances

(units,

tens, hundreds,

95. Decade Boxes etc.) each controlled by an eleven stud switch (o -to). For example, a
3 -bank box would provide a total of 1,110 ohms in steps
See also Sec.
124

titan D.C. that it is hardly worth buying or making resistors
that are not wound non -reactively. It is not enough to
Ian non-irdarlive, because the capaciMam may cause more
trouble at high resistances and frequencies. In one

tt
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ingenious method of winding, the residual inductive and
capacitive reactances (for they can never be entirely absent)

are arranged to cancel out.
Decade boxes, made by most of the electrical instrument

manufacturers, such as the Cambridge Instrument Co.,
Sullivan, Muirhead, and General Radio, are necessarily

fairly expensive. The usual type has an accuracy to
within about o -1 -o.o per cent., and is reliable at all audio
frequencies and reasonably so well into the radio frequenAccording to modern practice, switch contacts are
cies.
kept inside the box, with only a pointer -knob external. It is

worth while making a table of maximum permissible
currents on each range, and the corresponding voltages,
to be pasted on the box; because it is very easy, in the
concentration of an experiment, toexceed these limits,
and permanently impair the accuracy. The makers will
supply the information. " Bargain" resistance boxes
ought to be accepted with caution, because their cheapness
ay be due to their belonging to the D.C. era in electrical

to reduce to a minimum the cross section area enclosed
by the coil ; and hence the inductance. The capacitance
is

is quite low, too, if the wire is wound in a single layer
from end to end along a small strip. Such construction,
particularly if very fine wire-smaller than go gauge-is
used, is satisfactory at quite high radio frequencies, and
is often adopted in signal generator attermators. The

wire must not be allowed to bulge out from the sides, but
should lie flat on the strip, and it is a good thing to give
it a coat or two of very thin shellac varnish. The current carrying capacity is low ; and for the medium resistances
t to TOO or possibly 1,000 ohms-the Ayrton-Perry
winding is more satisfactory. The procedure at first is the

same as just described-a single layer from end to end
on a strip of insulating material-but the resistance must
be just double that required. Then another winding is
put on, exactly similar except that it is in the opposite
rotation. The inductances of these two windings are in

engineering, when an ohm was an ohm, and nobody
asked awkward questions about reactance. The plug

C

connector system, once universal for resistance boxes, is
extremely exasperating to anybody who has once used
dial switches of modern design.

If time and patience are more plentiful than money,
one may try making decade boxes. Or perhaps special
96.

Making

Standard
Resistors

calibrated resistors are needed as part
of some equipment. Anybody with

the aptitude for it can turn out very
useful work of this sort, although it
requires very great care to get any-

where near the accuracy and reliability of the professional
jobs. Much information on methods of winding --and

many other subjects within this chapter-are given in

Hague's excellent book " A.C. Bridge Methods ". Low
resistance elements, of only a few inches of wire, can be
made like twisted hairpins, as shown in Fig. 56 (a). Other
elements, up to tens of thousands of ohms, can be wound
with very thin wire on the thinnest sheets of mica capable
of supporting them firmly.

In)

1=0 Y.

The object of this construction
126
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opposition to each other, and therefore it is allowable
for them to be supported on material of appreciable
thickness, and hence for the wire to he of a substantial

give a fairly non -inductive result. But for high frequencies
it is better to rely on " grid -leaks " although they generally

wires have to he shortened simultaneously.

have bad temperature coefficients. If the resistances are
selected on the low side, most types can be carefully scraped
to a desired value and then protected from the air by insutoting paint or varnish. No known type of resistor remains

main section being a few per cent. less than the full amount.

resistances for radio frequencies, as used in certain methods
of R.E. resistance measurement, must be made of sufficiently

To avoid having to keep on making adjustments, waiting
for the joint to cool each time (for when hot it sets up a
misleading thermo-electric current), and then measuring
it carefully ; a loop of the thick adjusting wire should be

able limits ; a table of
permissible gauges is given

gauge.

In addition to more care being needed in winding,

this system is more complicated to adjust, because both
It has already been pointed out that if resistors are to
be really accurately adjusted it is almost essential to do
it on an auxiliary section wound with thicker wire, the

slowly twisted, with the bridge or other standardising
instrument in action, until it has been short-circuited to
the necessary length. Then the twisted portion can be
carefully soldered, making sure that the untwisted parts
cannot come into contact. When it has cooled down it

accurate at ultra -high frequencies, and they must be
specially calibrated at the required frequency. Standard
fine wire to keep the skin
effect error within reao
in Sec. 299. The use ol
finer gauge wire also results
in lower reactance errors.

will probably he found to be a shade less than par, owing
to creepage of the blob of solder ; a little careful thinning
of the wire with a fine file will put this right. The file

is used also in adjusting shunts and other very low resistances, which are often made of strip metal. Contact
resistances have to be considered, especially with low -

resistance elements, and it may be really difficult to make
comparison with a standard in such a way as to exclude
the effects of terminals and leads. An unreliable decade
switch is an abomination of the worst sort, and for high-

class work the Cambridge Instrument Co.'s switch unit
is to be recommended. A cheap and reliable substitute
for most purposes is the Ywdey type of switch, obtainable
in many varieties for radio receivers.
When it comes to resistances of the order of a megohm,

it becomes expensive to wind them of wire, and almost
impossible if strict non -reactive methods are adopted.
Generally such values are used as multipliers for D.C.
voltmeters, and may be wound anyhow; or possibly for
A.G. of 5o c/s, in which case it is enough to wind on a
multi -groove former, reversing every alternate section to
126

Although it is a digression from considering actual
apparatus, this scorns to he the best place to make clear
an
important principle
where
97.

Avoiding

standards

are

concerned.

Com-

parison of the " unknown " with a
calibrated standard of its own sort,
unless there is some good reason for
doing otherwise, has already been
advocated in preference to indirect methods. But there
Errors in

Comparing
with Standard

are two ways of using a standard in the comparison method.

The standard, assuming it to be variable, can be treated
as a lump of the required quantity-resistance, inductance.
or whatever it may he ---to the tune of the dial reading,
129
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But however pleasantly simple it may be to think of such

necessary to define exactly what the resistance in question
includes, especially with low values or at high frequencies.

encourage the habit-they are creatures of the imagination.
Electrical quantities do not reside within prescribed limits,
but are distributed throughout a circuit.
Connecting leads, switches, supports, and such -like

Thenecessity is still greater with the other electrical quantities.

electrical lumps-and circuit diagrams cerminly tend to

humble but essential auxiliaries cannot be left out of
consideration.

So when you throw in a chunk of resistance

you have to decide where it begins and ends. Vexatious
complications of this sort can generally be wholly or partly
excluded from the problem by dealing, not in absolute
quantities, but in differences.
To follow what this means, suppose a comparison is
being made between two decade boxes, one calibrated
and the other not. It is necessary to have a meter or
other device giving an indication governed by the resistance

between a pair of terminals. One way of making the
comparison is first to connect the tmknown there, and
tmto the reading. Then it is removed, and replaced by
the calibrated box, which is adjusted to give the same

reading, as nearly as possible.
To achieve the highest accuracy it is necessary to make

sure that unauthorised resistances, due to switches and
leads, are negligible. This may not cause amtiety in the

majority of cases, but if the resistances to be measured are
themselves very low it is a serious matter. The standard
resistance may be known within t per cent., but this is of

no advantage if circuit resistances amount to perhaps
to per cent., and are not known at all.
In the alternative method, both resistance boxes are
left connected all the time, and switching elements into
one is balanced by cutting them out
98. Difference
in the other. There is a possibility
Calibrations
of switch contacts varying slightly

In fact, the statement that a component has a capacitance
of so much has little meaning unless the method of connection and other circumstances are specified in detail.
Occasions often arise when it is necmsary to measure
very small capacitances. Interekctrode capacitances of
valves, for instance ; only a few µµF. Or consider a
tuning condenser-more strictly " capacitor "-where

total capacitance is not particularly small, but which it
may be important to know within a fraction of t /LAE, for
You may say, compare it directly with
a standard variable condenser, calibrated to the requisite
degree of accuracy. Very good ; but what exactly does
such a calibration mean ? There are always stray capacitances. Even if one side of the condenser is earthed and
extended so as to screen the other, and even if connecting
accurate ganging.

leads are reduced to a minimum, how is one to know
that the stray capacitance is exactly the same as in the

original calibration circuit ? Considering that differences
of capacitance of a hundredth oft µO. can be distinguished
quite easily with simple apparatus, it would be unfortunate
if the accuracy of the most precise standards were wasted

because of uncertainties as to strays.
absolute

But whereas the

capacitance may be uncertain, the

difference

between

any two readings on the scale is unaffected by whatever
external capacitances may chance to be effectively in
circuit. Therefore the difference method is to be pre-

ferred, at any rate when an amount at small as

t

of the problem entirely.
Except for comparatively rough measurements, then, it is

has any significance in the case.
Coming now to actual standards of capacitance, there
are two main sorts to consider variables, usually not
much more than 1,000 ttp,F maxi 99. Standards
mum and fixed condensers, some of Capacitance- times assembled into boxes and
Mechanical
controlled by switches. Although so
Construction
simple in principle, the condenser h.
of Variable
permanently occupied the attention
Condensers
of some of the best scientific brains;

CO
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from one to another, but this

difference

is not likely to be as much as the whole resistance of a
switch, small as that ought to be if it is a good one. As
for the resistances of leads and terminals, they fade out
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and those produced by H. W. Sullivan, Ltd., fut. the
N.P.I.. are among the most remarkable examples of
scientific craftsmanship. One of tun a ,titF, costing
upwards of Dori, is shown in Fig. 58 and incidentally
disposes of the idea that a direct drive is necessarily no good
Although offering considerable
for fine adjustment.
resistance to rapid rotation, the bearings are so beautifidly

made and adjusted as to give the impression that if a fly
leaned against the handle it would move steadily at an imperceptible rate. At least, there is no difficulty in making
the most delicate adjustments by hand. Even the relatively
very cheap variable condensers made by this firm, costing
about £5, are characterised by smoothness of rotation that
astonishes anybody whose experience is limited to ordinary
" commerthal " types. A variable condenser is, in fact, mom
of a mechanical job than an electrical one ; such a slight
movement of any of the parts in any direction other than the

desired rotation is liable to upset the accuracy.

The wor t

movement is that in an axial direction, for a shift equal
to one inter -vane gap-which itself may be only a fraction

of a millimetre-corresponds to an increase in capacity

up to infinity!

In the more refined Sullivan condensers
an ingenious method is adopted for putting pairs of adjacent

gaps electrically in series, so that the total remains the
tarns when the moving vanes suffer an axial shift. For a
full description of these, refer to articles by the designer
in The Wireless Engineer, January and February, 1928,
and January and February, 19,9. But as such types are
not likely to be within the means of the smaller laboratories
and individuals, a choice must be made of condensers
that are well constructed mechanically, with vanes treated
to prevent warping and spaced rather more widely than
in ordinary unealibrated types. Bearings that give smooth
rotation and freedom from side -play, undue wear, and
slackening -off, are important. The common practice of

supporting the spindle by compressing it between the
end -plates is open to criticism, because even the stoutest
material subject to this stress is liable to acquire a set
and so cause slackness and loss of calibration. It is better
for the spindle to have free axial motion through one endplate bearing, thus relieving both plates from stress, and

for the other to determine the plate spacing (Fig. 59).
A straightforward scale most be very accurately
engraved, and fitted with a vernier, to be read to fractions
of a µpl. when the maximum is 500 µµF or more ; so
132
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in

the General Radio, Muirhead, and Marconi-Ekco

laboratory condensers there is a geared system in which
the fast -speed drive is fitted with a separate scale for

interpolating between the divisions on the main scale
(Fig. 6o). Naturally the mechanical precision of the

gearing has to be very good to avoid mechanical backlash ;

and in fact for the highest accuracy the errors of the gear
ca n he measured and taken into account.
For more modest standards, the best condensers that
can be afforded should be used, and fitted with a good
slow-motion dial. Some dials are made by Muirhead
(Fig. 61), Iwo expensive than the highest -grade laboratory

class, and much better than ordinary tuning types. The
vital thing is to make sure that there is no mechanical
backlash or whip between the pointer and the vanes ; and
to this end the spindle should be no tighter than is necessary
to avoid play.

T'Iv`t

he'd

Regarding electrical characteristics, it is usually of some

importance that the losses should be very small, because
many measurements are much simpli-

Electrical
Characteristics
of Condensers
100.

if it is permissible to neglect
them. In regardless -of -cost types, fused
fled

quartz is used for insulating supports ;

but the same order of efficiency

is

recently -introduced ceramic
materials. In ant case, the minimum solid insulation
mechanically necessary should be used, and placed outside

claimed far some of the

Ian
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the most concentrated electrostatic fields.
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As it is mechanically impracticable to build continuously

In the Marconi-

variable condensers of large capacitance, the range must

Ekco condenser the shunt resistance at t MO is given
as 4o MO. Screening is generally adopted, for although
it raises the minimum capacitance, such capacitance is at
least not dependent on the positions of nearby objects.

be extended upwards by means of

fixed capacitors. Complete variation
up to, say, r µF, is obtainable by a
three -switch decade box and a variable of 1,5oo µid( maximum (to give a working overlap).
102. Fixed
Condensers

The moving vanes are usually connected, with the screening

box, to the " earthy " terminal. As regards vane shape,
although fancy shapes-square law, log, etc.-arc used for

Such boxes, of first-class laboratory standard, are extremely
expensive. Fortunately they are not indispensable in a

special purposes, it is more usual for laboratory condensers
to be of the old-fashioned straight -Line -capacitance type.
Although measurements made by " differences " do not

But it is, very useful to have a box
giving at least a good approximation to values up to
several microfarads. Even a box of rough standards is
not so very cheap if it is on the decade plan ; because
special switches, progressively connecting the units in
radio laboratory.

take into account the minimum capacitance, there are
other purposes-such as tuning a coil for R.F. resistance
measurements --for which a low minimum is desirable.

parallel, are needed ; and a large number of units. A box
that can easily be made up, for giving a number of useful

But a screened laboratory condenser giving a difference of

likely to have a minimum
preferably 1,000 ggF is
nearly as low as ordinary tuning condensers ; so it is a
good thing to have at least one more condenser of smaller
capacitance. The author has found it very useful to have
a condenser in which the fixed vanes
101. Multi -range are divided electrically into two or
Variable

values, is one containing 0.00s, 0'002, 0'005,

by a

selected

tapping switch.

more groups, so that the range of

capacitance is variable. In the lowest
range, extra spacing or a smaller vane
may be used to bring the variation down to perhaps 15 55F,
Condensers

for such measuremen. as of valve capacitances. Two unequal groups of fixed vanes can be arranged by supporting
them from opposite end -plates ; and this gives three ranges:

The unused group, if any, is shorted to the moving vanes.
A simpler construction, substituting insulating fixed -vane

Sul

Gr

supporting spindles, and one set of insulating spacing washers,
can be adopted ifthe somewhat higher losses can be tolerated.

The Sullivan condensers have now been made avaiLible
in mold -range patterns, even down to the least 'e,xpensive

grades; and are strongly recommended (Fig. 6a).
For some purposes a very small variable is .requiredsay, t ggF maximum. It is not difficiilt to make or
adapt one suitable for the purpose, and it can be calf-i
orated (preferably in oils) in terms of a known inductance

by the method given in Sec. 18,
176

.

or.0.

0' 02,
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In any case it must be remembered that the ordinary
moulded -in condensers used in broadcast receivers, even
though they may be of mica, are not to be relied upon to
maintain their originally measured capacitance, nor even
to be particularly low -loss. Mica of good quality is
certainly an excellent material for solid -dielectric condensers, but it is not the only factor. The recently introduced condensers made by depositing metal on high permittivity ceramic material are very much more constant, and are cheap. Most of the established condenser
manufacturers can supply types coming between the massproduced sort and the best laboratory grades. Sullivan

offer a range of high -permanence mica condensers at
quite moderate prices, so long as they are not required
to be accurately adjusted to specified values.

For moderate

laboratory requirements a power -factor oft per cent. is
bad ; 0.2 per cent. is fair ; and 0.05 per cent. is good.
Above co.ot pF mica condensers are costly, and good quality
paper types are usually substituted for ordinary purposes.
Last of the " Big Three " is inductance. Continuously

variable inductors, or inductometers, have not been very
much developed for use at radio
103. Standards
frequencies; but for audio frequencies

of Inductance-

the Campbell inductometer, made

The lnductometer by the Cambridge Instrument Co., is
an instrument of great precision and
utility.

As the inductance of R.F. coils is usually measured

at A.F., the Campbell inductometer need not be regarded
merely as an A.F. instrument, although it can he used only
at A.F. Having tried many A.C. bridges using resistance
and capacitance standards, and found them fall short of
the ideal, the author was fortunate in procuring a Campbell
low -impurity inductometer, and found that it immediately

made all this work delightfully easy. He confesses to

having had something of an unreasoning prejudice against
inductometcrs, having been under the erroneous impression
that the resistance losses, being inevitably far from negligible

compared with those in good variable condensers, made
matters very complicated. Such inductometers, however,
are calibrated in mutual inductance, and the resistances of
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the coils have only a very minor effect on the result. And
although the self inductance cannot be varied over a large
ratio of values, the mutual inductance can be adjusted to

zero or even negative values.

While the price of a

laboratory inductometer may seem high, the extraordinary
usefulness and accuracy of this instrument must be con-

sidered, and that with it one may be able to do without
expensive capacitance standards. It is very surprising
that cheaper types of inductometer, retaining the same

advantages in soe degree, have not been put on the

market ; becausemthe basic principle is simple enough.
In the Campbell instrument (Fig. 63) the primary consists
of a pair of fixed coils, with a small secondary coil swinging

between them in such a way as to increase the coupling
to both simultaneously, from a small negative value up to

too µH. The operating arm carries a pointer
swinging over a large scale which can be read to a fraction
of a µH. Fixed secondary coils, consisting of ten strands
over
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of wire, coupled to both primary coils are brought out

from maximum coupling in one direction to maximum
in the other. The two coils in each connected pair are
and in opposite rotation, which incidentally mises
stray coupling to external coils. The coils can be con-

to decade tapping switches extending the range by hundreds
and thousands up to t i, ro µH. There are other features,
for information on which the maker's literature should be
consulted, extending the range of measurement still

further, both upward and downward. Some idea of the
methods of use will he given a little later when bridges are
considered (Secs. rt 9-2o and 198).

nected in various ways (Fig. 64) (a) As a mutual induct°.
meter, with balanced centre -tapped primary and secondary
windings ; (b) Either or both pairs of coils in parallel for
lower range ; (o) As a self inductance, all coils in series
(d) Coils in parallel. If L is the inductance of any one
;

coil by itself, and M is the mutual inductance between
any two when they are closest, the respective ranges are(a) -2M to +2M; (b) --PI to +-/M (c) 4 (L M)
to 4 (L +M) ; (d) L -M to L +M. These are approximate, became they neglect coupling between coils that
are not adjacent; but give some idea of the possible

ranges. M is inevitably less than L, and, if adequate

tal

clearances are left to prevent small unavoidable sideplay
causing large variations in the inductance, will be much
less. So the ratio of max. to min. self inductance is much
worse than in a variable condenser. However, a condenser

has nothing to compare with mutual inductance, which
can be swung through zero to negative values.

The effect

of mechanical imperfections on the calibration can he
very greatly reduced by providing four primary coils, one
on each side of each moving coil this arrangement
produces a nearly uniform field between them, and small
axial displacements can take place without serious change
in the mutual inductance.
A number of separate fixed coils of known inductance
are useful in the laboratory, and as a set of them is probably
required for a wavemeter or oscillator
of some sort it is a good thing to have
105. Fixed
their inductances accurately measured
Inductances
so that they serve as standards.
Obviously they should he made as mechanically rigid as
possible, and preferably with the lowest practicable R.F.
resistance. There are definite methods for designing coils
with low R.F. resistance, and those who care to study it
are referred to S. Butterworth's series of at tides in Vol. t Is
;

to)
(1.-101)

TO

{I.

The chief difficulty; in malting an inductometer is the

arrangement for covering a wide range of inductance.

But simple inductometers without

104.

Making

Ind uctometers

tappings, for approximate measure ments over a limited range, are quite
easy. One method is to wind four

identical coils, two fixed, and two moving on an arm
pivoted midway, so that a 18o° movement carries the coils
140

(1926) of The Wireless Engineer (then Experimental Wireless).
141
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One does not go very badly wrong to use single -layer
coils,

and with about s -wire spacing, on formers having

a diameter three times the winding length, up to a few
hundred µH ; then multi -layer coils, so long as the

(t)

number of layers is not too few, and that they are spaced
properly. Standard coils in which the inductance is
practically unaffected by temperature and age, made by
Sullivan, have been designed on a compensating principle
by W. H. F. Griffiths and described by him in The Wireless
Engineer

of October, ,gag, and Joan, t934. They arc

marketed in two grades (Fig. 63), covering all requirements,
from the home experimenter to the N.P.L. Although the
accuracy of the second grade is of the order of o1 per cent.,
the prices are only about 255.

It)

a.r.ttlZonynstr.l2A`eg.E.5d5;,;..1171;:=s7=
The external field of an ordinary open coil causes trouble
in some circumstances, and if it is impracticable to space

it far enough away, or orient it, to
reduce undesirable coupling sufficiReducing
the External Field ently, it may be advisable to obtain
106.

the necessary inductance in the form

of two opposing coils-the astatic method-or to adopt
the toroidal form (Fig. 66). The mroid is awkward to

wind in a rigid form, and the resistance is relatively high,
but the absence of external field is very complete. Astatic
coils obviously give less inductance than the sum of the
separate coil inductances, so for a given total inductance
the resistance is higher the closer they are together ; and
the stray field is higher the farther they arc apart. The
exact required inductance can be conveniently obtained
by adjusting the separation.
It eed hardly be mentioned, surely, that standard
inductances, fixed or variable, ought to have no iron or
steel in their construction, much less
iron cores ; for the permeability of
107. Avoidance
of Eddy Currents iron, and hence the inductance of any
coil including it in its magnetic field,
varies with amplitude and frequency of the current. To
avoid eddy -current effects the very minimum of any sort
of metal should be in the field of the coil.
The so-called litz wire, consisting of a number of
separately insulated strands can be used for reducing the
A.C. resistance of coils due to eddy currents, more especially
147
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at high audio and low radio frequencies ; but it must be
used both intelligently and carefully, because improper
application or imperfect insulation and jointing may more
than throw away any of its advantages. It is also much
more subject to damage than solid wire of the same total
diameter.

The quantities quite ordinarily measured in a radio

laboratory cover an enormous range. Taking capacitance ;
there is wool /it& at the one extreme
108. Extending
(the anode -grid capacitance of a R.F.
the Ranges of
valve), and too µF at the other (a
Standards
by-pass condenser for a valve biasing
resistor). They enclose a range of a
hundred thousand million to one (to" I). Resistance
is encountered over a rather wider range; inductance
rather less. The idea of having to provide accurate
standards for direct comparison covering all of these
enormous ranges is alarming to contemplate.
That is where the bridge comes in. It is not practicable

to measure the diameter of the sun against a standard
yardstick with a pair of outside
109. Bridgescalipers, but by holding the yardstick
Their Purpose
a little distance away from the eye,
the sun can be measured if one knows

the ratio of the distances from the eye to the stick and to
the sun. A bridge is, firstly, a convenient system for
comparing two electrical quantities with great precision,

and secondly a sort of electrical pantograph for introducing
a multiplying ratio into the comparison. The simplest
bridge, -the Wheatstone, is a symmetrical network of six
arms, one containing a source of current such as a battery

or oscillator, and another a detector, such as a galvano-

meter or phones ; when the impedances of the remaining

four are in proportion, no current flows via the detector

ar.

In Fig. by, showing an ordinary Wheatstone bridge

circuit for D.C., balance is obtained, and the deflection
of the galvanometer G is zero, when
which, of
course, is the same as 12.,R,, = R,R Obviously if three
of these are known, the remaining one can be calculated.
144

It is not even necessary to know the actual values of three ;

the value of one and the ratio between two is enough.
Thus, if it is merely known that R, and R, are equal,
balance is obtained when R, -= R.. This illustrates the
bridge as a rneans of comparing two resistances with
greater precision than could be done in a more direct

fashion. Suppose they are compared directly, by noting
the reading given on a meter in series with each in turn ;
if the meter is a good one and has a very long scale it may

be just possible to detect a difference amounting to a
thousandth part of the deflection. But to get this it is

necessary for the supply voltage to remain constant within
still smaller limits, and for the deflection to be somewhere
near full-scale. Generally, one part in a hundred would

be a more likely accuracy of comparison. There is no

advantage in using a very sensitive meter, because it would

simply he driven off the scale. Whereas in the bridge
circuit it does not matter exactly what the battery voltage
nor need it be exactly steady ; and

he higher the sensitivity of the
meter the more precisely can the
comparison be made. 'There is

hardly any limit. This is the advantage of the so-called null method.

Now suppose that R,, the unknown ", is ff gher than
the standard, 12, can go to. If R, is made, say, to times
R,, then R, at balance is to times R, This illustrates
the second object of the bridge circuit ; to extend the range

of comparison beyond that of the standard. In A.C.

bridges this extension applies not only to quantity but to

quality; not only can t,000µH be accurately compared

with tooull, but it can be compared with tooµµF or
1,000 ohms.

Obviously all this makes it possible to cut
145
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down the number and variety of standards enormously.
To give an example of this, a commercial make of bridge

being of G to shunt it down heavily, or reduce II, or both.
This is where the author's metal rectifier scheme (see Sec.
57) comes in useful, because it prevents disaster if one of
the resistances is accidentally open -circuited when G is
delicately adjusted to balance. It is usual to have keys
in the B and G circuits, and by tapping the C key in time
with the natural swing period of the pointer of G, a smaller
current can lie detected than if it is kept steady. The

(the General Radio 650-A), in which everything, including
D.C. and A.C. sources, is contained in a box a good deal

smaller than a table radio set, covers wont ohm to I
megohm, InuY to tooulI, and pH to too H. Standards
of equal accuracy, continuously variable between those
limits, would cost a small fortune and require a large part

of the laboratory to house.
The D.C. bridge of Fig. 67 is simple enough, but there

are a few practical points to be observed even about it.
110.

Practical

Maximum sensitiveness of balance is

obtained when

all

four arms are

equal. The nearer one can get to
this condition the better. If the

arms R, and R, are in the ratio io,000 to t, the minimum
observable deflection requires a much larger percentage
unbalance than if a s tot ratio is adopted. More than
that : the ratio itself is not likely to be known to great
accuracy when it is large, because extreme values of
resistance are not so accurate as medium values. Furthermore, a great advantage of a

t tot ratio is that errors may

be largely eliminated by reversing one pair of arms and
taking the average of the two readings. If the resistance
to be measured is very large, the sensitiveness of adjustment can be improved by increasing the battery voltage,
but if R, and R. are quite low in resistance the resulting
current may overheat them. So it is better for R. and
R. to be the large resistances, so as to limit the current
in both paths. A variable resistance in series with the
battery is useful.
Although the detector G is not primarily intended as a
measuring instrument, but merely to show the presence or
absence of current, it is in practice used to make up for the
customary absence of a continuously variable resistance
standard. Having found, for example, that with R. = 527

ohms the galvanometer reads 3 divisions to the left and
with 529 it reads 2 to the right, one can see that the resis-

B key must be closed before the G key, because if any of the

resistances is reactive, as for example when the resistance
of a transformer or loud speaker coil is being measured,
the different impedance of such an arm to a current that is
varying causes a momentary detector current even when
the bridge is perfectly balanced for steady currents.

Which is the obvious cue to go on to A.C. bridges, a
Readers who may want to

vastly more complex subject.
III.

A.C. Bridges

know a good deal more about it
than there is room for here should
refer

Methods.

A.C.

to

Hague's

A.C.

Bridge

There

is also

A smaller but useful and practical book is

Measurements by David Owen.

a useful section on bridges in Terman's Measurements
n. Radio Engineering. The reason why it may he wise
to look up a detailed treatment of the subject is that there

are many mom bridges than can be described here, and
one of them may most nearly fit in with requirements and
available, apparatus. It is proposed here to describe
certain types that experience has shown to be most
generally useful.

If R,-Rs arc pure resistances (i.e., free from reactance)
there is no reason why A.C. should not be used instead of
D.C.

In fact, if the frequency is about tow cis, the

detector can be a pair of phones, which is more sensitive,

robust, and cheap than a galvanometer.

But the re

tance measured is the resistance to A.C. at the frequency of

the source, which may not be the same as the Z.F. resis
lance. However, it is often desirable to know the A.C.
resistance.

tance for exact balance would be 527.6 ohms.
Until balance is approached it is essential for the well -

Next, suppose the arms are all occupied by condensers
or by inductors. The same law for balance applies to

146
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their reactances ; but it is necessary for them all either to
be pure reactances, or to have the same power factors or

accurate resistance box is possessed or can be borrowed, it is

ratios of resistances to impedance ;

otherwise the unbalanced resistances
Necessity
obscure the reactance balance. In
R and X Balances practice it is highly unlikely that
112.

for Simultaneous

four reactive arms would balance

for reactance and resistances simultaneously, unless special
provision is made for adjusting these quantities independently. In certain types of bridge, more especially
those including self inductance, these adjustments are not

independent, and one may work away at them, first one
and then the other, for a considerable while before

reaching a balance. Capacitance arms are generally
better, because a good condenser is a fair approximation
to a pure reactance. The advantage of mutual induc-

tance, as distinct from self inductance, is that it ran be
injected into an arm as a practically pure reactance, and
at audio frequencies it has the advantage over a condenser

of being a relatively low impedance, more its keeping
with resistance arms of such values as can be accurately
and non -reactively constructed.
An essential part of the great majority of useful bridges
is

a pair of ratio arms. They may conveniently be

not a difficult matter to make a ratio arm box, using a pair
of equal resistances to form a temporary bridge circuit for
comparison with the standard. Now, with a source and

detector (which will be considered shortly), any single

unknown quantity can be compared with a standard of the
same sort. At least one decade resistance box is almost
indispensable in
a small laboratory, and assuming
it to be variable upeven tot1,1 to in steps oft ohm, one has

right away a bridge for measurement of D.C. or A.C.
resistances from about o too° 1 ohm to too megohms.

In
practice it will be found that the extreme values are not
measurable, at any rate to reasonable accuracy, because of
connection resistances and insufficient detector sensitiveness.

In any case, the range over which the decade box

gives adjustment to four figures does not go below ot ohm.
With A.C. residual reactances introduce further difficulties.

If it is merely a question of getting a sharp balance

adjustment, any inequality of residual
reactance can be neutralised by
Avoiding
e a variable
condensers across
Stray Reactances '0-nuent,T-othof
of
the
114.

.

be required.

The range of measurement of inductance and capaci-

controlled by switches, of the low -

113. Ratio Arms

contact -resistance type used for decade
boxes, to give values of t, t0, too,

1,000, and to,000 ohms. More important even than getting
these values correct is the accuracy of ratio. And as the
raost accurate measurements are those made with equal
tio arms, it is especially important that corresponding
resistances on each side should be equal. Fortunately it is
possible to check equality by getting a balance with a pair of
equal impedances-preferably of approximately the same

values as the ratio arms-in the other two arms, and then
reversing one pair of arms. The ratio arms should also be as
symmetrical as possible-to equalise any stray reactances. -

and enclosed in screened boxes, as indicated in Fig. 68.
If preferred, the resistancm can be multiples of to, one end
of every one being connected to the centre terminal. If an
148

fig. se. Diagram of a pair of switched ratio arms for A.C. briar
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lance does not effectively extend so far above and below
the limits between which the standard can be varied as in

to s xf, that is usually required ; and if the frequency is

the case of D.C.

resistances.

Direcdy unity ratio

is

departed from in an A.C. bridge the accuracy and ease of
handling fall off, and unless suitable precautions are taken
Even when working with
equal ratio arms it is necessary to take reasonable steps to
they may fall off very seriously.

avoid stray capacitance and inductance, or at least to
ensure that the strays are equal.

Capacitance to earth of

the soce does not affect the balance, so long as it is
earthed.ur The same is true of the detector, but it is not
possible to earth both simultaneously, and as the detector
usually consists of phones and is therefore subject to
fluctuating capacitance effects it is the more in need of

The other diagonal arm, the source in this
case, must then be symmetrical with respect to earth,
which is achieved by connecting it through a special
balanced and screened transformer. Such transformers
are purchasable, and should be chosen of such a ratio
earthing.

as to match the impedance of the source to that which the

bridge is intended to measure with best accuracy.

Foe

example, it may well be to to t oo ohms for low and medium

inductance measurements, 1,00n ohms as an average for
resistance, and t 0,000 ohms or more for capacitance. The
detector, similarly, is most sensitive when it is matched.
It is possible to make a suitable transformer by interposing

an earthed screen-a piece of copper sheet with ail
insulating lining to prevent it from farming a shortnircuited turn-between primary and secondary, and

winding the secondary (which is connected to the bridge)
irt halves side by side and symmetrically with reference
to the screen. The usual transformer coil, with an inner

and an outer end, is obviously unbalanced with respect
to earth.
Coming now to the source itself, this may be a fixed or
variable frequency oscillator. Although a variable frequency is necessary for some purI II. A.C. Sources poses, a fixed frequency is sufficient

for the majority of measurements, and
In calculations it is a, equal

1,000 cfs is a common choice.
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nearly Soo cis (actually 796) u works out at 5,o00, which
is a more convenient figure than 6,283. Either is easily
audible in phones, but if 5o Ms is used (as may be necessary
to measure large inductances without
116.

Detectors

being overmuch troubled by

self -

capacitance) phones are almost useA vibration galvanometer (Sec. 64) is the officially
approved detector at low frequencies, but is an expensive
instrument for occasional use. An amplifier with metal
rictifier voltmeter gives uniform response at all frequencies
and is favoured for industrial use, where quiet listening
cannot be guaranteed, but, unlike the vibration galvanometer, is unable to discriminate against harmonics. The
less.

Magic Eye " tuning indicator is a particularly useful
detector of either alternating or Z.F. voltages and has
come into common use in portable bridges. In certain
types of bridge, such as those containing inductance and
capacitance in opposite arms, the balance depends on
frequency, and is consequently obscured by the presence of
harmonics from the source. With a little practice one can
ignore these in phone tests, if the fundamental frequency is
igot too low.

As it is risky to put much power into a bridge from the

tource, a very valuable accessory is an amplifier for
increasing the sensitiveness of balance.
Fig. 69 is the circuit of such an
117. Bridge

Amplifiers

amplifier, built into a metal box for
screening.

The object of using a

screerigrid valve in the first stage is to bviate " Miller
effect ", which would came the input capacitance and
conductance to be relatively large ; while this may not he
particularly important for bridge purposes, the amplifier is
not restricted to such use, and as a further convenience the
terminal A is provided so that the first stage can be converted
to an oscillating detector. Only a small output is provided
for, as the possibility of a large amount of power in the phones
or other detector is definitely undesirable. The output

from the source should be controllable, became when the
bridge is considerably unbalanced the amplifier may be
151
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overloaded and fail to indicate whether adjustment is
approaching balance or departing from it. The sockets

connected to 5, the un-

known to X, and the

S S are for plugging in tuned couplings when it is intended
to work on any one frequency ; they are effective for cutting
down harmonics and extraneous noise. Such couplings
must, of course, be screened.

switch towards which condenser has the
greater
resis ta neeprobably X. R is then
used to balance the resistances. Such a bridge
must be used with

The apparatus so far described can be connected as

shown in Fig. 7o as a general-purpose bridge.
118.

A General-

purpose Bridge

are the ratio arms ;

P and 0

R the decade

caution at ratios other

resistance box. For plain resistance

than unity, became the
oscillator transformer is
then not balanced in the

measurernent the switch is put ove
towards X, the terminals S shorted,r

and the unknown connected to the X terminals. For
capacitance measurements, the standard condenser is

right ratio.

To

get

over this difficulty the
Wagner earth" is
sometimes used, for information on which the

Id,:r,;,,uz,= larger works should be
consulted.

Although this type of bridge can be used for comparing
self inductances, it is far from satisfactory for the purpose,

became of the difficulty of finding

119. An lnducto- balance.
The ideal instrument is the
meter Bridge
inductometer, which is connected as
shown diagrammatically inn Fig. 7s.
P and Q are the ratio arms as before ; the unknown
impedance is connected at X and i. resistance balanced by
a standard resistance at R. The reactance is balanced by
the mutual inductance introduced by the coils 'of the
inductometer ; and as this may he positive or negative,
either inductance or capacitance reactances can be
measured. In the Campbell inductometer a slide wire SW is

included to give continuous adjustment ofresismnce to the ex-

tent of rather more than one ohm, so that R need not be
varied insrnallersteps. To extend therange of thisinstrument
provision is made for two other ratios, and to take advantage
of these the ratio arms should include the values to, go and
ggo ohms. At the same time the slide wire is out of action
and a continuously variable resistance at R is necessary.
151
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Fig. 70 shows the layout of a bridge system which the
author has designed around the Campbell Low -Impurity
Inductometer, and which is not only
162,0.i.dgt Universal

Ls

.ittunitvoevrsealr

maosstroafntheiselilwle

agined,

bridges.

range is not excelled by specialised
It can be seen on the wall in Fig. 1.

It is intended primarily to work at 5':7 c/s, derived from
a fixed frequency source consisting of a dynatron oscillator

with a triode output stage and simple filter to improve

purity of waveform (see Sec. 38) ; but a beat -frequency
oscillator or even the 50 -cycle mains supply can be connected when required ; or a battery for Z.F. measurements. Apart from resistance measurement ; inductance

is measurable from a fraction of sµH up to the largest

iron -core inductances encountered, if necessary with D.C.

flowing- a

,.

measure-

mem that cammt be so
satisfactorily performed

by any other type of
bridge; and the capacitance range goes from

a fraction of sppF to

the largest electrolytic
condensers made. With
all these reactances, the

A.C. resistance is also
given.

Fig.

73

shows

the connections of the
bridge network itself,
which is arranged to

form a sort of

S. platform,
"

sup-

porting the ratio

arm box in the

centre and the
lower resistance
arms at its ends.
154
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Terminals are provided for connecting anything in parallel
with these arms, as is necessary in certain measurements.
The middle portion contains the screened transformer
supplying the A.C. detector -amplifier, a switch to change

over to a galvanometer for D.C., and a switch (BCH) to
rearrange the lower junction to convert from an inductometer bridge (Fig. '71) to the general-purpose bridge

For the former, the switch is set to B ; for
the latter a decade resistance box is substituted for the
inductorncter at the CH terminals, and according to
(Fig. 7o).

the switch position is placed in seties with the unknown for
difference measurements or on the opposite side for
comparison nieasurernents. A diagram of the amplifier

has already been given (Fig. 69), and the ratio arm box
is similar to Fig. 68 but with values of to, go, too, 99o,
1,000, and to". ohms. It is essential to use screened
(lead -covered) leads where shown, both to prevent
undesirable stray couplings, and to prevent hum being
picked up by the amplifier. A Campbell frequency
bridge is conveniently associated with the system for
measuring the frequency of the source, but is rather of the

nature of a luxury. Details of 507119 of the methods
availalsle with this bridge, and particularly those for large

inductances and iron -core coils with D.C., are given in
Chapter 8.

The inductometer is unfortunately rather costly, and
when it is not available the most usual form of bridge
makes use of a capacitance standard,
121. Maxwell and
Owen Bridges

which can be made to balance agains

an inductance in the opposite arm,
as

in Maxwell's

bridge (Fig. 74).

Another bridge with capacitance and resistance standards
is

OWCICS (Fig. 75).

It is possible to cover

wide range of both
inductance and capa-

citance with a conapact and inexpensive
self-contained system,

but, in general, such
bridges are
rather

el
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122. A Simple

roublesome to adjust
o

they

balance,

because

Practical
Maxwell Bridge

Fig. 77 shows the circuit of a bridge

suitable for home or laboratory con struction, for measuring capacitance
from 5o au.F tot µF and inductance
from

TO pH to os H. Actually,

include two or

more inter -dependent
variable adjustments.
One method of avoiding
this disadvantage is to gang
the resistance arm controls,

as is done by the Baldwin
Instrument Co., of Dartford,

who specialise in compact
self-contained h idgcs (Fig. 76). Another way is to use
variable condenser arm as the standard ; the only
disadvantage is hat because the capacitance is generally
limited to about I or. µµF the effect of stray capacitances
is liable to be felt, more especially as a fairly high ratio is
necessary for some measurements.

Nevertheless, a variable

condenser standard can be used successfully, either by
being content with moderate accuracy or by taking special
precautions against stray errors.

155
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different networks are used for C and L, as shown in the

made as suggested by Fig. 79. The calibrated element is
a wire -wound potentiometer forming the ratio arms, and,

subsidiary diagrams where switching is omitted for clarity.
A variable condenser is used as the standard, and it should
therefore be of as good quality as possible. As its screening

ease is joined to one side of the source, the other side of
which is earthed, its stray capacitance to earth comes across
the source and in moderation is harmless. Also the

unknown can be measured with one side earthed, which
is

a great convenience in examining components of a
' or other assembly without disconnecting each

item.V It is important that the capacitance of the phasing

resistors across the variable condenser should be negligible
as otherwise of course the calibration of the condenser is
upset. The inductance of the resistors in series in the

X arm, if appreciable, can of course be allowed for by a
preliminary test with

the X terminals

shorted.

A

counting only between the ratios of to s and rt so,
measurements of capacitance from so ppF to so µF and

of resistance from to a to to ME/ are covered. A variable
resistance is provided in series with the highest capacitance
because if the condenser being measured has a large loss
factor it is difficult to get a balance otherwise. The
setting of this resistor gives the percentage power factor.
The detector is a cathode-ray tuning indicator, and as the
cathode is fairly " earthy ", and the ratio ms are con-

veniently of low impedance, the "unknown" cannot be

earthed. But if the earthy side is connected to source the
impedance to earth is low and stray capacitance generally
inoffensive. The scale at the top of this Fig. 79 shows

buzzer source is shown, because it lends itself to selfcontained construction and, as balance in this bridge
is independent of frequency, it is allowable; but the
silence of a valve or neon tube oscillator is a favourable
point.

An inexpensive capacitance bridge by Sullivan, also
employing a buzzer (Fig. 78) is unusual and ingenious
in

that variable ratio arms are composed of a ganged

pair of differential air condensers.

For details, sec

En.gineet, Jan
i 935.
The range covered is
5o µµF to 5 pF in two ranges; the bridge is selfcontained and very convenient to use and the price
is k6 los.
Measurement at 5o c/s has the advantage that a very
adequate oscillator is maintained continuously by the
electricity supply authority, and the

Wireless

;

123.
Mainsinfluence of stray capacitances is much
frequency Bridges less than at 800 or 1,00o c/s, also

resistances measured at such a low
frequency are often near enough to the Z.F. values to be
substituted for them ; but unfortunately the impedance
of radio coil inductances is too low to be easily measurable.

If inductance. measurements are excluded, a very useful
maim -driven bridge for capacitance and resistance can be
160
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how a linear potentiometer calibration appears ; the scale
reading is multiplied by the value of resistance or
capacitance to which the range switch is set. Bridges of
this type, mainly for service engineers, are listed by a number
of makers.

Although the last few examples of bridges cannot be
described as precision types, the accuracy being of the
order oft to 5 per cent., they are often quite good enough
for practical purposes and give the answer before mare
elaborate instruments can be brought into action.
Constructional information on them is contained in the
Appendix (p. 384).
A marketed instrument which, though extreme accuracy

throughout its wide ranges is not claimed, is of a rather
more advanced and at the same time

124. A Laboratory eminently practical design,
It
Universal Bridge Marconi-Ekco TE373.
D.C. resistance from o.o5

to

is

the
covers

s

inductance from 5µH to too H, capacitance from 5
to too g, and loss factor of both coils and condensers
is directly readable. D.C. and A.C. sources, amplifier, and
D.C. and A.C. detectors (both meters) are included in the
Price of £55.
There are many specialised precision bridges offered by
the well-known instrument makers, but description of them
is outside the scope of this book.

Bridges in which the balance is independent of the

05508

ample c

oscillator far frequency ch.lone
163
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frequency of the source (except in so far as the constants
of the arms vary with frequency) are

dais system is described by Guarnaschelli and Vecchiacchi

Influence of generally preferable, because had
Source Frequency waveform of the source does not
125.

greatly matter, and in fact buzzers

in the Proc. IRE., April, 193r, and the general idea can
be gathered from the circuit diagram Fig. St.
of frequency covered is 20 to 10,000

The range

or neon -tube oscillators can be used. Those bridges in
which balance is obtainable at only one frequency require
a very pure
especially if the indicator is a valve
or metal rectifier.
oltmeter. With practice the ear can
discriminate between fundamental and harmonics, but is
never so sensitive in such conditions. What is a drawback
for general purposes forms the essential principle of special
classes of bridge, such as those for frequency measurement.
Frequency -discriminating bridges are also used as filters
for suppressing one particular frequency very completely,
as in the measurement of distortion (see Sec. 232). Other
specialised types of bridge are devised for measuring valve
characteristics ; and will be referred to in that connection

(Sec. 24).
The Campbell frequency bridge includes a variable
mutual inductance, constructed on the lines of the
inductometer already described. The

Frequency
Bridges
126.

and Meters

General Radio instrument employs
the Wien bridge containing only

rmistances and capacitances. The chief

disadvantage of a frequendy bridge is
that there is no one detector capable of covering the full
audio frequency range with adequate sensitivity, and of
rejecting the harmonics that arc more than likely to be
present. It has the advantage of being direct -reading;
but can be dispensed with by having a variable -frequency
oscillator (a more generally useful possession) as a
comparison source, calibrated from some standard.
Direct -reading frequency meters are sometimes consnucted

on the principle of applying the signal, whose frequency
is to be measured, in push-pull to the biased -back grids
of two valves, which are thereby made alternately conducting and caused to charge and discharge a condenser
unidirectionally through a milliarmneter
the current
reading is proportional to the frequency. An example of
164

Oscillators have already been considered in Chapter 4,

and any of these, if calibrated, can be regarded as a
Standard
Frequency
127.

standard of frequency, provided that
it is designed to retain its calibration

accurately. The beat -frequency oscillater, unless very elaborately devised,
does not do this ; but if by means of
the trimmer condenser in parallel with one of the oscillator
tuned circuits the scale is brought correct at any one point
by comparison with a single standard frequency, the scale
as a whole is unlikely to depart seriously from calibration.

Oscillators

In the radio frequency range, a signal generator is
generally designed to hold its frequency calibration and
therefore to serve for memuring frequency, in addition to

its primary function m a signal source. Wavemeters,

formerly much used for measuring wavelength or frequency,
are therefore almost superseded, except in work where the

necessity tar the utmost accuracy and permanence of
calibration justifies setting aside costly apparatus for this
purpose alone. The finest examples of wavemeter design
and construction arc those by H. W. Sullivan Ltd. Even
165
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in the high -precision field there is a tendency for the

agreement between an absorption wavemeter and an

continuously -calibrated types of wavemeter to give place
to elaborate rack -mountedsseambli. arranged for com-

paring any frequency with a single standard such as a

crystal oscillator, on which all the precautions for ensuring

constancy of frequency are concentrated, and which is

therefore capable of accuracy within one part in a million
or evert better.

For more modest standards even the simplest crystal

oscillator enables wavemeters, signal generators, etc., to
be checked with a high order of accuracy ; and one can
be quite confident that the frequency will remain constant
to within closer limits than can be observed on a wave -

meter scale, regardless of coupling to external circuits.
This is particularly valuable in the reactance -variation
methods of measuring tuned circuit resistance. Fig. 8o
shows the simplest circuit, in which the anode cuit is
tuned to the fundamental frequency of the crystal. Together with other circuit values, it is adjusted to cause

and generally emits enough harmonics
to provide checks over a wide frequency band. The unit
can be made much more useful by adding a stage of amplification, preferably using a screen -grid valve, and adjusting
its bias and/or screen voltages to provide numerous strong
reliable oscillation

harmonics.

;

The details of the design can easily be

adapted to suit requirements and available components.

Although a heterodyne oscillator is practically essential
in the laboratory, there are some purposes better served by
128.

The

Absorption
Wavemeter

the much simpler absorption wave meter, consisting merely of a tuned
circuit, sometimes with the addition
of some form of detector-lamp,

thermocouple, or neon tube - to
indicate resonance.
As one of the desirable features of an absorption wave -

oscillator of any power is to note the slight kick given to
the pointer of a milliammeter connected to show anode
current to the oscillator. Besides its simplicity and
absence of feeding requirements, advantages of the
absorption wavemeter are that there are fewer factors to
upset the calibration ; there is no wondering whether or
not it has stopped oscillating ; indication is usually a
simpler matter; and it has no harmonics to cause confusion
or uncertainty. It is particularly useful for the higher
frequencies, more especially ultra -high frequencies, at which

it is difficult to " find the place " quickly with the heterodyne wavemeter when the frequency of the oscillator to
be checked is quite unknown.

Apart from the obvious requirements that the coil or
coils and variable condenser should be constant and

reliable and also loss -free, there is not much to be said
To keep the operator's hands well out
of the field of both wavemeter and " unknown " circuit
it is usual for the condenser and coil to be mounted at the
about the design.

end of a stick a foot or more long, with an extension

control. At frequencies of hundreds of Mc/s (decimetre
wavelengths) the absorption wavemeter is the only practical

type available, and consists of a tiny condenser with a
little loop of wire connecting the terminals.

Fig. 82 shows

an example of this rigged up in a few moments, but

adequate for rough comparisons ; and also one covering
all frequencies from 2 to loo MO with 4 coils.

Wavelength and frequency are fundamentally quite

different quantities, as different as the length of a journey
and the time spent on it; they are
129. Wavelength only interchangeable on .the assumpand Frequency

don that the speed of travel is the

same in each case. While this is not
even approximately true for journeys in general, it is true

meter is sharpness of resonance, most such detectors are
undesirable ; hut a small no tube is useful for transmitters and power oscillators, if the coupling is reduced
to the point where only a slight glow is just maintained
at exact resonance. The most usual method of detecting

for electric waves in free space, and so a standard of

166
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wavelength is also a standard of frequency, and vice versa ;

either is calculable by dividing po,000,000 by the other,
msuming wavelength to be in metres and frequency in
cycles per second. But the assumption " in free space"
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must not be entirely overlooked ;

in certain practical
cases, to be referred to later, it does not exactly hold.
Frequency is a more important quantity than wavelength
in nearly all electrical communication work, and although

the fundamental standard of frequency is the very low
figure of one cycle per year, observed astronomically, by
successive multiplying devices it is used for measuring

0000

frequencies of many millions of cycles per second. The
tendency, then, is to oust the term wavelength; but it is
rather difficult to do so altogether at the very high

frequencies-hundreds of Mc/s-because then it appears
as a directly observed quantity, which is constantly having

to be actually measured, for such things as aerials and
It also becomes easier to calibrate in wavelength
than in frequency. But there seems to be no excuse for
retaining wavelengths as the primary quantity Over the
ordinary broadcasting bands, which must be divided up
according to frequency in order to allow for sidebands.
Beginning with audible frequencies, a very accurate
1,000 c/s standard is available to all within range of the
feeders.

130. Calibration
of A.F. Oscillators

N.P.L. station gHW.
Particulars arc given in
Sec. 3 ro.
Am
generally
availableore standard,

correct over a period
a hours to very high
accuracy indeed (be-

cause adjusted by comparison with Greenwich time) is litre -controlled 5o c/s A.C. maim. Is is liable

to fluctuate slightly from this average, but not often more

Man about o1 per cent.

Given a single accurately -known frequency, it is possible
to fix a whole series of points on the scale of an oscillator.
Ity far the best way of doing this is with the cathode-ray
tube.

The source of the known frequency is applied to

one pair of deflection plates and the signal to be calibrated

to the other. Either separately produces a straight line

on the screen, at right angles to the other (Fig. B3, A and B).
en ex.

simile

'n
168

Both together give a diagonal straight line (C), if they
are in phase, and of the same waveform ; a circle (D) if
169
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they are equal in magnitude and go" out of phase, or an
ellipse (I) if they are unequal ; and an inclined distortion
of an ellipse (E and J) at intermediate phase angles. If
the frequency of one is very slightly less or more than
the other, the pattern is seen to pass through these forms

be 20 and the mains frequency would be 50±0.05 c/s.
Whether it is plus or minus is revealed by the latter part

continuously.

If now the frequency of the signal producing the vertical

of the N.P.L. test ; a slowing down of the rotation denotes
minus, and vice versa.
A simple fractional ratio is distinguishable by this
method too, as shown in Fig. 84 B, where the ratio is

deflection is twice that of the other, the patterns assume
forms such as K -M ; if three times, as N -P and so on.
The number of loops meeting a horizontal' tangent indicates the order of multiple, but it should be noted that
if the loops are superimposed, as at L, 0, R, the count
would he wrong ; it is necessary for it to be done when
they are spaced out, as at E, K, N, Q. Simple fractional
ratios can be distinguished by counting the loops meeting
tangential lines drawn both vertically and horizontally, as
3/a in Q. When the number of loops along either edge of

the pattern is large, it may not be

131.

Alternative possible to distinguish them clearly ;
and a better method is to connect the
lower frequency signal to both pairs

Cathode-ray
Method

of plates across

a phase -splitting

The reactance of C at that frequency
should be equal to R ohms to produce a circle for 5o c/s
they might be o't µF- and 3o,noo ohms respectively. The
circuit, as in Fig. 84.

;

other signal is then connected in series with the anode
supply to produce a -toothed wheel pattern, as at A.. If
F is the higher frequency, f the lower, and N the number
of teeth, then of course f = F/N. For instance, in checking

the 50 -cycle mains frequency by the N.P.L. to cycle
signal, a to -tooth wheel would appear and remain
stationary if the mains were correct by the N.P.L. Bu
if the frequencies depart slightly from an integral ratio,

the wheel appears to rotate. Denote the time in seconds

for one complete revolution by T; then f = F/N t t/T.
Suppose it takes one second for the wheel to move one
tooth's breadth, then -in the example considered T would
the

Me

with fractIonal:ro

similar Ph....
170

-

With a known 5o c/s only, it is possib e to

librate an

oscillator at fractions of this frequency -25, 161ca, 121, etc.and multiples-too, 15o, 200, etc. As about twenty teeth

can readily be distinguished for each centimetre circle

diameter, the whole audio frequency band can be included
with a tube of moderate size ; but unless the frequencies

are phenomenally steady at the exact multiple, or the'
pattern is photographed, the only way of counting the

In. Use of
Auxiliary

Oscillator

highest numbers is to increase the fre-

quency very gradually from some
easily countable number and note
every time the pattern "pulls
Even this requires some care and

a more reliable method is to have an auxiliary oscillator
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tuned to, say, 1,000 cis by the 5o cis; and then use this

as Fig. 85. Only the white keys are numbered ; but the
frequencies of the black keys can be got by interpolation.

to form the circular base for the higher frequencies. Another advantage is that many new points are obtainable ;
from i,000 c/s-3334-, t66), 44), rr 1,i, and so on. Then

the auxiliary oscillator can be shifted up another 5o c/s
by the standard, and still another series obtained.

There

is no lireit except patience to the number of points that
can be derived from one fixed standard frequency for
drawing a curve and so obtaining a continuous calibration.
Incidentally, this method of auxiliary oscillator and

cathode-ray tube is very helpful for using a frequency
bridge beyond the limits of its range, or the probably
narrower limits within which the ordinarily available
detector (i.e., phones) is effective.

Working by ear is much less satisfactory ; it is easy
enough to synchronise two oscillations when they are
nearly equal, by reducing the fre133. The Piano
as a Standard
of Frequency

quency of the slow beats to zero, but

a certain amount of musical skill is

necessary in order to proceed further.
One may run up or down the musical
scale from the known frequency, filling in the frequencies
from the particulars given in the table in Sec. 309. Having
reached an octave, an auxiliary oscillator is desirable for
using it as a fresh starting point. If no more reliable

standard is available, an ordinary piano is of some use,
but comparison is not as easy as might be supposed,
especially at the lowest frequencies, because harmonics are
stronger than the fundamental. Pianos are usually tuned
to a rather different pitch from the physicist's tuning fork
and as the correct version is seldom given it appears here
zmcfzm
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It is possible to use standard audio frequency, such
as that broadcast by the N.P.L., for accurate radio fre-

quency calibrations ; and in fact
134. Comparison that is just what is done in the refined
apparatus previously mentioned. A
of Radio
multivibrator-an oscillator consisting
Frequencies
of two resistance -coupled amplifying
with Standards
stages connected in cascade with one

another -is synchronised with the known frequency, and
produces such an enormous number of detectable harmonics that it establishes a series of known points right
up into quite high radio frequencies. The range can be
extended still farther by repeating the process with another
multivibrator working at a higher fundamental frequency.

The apparatus is too elaborate for any except those to
whom the highest accuracy is essential, such as important

transmitting stations, and those who are responsible for
checking their frequency. Fortunately this checking is
now done so thoroughly that all reputable broadcasting
stations maintain the frequency of their carrier waves
within very close limits-a few cycles per second. There
is therefore no shortage of standard radio frequencies.
The method of using any one or more of these to fix an

unlimited nuoSber of other known points on the frequency
scale of an oscillator or wavemeter is similar to that already
described for audio frequencies. A cathode-ray tube may
be used for comparison of frequencies having a simple
ratio to one another, in exactly the same way ; but it is
unnecessary, because the heterodyne beat notes between

radio frequency harmonics can be listened to without

being confused by even enormously stronger fundamentals.
Suppose that the known oscillation is exactly 1,000 kels.

The oscillator to be calibrated is tuned so that its fundamental is nearly the same. A receiver
135. The Method arranged to receive both of them
together renders a heat note audible,
of Harmonics
at a frequency equal to the difference.

By tuning the oscillator so that the frequency of the beat
172
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note becomes zero-generally described as " tuning to zero

with plenty of harmonics, any one of which (or the fundamental) can be synchronised with the standard and used
to establish other fixed points. The rnultivibrator is the
extreme example ; but an ordinary back -coupled oscillator

beat note "-it is exactly synchronised with the standard.
That is well known ; but to do it successfully certain
precautions must be observed. The coupling between
oscillators and/or receiver should be very small, so as to
prevent the frequency of either being " pulled ". It is
best

for one of the received oscillations not

to be

so enormously stronger than the other as to " wipe out "
the receiver, or to pull the weaker in step with it and so
prevent zero beat note being accurately set. It is for this
reason that a screened oscillator, with output control, is
preferable to an " open " wavemeter.
Although it is quite easy to synchronise two oscillations
within about out per cent in this way, a far better method
is to use an oscillating receiver (or a third oscillator) tuned

run with such tight coupling as to overload the valve
badly yields detectable harmonics up to twenty or more.
Sometimes it may be difficult to tell exactly what
harmonics are responsible for the audible beat note. If
the receiver reaction is variable,
136. Identification tightening it generally causes the note

of Harmonics

to increase in strength if a receiver

harmonic is involved, and to weaken
if it is the fundamental. The harmonics produced by a

to any convenient beat frequency with respect to the

dynatron oscillator are almost imperceptible if the grid
bias is adjusted so as barely to maintain oscillation ; but
they may be strong if the bias is much reduced, and this
enables one to tell whether fundamental or harmonics

easily noticeable trill, which becomes a slow beat when
equality is very near. In this way it is possible actually

are being received. Of course it is necessary to synchronise
with the standard after any such reaction or bias adjustments
have been made, as the frequency is slightly shifted thereby.

standard. As the oscillator to be calibrated is tuned near
synchronism the two nearly -equal beat notes produce an

to count the difference in cycles ; in the example considered
( t000 kc/s standard), one beat every second would indicate

a difference of one part in a million.

The only important

precaution is to make sure that both frequencies are on
the same side of that of the receiver. It is very easy to
settle this by very slightly altering the receiver oscillation
frequency ; if correct, the slow beats will continue around

a different audible beat note ;

if wrong, the two beat

notes will diverge and destroy the slow beats.
Because of the extreme precision of this method, without
elaborate apparatus or strict conditions, one tries to make
use of it in as many sorts of test as possible. Even the
simpler zero beat method is much more precise than most
forms of indication, such as pointer readings ; and examples

of use are given in later chapters.
In the section on oscillators (32) it was pointed out that
extreme stability of frequency (such as is needed in a
wavemeter or other standard) and copious harmonics do
not generally go together. For wide -range calibration
it is therefore usually helpful to set up a transfer oscillator
174

Suppose one is listening on a fixed frequency-the
standard-and an oscillator is to be calibrated over lower
frequency ranges, it is tuned so that each of its harmonics
in turn is received. Assuming again a t000 kc/s standard
for illustration, the oscillator can be calibrated at 500,
3334, 250, 200, etc. By halting at any of these, the

receiver can be shifted to another harmonic-higher or
lower-and a fresh start made for filling in intermediate
To calibrate higher frequency ranges, the fundamental of the oscillator is caused to beat with harmonics
of the receiver, giving points at 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, etc.,
points.

and intermediate points can be filled in as before.

A

slide -rule is often useful for identifying the fundamental
when a number of high -order harmonies are heard; if

one harmonic comes in at 4,40o ice's, and the next at
4,950, the moving scale is slid along until two consecutive
whole numbers bridge the gap between these two numbers

on the fixed scale. The only numbers that do so are
8 and 9, so these are the harmonics, and the fundamental
(read below " s ") is 350 kcis.
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An absorption wavemeter gives no beat notes or harmonics, so must be calibrated from the fundamentals of a
calibrated oscillator, by holding it as
137. Synchronising far away as one can still see a slight

sheet of graph paper. Isolated errors, caused perhaps by
mistaking the number of a harmonic, are shown up. In
case a whole series of harmonics is wrong, it is advisable
to have cross checks from some other standard.
By the use of harmonics it is possible to calibrate well

Non -generating

Circuits

"kick"of the pointer of a milli -

ammeter in the oscillator anode
circuit when the wavemeter is tuned

through resonance. A circuit with a grid leak of rather
high resistance is best for showing such an indication.

up into ultra -high frequencies, but at frequencies still
higher it becomes almost impracWavelength ticablc to continue the frequency
Standards
calibration. Just as this difficulty
138.

increases, wavelength calibration bebration becomes relatively easy, making use of the principles
of standing waves along parallel wires. There are several
variants of the method ; the most compact is the quarter -

wave resonator, which is only a little over 8 feet long for
o metre wavelength. For wavelengths oft metre and less
the method is particularly convenient. A pair of parallel

bare wires is strung across the room or mounted on a

As the presence of material (other than
air) between drewires is a source of error, it is best to do
without any spacers, stretching the wires tightly between
supports and taking very great care to get them exactly
parallel.
The farther apart, the less the probable error
wooden frame.

A much more precise method is to listen to a beat note
due to either fundamental or harmonic of the oscillator ;
even when the wavemeter is coupled too loosely to show
any meter kick the beat note can be heard to rise gradually,

in parallelism, but the greater the distance material -conducting or otherwise-must be kept away. About

then fall rather suddenly, and then rise again, as shown

in Fig. 86. Exact resonance takes place on the steep slope
at the point where the beat note is unaffected by removing

the coupled circuit entirely, short-circuiting it, or setting
it right off' tune. Still more exact synchronisation is
possible if a third oscillator is used to cause slow beats to
be produced when the frequency of the oscillator to which
the wavemeter is coupled alters very slightly. In this
way anon -generating oscillatory circuit can be adjusted
to resonance with as great precision as an oscillator. For
detailed information on the procedure for the most exact
results the reader should refer to a paper by F. M. Colebrook and 15. M. Wilmotte in the journal of the
(Wirek. Section), Vol. 6 (.931), p. 49.
Having established a sufficient number of calibration

points, one proceeds to plot them carefully on a large

parallel -wire mi.:,
177
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two inches separation is suitable for waves of the order of
5 metres; one inch for shorter waves. Except for the

ruhich input and output voltages (or currents) are measured are

insulators at the ends there should be nothing but air
within at least several inches of the wires.

One pair of ends is left unconnected, and the other is
If an oscillator coil is brought near the
short-circuited end in such a position as to couple magnetically (see Fig. 87) there is the usual meter Eck " at
resonance, which takes place when the oscillator waveshort-circuited.

length is four times the length of wire from the short-circuit
to the open end. It also takes place if it is four -thirds,
four -fifths, four -sevenths, etc., of the wire length. Actually
waves do not travel quite so fast along such lines as in free

space, and the wavelengths thus measured are less by a
small amount, but if the suggested precautions are taken
the error should not be more than about r per cent.
Unless the oscillator frequency is approximately known

the power amplification is equal to the square of the
voltage (or current) amplification.
Gain or loss is practically always expressed in decibels
(db). Plus 1 db. is equal to a power gain of a
or a
voltage (or current) gain of 1'122 ; minus t db. a loss of the
same ratio. One may consider not only the gain or loss
between two pairs of terminals, such as the input and output of an amplifier, but across one pair of terminals when
some change or adjustment is made. For further information on this subject we Secs. s tu-m. A table of db. appears
in Sec. 308, but the most convenient method of arriving at
db. from a pair of readings is to refer the ratio of them to
the uniformly divided scale of a slide -rule. A power ratio
oft is o db., and a power ratio of to is to db. These are
the ends of the scale. The corresponding point on the
" db. scale " to 4 on the main slide -rule scale is 6 ; a power
equal

beforehand, it may be difficult to find the indication of
resonance within the tuning range of the oscillator. If it is
found, it should be confirmed that it is due to the wire and

ratio of 4 is 6 db. A power ratio of 40 is 4X to ; equal
to 6}10 or r6 db. Note that gains or losses in db. are
added. Voltage (or current) ratios are double the db.

not to an internal absorption, by bringing the oscillator
away from the wire. Alternatively the oscillator fre-

figure.

quency can be left alone, and the resonator tuned to it by
shifting the bridge piece along. The awkward thing about
this is that the oscillator coil must be shifted along with it.
It is quicker to adopt the half -wave resonator by leaving

provide a known gain when measuring voltages too small
to be read by valve voltmeter,
140. Standards of cathode-ray tube, or other instruAmplification - meat. Their gain depends on so

the oscillator and the bridge at one end, and moving another

Attenuation

bridge, made of a short piece of stiff wire pushed through
the end of an insulating handle to form a T -piece, away
from it along thewire. At certain points the oscillator
meter will probably jump about a bit ; these points are half
wavelengths apart.

An important quantity in radio work is amplification

or gain.

The most obvious way of specifying gain is by

Reckoning
Amplification
139.

the ratio of output voltage, current,
or power, to input. An amplifier
may give a voltage amplification of

a5 (to s) ; at some extreme frequency
it may give an amplification less than one, say 0-2, which

may be described as a loss of 5.
178

If

the impedances across

There are such things as standard amplifiers, used to

many things that they cannot
reasonably be depended upon

to

high accuracy, so wherever possible a standard of loss-an

attenuator-it preferred, because it consists of a passive
network of resistors. While an attenuator cannot serve the

purpose of an amplifier, it can be used to calibrate an

amplifier on the job. The method is simple ; it is connected in cascade with the amplifier (i.e., one leading into
the other) between an appropriate signal and an indicator ;
the attenuator or amplifier are adjusted until the indicator
reads the same through them as when it connects straight
to the signal. The gain and loss are then obviously
equal. Which comes first in the line depends on circumstances ; if the attenuator comes first, the amplifier is
179
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worked at a low signal level and is not likely to 1w overloaded. That is therefore usually the better order. For
details, see Sec. 221.

If the attenuator works into a CiTrUlt that can be

No. of stud.

countinu from
lower end

db. loss

Resistance to next
lower stud

ao
36

1,000
259
326

34

41.

reckoned to be of infinite impedance-m voltage -operated
141. The

Divider

o ohms

device, such as a valve-it can take
Potential the s
o
f
awpotentiometer.rongi)

This

isf

36

commonly

applied to the ordinary volume control, which however can earn some title to the name by

517
6+9
819

32

3.

being calibrated. But to be more definite the step-by-step
type is preferred. The total resistance is made large

2.8

z6

1231

,g

enough not to be overheated by the current due to any
voltage likely to mint across the inputterminals,
terminals, nor to
load the input cuit excessively. With these conditions

1,298
1,833

2,98
2,59.

fulfilled, the lowerirc the resistance the better, in order to
minimise the effect of any finite impedance it may work
into, and also to reduce the chance of interference from
stray fields. On the infinite output impedance assumption, the voltage attenuation is decided solely by the ratio
R.
(Fig. 88).

3,26o

16

4,12.9

r6
17

5,1712

6,490
8,190
10,900

9
8

nqo

lcston

16,no
2,790

21

22

Total loo,noo ohms
2113.; The

The potentiometer type of attenuator has two limitaIt
to

is

tions if the impedance into which it works is not infinite,

often convenient

divide

the

resis-

tance so as to give an equal number of decibels loss per
stud. The values of R. for a given R, can be calculated
on a slide -rule as just described, or from the formula
db. -= 20 logoRa For convenience, a potentiometer giving

a total of 4o db. loss in steps of 2 db. is tabulated for a
R, of too,coorf. . The values for any other R, can easily
be found by multiplying everything by the ratio of the
actual R, to 1oo,00o. The resistances specified are for the
individual steps, not for total R5.
Ito

142.

the amount of attenuation is altered,
Calculating and so is the input impedance of the
attenuator. For working out of and

T and H
Attenuators

into finite resistances a more elaborate
network is necessary, requiring complex switching. Fig. 89 (a) shows the form of the T
attenuator. The attenuation is controlled either by

simultaneously varying all three resistances by garaged
switches or ming a set of double -pole change -over key
switches to cut in or out the desired number of stages of
fixed attenuation ; the latter method is slightly less rapid to
manipulate but is easier to construct and is more suitable
181
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for high -frequency use because sections can be separately
screened and points of widely different potential kept apart.

By selecting suitable values for the resistance as the

input and output resistances-that is to say, the resistance
of the attenuator measured at either end and connected to a

circuit of its rated resistance at the other-can be kept
always the same.
To illustrate this a 3 -stage attenuator is shown in Fig. go.
When all the switches are in the upper position obviously
there is no attenuation, and the
143. An Example resistance of the far end, looked at
from either end, is 6,oeo ohms. When

the first (left-hand) pair of switch arms-which form one
switch-is depressed, there is no change in the resistance,
butt dh. attenuation is introduced. Similarly with the
other stages. A total of 7 db., variable in steps of s dh.,
can be inserted.
To calculate the series and parallel resistances, S and P,

for an input and output resistance R and voltage ratio

v,

(n)

=r

S -R (r+x)
quickly manipulated is wanted, and,

P=R

although it does not maintain perfectly
constant resistance with the switch near

From this it is clear that both resistance arms arc
proportional to R, so that if the dimensions of an attenuator

for, say, 10 ohms load resistance is known, those for a
1,000 ohm load are obtained simply by multiplying

everything by too.

For systems which must be balanced with respect to
earth, the still more complex H attenuator (Fig. 89 b) is

used, and requires a set of 4 -pole

144.

The Ladder switch.. In radio equipment, both
audio- and radio -frequency, some-

Attenuator

thing more simple,
182

compact, and

one of its ends, the ladder attenuator
(Fig. 91) is much used, for example in
signal generators and audio amplifiers.
There are various slight modifications

of this type; for example, the output
can be switched to the tappings instead of the input. The ladder con-

sists of a series of 1 or f stages, which
can be arranged to present a constant
resistance to one end only. It is best
illustrated by an example. Fig. 91

is a series of r stages, and assuming
183
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Became it is not to the system is less efficient than one in

Io

loss in the attenuator, called the insertion loss.

The attenuation per stage, working front the load end,
ran easily be found to be 5 db., but the output resistance is

64 ohms at the end stud, 12.75 at the next, 16, at the
next, and tends towards 17.78 at an infinite number of

0
is

which the impedances are perfectly matched, and even
when the source is tapped right across the load there is a

, convenient type el swum r much used

steps away.
i

radio

ors- h. it Ladder

that source and load resistances R, arc equal, and that a
constant resistance is required from the indut standpoint,
the arms are calculated by :-

S -R (r-t)

PR(,)
The resistance R: is called the iterative resistance,
because it is equivalent to an infinite repetition of stages
towards the left. In this type of attenuator, with the
assumptions stated, R, = rR. For example, suppose source
and load resistances are

TO

ohms and each step is to be 5 db.

R, then, is so, and r is 1.778 ; from which :-

S = 7/8 ohms

Nevertheless, where strict matching is not essential,
it is a useful type of attenuator, and can be made quite
cheaply.

For more detailed treatment of attenuators, including
effects of incorrect, unequal, or reactive terminal
impedances, an advanced work such
as A. T. Stare's Electric Circuits and
144a. Other
Attenuators.
Wave Fitters should be referred to.
F. E. 'Ferman gives data on the more

the

practical types in his Measurements in Radio Engineering, and

there is a very valuable paper by McElroy in Proc. I.R.E.,
tables for rapid M10010000 Of resistance
March,

elements in all the usual types of atter:. tors. In particular, the bridged -T type may appeal to home constructors because only two resistors have to be adjusted
for each step. It is similar to the T attenuator already
described, but with a fourth element, B, joining the input
and output terminals on the SS side. The S resistors are
both made equal to R, m may he permanently connected,
and

R: and P in parallel arc to ohms, which in series with S

makes 17.78, equal to Rt. So It, and the first stage together
have the same resistance as It:. This is true of any number

of stages; their resistance towards the left is equal to Rt.
What about the right ? The load is lo, and in series with
S and in parallel with P makes to again. So the resistance

P -=R

Yaxlcy type in which the arms are not electrically connected.

through all paths from any stud to which the source is
switched (excluding the path through the source itself) is
17.78 in parallel with to, or 6.4. ohms. This, though not

equal to to, is at least constant ar all switch positions.
184
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B=R (r -t)
The switching can be done by a 2 -pole switch of the
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D-Equipment as a Whole
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5

THE three previous chapters, if read straight off, may
have had a slightly bewildering effect on anyone faced
with the task of equipping a laboratory with limited.
means, in spite of the fact that elaborate and expensive
apparatus has either been omitted or,
145. A Conif of general importance, described
centrate of
quite briefly. There is a vast amount
Apparatus
of equipment that might have been

apparatus selected far maximum utility without unnecessary
expense, overlapping, or obsolescence. What that residue

is depends very much on individual requirements, but the
apparatus contained in the following list, though few in
number, enables a very large proportion of the enormous
range of zero-, audio- and radio -frequency tests to be

carried out with reasonable accuracy and convenience.
The items are entered in parallel columns ; those on the
left hand are of a more strictly practical nature ; they
would not be inappropriate for a service laboratory
aiming at being capable of clearing up the obscurest of
faults
those on the right hand may be substituted or
added if funds permit or if the object is work of a more
ambitious character.
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only in lavishly appointed laboratories. Even so, much
more has been included than most people are likely to

concentrated residue consisting of a moderate amount of

tube

frften""tnetasraa

mentioned, but has been left out
because too highly specialised or likely to be available

be able to acquire personally. The purpose of this
chapter is to help the reader to boil things down to a

Cathode-ray.

A

Appendix

Under the modest name of the " Radiolab Workshop
Testing Set ". hides a piece a apparatus of exceptional
versatility and value for laboratory

146. A Versatile use as well
well as for servicing (Fig. ga).
It
items 6 and gB above,
Instrument
and

also includes a

high voltage

insulaticn test set, all at the moderate price of kg 9s.
The ranges are to µµF to 6o t6F ; ton CI to to MCI ;
power factor of electrolytic condensers o -5o per cent.,

leakage of electrolytic condensers, or anything else, ce08 to

4 mA from to to goo volts, or o.1 to 5 MO at the highest
voltage ;

and the valve voltmeter, which employs a

top -grid valve " probe ", introducing exceptionally small
circuit disturbance and usable up to go Mc/s, reads 0, to
loco, and has an input impedance of 5 MIS and capacitance
of g jqcF.
Some readers may be surprised to see no valve tester on
the list. The difficulty is that either the latest sort of
81'
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valve that one wants to test seems somehow to be outside

the scope of Me instrument ; or

else,

to avoid

this

possibility, the designer has made the
ValveTesting apparatus so flexible that it is almost
as much trouble to make all the appropriate connections and switchings as to rig up a test for
oneself from the appropriate valve socket and meters. This
being so, the author's practice when setting up an experimental circuit involving valves is to check the valves in their
own circuits, and, on the comparatively rare occasions when
when
a valve is being investigated as such, to hook up a
147.

it.

Admittedly this is not likely to suit workers such as
service engineers handling many valves ; and they must
have one of the many valve checkers offered for service
purposes, provided with innumerable sockets for coping
with all the types our enterprising valve industry has turned
out.

A simple routine valve checker that the author

de -signed some years ago makes use of a principle that is

often overlooked-" automatic grid bias "-for measuring
mutual conductance. It is described in detail in Experimental Wireless (now Wireless Engineer), September, rgai,
and briefly in the next chapter (Sec. 216).

Considering the listed items in detail ; the choice of
meters has already been dealt with fairly fully in Secs. 54-56.

There are very many excellent makes and types other than
those referred to ; the author mentions the above on the
ground of personal experience.
There is also such a large choice of excellent modulated

oscillators at low prices that it hardly pays to think of
making one ; and standard signal generators are rather
beyond the capabilities of the amateur instrument designer
and maker.

The dynatron " substitution " oscillator, on the other
hand, is not a recognised commercial product, and is
easily constructed to suit individual
148.

The Dyne-

Iron Oscillator

The unit now to be described
is an " open " oscillator, not primarily
needs.

intended as a signal source because
to be available for that purpose.
Although it would be possible to screen it in and fit it
with an output valve and attennator, it would thereby
item

a

is

assumed

bee me less suitable for certain tests such as R.F. resistance
ant; and it cannot be substituted for No. a
becausee for some purposes both arc needed. For the same
roason it is not relied upon as a standard of frequency,

although it is quite useful for it to be calibrated. Even
excluding these uses, it is hard to equal for versatility.
Examples of its use are matching coils and condensers
to high accuracy for ganged circuits ; measuring or
comparing the dynamic resistances of tuned circuits
testing R.F. chokes fbr mistuning and absorption over the
band of .s,rking frequencies ; testing samples of insulating
materials for R.F. loss ; and measuring tine characteristics
of aerials.

For many of these purposes an ordinary valve oscillator

could be used, but the dynatron has the advantages
(1) that a reaction coil or tapping is unnecessary and

188

therefore oscillation can he set going in any coil, even
though it may be totally screened and inaccessible except
for its two end connections ; (a) that the resistance against
which oscillation can be maintained is under easy and
precise control by varying the grid bias ; and (3) that the
189
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frequency of oscillation ismarkably independent of

operating voltages, etc. Disadvreantages are not serious and
consist chiefly of the fact that unless one happens to acquire

an exceptionally good valve (and they vary rather unpredictably) it may not he possible to get vary " difficult "
circuits (such as ultra -short wave) to oscillate. The
Mazda AC/S2 appears to have exceptionally powerful
dynatron properties ; most samples of this type are amply
effective. For low -loss circuits, which are easy to set into
oscillation, the Mallard S4VA is preferable because of its
small interelectrode capacitance and good power -factor.

To understand how the dynatron can be used for the
various purposes suggested, it is necessary to visualise it
in the circuit as a negative resistance,
149. The Dynathe amount of which can be con-

tron as a Variable veniently controlled by varying the
Negative
grid bias. The control grid is not
Resistance
subjected to any oscillatory voltage
but is kept at a steady bias voltage
that acts as a throttle. When coils and condensers are
put together to form a tuned circuit they are equivalent

to a very high positive resistance at the frequency to which
they are tuned (Sec. gq3). The lower the resistance due
to losses in the components, the higher is this so-called
" dynaic resistance ". Using very efficient components
it is possible to make it several hundred thousand ohms,

while with poor components it may be only tens of
thousands. If there were no losses at all the dynamic

resistance would be infinity, but this can be achieved only
by neutralising them by means of negative resistance, of
which valve reaction is the most familiar example. The
dynatron is actually a rather simpler form of negative
resistance, as the amount depends on the valve itself and
not on external coil couplings or adjustments.

Now this is where it is easy to get confused. When
asked whether a resistance of -100,000 ohms or -50,000
would be the more effective for neutralising losses, it
ohms

represents

much
190

heavier

losses

of + to,000 and - oo,000 gives +11,i r

ohms-only a

slight improvement on the original so,ono.
The negative resistance of a dynatron when it is given

such a large negative bias as nearly to cut off its current
is nearly infinity ; so it is capable of neutralising only
those circuits which are already extremely low -loss. As
the bias is reduced, the negative resistance falls, giving
correspondingly greater neutralising ability ; but one has

to be careful not to allow the screen current to

rise

excessively, or the valve may lose some of its valuable
dynatron properties. When neutralising " bad " derails,
then, do so for as brief a time as possible ; preferably just

a "spot reading ". The AC/Ss will go to -to,000 or

even -5,0oo ohms, but be careful about letting the screen
current exceed about 7 mA.
When the positive resistance of a tuned circuit is fully
neutralised, oscillations set up in it continue indefinitely.
If the grid bias of the dynatron is further reduced, so that
the resistance is more than neutralised, the amplitude of
oscillation increases until it sweeps round the bends of the
valve characteristic curves, so bringing the negative
resistance to a balance once more. This has at least
three bad results (s) it causes the valve to take an
unnecessarily high current, (g) it produces strong harmonics
in

the oscillation, and (3)

it

causes the frequency of

oscillation to depart front that which is determined by the
capacitance and inductance of the components. It is

important, then, to work with the grid bias just on the
right side of the oscillation point.

Any increase in the losses of the
ISO. The Basis
circuit necessitatm reduced negative
of Dynatron Tests grid bias to bring the valve to

is

natural for one to say " -too,000 ", and perhaps " Of
course ! " But bearing in mind that a resistance of
io,000

roo,000 ohms, one can see that -to,000 must be a

correspondingly more effective negative resistance to
neutralise it. When calculating one must use the rule
for adding resistances in parallel,* by which a combination

tage

the oscillation point. The bias vol-

(taking care to keep all other working voltages

than
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constant) is therefore aeasure of the circMt losses or
resistance. Secondly, them frequency at which the circuit

the amplitude increases and so oscillation once started

oscillates depends, of course, on the capacitance and
inductance, and any change due to an added connection
necessitates retuning to restore the original frequency.
These two facts form the basis of substitution tests with

the

dynatron.

The method in all cases is to compare one circuit or

component with others. If the actual values of some are
known, therefore, they can be used as standards to measure
the unknown. Fig. 93 shows the simplest dynatron
oscillator circuit, X being the terminals to which standard
and unknown condensers, coils, etc., are connected. An
important constructional feature must be a smooth control
of grid bias and provision for indicating small changes in

Although the negative resistance does not
depend very much on anode voltage over the working
its voltage.

range it is convenient to be able to adjust it, so as to avoid
any part of the curve that (greatly exaggerated) looks like
Fig. 94 (a) and to select part that it more like b. The
difference is that with a the negative resistance falls as

(92

jumps to a large amplitude, and there is electrical backlash
in adjustment to the threshold of oscillation.
As regards power supply, the heater of the AC/ha takes
the usual 4 volts I amp., so is most economically fed from
A.C., but where there is none it may

151. Power Supply not be unreasonable to devote

largish 4 -volt accumulator to the job.
Two -volt battery tetrodes tan be used, but their dynatron
properties are generally not very good. Where A.C. is
available there is a choice between running the heater

from a small 4 -volt transformer and the other supplies
from batteries, or an all-A.C. drive. If the A.G. is rectified

and smoothed it makes rather a big affair of it. Semi battery operation is cheap, because of the low current
consumption ;

and the supply

is

steady.

But if the

apparatus is used infrequently it is likely that when it is
needed the battery is run down, and decidedly not steady.
A useful and adaptable compromise will now be described

n detail, with a switch for changing between battery and
raw A.C. The latter requires no
152. A Dynatron rectifier or smoothing circuits, is
Oscillator Unit
always ready for use, enables lower
negative resistances to be obtained
without risk to the valve, and can be heard with a non oscillating receiver. But it gives a rough note which is
not so euphonious, and comparison of bias is not so accurate
or convenient. Readers who wish A.C. only or battery

only can omit the parts that do not interest them.
The thll circuit is given in Fig. 95, and the photographs

(Figs. 96 and 97) should make clear the construction,

(a)

which however leaves nsiderable scope for individual
taste or facilities, for it isco a mere " breadboard ".
The transformer is a special one supplied by Sound Sales
Ltd., giving 4 volts I amp. and too volts 40 mA.

The by-pass condensers should benon-inductive and

mounted close up to the valve with short leads.
In series with the grid is a 5,00 -ohm resistor to prevent
excessive grid current on the positive swings when running

on raw A.C.
192
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anode voltage control is not absolutely essential, and an
optional potential divider network for fixed anode voltage

leTv.

is illustrated. It is quite futile to attempt to derive the
anode voltage-about RO is usually suitable-from a high -

resistance network, because the working point will not
TTERY

1

stay on the negative resistance slope. A milliammeter in
the screen circuit is useful for indicating when the unit is
working and to give warning when the grid bias is reduced
too far.

IR

A.a sw

and and give consistent wiper contact so that dose

adjustment may be made. If the control is a sound one,
pointer -knob settings may be used for comparative tests
but voltmeter readings are more reliable, and terminals
are indicated for the purpose. But remember that when
the voltmeter is withdrawn the bias rises. It is wise to
withdraw a D.C. voltmeter when A.C. is being used ; as,
;

apart from no proper reading being obtainable, the

movement " is liable to be damaged by the vibration.
An anode voltage control is shown on the A.C. side, but
this (and also the tappings on the battery side) must be
regarded as semi -fixed adjustments to obtain the best
conditions in the first place, as of course grid bias comparisons are upset if the other voltages arc shifted. The
194
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For a preliminary test, connect a coil and condenser
to the tuned circuit terminals, switch to either A.C. or
batteries, and when the valve has warmed up check that

The coils shown in Fig. 97 are wound on formers made
by Stratton & Co. Ltd. (" Eddystone ") with plugs to fit
into a low -loss 4 -pin valve holder. The table gives
winding data for a set of coils covering too to 37,orto kc/s
(%000 to 8 metres). For greater precision one would
use the Sullivan temperature -compensated coils referred
to in Sec. to5.

the screen current varies as the grid bias control is rotated.
As regards anode current, there is no need to be dismayed
if it is zero or even a milliamp or so in the reverse direction.
There is not likely to be any very noticeable jump in the

feed current at the point when oscillation starts, so it

is

OUTPUT

necessary to listen for it on a receiver. The raw A.C. note
is audible in a superhet or non -oscillating receiver, but for
accurately judging the exact tuning point it is better for the
receiver to be oscillating. If there is no receiver that can

be made to oscillate, the same effect can be gained by
tuning it to a not -too -strong station carrier wave. It is
usually best to disconnect the aerial for this purpose and
rely on stray pick-up. To check whether the dynatron
signal is the fundamental or a harmonic, move the grid
control some distance round and note whether the strength
alters greatly. If it does not, except perhaps a jump very
close to the oscillation point, it is the fundamental.

Accessories to the dynatron are a set of coils and a

obtained

variable condenser to cover the whole gamut of frequencies
in which one is interested. It is a
153.

Accessories good plan to make these the laboratory standards of inductance and

capacitance. As need may arise for more Than one
variable condenser, it is helpful to mount them on plugs, or
on small panels fitted with slotted metal strips for screwing
down to the baseboard.

The same unit can be used for audio frequencies as well
radio, and if on occasions it is desired to me it as an
extra signal source, it can be arranged by connecting the
primary of an output transformer in place of the usual coil

INDUCTANCES OF COILS WOUND ON EDDYSTONE FORMERS

and tuning it to the desired audio frequency by a condenser
in parallel (Fig. 98). The signal voltage depends on the

Type of Former.

anode voltage, reaching a maximum at half the screen
voltage.

Or

a

modulated radio -frequency

signal

is

obtained by connecting in series with the usual tuned
the anode, an audio -

circuit, on the side away from

frequency circuit (Fig. 99). A 3H choke shunted by
o.of µF modulates at about too° c/s.

A

The procedure for using the dynatron in substitution
197
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and comparison tests will be described in the next chapter.

It will be found that its scope as a

154. A Negative measuring instrument will be greatly
e provided for
Resistance Bridge increased if means
measuring i. negativer resistance at
any adjustment. There are various ways of doing tide,
such as deducing the slope of the anode current/anode
voltage curve by plotting points each side of the working
point ; but the best method is by means of a special bridge
circuit, which it is suggested may form a valuable addition
to the unit just described.

Fig. too shows the extra circuit in relation to the dynatron

Chapter 4. Details are
given of the
components in case it R

ics.svitss

desired to follow this
design exactly ;

but

IRS. A. s..Sutrrca.ight "

Audio
there is no special signi-

ficance in the specified

of smoothing
condensers-they just
values

unit already described. The two resistors, which form
the ratio arms, must be accurate, and can be made op as
described in Sec. 96. The coupled coils are for balancing
out capacitance of valve, etc., and Fig. sot gives dimensions

of suitable ones ; by arranging a scissors -like coupling
adjustment, the mutual inductance can be brought to zero
and in fact slightly negative. The best direction of connecting can be found by experiment. The switch is for
shorting out the whole bridge when it is not needed, and the

flying clip lead

is

for shorting it through the by-pass

condenser (to maintain the Z.F. resistance, and hence the
anode voltage, constant) and alternatively shorting out the

oscillatory " X " circuit. A switch would be likely to
introduce too much circuit disturbance for the most
precise work. The use of
x

this apparatus is described
in Sec. i87.
Fig. 102 shows

the circuit of the

" straight " A.F.
source with auto-

matic amplitude
vt;tt/444 control that was
1.11"6"1

promised in
.
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happened to be available in a standard block. As there is no
transformer winding for supplying anode volts the circuit is

-H.T. If the ratio is 6 t, the whole of the output volt-

in direct connection with the mains and the precautions

that usually apply to D.C. mains apparatus should be
adopted to prevent contact with any part of the circuit

other than the secondary of the output transformer. The
design can easily be modified by using a transformer with

H.T. winding and perhaps a larger output stage. The

output of the oscillator as specified is about r5o mB( ; and
the output transformer should be selected to suit the work
in view --a multi -ratio type is very useful. If particular

frequenci. are required with any exactitude it may be

:

age is a suitable amount to feed back. Incidentally a good
quality output transformer is very necessary for the lowest
frequencies, to avoid iron distortion. Another cause of distortion is the use of a rectifier -type voltmeter across the output.

Beat -frequency oscillators and cathode-ray equipment
arc described in some detail in Chapters 4 and 5 respec-

tively so we pass on to No. 6, the

slide -back voltmeter. The type now
Valve Voltmeter to be described includes a number of
rather unusual features, and com
156. A Slide -back

necessary to play about with a number of condensers of the

same nominal capacitance, or to supplement them with
padding condensers.

The approximate frequencies given in the different
switch positions with the components specified are :Switch position.

Frequency, 4'5.
50

4

Switch position. Frequency, 9's.
6

r999

8

4,59.

to

000

3.000

c50
489

The two tapped cods are the same as those ori,oginally
specified in The Wireless World, July xoth, ,934, and are

now made by N. Partridge, from whom the smoothing
choke also can be obtained.

It is valuable for the potentiometer controlling the

output to be calibrated in decibels, and if a stepped control

is to be used the table in Sec. 1.45 will be useful, but an
ordinary volume control of reliable type can be calibrated
by means of an A.C. voltmeter. The output level varies
slightly from one frequency to another, but should not
do so by more than about +.5 db.
A further improvement in constancy and purity of output
can be obtained by omitting the o. 5MQ resistor in series
with this potentiometer, and cutting down what would then
otherwise be an excessive input to the power valve by means
ofnegative feed -back, which can be introduced by interposing

the secondary of the output transformer (or a tapped -off
portion of it) between the foot of the potentiometer and
200
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bins nearly all of the desirable characteristics of a valve
voltmeter. The circuit diagram, Fig. tog, suggests that
it is rather complicated. Part of this is due to the inclusion
of two detector valves-one inside the cabinet, for general
use, including voltages up to 550 peak and with
superimposed steady potential ; the other an " acorn" probe
for U.H.F. use. If the acorn valve is omitted and its place

at the end of the probe occupied by the I -114g (which,
incidentally, was selected because the grid is brought to a
top cap connection, giving an exceptionally high input
impedance) the instrument is simplified and cheapened,
at the sacrifice of more accurate results beyond the
3o Mc/s region.

With the arrangement shown, either the probe or the

CATHODE RAY
INDICATOR
TUBE
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HL4gmust be unplugged when the other is in use. The good

the peak signal voltage is so nearly equal to the slide -back

157.
Details
of Construction

input characteristics of the HL4g are
preserved by a mica -bushed terminal,

a good mica condenser, short leads
to grid, and the
shorting -switch
contact mounted on the condenser to avoid bringing extra
material into the system for support. The earth is joined

only to the cas so a direct connection from earth to
earthy " is optional ; a useful feature when measuring
volts across a valve coupling in an anode circuit. It is
essential foe the valves to be " hard ", as at maximum
peak volts the grid goes Soo volts negative and a very
minute leakage through the 4 MD resistance would cause
error. Owing to the small clearances in the acorn valve
it is hardly wise to use it at more than about half maximum
volts. The two 500 µAi' by-pass condensers are connected
to give the shortest possible paths in the head of the probe.
The screening sheath is at the same potential as the
" earthy" terminal, but if a 5 -wire cable and a 6 -pin plug
are used the screen can, of course, be taken to " earth ".

The 25,ottou resistor is for removing any trace of ripple
from the bias.
The anode current of either valve passes through a
MO resistance between grid and cathode of the " magic

eye ", which has a 4 -volt grid base and therefore 4
the full range of indication. Two

microamps covers

scan be marked on the glass for reference, corresponding

to the outline of the moving shadow at about half a volt
negative, which is about as sensitive a setting as any. The

supply potentials for the valves are stabilised at about
16o volts by a neon tube, which must be wilhoul internal
resistance. The " BIAS nojusr " control is for initially
setting the shadow to its standard width with no signal.
A readjustment is necessary after changing the valve, but
otherwise it is very stable. 'I' he slide -hack voltage is
developed across two ganged potentiometer units; one
gives coarse adjustment on all but the lowest range, and the

voltage that any D.C. voltmeter could be used without
special calibration. It is even possible to dispense with a
meter entirely and calibrate the slide -back control. But
for convenience, and to cover readings from 01 volt
upwards, a sorter is incorporated. There is no need for it

to he a highly sensitive one ; that illustrated in actually
d-5 inA. By using a gang range switch it is impossible
to drive the pointer far off the scale even by the grossest
neglect. It is therefore an exceptionally practical instrument.

Terminals are provided for connecting an external

voltmeter in parallel with or instead of the internal on.
In the original specimen as witch for changing over ies
fitted, but as the range switch has an " off " position it is
not really necessary.
For the higher readings the greatest possible error due to

a change of valve is practically negligible ; thus, the scale
calibrated for a HL4g valve was found to depart from the

calibration for such a different valve as an HAr by only
or volt, to be added to the reading. Above about half a
volt the wale is linear. Mains variations have no appreciable effect on the calibration, though they may came
some drifting of the slide -back voltage, but as that is read
at the appropriate time it does not matter very much.
This type of instrument is particularly sensitive for
setting a signal of any but a fractional voltage to a specified
level, or for adjusting two signals to equality, which is the
recommended purpose of valve voltmeters. Generally
this sensitivity of adjustment far exceeds that of a meter scale
of even much larger dimensions than the one illustrated.

Although there is a good deal of latitude in most of the
components used, the following list of some of them may

be helpful :.
.
Mar control
Fine slide -back control .

Reliance type TW

Coarse slide -back control

"

other provides fine adjustment for these and also controls
the lowest range.

If the instrument were not to be used for low voltages,
204

Mete,
.
Range switch

Ferranti o -s
A.
type 6
205

Sofa

zoon

double

60.

gang

.0.

ga,.
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Eddystone '030
N. Partridge
4 v. t A

Dubilier oatS
Sulpha P36

q v.

A

38o v. zo mA

The two limitations of the valve voltmeter just described

are that readings much below a volt are rather cramped
and accuracy relatively poor, and that it cannot be used to
read R.M.S. values. For serious experimental work it is
desirable to supplement it by a low -reading square -law
instrument. Sec. 67 indicates the requirements of this,
and the one illustrated in Fig. 37 (a), or a modification
of it, is suggested.

A valve voltmeter can be used to measure receiver

output ; but a simpler, robuster, and more convenient
instrument for the purpose is a metal
158. Output
rectifier voltmeter shunted by a
Measurement
suitable load resistance. Besides, it is

(Volts)

mere relative indication is needed it N better to substitute a

known artificial load matched to the valve. The value
of having a load resistance adjustable over a wide range,
from about z to zo,000 ohms, cannot be stressed too much.

Unfortunately if the output meter consisted merely of a
voltmeter across a variable resistance the milliwatt scale
would have to be different for every value of resistance
provided, which would be impracticable if a really useful
selection were provided ; or the power would have to be
derived by calculation each time, the voltmeter resistance

being duly taken into account. So the output meter

consists of an output transformer with a fixed secondary
winding across which the voltmeter and additional load
resistance are connected, and a large number of primary
tappings for matching. To ensure satisfactory trans-

former characteristim on all taps and at all audio fre-

very likely that the valve voltmeter

quencies, special compensating networks are used in the
better instruments, which with multi -range switches are

The effective resistance of a loud

159. An Output- Although such a good standard of
measuring
accuracy at ali resistances and Ire quencies is not given, a relatively
Adapter
simple accessory for attaching to a

may be needed elsewhere in the set-up.
is more interested in output power than in
voltage. The output power can be calculated from the
voltage if the load resistance is known (Milliwatts=

Thousands of ohms

speaker is sowhat uncertain and variable, so unless a

)

.

quite complex, but enormously useful.

rectifier -type A.C. voltmeter is a great improvement on the
single -resistance output meter ; and Fig. Ion shows a circuit
based on the Universal Avominor. The multi -range transformer is specially made by Sound Sales Ltd. for the purpose.
The selection of seven low and seven high resistance ratios

is enough to enable output characteristics to be plotted.
The average loss due to the transformer is s db., increasing
somewhat above 6,00n els. The secondary winding is
designed for the resistance of the Avominor at its lowest

range-a,000 ohms. On the other ranges the resistance is
higher, so extra shunt resistors are needed to maintain the
load constant. The meter reads as IOW as ant milliwa.tt ;
and, as 3,000 milliwatts is about as high as is needed in
most work, only the first three ranges of the Avominor are
utilised. It should be noted that on the 5 -volt range the

resistance of the meter rises much above 2,000 ohms at
306
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small deflections, so tests in which this matters should be

Andfinally, ifone wants to get rem' ts, without ha ving to bother

d range switches can be built into any compact form that
the experimenter. The resistors call for some

about planning the apparatus, and there is enough work to
be done to justify the cost, the Marconi-Ekco Universal
bridge (Sec. 104) should he given doe consideration.

the composition type is good enough if selected and checked
for correct resistance within a few per cent. The 2,1000
one has to dissipate up tog watts, so it may be necessary
"to use several of lower rating connected in series or parallel.
An alternative is to use the wire -on -mica type described
in Sec. 96. To make the instrument read power directly

equipment that is most practical for general purposes
there is endless scope for individual
161. Devising
ingenuity in adapting such means as
Special Apparatus are available to meet the task in hand.

without interfering with the existing scale one can cut a

original research the more it becomes necessary to devise
special instruments for carrying it on. The keen experi-

nn at not less than 5 mW. The transformer, resistors,
suits

comment, though.

')hey should be non -inductive, and

piece of stiff Bristol board into a shape to fit snugly over the
glass without sliding about. A curved slot is cut to reveal
the position of the pointer over the whole of its movement,
and the milliwatt scales marked above and below. Fig. to7
is useful for deriving the milliwatt scales from the volt scales.
The decibel potential divider, No. 8 on the list, useful for

amplification measurements and other purposes, can be
made up according to the specification in Sec. 141, r a
modification. of it as required. Apart from the necessity
for reaonably non -reactive rmistors, this item calls for no

That completes our present review of the sort

of

The more one follows the line of

ment, should take every opportunity of studying the
scientific papers and experiments of experienced workers,

noting the ways in which inv,tigations of great beauty
and precision are sometimes made with very simple means.
Many of the fundamental laws of electricity were established
in this way. The work has become so highly developed
that nowadays very great instrumental resources are

necessary to carry on muds of it, but simple methods
directed by genius are not yet ineffee ive.

specials comment.

Lastly in the list, the bridge. If inductance is left out
of accoum, there is no doubt that the potentiometer ratio
arm type described in Sec. 123 is the
160. Choice of
most practical and useful where great
a Bridge
accuracy is not demanded, and it is
easy either to buy or make. Inductance is the difficulty. If strictly practical methods are not
insisted upon, radio -frequency coils can be measured at
R.P. by the dynatron unit (Sec. 19o), and A.F. coils with
the valve voltmeter and resistance box (Sec. 003). But if
this is considered to involve too much setting -up of apparatus
and working -nut of results, the alternative is.a bridge. The

5C

A

ae

ig. 107

RSO

Cu

s,00

1C0

moo

50

Owen bridge is perhaps the most practicable where great
expense cannot be lavished on this department. An iTIductometer bridge is delightful if means can be found of
acquiring one. The construction of bridges covering most
of the ranges in 12, C & L is dealt with in the Appendix.
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Before going on to consider methods of tackling specific

to twist around soldering tags, giving thoroughly unreliable
connections everywhere.

for an Experiment itself is likely to be the same as that of
rushing straight into an examination

There are some connecdng leads that could be taken
and the town and back without
164. Layout
impairing results, and others where
of Apparatus
every inch is vital. In an experiment* carried out by the author the
standard of impedance used was an inch or so of wire
By giving thought to the placing of the instruments the

problems, it may be well to emphasise once again the
importance of system. In setting up what may perhaps
be an elaborate assembly of apparatus for certain tests,
the result of hurrying over the pre
162. Preparation parations to get down to the work

paper without calmly pausing to study the quesdonsmisdirected energy and irrelevant answers. Do the
readings that it is proposed to take really supply the
required information? Is the apparatus arranged so that
they can be taken with the minimum alterations and

Then the lay -out of the apparatus is often important.

leads likely to cause stray couplings or undesired distributed
impedances are reduced to a minimum, and so are couplings

The

between such coils as it may not be possible to screen
effectively. Some parts of the circuit ought, perhaps, to

of using it, so that one ran concentrate on each in turn.
If much work or thought are required to bring certain

be kept as far away from material substances as possible,
or from other parts in which currents of the same frequency
but a very different power level are flowing.
It is very important to be fully aware of what is inside

adjustments, such as are liable to introduce errors

business of thinking out and arranging the apparatus
should be separated as far as possible from the business
apparatus into use there is a tendency not to bother to

make the measurement at all. Inc Importance venient instruments arc simply not
of Handiness
used. On the contrary, if instruments
of Instruments
are chosen and arranged to be really
163.

handy, it is easy to develop the habit

of checking everything and thus avoiding much subsequent

loss of time and perplexity. The author found that he
was getting into a habit of using one particular meter in
preference to others, not entirely bemuse it included a
particularly useful selection of ranges but just becalm it
happened to be fitted with clip ',ads, thus requiring less effort

to pick up and apply than those other instruments for
which one had to look about for a pair of leads and connect
to terminals. Incidentally, it is easier to see what one is
doing and harder to make mistakes with a plug-in system
of range -changing than with switches. Too much

emphasis cannot be laid on the value of a good stock of
crocodile clip leads, preferably painted with some sort of
enamel to minimise risk of short circuits. In some
laboratories one knows, whenever anything is taken=
to to be examined there is a search for wretched bits of wire
710

each built-up unit.
Need for

165.

Observing

.Restrictions in
Applicability
of Apparatus

Failure to do this may result in

short-circuits
(because
terminals
thought to be unconnected are
"communed" or earthed), or
omission of connections (because ter minals thought to be finked are
actually unconnected), or overloading

some instrument, or exceeding the

conditions within which calibration holds good.

For

example' an output meter, sold to keep within a small

limit of error, may be subject to much larger errors
if an

excessive

standing current

is

passed

through

the transformer. Or a circuit may be effectively bypassed fora certain range of frequency, and error caused
by using it outside this range ; or the stray reactances
may be greater than is allowable for the work intended.

These risks are greatest with apparatus of neat " com-

mercial " appearance, in which the convenience of
operation and the engraved wording may deceive one into
thinking it must give the correct results regardless of the
many assumptions that are tacit unless a detailed book of
Fixed Condensers for 5 -metre Work . Wireless World. September 29., x933
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conditions and exceptions is provided and consulted. A
breadboard is at least easy to follow, and a sizzling coil
is sooner spotted than if it is in a substantial mahogany
cabinet. All apparatus, particularly of the more

ultimately relied upon and which there may be no means
of checking are exposed as little as possible to such risks.

specialised types, should have a circuit diagram and a
summary of conditions of use pasted in or on it.

Some technicians seem to consider its,tht to affect a

contempt for electric shock.
166.

Personal

One wonderms how many of

the fatalities are pure accidents and
how many arise from carelessness.
Sometimes a shock of thousands of
volts causes only minor discomfort,

and sometimes a hundred volts or even less is fatal. Even
an ordinary domestic receiver gives 1,000 volts peak across
its H.T. transformer secondary. It is difficult to get a
dangerous shock when standing on an insulating mat with

one hand in the pocket, even when poking about among
high tension apparatus ; not that it is wise to do so in any
circumstances, but the one -hand habit is a prudent one
to acquire. The worst that can happen when the current
is confined to one limb is blood -poisoning due to metal
getting into the burn at the region of contact.

A s,

-volt

shock from finger to finger, the worst that the writer has
suffered to date, produced an appreciable metal stain.
Serious personal harm is fortunately rare, but the
involuntary jerk resulting from even a slight " packet "
often damages some delicate instru167.
Avoiding
ment or causes short-circuits. This
Damage to
Instruments

is only one of very many possible
use of damage to apparatus. It
is so very easy to ruin a valuable

instrument by a moment's inattention or lack of foresight;
and when a whole assembly of them is being used in one
experiment it is like sailing on a dark night through a
minefield. It is possible to do damage without being
aware of it for example, in the preoccupation of carrying

Though an instrument may appear to have recovered

from an overload, one always has uncomfortable doubts
about the accuracy. Thermocouple meters are the most
vulnerable to comparatively small overloads, and replacement and recalibration is expensive. Protective devices
for meters have been given a good deal of attention lately,
but the presence of fuses or cut-outs should not be made
an excuse for careless
In this book strong preference
is given to insu'utnentsness. and methods that relieve one of
all anxiety concerning safety. An example of a method
that is rot recommended is the measurement of the leakage

of a condenser by connecting it in series with a delicate
microammeter and a high voltage. Even if one takes the
essential precaution of short-circuiting the microarrimeter
until the charging current has passed, the certainty of its

demise in the event of condenser breakdown puts the

method out of consideration. Sometimes accidental shortcircuits do the damage ; sometimes open
nits, as when

the bias comes off the grid of a valve in the anode circuit
of which is a delicate instrument with the standing current
carefully balanced out. These balances are especially risky.

The method of resistance measurement recommended in
Sec. 62 has the great merit that although a sensitive instrument is used, no resistance from zero to infinity
inclusive can drive it off the wale on any of its ranges.
The same applies to the author's slide -back valve voltmeter.

When such fool -proof devices cannot be used, make a
calculation beforehand of the maximum current that can
flow anywhere it might do harm (the chart referred to in
Sec. 277 facilitates this) make all connections secure
avoid exposed leads or connections that might fall or be
drawn into contact; and before operating switches make
quite certain that they are going to do what you expect. It
;

out a series of readings one may not realise that the current
passing through a decade resistance box has risen so high
as to produce a permanent loss of accuracy. It is therefore
particularly important that the standards which are

is an excellent habit toleave allmulti-rangemetersconnected
for the highest volt range when they are not otherwise being
used. This should be done immediately after a reading is
taken, even if it is wanted again in half a minute. It might
happen to be wanted to read volts instead of milliamps !
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arc provided with sea preliminary adjustments, one for
compensating for the battery voltage, and the other for
The highest resistance that can be
measured can be increased by using an external battery.
its internal resistance.
CHAPTER 8
MEASUREMENTS: COMPONENTS

IT

is regretted that an entirely logical arrangement of
this chapter has not been found possible. Grouping
all methods of measuring each quantity under its own

heading would make reference easier, but would necessitate
repeating whole pages devoted to the
168. Arrangement technique of measuring, say, in ductance, in other sections such as
of this Chapter

capacitance, where the procedure is

Ftx

sometimes very similar. Also it is more in accordance

The multi -range instrument described in Sec. 62 is the
most convenient for the low values for which the ordinary
test set does not provide ;
but

there according to the characteristic measured.

170.

with reality to treat all tests relating to one component
in the same section instead of scattering them here and
But here

essentially the same method can be

adopted with any milliammeter or

again such questions arise as whether measurement of

Resistances

" Dynatron Measurements", where are included tests on

(Fig. lot). A deflection, 1,, preferably at or near fullscale, is produced by a current from any source whose

a number of components that are given separate headings.
So these headings must be very broadly interpreted, and
full me made of the index.

The unknown resistance Rk is then shunted across the
meter and the deflection L read.

inter -electrode capacitances of valves should appear under
" Condensers " or " Valves ". Actually it'appears under

ammeter whose resistance is known

resistance is at least a hundred times that of the meter, R5,-.

Then

Resistors

Rs=

For checking the correctness of resistors within a few
per cent. the direct -reading scales generally included in
multi -range test sets are the most
convenient. The usual procedure is
169. Test -set
to short-circuit the " X " terminals
Measurements
(as the terminals or clips to which
the component to be measured will hereafter be known)
and manipulate the adjustment provided until the instrument reads zero ohms, and then connect the resistor and
take the reading. For more accurate results some meters

halves the deflection' i.e., whenRx. = R.. Infinity corresponds to the initial deflection and zero to zero deflection,
whatever the range; so the method is particularly good
when uncertain resistances such as switch contacts are to
be measured. Another advantage for this purpose is that
the test is made at very low voltage, and shows up poor

214
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The greatest accuracy is when the connection of R.,

contacts that might be broken down by a higher test
voltage.

For comparing switches there is no need to know
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R. accurately. The value can usually be learnt
applying to the makers.

MEASUREMENTS

on

If no ohmmeter is available, a voltmeter can be used
for measuring resistances of a medium or high order in a
171.

Resistance

Measurement

by Voltmeter

manner rather similar to that just
described, except that the resistance
is connected in series with the meter,
and the resistance of thc supply must

be small compared with that of the
meter (Fig. too). Then
Rx

R (V V',°)

VihraFF;

COMPONENTS

hardly be said tomeasure it. Various neon tube and

valve devices have been evolved for such measumments
(e.g., the G. R. Co. 437-A megohmmeter, scaled up to
50,000 megohms).

A simple and convenient device, primarily intended

for measuring the leakage of condensers but applicable to
other high resistances, is shown in
173. Condenser
Fig. t to. Almost any ordinary valve
Leakage

can be used, and the grid bias

is

chosen so that with the switch closed
the pointer of the meter comes to a mark not much above
xero on the scale. The condenser under test, meanwhile,
is charged by both anode and grid voltages through the
safety resistance R, which may be about 50,000 Q. When
the switch is opened the condenser discharges through its

own leakage; the grid potential rises; and so does the
anode current. The time taken for the pointer to reach
a second mark is noted and when multiplied by a certain
constant it gives megohm-microfarads. For example, if
it takes 6 seconds, if the constant is too, and the condenser
is 0I p1P, its leakage is 6,ouo MO.

As in most voltmeters the ohms -per -volt (full scale)

is

specified, there is not likely to be much difficulty about R0.
For measuring very high resistances, such as insulation,

the " Megger " or one of its offspring made by Messrs.
Evershed and Vignoles is the generally
accepted instrument (see Sec. 63).
Some models are suitable for naeasuring condenser insulation.
The

The leakage to +H.T.
of the part of the circuit
a. indicated by heavy lines
is in parallel, and is the
limiting factor as regards

to be used with suitable precautions, such as a sufficiently

be measured. If necessary the vale most be sele ted for low leakage, and perhaps
decapped. Quite an ordinary valve with bakelite base

High

17et
Ristain

alternative, of using a sensitive meter to measure the
current passed through R by a high voltage, ought only

high added resistance in series to protect the instrument
in the event of total breakdown of R. A high -reading

the resistance that can

applied, and so detects a leakage of this order, but can

was found to have a leakage of the order of 5o,ono MO
in dry weather. It can be measured by connecting an
exceptionally good condenser and comparing the rate of
leakage in the ordinary way (resistance R,) with that (R5)
when the condenser is disconnected and the reading taken

216
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high -resistance voltmeter, say one of 1,000 ohms per volt
and 500 volts full-scale, reads approximately s per cent.
full-scale through 5o megohms when full-scale voltage is
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by making the connection on the grid side momentarily
after a lapse or time. Knowing the total resistance under
both conditions, the apparatus resistance R2 can be
,calculated s-

R, -

In the same way a high resistance other than that of a
condenser can be measured by connecting it in parallel
with a known condenser. But it should be realised that
the measured leakage of most condensers varies for some
time after application of the charging voltage, so the lest
should be repeated until consistent results are obtained.
Condensers smaller than about omo5 p.F discharge so
quickly that they may be difficult to measure unless their
leakage and that of the apparatus arc exceptionally small.

For most purposes it is enough to see whether the
pointer flicks rapidly across the scale, moves at a pac
that is easily followed, or remains almost stationary;
corresponding to bad, average, and exceptionally good
condensers respectively. But the actual value of RC
can he derived from the formula for the discharge of a
condenser:-

COMPONENTS

Suppose the anode voltage is too, and the grid bias
corresponding to the first mark on the scale is ro, and to
the second

Then V,

5.

s so

and V2 - to5, and

RC = 21.5 t. Having got SO far, one would calculate the
second mark to make the constant a round xo. It is
good thing to have alternative second marks so as to
provide ranges suitable for low and high leakages.
The valve voltmeter described in Sec. 57 includes provision for this form of leakage test.

The most accurate measurements of resistance over
wide range are those performed with a bridge (Secs. t oy- so),
174.

and if the bridge is suitably designed
it is available for measurements with
A.C. as well as D.C. Although bridges
can be used at radio frequencies, the

Other

Resistance
Measurements

technique necessary puts them in a

the system chiefly considered here will
be the dynamos, (See. '85). The same method serves for
specialised field

;

measuring the reactance of resistors at any frequency
with which one is concerned.

RC - -

Condensers
o -3I og(-v2,)

where t is the time in seconds to discharge from V' to V,.

11M "^

-Some multi -range test sets have capacitance scales,
which are calibrated for use with the .50 Ms mains as source
and enable components to be checked
17S.

as

vs

Simple

Capacitance
Testers

more or less approximately. A rough
component checker can easily be
made, using a neon tube as indicator
(Fig.
t). The 5o c/s mains are used

source, and denoting the peak voltage by Vs, the

" striking " voltage of the tube by Vv, and the voltage across
the condenser by Vu, the three may be represented by a

right-angled triangle as in Fig. 112, assuming the loss
factor of the condenser to be zero. Vs is known-it is

M: =4,-;:zrs,°,7,1,T,:,

:1.7.?",=,74`7,1ZA

21"7.4:,Fr,V,Lnr
pla neon -lamp impedance checker
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5/a ii the R.M.S. mains voltage-and V, is about t6o with

near enough for the resistance, or loss factor, to be ignored ;

lighting socket.

balanced out but not to be measured quantitatively ; and
others again provide for more or less precise measurement
of loss factor. Often the loss factor may be a matter of
greater interest than the capacitance.

the usual " beehive " or similar type of tube fitted for
The reactance of the condenser, X0, when
R is adjusted so that the tube just lights, is
R Vx

others make provion for the resistive component to be

The very simple form of bridge shown in Pig. 113 is

V,

in the first class men-

So it is possible to work out the values of R that cause the

tioned.

When the
capacitance is small
the effects of stray
capacitance have to be
'considered. Preferably
the ratio arms are
equal, but as that

tube to light when any given condenser is connected.

This is perhaps most useful for checking that condensers
come within certain limits, as might be needed in a Test
Room. Assuming that the mains are too volts and V0
is t5o, values of R at which the tube would light, but be
extinguished by the next lower R, work out like this
R
rz

NM

Mit

05 Ma

means having a large
continuously variable
condenser, it is more

CI in µI,

0.001-0'002
0'002-0.004
0'004-0.008

and so on, down to
r,000

15

500 td

over

Lower values of R are not recommended, as they would

pass an excessive current, and condensers (other than
electrolytic, which cannot be tested with this circuit),
seldom exceed 4 µF. As it is, one has to take care not to
get a shock from the " X " terminals,
The foregoing devices do not measure capacitance as
such, but only impedance
and so cannot distinguish
between a condenser, a resistor, and

IBIlgZ'P"i""e ils'cll'itgutilrrf=rfotr417I17,;;',
of which there

is best done with some sort of bridge,

is

a great variety ranging from cheap

portable instruments to equipment of great precision and,
of course, cost. No condenser is pure capacitance, but
some simple forms of bridge hopefully assume that it is
220

usual for simple b idgcs

to use a potentiometer
as the ratio arms (Sec.
553). Although phones
a

shown, they will

be understood to re-

present any form of
detector. At balance

(I, = Cs

Fre-

quency does not enter into this equation
05

221
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114 shows a simple bridge with provision for
balancing the resistive component. If it is done as shown
(with a potentiometer), and R,= -R,, it must be remembered'
Fig.

that the number of ohms over which the slider moves is
effecvely
ti
doubled because it is not only cut out of one
arm but is put into the other. Condensers of the same
capacitance may be compared for resistance by substituting

one for the other at the " X " terminals ; the nearer the
slider is to these terminals at balance, the greater the
resistance of the condenser under test.
Calculation of the actual resistance --or, mare informatively, the loss factor-depends on whether or not

the resistance of the standard may be
177. Measurement neglected. Assuming that it is a good
air or mica condenser, and that the
of Loss Factor
losses in the unknown are expected
to be relatively large

Cc = C,R. or with equal ratio :terns Cc = C,

standard side, then the formula can be simplified

It is of course essential that r, should itself be non.

reactive ; and for really accurate work there are other
requirements, for details of which Hague. should be
corgulted. An alternative adjustment for loss factor is

by means of a

One advantage of this is that if the source and detector
are interchanged (as they may be in nearly all bridges),
and the junction of the ratio arms is earthed, adjustment
of C, can be made quite safely even when very high
voltages are applied to Cc, and for this reason the method
is very important in cable and insulator testing.
It is a bridge well worth considering fora ccurate
measurements of condenser lasses. Full descriptions are
given in larger books ; the equations are very simple
Cc

And as the loss factor F is the ratio of resistance to reactance,

=

, enters into this, so a

bridge.

For convenience one should adapt the formals relating
to any general method until it suits one's own particular

apparatus. For example, the general fortnulm for loss
factor derived from the above, even if the loss factor of the

(r,- 140 .

standard is neglected, is F

But if

for example, the particular bridge Has equal ratio arms, is
run at Sob c,fs, and the resistance is adjusted entirely on the
222

C,

gn

Na =Cs R,

or Rs roC,it can he Calculated.

source of definite known frequency must be used for the

riable condenser across the ratio arm

opposite the " X "warm, as in the Schcring bridge (Fig. t 15).

R, =r, AR -2, - r, or, with equal ratio arms, Rx = r, - r,

Note that the frequency, f,

to

per cent., Cs being in µF.

F

The effect of stray

capacitances across the
ratio arms Carl be
ignored if the arms are
equal and if the diference
in

C due

to

the

presence of R, as compared with a Fig. Is
condenser having

negligible resistance, is taken.

223
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The usual method of comparing or measuring the loss
factor of materials, such as paper, Bakelite, etc., is to cut
a sample in the form of a flat sheet
178.
Loss Factor and hold it between a pair of metal
plates in such a way as to exclude
of Materials
air gaps as far as possible. To ensure
this, mercury is recommended as the metal. Assuming
that substantially the whole of the losses in the rudimentary

condenser thus formed are due to the dielectric material,
the loss factor of the condenser may be regarded as the
loss factor of the material. The loss factor is not the same
at all frequencies (though dielectric loss is far more constant

than the resistance), but tests made, say, at audio frequencies generally give some idea of how the same materials

compare at radio frequencies. To make accurate quanti-

tative measuremen., the technique has to be far more

elaborate, in order to minimise contact and fringe errors.
Obviously it is easier to measure thin sheets of so sq. ins.
and upwards in area than small, thick chunks; if the
capacitance of the sample is very small it is difficult
to distinguish it from stray capacitance through other

MEASUREMENTS
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If the dimensions of the sample are known, the dielectric

em
constant can be mured
at the same time ; it is the
ratio between the capacitance with the dielectric in

position to that with air only, or it can be calculated from

71:1_C where C is the capacitance in pia', T the

K

thickness in ems. and A the area in sq. ems.
Unless a bridge of really good quality is available, it
is

better to measure small capacitances (below about

T000 9.,F) and their loss factors at radio frequencies by

means of the dynatron, so will be described in Secs. 18o-8.
Quite apart from convenience, it is better that condensers
and materials should be tested at the working frequency.

There are various ways in which a capacitance much
larger than the standard can be measured. One is to
connect it

I

9.

Large

in series, then

in

series With some con -

that can be measured dincyjapaitc.tcapacianceoitti;

condenser by itself, and C, with Ce

C=

dielectrics.

Small capacitances such as these qualify very em-

phatically for the difference method of measurement
(Sec. 97). The unknown is connected in parallel with
the standard (balanced against any convenient condenser

which need not be calibrated) and the amount by which
the standard has to be reduced to restore balance is of course a measure of Cs. The amount, r by which the
resistance in series with the standard must be altered is
not a measure of Rs.

(c) s
where Ca is the constant capacitance of the arm, i.e., the
capacitance of the standard before Cu is cony ected.

In other methods a
capacitance in parallel
with a resistance is

balanced against one
of

series, and use made
the appropriate

equation. This

will
ill

be

referred to

again in Sec. t95. A disadvantage is that the balance

Therefore F

and if the same a and Cs are used for all tests the formula
can be further simplified.

depends on frequency, SO a pure waveform is essential.
A method of measurement particularly suitable iOr
large capacitances utilises the cathode ray tube. Fig. 116

224
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may conshows the connections. The 5o c/s m
veniemly be used as the A.C. source, and if theains condenser is
electrolytic a battery or other Z.F. source B exceeding the
peak alternating voltage, must be included. It may be
desirable to measure the leakage current at the same time ;

M is a multi-range-or better still, a rectifienshunted-
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The loss factor is therefore
AB

Only very gems loss is measurable in this way ; it is possible

to modify the method by using a good condenser instead

milliammeter which ought to be short-circuited when the
capacitance test is being made. The deflection -plate

of R, so that the resistive component of Co is shown up by a

deflection plates is that its resistance may not be negligible.
The resistance R is adjusted until the deflection due to it is
equal to that due to Co. Actually in most tubes the deflec-

necessary, and the resistance of the condenser under test is
given by the resistance in the standard arm multiplied by
the scale Factor. Resistance of an electrolytic condenser,
being fairly constant with frequency, is better to measure
than the loss factor.

condenser and leak are necessary for electrolytics, to
prevent the battery from deflecting the ray off the centre
of the screen. The objection to connecting the battery
directly in series with the condenser acnms its pairs of

tion sensitivities of the two pairs of plates are not quite
equal, and this must be allowed for ; but disregarding this
correction, and assuming the A.C. source is free from
harmonics, a perfect condenser would show a perfect circleon

the screen, and as resistance and reactance would be equal

Co =
Assuming the source is 5o c/s, here area few representative

values JCx

R

o5 /./F

too µF
Fig.

398 EI

will now be assumed.

raj

31.3

Dynatron Measurements
It is appropriate at this stage to describe in some detail
the one of the dynatron oscillator, as measurement of both,
condensers and roils are included.
As already mentioned, the dynatron
180. Principles
of Application
does all the tests that an oscillator
of the more usual feedback type will
do (ultra -high frequencies excepted), and many others;

and although R.F. measurements will be particularly
described, it is applicable at A.F. too. The principles
of the dynatron were discussed in the last chapter, and

3t83 II
8 µF

departure of the figure from a diagonal straight line, but
complications arise in supplying the polarizing voltage to
leaky electrolytics. A better method is the bridge shown
in Fig. 78, for in practice no polarising voltage is

Every impedance, however complex, can be represented

da

at any one frequency as a pure resistance and a pure reactance,

either positive (inductive) or negative (capacitive). It is a
matter of convenience whether they are reckoned as being

I I, Anal

in series or parallel ; formula' are given in Chapter 12,
(Sec. ago) for changing from one to the other.
If the loss factor of Co is very bad it eau es an appreciable
departure from the circular form ; the dimensions A and B
(Fig. 117) enable the phase angle and hence the loss factor
to be calculated, for sin = B/A.
226

If the actual

arrangement of the electrical Quantities in the circuit is
known, it is possible (but sometimes excessively laborious)

to calculate the impedance of the whole at any other
frequency, as also illustrated in Chapter ix. When the
227
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system is very complex, for example if it cannot be regarded

of resistance and reactance or of uniform distributions of them, the only practicable way of
either as " lumps

finding out is actually to measure them at all the fre-

quencies concerned, and, if desired, to express the results
in the form of curves. Generally it is necessary to plot
the points very closely together or sharp peaks or dips may

COMPONENTS

values in commercial chokes to be under a quarter of a
megohm and over 8 upE, and at certain frequencies for
such results as to,000 El and 25 (rµF to occur I The effects,
as regards damping and mistuning, on a tuned circuit with

which the choke is virtually in parallel can be imagined.
Measurement of a choke at frequencies other than those
at which it is intended to work arc

unable to give the required in-

be missed.

Measurement by dynatron fulfils all the conditions that
have been laid down as desirable in
any method (Secs. an-').
formation.

It has been shown how one of these quantities-resis-

tance-determines the amount of negative resistance that a

dynatron nlust be adjusted to give in order to maintain
oscillation ; it is easy to detect the starting and stoppage
points of oscillation by means of a suitable receiver, and so

the negative resistance adjustment-usually grid bias-can
be calibrated in terms of that quantity, or alternatively it
can be measured on the spot by means of the negative -

RECEIVER

1E1

The other fundamental
quantity-reactance-affects the frequency, which also
resistance bridge (Sec.

t87).

can be observed to any desired precision. An increased

frequency shows a decreased total reactance, such as would
be caused by an inductance in parallel or a capacitance in
series with the oscillatory circuit ; and vice versa.
As equality is an easier condition to observe accurately
than a specified change, the usual object is to work on the
substitution plan, compensating for the introduction of the
unknown by an equal and opposite amount of the standard,
and so keeping the observed frequency constant. The two
chief cases are ( t) the circuit being investigated is also the

main oscillatory circuit, or (a) it is connected in parallel
with another oscillatory circuit.
As an example of the second of these the measurement
of a R.F. choke will now be considered. The ideal R.F.
choke is effectively an infinite im-

181. An Example pedance. In practice a good one
of Dynatron Test approaches this ideal very closely.
The writer once devoted a lot of

time to the design of such a choke, and succeeded in producing one equivalent over a very wide band of frequencies
to a resistance of over a megohm shunted by a capacitance
of about t µ/./F or less. It is common for the average
228

The dynatron apparatus itself has been described in

detail (Sew. 148-153) o need not be repeated in theoretical
diagrams. All that i is necessary to show is the " X"
terminals (Fig. 118). The terminal on the supply side is

distinguished by " G ' denoting " earthy ". The other
one should of course be close to the anode and joined to it
by a short straight link ; or may even consist of the valve
top terminal itself. The four components shown should

also be connected as directly as possible in order to put
them all effectually in parallel, with no appreciable lead
inductances intervening. It is desirable for clips to be

provided so that the choke Ch can be clipped in and out

without any alteration to the circuit other than its presence
or absence. Of course it is necessary for the leads to be
long enough to prevent Ch from being affected by proximity

to any other components, particularly L, which may be
screened provided that this is not incompatible with low
229
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of the oscillatory CirCIlit as a whole.
Generally L will be one of a set of low -loss plug-in coils
coveLing all the useful wavebands. C is the main tuning
condenser, required to tune L to approximately the desired
frequency. It need not be calibrated. C, is a condenser of
about 25 ttpF maximum.

practically- negligible in comparison with it, the formula

R.F. resistance

If C, is not already calibrated, the apparatus can be

used to do no, provided that the inductance L is known.
For this purpose C should preferably
182. Calibration be large compared with C,. The
dynatron oscillator is synchronised
of Small
Standard Variable with a calibrated oscillator (or wave meter) by the beat note method (Sec.
Condenser
135).

Call the frequency with C, at

zero f. Any setting of the small condenser can be marked
as zero ; for the present purpose it is convenient to snake

it about half the maximum capacitance so as to read
increase and decrease as positive and negative. Now
alter the setting of C, until an audible beat note is pro-

simplifies to

f

Lf11

with the same units as before, and it need not be worked
out afresh each time if C, is small compared with C, and
equal 2 f'steps are taken, as f can be regarded as practically
constant.

Thi.s method, incidentally,

is

the most accurate

for

measuring very small capacitances. For example, suppose

f is woo kis and L is 250 µH;
Measurement is 5o c/s, the corresponding C'

d,,'183.

of Very Small
Capacitances

is

0.02 pjAr. The object of tuning from

f + f' to f - f' rather than f (zero

beat) is that there is always a tendency

for even loosely coupled oscillators to pull in to syn-

chronism ; alternatively one can observe the change from,

say 25o to 300 cis, as may very precisely be done by a

duced, of a frequency J' that can be compared with some
standard. Then move the condenser the other way until

cathode-ray tube with one pair of plates supplied from the
5o c/s mains.

ponding change in capacitance,

measured by comparison with the variable condenser just
calibrated. This is what is done with

the same beat note is produced the other side of zero,
am
f'. The cormsshifting the frequency by anamount
is

(f-f')'- - )
but as C is the whole capacitance of the circuit prior to the

adjustment of the small condenser, and is therefore unknown even if the condenser C is calibrated, it is more
useful to have the formula in terms of L

f'

(f.-.i"5

Larger capacitances, of the order of to ppF, may be

It is clipped in
184. Measurement our R.F. choke.
position, and alters the frequency of
of Reactance
oscillation, as observed by the reGenerally
ceiver. It will also probably stop it
Oscillating altogether until the grid bias is readjusted ; for

it must be re-emphasised that the dynatron must always
be set to the only -just -oscillating condition, and that this
can be done satisfactorily only when the anode voltage

is adjusted to a point on the curve where there is no
backlash (Fig. g4). The frequency is brought back again

the far side of zero beat, and the process is repeated several
times, giving a number of closely -spaced points for drawing
a calibration curve of C,.
As f' is generally less than t per cent. off, and therefore

by adjustment of C and the capacitance change read off.
At frequencies above the natural resonant frequency a
choke, or any other coil, is effectively a capacitance, and
necssitates a reduction in C,. At its resonant frequency
it sea pure resistance and there is no frequency shift to be
compensated. Below its resonance it is an inductance,

230
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in which the units are pH, pµF, and 'm/s. The wane meter frequency is then brought to give f' once more on
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lence holds good numerically at only one frequency.
L

-

, and C = -

where k. as usual is

2.f. Thus, if the frequency is known, L can be measured
in terms of C. But one cannot measure the true inductance
of a coil in this way, because any actual coil is mixed up
with internal capacitance, and so would give a different
an
at every frequency.
The reactance, positive or negative, of the choke has
been found. To find the effective resistance at any
frequency, it must be compared with
known resistances. A continuously R.F.
variable calibrated high -frequency re Resistance by
MS.r from about ant to 5 MIt is not
Comparison
obtainable, so it is necessary to clip

in a number of measured grid leaks, which are fairly
reliable up to a few Mc/s. By connecting in turn values of
nu5, 0.05, o .1, etc., megohms, calibration curves
ant beodrawn as in Fig. s 19, relating added shunt resistance
to

e.

critical grid bias, and from these the approxImate

resistive component of the choke's impedance determined,

at any rate approximately, by observing the critica grid
bias with the choke connected

COMPONENTS
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which
equivalent to a negative capacitance, and C,
must he increased. Any capacitance can he represented
by a negative inductance, and vice versa, but the equiva-

e.

The same method is followed in measuring the losses in

coils, insulating materials, etc. It is most
conden
informativesers, to analyse the circuits of a receiver in this way,

connecting or removing each item in turn. One can find
out the relative amounts of damping introduced by tuning
coil and condenser, coil screen, terminal plates, connecting
leads, valve sockets, detector valve, AVC diode, screened
lead, etc., and take steps to remedy those that are excessive,

and not waste time reducing those that are relatively
In the days when tetrodes were used for R.F.
amplification it was even possible to use the valve in the
negligible.

receiver itself as the dynatron, thus entirely avoiding

artificial measurement conditions; and even now, if the
pentode in the receiver is replaced by a dynatron, the
departure from actual working conditions is very slight.
The method of measuring the resistance just described
may appear a trifle crude, though it is good enough for
most practical purposes. However,
186.
Other R.F. for greater precision a direct measure Resistance
Measurements

meet of the negative resistance of the
dynatron can be made. In such tests

as that of the R.F. choke, which is
put in parallel with an oscillatory circuit, it is necessary
first to measure the resistance R, without choke and then
with it, R5, and derive the resistance Re of the choke above
in the usual manner for resistances in parallel

Rj
but when the resistance of an oscillatory circuit itself is to
be measured, it can be done direct. The resistance of
ncoil may also be measured directly if a condenser with
egligible losses is used for tuning it. Of course, if one
wants to avoid having to measure the negative resistance of
the dynatron and the resistance -substitution method of

calibrating it is adequate, there is no reason why one

complete oscillatory circuit should not be mred by
connecting it in parallel with another.

Thereasue is the
advantage, in fact, that it is possible to measure the circuit

at other than its resonant frequency, if that is wanted.
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To take a typical example again, suppose it is desired to
investigate a certain I.F. transformer. It is connected to
the X terminals of the dynatron unit
187.
Use of
(Fig. too) and tuned by its ow
Negativotrimmer to the desired frequency[;
resistance Bridge the bridge circuit being cut out by the
flying lead clipped on to the by-pass
condenser (Fig. too). The grid bias is adjusted until
oscillation is just started, so that the frequency can be

MEASUREMENTS: COMPONENTS

circuit of the valve.

In measuring " good " coils and

circuits, the negative resistance of the valve may be several

hundred thousand ohms, and amplification before the
phones is almost essential. A step-up transformer such as
a fairly high -impedance microphone -to -valve transformer,

ratio between 4o and t oo tot, may be used to advantage,
and arranged so that the stray capacitance to earth is as
little as possible.

checked by a receiver near at hand. Difficulty would be
experienced in applying the methods commonly specified
for the measurement of coil losses, because the screen
prevents a very loosely coupled external oscillator from
developing enough potential across the coil to be measured
accurately by a valve voltmeter. But by simply connecting
it to the dynatron, the oscillation can easily be detected by
a receiver of quite moderate sensitivity even when situated

a yard or more away, and the threshold adjustment
observed. It is advisable to have a very fine grid bias
control, in addition to the coarse one for preliminary
adjustment. When it has been carefully set so as to be
right on the division between oscillation and no -oscillation,

the clip lead is moved over to the anode terminal, shortcircuiting the X terminals, and the resistance box adjusted
to give exact balance, R ohms. By adjusting the bridge
coil coupling at the same time, a very sharp balance is

Although the resistance of the bridge to anode current is
small, for the utmost precision the process of setting the

possible.

188.

But for two reasons it is generally necessary to use an
amplifier for detecting the exact balance. The first is
that the whole of the" oscillator signal comes across the
valve, and to measure the slope of (as nearly as possible) a
tangent to the valve characteristic curve, the signal
voltage should be kept as small as possible -not more than

about one volt for preference. As the resistance of the

bridge to the oscillator is not more than too O, a step-down
transformer from the oscillator is indicated. The second
reason why a particularly sensitive detector is needed is that
the resistance of the ratio arms of the bridge is necessarily
low and the ratio itself is high, in order to avoid complica-

Analysis
of Results

grid bias to the exact threshold of
oscillation, and then balancing the
bridge, should be repeated one or

more times, in case adjustment of R
has slightly shifted the critical bias adjustment. All this
may sound a long business, but actually can be done very
easily and quickly. Then the negative resistance of the
valve is moR.-1-99, numerically equal to the dynamic
resistance (sometimes called anti -resonant impedance) of
the transformer including its own trimmer. Hit is desired
to find out how much loss is due to the coil and how much
to the trimmer, the latter must be replaced by a high-grade

tions owing to an unduly high resistance in the anode

variable condenser, whose loss is either negligible or known,
adjusted to the same frequency. Suppose the first measurement gives a figure of tu5,000 for the dynamic resistance,
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For design purposes that is the most important quantity

accuracy to any other method of comparable practicability,

measured with the same apparatus, as will shortly be
described), and also the frequency, the loss resistance

mentioned in The Wireless Engineer of October, 1933, by
inserting a small piece of fine resistance wire in series with

R.

to know, but if the inductance Lis known (and it can be

if not to any known method however elaborate.

follows ;

the cod, measuring with the dynatron the difference in
radio -frequency resistance of the coil caused by this
introduction, and comparing it with the results of more

R-

rC

-

If L is Soo pH and the frequency is 47o kc/s, r works out
at I 7'561. The " magnification ", Q, is °fit." which is 84.5.

Fig. T20 shows these equivalents ; r is shown as if it
were confined to the coil, but of course part of it may

represent condenser loss.

If R with

a negligible -loss

condenser is 17o,000, the Q of the coil and its surroundings
is I 15, and that of the trimmer is 32o ; by the usual parallel
resistance formula. If one prefers to express these in loss

factors, the reciprocals of Q are taken ; the F of the
trimmer is thus moo31 or o.nt per cent. (which, incidentally, is none too good).

If the experiment is done carefully there is only one

correction to make ; the damping caused by the terminal

and anode of the valve may not be
189. Possible
the same at the radio frequency of
Sources of Error oscillation as it is at the audio frequency used for measuring the negative resistance of the valve. Generally the A.F. loss is
completely negligible, and the R.F. loss can be measured by

means of a second dynatron. Suppose it is found to be
equivalent to a resistance of 1.5 Mil in parallel, the true R
of the coil is tga,000 instead of 170,000 as found before.
There i also a possible error in assuming that the
negative re
of the valve is the same at all frequencies.
The assumption is probably quite justifiable except perhaps

at ultra -high frequencies, at which the time taken by

electrons to cross from one electrode to another becomes
an appreciable fraction of one cycle of oscillation (Sec. 266).
Even when every precaution is taken the dynatron
method is quite within the capabilities of modestly equipped

As

precise direct determination of the wire resistance, it was
found that results were consistent within less than 1 per
cent. over a wide band of frequenci and a quarter of
per cent. if special care were taken.es, The accuracy of
1

measuring r, and still more R, is of course better still.
The method also has the advantage of requiring no
corrections for the self -capacitance of the coil (Sec. 197),
which is itself a rather troublesome thing to measure.

Measurement of inductance has yet to he dealt with.

It is not possible to get accurate results by tuning the coil
with a single known capacitance and
190. Measurement observing the frequency, because the
itself has a certain selfcoil
of Inductance

capacitance, usually of the order of
5 pµF, and there arc other initial capacitances that are
not known precisely, if at all. But if the two frequencies
with and without an added known capacitance are noted,
the inducmnce L

-

(,)

,2 C "

where C' is the reduction

in capacitance required to bring the frequency from `±'
to

A single known fixed capacitance will do, but for

the best accuracy a difference -calibrated variable condenser

should be used, and there is then no question about

minimum capacitance of the condenser, or stray
capacitance of leads, etc. Obviously the ratio of final to
initial capacitance should preferably be large. The most

convenient and accurate method is to note the reduction
in capacitance required to tune from the limdaroental to
the second harmonic, or from second to fourth harmonics

laboratorim, and the author believes it to be superior in

(because they are more comparable in strength than
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fundamental and harmonic), of a fixed oscillator. In that

length or frequency is given, and L follows from whatever
formula the worker finds most convenient ; for example

case ea, = tot, and L

3

or 4.73.

f

If L is in pH, C in pil', in kc/s, and A in metres,
L
19 X to
0.211A.,

f. C'

A = 1885/LC

16. in 1":1)1)

See also Sec. 293.

C'

The coil to be tested is connected in parallel wills a
calibrated variable condenser across the dynatron " X "
terminals, and with the condenser somewhere near its

maximum (but preferably not too near, for the calibration
may not be at iw best over the lOp and bottom 5 per cent.
of the scale), the fundamental oscillation is picked up on
a receiver, which should be oscillating rather strongly, and
is tuned to zero beat after the dynatron grid bias has been
adjusted to threshold oscillation. The frequency, f, is
noted by bringing a calibrated oscillator also to zero beat.
The capacitance of the standard condenser is then reduced
until the dynatron beats with the second harmonic of the
receiver, at which, incidentally, the total circuit capacitance
is a quarter of its initial amount. The difference between
the capacitance readings gives C', from which L is
calculated as above.
The method usually described for measuring inductance

at radio frequency consists in tuning it by a calibrated

condenser and plotting the results of
191. An Alterna- a number of readings of capacitance

rive Method

and the cresponding wavelengths
squared (A,),or as in Fig. t 2 1. Although

the readings, being subject to some error however small,
may give points that do not lie exactly on a straight line,
the best line drawn through them is likely to average out
the errors to some extent, and the extent to which they
do fall on a line is a useful check on the probable accuracy
of the readings. The length OB, on the negative side of
the scale, represents capacitance additional to that of the
calibrated condenser ; that is to say, the self -capacitance

Cy of the coil, and that of ally apparatus such as the
dynatron, and associated leads. By adding this in, the
total capacitance required to tune the coil to any wave 238

B

0

The p evious method, although based on this one, is

more likely to be accurate, became only one known
frequency is needed, and generally it is possible to make
that coincide with an accurately known point such as
reliable transmitter or a quartz crystal standard. However,
if there is any risk that the wrong harmonics might have
been used, it is wise to make quite sure by plotting several
readings as in Fig. 121 as a check.
For remons explained elsewhere, preference is given
throughout this book to methods depending only on the
differ.ce

calibrations,

especially

of

192. Total Circuit variable condensers.. Two points on
the condenser scale may be marked
Capacitance
oo ianliand 30o finF respectively, and
assuming the condenser was accurately calibrated and has
not altered since, the difference is really zoo mill no matter

what sort of circuit the condenser is in. But the actual
capacitance in the circuit when the condenser is sct to too
µµF is certainly not too turF. It is too pi/F plus certain
other amounts which may or may not have been there when
239
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the condenser was calibrated, and although they may be
measured separately the results are bound to be of a lower
degree of accuracy than the difference between two settings
of the standard. So if, say, too µpi' is to he added to a

circuit it is better to do so by turning the standard from
on to goo (or any points giving the required difference)
than by connecting the condenser in and setting it to 200.
The method of finding the actual total capacitance in a
circuit, given a difference calibration, is to proceed as for
Fig. 121.

Capacitance

of Coils

withdrawing it and readjusting the
standard

variable to restore the
frequency. Unfortunately this cannot
be applied to the self -capacitance of a

coil (CO, because it cannot be removed independently of
the coil. Neither does it serve to measure any item
essential to the test, such as the minimum capacitance of
the standard, unless another is available for a separate test.
So although the method of Fig. st t is the one usually
specified for measuring the self -capacitance of a coil, in
practice it becomes quite a long business. It is also a good
example of a method that looks perfectly all right until one

has experience of it.

To determine the position and

inclination of the line with accuracy it is necessary for the

extreme plotted points to be separated by not less than

probably several hundred µµF. Even when the readings
are taken very carefully and accurately, one finds that the
drawing of the line can lead to an uncertainty of several
is only a part of BO
µ,IF in the position of B, and as
the error in it after allowing for the various items in the
remainder is probably of quite the same order as C, itself.
Two lines which may look equally well drawn among the
points an the graph might give C,. values of a and 6µµF
respectively, or even a small negative value.

What is believed to be the only published method of
measuring Cr, with high precision was described by the
author in The IVireless Engineer, September, [933. The
required result is one-third of the difference between two
readings on the standard, and the precision of reading is
240
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accuracy due to the necessity for deducting the capacitance
of the dynatron valve and of the special measurement jig ;
but provision is made for doing this in situ with exceptional
ease and accuracy. The inductance also is calculable
from the results.

The capacitance of any

193. Measurement item in the circuit can be found by

of Self-

MEASUREMENTS

theMfore actually three times higher than that of the
standard. Against this must be set a certain loss in

The method makes
of a difference calibrated condenser C,
(Fig. I at) and any
fixed condenser C, of a
use

capacitance within the range of C,. Terminals 3 - I are
first joined and an oscillator (which need not even be
calibrated) set to resonance.

Next 2-4 are joined instead,

and C, adjusted to resonate with the oscillator. C, and
C, arc then equal. Then 2-3 only are joined and the
oscillator frequency shifted so that its second harmonic
resonates. Lastly 1-3 and 0-4 are both joined, 2-3 being
open, and C, is increased to resonate to the oscillator
fundamental. This increase is 3
-j CO where
is
the capacitance of the valve and jig. The method is a
good example of deriving the result from the minimum
number and maximum accuracy of data.
The jig (Fig. T23) consisting of screens and special
contact devices, described in the article referred to, is
designed to facilitate the test and to reduce to negligible
amounts any stray capacitances resulting from the various
connections that would affect the result.
While dealing with measurement of small capacitances
it may be as well to consider those between valve electrodes,

or any systems (such as a piece of

Capacitances twin cable in an earthing sheath) in
which one wants to know the
capacitance between two elements
Elements
194.

to Several

that both have capacitance to some

third party or parties.

For example, take a triode, Where
241
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there arc three capacitances, shown diagrammatically in
Fig. th.t. It might be supposed that all one has to do is
to connect the two electrodes ncerned to the measuring
apparatus and leave the otherco unconnected ; but this
would not give the correct result. The proper procedure
is to measure in turn the capacitance from each electrode
to the other two joined together. For instance, the grid
and anode are tied together and the capacitance C, from
them to cathode is measured
Coo + Cnu
also

C,

and C, = Coe
C.,r.
From these results the required capacitances are calculated

COMPONENTS

Here are the required solutions of
the

simultaneous

stated :-

Coo

Cue

equations

C, + Ca - C,

A

just
0

OAa

C, + C, - C,

CAc = C`

0:>1

- C.

The actual measurement process is the same as that for
the R F. choke, described in Sec. IN.
So

it

any dynatron measurements having been described,

is unnecessary to go into detail about such molten as

matching the sections of a gang
condenser. Each section in turn is
used to tune a suitable coil, and even
very small differences in capacitance
can be detected by the change in beat note. At the first
(minirnum capacitance) setting the sectiom are equalised
by means of the trimmers. Some idea of the seriousness
I95. Gang Condenser Matching

or, otherwise of mismatching at other settings can be

judged without actual measurement ; a beat note of a few
hundred c compared with zero for the section taken a,
the standard of reference, would generally be acceptable ;

but if the note goes beyond audibility altogether the
mistuning effect in a receiver can be imagined.

The only

Precaution to be observed is to sec that the clip lead or
other means of switching from one section of the gang to
another inserts the same amount of stray each time it is

moved to a given section. Actual calibration can, of
course, be done at the same time if desired.

If an impedance is too low to be measured directly
across the " X " terminals of the dynatron it should be
"tapped down ' the coil. Suppose
196. Measurement a resistance of the order of too 12 is
of Low
to be measured. It would of course
Impedances
render oscillation impossible if connected across the whole coil, but if
242
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tapped across one -twenty-fifth of the turns it is equivalent
to about 60,500 11 11211022 the whole coil (see Fig. IN.).

not high, and the accuracy of r' is lower still. It is also
necessary to measure Cu in order to apply the correction

hold accurately for comparison between such a resistance
and a larger one across the whole coil, so it must be tested
against a standard of its own magnitude.

where r is the true re-

Unfortunately a R.F. coil is not a perfect enough transformer for the usual square -of -the -ratio relationship to

(On C+

sistance.

This

Y,

cor-

rection is not needed in

the dynatron method,
nor in the next to be
described, which

is a

good

one if means
are available for measur-

Although the dynatron method has marked advantage
for R.F. resistance measurement, two others wi I now b
briefly described. The fi st, well
I9
Resistance

known as the resistance variation
method, is illustrated in Fig. 12,5

V

The coil is very loosely coupled to
powerful oscillator of the desired frequency, and is tuned
by a good variable condenser C until the voltage read b
the valve voltmeter VV is a maximum. The losses du
to C and VV ought to be negligible, or known from th
results of a separate test. At first the resistance R is zero
and the oscillator is adjusted to give a large voltage across
C. Thereafter the oscillator is untouched, because it i.

assumed that the voltage actually induced in the coil is
constant for all readings. Several resistors R, the R.F.
resistance of which are known, are in turn inserted, and
the corresponding voltages read on VV. It is necessary
far the reactance of R. to be either negligible or small and
constant throughout ; and so it usually takes the form of
short lengths of fine resistance wire (see Sec. 099), a copper

wire of the same length being substituted for a

ing small frequency differences accurately.

By plotting R against the reciprocals of the corresponding
voltages V, the results should fall on a straight line, as in

is

Fig. tub, and the apparent R.F. resistance, r', of the coil
is given by OB. The graph reminds one of Fig. 121, and
the method is even more disadvantageous, became the
accuracy of reading V and R over a wide range is generally
249

The circuit

the s
as for the previous method, except that
no addedam resistance is needed. The voltage Vat resonance
is

noted, and this reading is then reduced to

2- by

adjusting the oscillator frequency each side of resonance
(Fig. 12 7).
245
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Call f, - f,, the total frequency swing between these
two points, Sf.
Then

the low resistance is fixed, the injected voltage is definite

r = 2eL If.

For an accurate method of measuring

Sf

refer hack to

If the magnification, Q, of the coil
182.
required, the formula is even simpler
Sec.

Q=

is

An alternative method is to keep the oscillator frequency
condenser.

and therefore the voltmeter reading can be calibrated

For example, if the injected voltage
directly in Q values.
om 1, a deflection of volt on the voltmeter when the

circuit is brought into resonance corresponds to a Q of
too. The resistance must, of course, be low compared

Sf

constant and to mistune the coil by a small calibrated
variable

brought to a mark on the thermo-junction meter, and

Then the approximate formula,

accurate enough if Q is not small, is

with that of the coil.
The tuning condenser loss is generally small enough to
be neglected. But by using a standard coil of known loss,
the instrument can be used to measure the capacitance and
loss of a condenser, or of a high resistance. Low resistances

or reactances, on the other hand, can be measured by
connecting than in series. The instrument is therefore

Owe

exceptionally versatile and convenient to use.

The experimental technique is similar to that described
in the dynatron section. For the reader who wishes to
study R.F. measurements more closely, Hartshorn's

" Radio -Frequency Measurements by Bridge & Resonance
Methods" is strongly recommended.

As Q is such an important quantity in the design

laboratory, direct -reading instruments for measuring it
have been produced by several makers
(e.g., Boonton Radio CkirporationMeters British agents, Leland Instruments
197A.
Ltd.-Marconi-Ekco, and Salford
Electrical Instruments). The principle on which they
work is shown in the schematic diagram Fig. .8. The

described,

referring

The coil under test should in all cases be kept at a

For straightforward measurement of any inductance
within the range of the inductometer the circuit is that of

seri

is injected

in

with it by passing

g current from an oscillator
through a low resistance.
The magnified voltage

acss the tuned circuit

measured by a valve voltmeter.ro
246

be

part of the
instrument, and a small
voltaesge

is

will now

particularly to the universal bridge of which a full circuit
diagram is given in Fig. 73 ; but simplified diagrams will
illustrate each method of use.

distance of a foot or two from the inductometer to avoid
coupling thereto. The length of the leads does not cause
error, because the difference is taken between the inductance

forming
,!

than R.F. methods, but the bridge

198. Inductance must be a good one. Probably the
Bridge Methods- best of any for all-round work is one
employing an inductorneter ; and the
Inductorneter
procedure for various types of coil
Bridge

coil whose Q is to be
measured is tuned by a

standard condenser

22

Any inductance can be measured at low frequency by
bridge methods, which are more convenient for R.F. coils

As the current is

with the coil in circuit and with its terminals short-circuited.
Fig. say.

Equal ratio arms PQ are used ; to 0 is a
The Campbell

suitable value for R.F. tuning coils.

instrument is provided with a slide wire S for continuous
adjustment of the resistive component up to t 0 , any
greater resistance must be balanced out by the decade box
or other form of resistance R.

If phones are used, as shown,

it would be better to interchange them with the source to
247
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avoid variable stray capacitance ; but in the actual bridge
described a balanced transformer feeding an amplifier is

The coil

used.

is

adjusted to balance.

first

short-circuited, and M and S

There is

MEASUREMENTS
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set to V -s., the ratio arms to 000 : In, and 12t, = ooR. and

L=too M.

zero adjustment so that

°

the inductance of the leads can be balanced with the

=°."'"

main pointer set to zero, but of course this is merely for
the convenience of direct reading and is not essential.
The coil is then uncharted and M, S, and R readjusted
for balance. L is hake the reading on M (after allowing
for the " zero " reading, if any) became reactance is not
only added to one arm but removed by an equal amount
from the other by the operation of the mutual inductance.
R./, is of course the difference in the readings of R -I -S.
Strairt
usri

no top limi ,
Higher inductances still, with
are measurable by shunting the coil with a non -reactive
resistance T (Fig. 13o). The arm thus
High
Inductances by
Dye's Shunt
Method
I-99.

For inductances not
exceeding 42 µH the Campbell inductometer is provided with

a: switch that divides readings on the
main scale (which is calibrated up to 105 µH by 5.
With the switch in the normal position he hundreds

and thousands dials extend the main scale up o 11, tens µH,
giving direct readings of L up to 22,210 µH. For still
higher inductances, a ratio switch is set to ,1 and the ratio

formed

is

equivalent

to a

paratively low inductance in

comseries

with a resistance, and by 'this device

brought within the equal -ratio
range. T is in general equal to the
is

initial value of R, and having made the preliminary zero
adjustment with L disconnected, balance is obtained with
L in position.
T where r
- and 12r, =
Then L =
0+4.21VP
1'±4.21,12
is the difference in R due to connection of the coil (see
Sec. 282).

arms PQ is altered to go ro. The slide wire is out of
action, so a continuously variable R is necessary ; and
R, = gR and L = so M, so the maximum is r t t,o5o µH.
Finally, for a maximum of 1, ro5 H, the ratio switch is

As balance depends on the square of the frequency, a
pure waveform must be used, and the frequency must be
accurately known. If the reading M turns out to be too
small to be made accurately, the measurement should be
repeated with a higher value of T.
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milliammeter in series with L, and a T that will stand
the current.

Part of the current will flow through the other

arm too, of course.

The resistance of the battery and

milliammeter have to be deducted from the apparent Rs.,
if that is required accurately.
The same method is available for measuring capacitance
over a wide range of values. The condenser is shunted

R instead of

T; otherwise the

identical.

procedure

is

Mutual
Inductance

200.

the simple manner shown in Fig. 131,
which needs no comment. Or it

can be done by measuring the self-

inductance L, of the primary and

secondary coils connected in series so that the mutual

inductance between them increases the self -inductances of
the whole, and L, with one coil reversed. Then

L, -

M

K (the coefficient of coupling) =

4

M

V Ls Le

where 14, and I, are the primary and secondary coil
inductances.
The formula for the Maxwell bridge described in Sec. la

is quite simple.

('

where t is the difference in T to balance the introduction
of C.

Unless the condenser is large or has a large loss factor

the second term in the bracket can be neglected. The
method is not ideal for accurate measurement of loss
factor F.

R
2(4M
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A valuable feature of this method is that it is available
for iron -core coils carrying D.C., which are usually something of a problem. All that is required is a battery and

Es.

g coM

201.

The

Maxwell Bridge

Referring to Fig. 74, in which balance
is preferably obtained by a variable
condenser,

L = CR,R, where L can be in

pH and C in 4,F,
and Rt,
R'RR'
The resistance balance is best got by a variable resistance
in series with the coil; the coil resistance itself is then
B' less this added resistance.

-

The advantage of the Owen bridge (Fig. 75) is that
the condensers are fixed and can therefore conveniently
202.

The Owen

Bridge

The same bridge, incidentally, can be used for direct

measurement or comparison of condensers, and although

is not generally good practice to have the two high impedance arms on the earth side it works satisfactorily
with the apparatus described, thanks, no doubt, to the
balanced transformer, screening, and symmetrical ratio
it

arms.

For a method of measuring iron -core coils with the

C and R bridge, see Appendix.
Finally, mutual inductance is, of course, measurable
directly by the appropriately connected inductometer in

be of fairly large capacitance, match -

ing the impedance of the inductance

arm better and making high ratios
umtecessary.

They can be of about equal value, say 0.05 µI(

;

and

only C, need be accurately known for inductance measurement. Neglecting the resist -ante of C, and C,,

L = R,R,C,
R,C,
-C4
Preferably the bridge is again balanced with the coil

short-circuited, R, having to be reduced to r, to do this.
Then more accurately

L = (R, -r,)R,C,

250
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Again, it is an advantage to have a variable resistance
in series with the coil ; and the units can be µH and µF.
Both of these bridges can he used over a range of a few
µH up to about o.1 H or more ; and of course the range
can be extended indefinitely in the upward direction by

here is an approximate table based on a frequency of

using the shunted coil device just described.
this,

Except with

both bridges arc independent of frequency and

waveform.

C M µP

L in H

0.02
0.05

550

too

5.

0.2
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When measuring a coil of high inductance, such as an
intervalve transformer winding, it must be remembered
that what is measured is not the true inductance but the
resultant of the true inductance and the self -capacitance.
If the measurement is made at a low frequency such as
5o c/s the effect of the latter may be negligible ; but at
1,ono c/s it may even swamp the inductance entirely ; in

As a low -reading A.C. milliammeter may not be available, the drop across a resistance R may be observed by

rig. 132

a valve or metal rectifier voltmeter.

a

M

to
5
2

5

Assuming the source

to be 5o c/s, R should be anything up to a few thousand
ohms to give a drop of the order of one volt. The source
voltage might be about so; more or less, according to the
magnitude of L. The diagram shows the method applied
with D.C. flowing, supplied by the battery B and measured
by the moving -coil milliammeter M. It is then essential
for the valve voltmeter to have a grid condenser and leak,

other words, the
natural resonance
be
at ormay below 3
that frequency.
There are other
A.F.
methods of
measuringinductance

or for the metal rectifier to have a large condenser in
series, to render it unaffected by the D.C. component.

The only disadvantages of this method are that it requires
a decade condenser box or the equivalent, and a reasonably
Imre A.C. source. Given these, it is probably the most

than bridge methods, though generally they are Ic s
potentially accurate. One of them

convenient method for iron core coils with and without D.C.

Another method, which needs no condenser box but

is illustrated by Fig. x32. The con denser C is adjusted until the current

does require an accurately calibrated valve voltmeter and
a known resistance, is shown in Fig. 533 (a). R should be
of the same order as the impedance of the coil ; for the

this condition exists,

or in another form, X,, -= i.Xo. This result is unaffected
by the resistance of L. To give some idea of magnitudes,

veniently be to,000 0, and must of course be capable of
carrying the D.C. When A.G. and D.C., if any, are adjusted, the voltmeter is connected in turn across R, across
the coil, and across both. Call the readings V V, and V,
respectively. Then as R is known, the impedance of the
coil with and without R in series is known. The quickest

252
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Other A.F.
Methods of
203.

Inductance

Measurement

is the same whether the coil under
test is switched in or not. When

L=

usual smoothing choke of about 55-40 H it may con-

MEASUREMENTS
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way of finding the result is to draw the impedance diagram,
of which Fig. 133 (5) is an example. Resistance is measured

c'

COMPONENTS

5'

off horizontally and reactance vertically. R is a pure
resistance, so can be represented, to any convenient scale,
by the horizontal line AB.

The two impedances are known

in magnitude but not in phase. With centre B and

radius R.X °, and with centre A and radius R Y' draw arcs
-V,

V

cutting at C. 'The vertical CD represents to scale the
Ft 133 (e)(rlet)

m

20, Effects of
Shorted Turns

The effect of short-circuited turns is
interesting (Fig. r34). A perfect coil,
with no:resistance, would give a line
s like B C.-a pure reactance. In practire there is a small resistance, and the

impedance of the cod Is represented
by BC Now if a single turn is

shorted the reactance is not greatly affected, but the A.C.
resistance is increased, as shown by BC,. It is just as if

the coil were the primary of a transformer with a small
current being drawn from the secondary.

As more, turns

are shorted the resistance reaches a maximum and the
reactance drops off rapidly (BC,) ; then as a large proportion of the whole coil is shorted both decrease (BC,)
until finally the whole coil is cut out (B, a point, which
by definition has no magnitude). The interesting thing
is that all the Cs Be on a semi -circle.
An important quantity in Al'. transformers, because it

FRr s<

ultimately determines their " fidelity " or band of fre-

R

reactance of the coil, and DB its resistance, while 0 is the
angle of lag. L = Xoljt Unless the readings are accurate

the error in 19, and 0 may he large, but XL is reliable so
long as V, and V, are somewhere about the same mag-

Leakage
Inductance
205.

quencies handled without loss, is the
leakage inductance. This is measured

on the primary side with the secondary
short-circuited. Suppose an output
transformer is being investigated. The cause of a droop

in the output/frequency curve at the low -frequency end

nitude, and the frequency is low enough for the effect of self -

is the shunting effect of primary inductance, which should

capacitance to be negligible. Even at 5o c/s the common
instruction to assume that RI, is the same as or not much
more than the Z.F. resistance is often surprisingly wrong.

be measured at a low enough frequency (usually 5o c/s)
for the self -capacitance effect to be unimportant. At the
other end of the scale the leakage inductance is the limiting
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with an intervalve transformer. The
capacitance of the secondary can be
measured by joining it to the " X "

for greater accuracy, and replaced by the capacitance of
the valve into which the transformer normally works.
By comparison the primary capacitance is generally
negligible, unless the step-up ratio is very low. It can
be added in, however, if it is remembered that when
transferring a capacitance to the higher voltage winding

terminals of the dynatron and shorting
the primary (Fig. 135). A resistance
of a few ohms is a good enough approximation to a shortcircuit for this purpose, but has the advantage over a dead
short-circuit that if it is connected across the input of an

Min -core coils generally are dealt with in detail by M. Reed
in The Wireless Engineer, May, 1937, p. 252.

factor, and it can be measured at the same frequency.
The self -capacitance of an output transformer is generally
not a major influence in its performance, but it is otherwise
206.

Self-

capacitance of
A.F. Coils

it must be divided by the square of the step-up ratio. The
opposite applies to inductance.

Other methods of measuring the self -capacitances of
Art important characteristic of an intervalve or output

amplifier (e.g., the " Gram " terminals of a domestic
receiver) it enables the frequency of oscillation to be
observed. Such a resistance should be no larger than will
just serve the purpose. The dynatron is adjusted to

transformer is linearity of output against amplitude. When
the output ceases to be in direct
207. Linearity
proportion to the input, harmonic
of Transformers distortion is caused. This may be
very easily tested by connecting one

oscillation threshold, and the frequency measured (Secs.
13r-2). As the frequency is usually near the upper limit
of hearing, if not above it, the cathode-ray tube method is

pair of cathode-ray tube plates across the primary and
the other pair across the secondary, and applying a signal
of controllable amplitude. Needless to say, in this as in

almost essential. The anode voltage of most dynatron
valves can be adjusted to zero anode current, So avoiding
D.C. effects on the transformer. The leakage inductance
La is then measured from the secondary side at 5o c/s.

all other transformer tests, the conditions should be the
same as those under which its performance is desired to
be known-if it works with a certain D.C. passing through
the primary, or with a certain valve and circuit capacitance
across the secondary, these conditions or their equivalents
should be imposed during the test.

If a straight line is produced on the screen, as in Fig.
136 (a), there is no amplitude distortion, nor it there any
phase shift, and the step-up ratio is 1A, where OA is the
line along which the ray moves when only the primary
plates are connected, the other pair being shorted. In
general there is zero phase shift at some middle frequency,
and the line opens out into an ellipse at low frequencies
due to primary inductance and at high frequencies due to
leakage inductance. The actual angle can be measured
as explained by Fig. r 17. Unfortunately it is not so easy
to detect distortion of an ellipse as it is of a straight line,

!in E'ir.,7Ei

Cs =

where

is the frequency of oscillation,

Ln is in henries, and Cs in pg. This includes the capacitance of the dynatron, which may of course be deducted
256

d

but once it starts it usually develops rapidly as the amplitude
increases and so becomes very obvious. Fig. t36 (b) shows
257
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what would produce mainly third -harmonic distortion,
due perhaps o transformer iron saturation, c shows
distortion due o valve grid current, which causes even
harmonics, and d is an example of simultaneous third harmonic disco don and phase shift.
distortion is shown dotted.

Phase shift. without
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at the mechanical resonance of the cone and coil the
motional impedance is the main part. It can be deter 'mined by measuring the total impedance first with the
coil free and then firmly clamped in the normal position
in the gap, and taking the vectorial difference (Sec. no.)
The methods of measurement are exactly the same as those
described in the preceding pages for reactance and
resistance of coils, particularly those with iron cores.

The behaviour of a moving -coil speaker is especially
important in the frequency range which includes its main
la)

(al

resonance, usually in the region of
209. Examination 8o c/s. The severity of the resonance
of Low -frequency itself; the amplitude of coil move Defects
ment at which it goes outside the
uniform magnetic field, causing modu-

lation of the upper frequencies simultaneously present;
the possibility of mechanical rattle at the large amplitudes
associated with low frequencies; and the production of
sub -harmonic tones due to flexing of the cone at certain
frequencies-all these can be investigated by an oscillator
I

dl

1

capable of giving a practically undistorted output of
several watts.

The mechanical movements of the coil and

nen.ilnL trylisaa.750:177=4

rear can be seen in "slow motion" by examining it by

Loud Speakers
Poe many purposes a loud speaker and its transformer
can be considered as a single unit, and measurements of
its impedance referred to the primary
208. Impedance of the transformer.
Theoretically

from half the frequency of the first by only about t c/s,
or alternatively by an oscillator working at nearly the
same frequency and with D.C. superimposed so as to
provide a pulsating instead of an alternating supply.

S

with a perfect transformer of ratio
the impedance regarded from the primary side is

Sr times the impedance of the speaker itself, but in practice
there are slight divergencies due to transformer characteristics, such as leakage inductance.
A distinction must be drawn between the purely electrical
of the speaker and the working impedance,
it
which includes what is known as the motional impedance
due to the hack -voltage induced by the movement of the
coil in the magnetic field. The difference is hardly

the light of a neon lamp fed from another oscillator differing

The existence of the modulation effect mentioned above
can be tested by superimposing a relatively high frequency,
such as loos c/s, on the bass frequency signal (which may

conveniently be 5o c/s maim), picking up the output at
the high frequency by means of a microphone and ampifier

with filter to exclude the low frequency, and connecting

this output to a cathode-ray tube, to the other pair of
plates of which the low -frequency source is connected.

A rectangular figure is formed so long as there is no
modulation. If the sides of the figure corresponding to

noticeable in the upper parts of the frequency scale, but

the high -frequency plates are not parallel, it indicates
undesirable modulation due to the amplitude produced

258
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by the low frequency signal at the strength applied.
Apart from the necessity for a high -quality microphone
to translate the acoustical output into electrical form, the
technique is the same as for amplifiers, and further information is given under that heading (Sec. 033).
The acoustic characteristics of a loud speaker are much
more important than the electrical ones, but unfortunately
measurement of them is not only
extremely difficult but there is a good
210. Acoustical
deal of controversy as to their inMeasurements
terpretation. It is pointed out, for
example, that a speaker which rattles abominably may

show up better according to its measured results than
another which is undoubtedly far pleasanter to listen to.
Nevertheless, performance curves are informative when
they are used on a basis of experience. The subject of
their technique is outside the scope of this book, but here
are a few references to sources of information :Applied Acoustic, (and ed.) Olson and Massa (an excellent 404. -page

volume by two R.C.A. engineers).

Loud Speakers. (znd ed.) N. W. McLachlan (advanced treatise by an

oustanding authority).
Elements of Engineering Acoustics. L. E. C. Hughes.

Loud Speaker Response Curves.

Wireless

World,

March

'035, pp. to6-3. (description of apparatus used in
World laboratory for taking frequency characteristics).

zoth,
Wireless

Valves

In valve data lists the three quantities-A.C. anode

resistance (ra), Amplification factor (µ), Mutual conduc211.

Valve

Nature of

tance (g.), are generally tabulated.
Because

they are

often

specified

without qualification, and also per-

" Constants "

haps because they titmetimes
referred to as " constan ", may not
always be fully appreciated that the figures given have very
little meaning unless the conditions under which the valves
were measured is also specified. Commercially it is the
understanding that they are taken with an anode voltage of

too and a grid voltage of 0, unless the contrary is stated.
The more complex valves must be more hilly specified, of
260

course. Now these are not at all typical of working conditions, under which the characteristics may be quite different.

This must always be borne in mind when estimating, say,
the amplification given by a stage.

Given two of the above three, the third follows, for
raga, ;

or, if all three are measured, this relationship

affords a check on the results.
Another thing that is not always realised is that the above
three are only a few of many that might be taken. For

instance, in a tetrode there is the screen/anode mutual
conductance, and the grid/screen mutual conductance, and
others.

There are two chief methods of measurement --known

as the static and dynamic (or D.C. and A.C.) methods

respectively
the characteristic curves point by point and
(s )
to the
the slopes of tangents to the curves at the points conmeasure
cerned. ga is the slope of the anode current/grid voltage
curve, and ra the reciprocal of the slope of the anode current/
anode voltage curve. µ is got by multiplying these, or lay
noting on the curve the ratio of the change in anode voltage to
the grid voltage required to keep the anode current constant

,(0) tomeasure them directly by means of a suitable

A.C. bridge.
The former has the advantage of enabling the properties
of the valve to be visualised as a whole, and the latter gives
more rapid and acctu-ate results at individual points.
Taking characteristic curves is a straightforward process,

given a sufficient number of meters of the appropriate
ranges. As there will probably not
212. Static Tests be enough meters to read the current
and voltage of every electrode at
once, it may be necessary either to switch a meter from one

place to another, or to assume that the voltages applied
to electrodes not immediately concerned arc constant.
Care must then be taken to avoid error due to putting
meters in and out of circuit, or to variations in " constant "
voltages due to changing load. The voltage dropped in
milliammeters should be allowed for. Particular care must

be taken over readings that are above the normal safe
261
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working conditions, such as those with positive grid bias.
If the power is kept on for more than a second or so the

characteristics may be observed to drift and perhaps to
alter permanently. When the anode current in a directly heated valve is very heavy it alters the current distribution

in the filament and results differ appreciably from those
taken under A.C. conditions, which do not allow the filaent time to cool
during the peaks of

COMPONENTS

MEASUREMENTS

shows a circuit arranged for taking anode current/grid
voltage curves. Vx is the valve under test. A suitable

5o c/s voltage is applied to the grid, and also to the horizontal pair of deflection plates of the cathode-ray tube.
It is very likely that the voltage sweep required for the

valve is not the same as is needed to produce a well-

anode current.
Fig. 137 shows the
" Radiolab " valve
tester for labora-

tories, of the meter

type as distinct from
the bridge type. It
is arranged for applying tests to almost

any imaginable
valve.

proportioned trace on the screen, so in practice a potential
The difficulty about taking readings that would over -run

the valve can be got over by projecting curves on the
cathode-ray tube. The 5o c/s supply

divider would be used and preferably adjusted to give a
convenient scale of volts per inch or centimetre.

It is not

practicable to produce a vertical deflection by means of

is very suitable for the purpose, as it is
213. Cathodeplentiful, is high enough in frequency
ray Tests
to prevent the valve from being
damaged in the duration of a half -cycle, and low enough
not to complicate matters by capacitance currents. Fig. t:38

coils directly in the anode circuit, because if the number of

262
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turns were sufficient to give an adequate deflection the

impedance of the coils would constitute a very appreciable
anode circuit load. The game is true of a resistance large
enough to set up a deflecting potential. So it is necessary
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The resistance R is as small as
possible-not enough to affect the anode voltage to a
serious extent-and is followed by an amplifier that is

valuable purpose of the cathode-ray apparatus is to show the
behaviour of the valve under dynamic conditions. If R in

of adequate capacitance -1 µF or so.

effects of altering the frequency or the nature of the coupling
studied. Probably there will be enough signal developed

to use amplification.

practically distortionless at 5o c/s. It should therefore be
worked well within its power, and with coupling condensers

Fig. 138 is replaced by an actual amplifier coupling, then
the dynamic characteristic curves can be displayed, and the

check it by removing the input lead from R. and taking it to

across the coupling to make an amplifier unnecessary.

It is very easy to

a point on the 5o c/s potential divider that gives approximately the same signal amplitudes. If the resulting figure
is a straight diagonal line, with no tendency to form a loop,
there is no appreciable distortion. A similar method
serves for calibration, if R is known.
It is possible to elaborate the scheme so as to show
several curves simultaneously, by using a rapidly rotating
switch, preferably synchronised with the mains, to connect

the anode to a number of appropriate anode voltages.
Although all
this is quite inter-

A still more interesting study is self -oscillation. Suppose
it is desired to see what part of the characteristic curve is
swept over during oscillation ; the anode current deflection
is obtained as in Fig. 138, and either anode or grid voltage
is applied to the other pair of plates. The anode oscillatory

circuit is of course connected between the anode and R.
Fig. 13g shows a circuit used for finding out the extent of the

anode current/anode voltage curve of a dynatron over
which oscillation takes place as the grid bias is adjusted,
and Fig. 540 is one of the results when the bias is very much
less than the oscillation threshold value.

esting, the most

Coming now to bridge methods, the simplest quantity
to measure is p. If the µ of a valve is, say, 20, it means

111

214.

Valve

Bridges-

Amplification

that the increase in anode current
due tot volt more on the anode can
be counteracted by an extra A -volt
negative on the grid. So the very

simple mrangement of Fig. 14t seves
the purpose. The tapping point,r or
the resistances each side of it, are adjusted until there is
silence in the phones ;
Factor

then p =
The

T

anode circuit

does

not

Fig.

Oa.
va

Peg

OEM. OTION
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impedance in

the

141

matter, as

Simple MSS.
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there is no A.C. component at balance; but any voltage

drop due to D.C. must, of course, be allowed for in
adjusting the anode voltage.

The chief practical difficulty,

especially with high-µ valves, is to avoid excessive stray
capacitance due to batteries and phones. Fig. 540 shows
how this can be done, and also an amplifier as an alternative to phones. As R is generally much larger than r,
there is likely to be a
preponderance of valve
capacitance current via

MEASUREMENTS: COMPONENTS
is

very convenient for making R, a direct -reading

control.

The circuit for measurement of g is delightfully simple

(Fig. 143) and so is the calculation (go, =II).

If the result

is wanted in milliamps per volt, or
millimlsos, multiply by loon ; if in
rnicamps per volt, or micromhos,

Mutual
Conductance
216.

by 1,000,000. It would be possible,
without unduly complicated switching, to adapt the

the anode, so a condenser C is shown for
balancing it out. This
preliminary balance is

arrangement of Fig. 140 to include this test also.

Note that in this method any screen or other electrode
to be kept at a steady voltage with regard to the cathode
must be supplied by a battery separate from the one used

carried out with the

valve cold. If R is
fixed at some value

for the anode.

P. D. Tyersdescribes in The

Wireless World,

Aug. 13th, 1937, an equivalent D.C. method of measurement which is arranged to avoid separate batteries.

such as woo O, r can be
direct -reading in µ.

Of the three quantities, g, is the one that most usefully
expresses the " goodness " of the valve, and so is often the

one to be measured-more or less-in commercial valve

A very simple method is to note the reduction
in anode current on switching in a cathode -biasing resistor
(Fig. 144). A full account of this was given in Experimental
The
Wireless (now The Wireless Engineer), Sept., 1908.
checkers.

anode current meter is adjusted to full scale, I with R
short-circuited ; the switch is then opened, and the new
reading, Is, noted.
By switching in the resistance Rs the

used

rj = R,

balance

:g:d:che,ed,
cruT`be

p - 1 ).

Anode
A.C. Resistance

Then

I, - I,

= Ij R

and if r, is not very low the second term can be neglected

in approximate tests, and the instrument made direct -

It will be noticed that if e and R are of the correct

values to balance for µ, it is impossible to balance
But if, when r and R. are right for it
215.

gm

balance,

a

resistance R, -=&

is switched in at the same time as

R the formula simplifies

to

266

rj = rooR and this

In any case it is useful for comparative tests.
Another suggestion by the author for a simple g. -meter
for service or routine tests is illustrated by Fig. 545 taken
reading.

from
article "The Hartley Circuit " in The Wireless
World,an May 215I and 08th, 1937, in which the underlying

principles and calibration are explained. It makes use of
a close -coupled Hartley oscillating circuit, such as a
3
ratio iron core transformer of 3H in parallel with
267
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0.005 µF ; r is a rheostat
of about 25,000 ik maxi ,which can be cali-

mainly of r, and with negative bias the latter ought to be
infinite, but actually both valves have a certain amount
of capacitance which, with its resistive component, intro-

It is adjusted until the

duces some loss as well as change in tuning. These effects
are present when the valve is cold, but when it is working

brated directly in g..

meter indicates the start
of oscillation.
The
existence of oscillation

there are additional effects that can be lumped in with

them. For example, at ultra -high fretquencies the apparent
input shunt resistance falls off very seriously due to a phase

change caused by the finite time taken by electrons to
cross the inter -electrode spaces. Then there is the cele-

brated Miller effect, caused by amplified potentials on the
anode working back to the grid via the anode -grid capacitance. The resistance and reactance thus reflected may
be either positive or negative, according to the nature of
the anode circuit.
The transit -time effect is rather difficult to investigate;

but all the others can be measured by the dynatron, in
exactly the same manner as for R.F. chokes (see Secs.
184-5), and the value expressed as an equivalent resistance

and reactance (or capacitance, if more convenient). As
both may be very high, and the shunting effect therefore
small, it is desirable for the oscillatory circuit itself to have
d very high Qin order to show up the effect measurably.

Aerials
The resistance and reactance of an aerial, whether of

open or frame type,

Impedance
Measurements

218.
is,

perhaps, more convincing evidence of the soundness
of a valve than tests of a more academic nature.
Apart from the usual characteristics already discussed,
one of the most important is the effect of the valve on the
circuits to which it is connected. A

Input and
Output Losses

217.

tuned coupling circuit, for example, is

affected by the output impedance of

the preceding valve and the input

impedance of the succeeding valve.
268

The thriller consists

can

also be measured by the

dynatron, and calls for no further
comment except to point out that
the impedance may be too low to
be measured comfortably straight

across the " X " terminals and may have to be connected
across a section of the coil as described in Sec. 196. And,
strictly speaking, one ought to hold a transmitting licence
before making such tests
For inform...
.si
of yam.. 'rubes as liknOtigh
!

r.rosinatra-'lerT,

W.

WePOPi.':;rd.

tr. Wire.. E..,

Chenoterisfic'Cons=371.

September, sq.,
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perhaps reduce the too volts to 85 volts, giving a " gain "
of 0.85 (any gain less than cis, of course, a loss). The
overall gain is thus 5o x ffi85, or 42-5.
A disadvantage of this method of reckoning is that if
the relationship between gain and, say, frequency

MEASUREMENTS

difficult
SETS

this chapter we progress from individual components
cornbinations of components, of which receivers arc
INto
the most plentiful examples. But a recei
is two
steps upward in complexity, for even the simplest includes
includes
several departments, each of which is a distinct
cannot
combination ; and the performance of a rece
be analysed unless measurements are madeiver on these
separately. So firstly there are

Amplifiers
Presumably the most important thing to know about
an amplifier is its amplification or gain, and how this
depends on frequency and amplitude of the signal. The
relationship to amplitude leads' on to consideration of

to get a fair idea of the performance of the

amplifier by looking at the shape of the curve. Fig. 146
shows three frequency characteristic curves. The only
thing that can be reliably learnt from a glance at them is

that amplifier A gives a greater gain than B, which in
turn gives more than C. But whereas it appears at first
sight that the difference between A and B is wider than

that between B and C, reference to the scale of gain shows
that while A is 21 times B, B is 4 times C. This way of
plotting amplification curves is therefore misleading, even
if one is interested in comparing merely the general level
of gain. But in considering a frequency characteristic the

actual gain is of less consequence than the relative gain
at different frequencies. Curve C is nearly fiat compared
with curve A, and one might jump to the conclusion that
the amplifier it represents gives more uniform amplification.
But in actual fact all three curves indicate identical
frequency characteristics.

output power and distortion.

As the moat practice is to express gain in decibels it
may be as well to digress fora moment in order to be
quite clear about what this unit
It appears
iu
use causes
a certain
of
Uist;g iteectecg.
means.
thatamount
'''merim's
confusion, particularly when the input
to an amplifier is measured in volts and the output in watts.
The most obvious way of specifying gain is as the ratio

between input and output. If an input signal of 2 volts
is applied and the resulting output is oo volts, the gain
is
or 5o. Of course, this is not necessarily the same

as the gain when a signal of 1 volt is applied, for the

signal level must be taken into account if it is not within
the range of substantially linear amplification.
output transformer added to this amplifier may
A
270

is

expressed by means of a curve on such a basis, it is very

CHAPTER 9
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As a plotted curve has little purpose if it does not succeed
in saving one from having to make numerical calculations
in order to draw fair conclusions, them is obviously a need
for some system of reckoning gain which will make things
that actually are equal look equal. This object is attained
if gain is plotted on logarithmically -divided paper.
Frequency scales already are, or should be, plotted in this
way, for similar reasons. Fig. 147 shows the same three

fix the zero level by the flat portion of the curve, or by its
level at some standard frequency such as 45o or 1,000 c/s.

shapes and respective levels of the three curves to present

call

curves transferred to such a sheet, and even if the gain
scale were omitted altogether one could depend upon the

a fair comparison. A given distance along the vertical

scale represents a certain in
in gain, wherever along
n obvious step to divide the
the scale it may be so it is acrease
scale into equal divisions and call them units of gain. A
tenfold increase is divided into ten equal steps called
decibels, and as a gain of 1 on the
2.1.

ProperDecibels

use

scaleo,,rijiailos,,is

is reallymadellyc
neither angline

decibel scale. to on the gain ratio
scale therefore corresponds to to on the db male, too to ao,
and so on. Because the db scale is uniformly divided, one
is free to put the zero wherev r it is convenient.
For
instance, in studying one of the amplifiers whose characteristics are shown in Fig. '47 i might be convenient to

The graph would then read directly db below or above
normal. And for curves of such things as gramophone
pick-ups, where gain is meaningless, the choice of zero
db level is similarly open.
For this reason there is no sense in referring to a power
or signal strength of so many decibels,. unless some starting
point is specified or understood. It is correct to refer to
an output of half a watt as +to db if it has been agreed to
mW " zero ".

Mathematically the gain in db = 10 log,.Pi where
P, and P5 are input and output power, or alternatively

the power before and after some change has been made in
the operating condition.
In radio practice it is usual to measure the signal at one
or both ends of the amplifier in volts. In line telephone
work, where decibels originated, signals are usually
established across some definite impedance such as

600 ohms, and as power is proportional to

in db = on log,.

assuming that the

impedance

the gain

is the same

is both eases:. If V, and V. are " before and after " figures,

being measured at the same place each time, there is
obviously no difficulty about impedance. But if the
impedances, Z, and Z, are different the proper formula
is 20 log,.
+ o V,Zs
log,. + to log,. K, where K, and K,
are the power factors of the impedances ; or if currents
+
I, and I, am measured, the gain in db is so log,.
to log,.

+ ro log,.

otherwise one gets absurdities

;

such as a high -gain amplifier with a low impedance output

apparently giving a decibel

loss,

or a transformer by

itself giving a gaM.

In valve amplifiers the impedance at the input to a

valve may sometimes be practically infinity, which leads
272
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to a result almost as absurd as the previous one, and

considerably more useless; so, as the actual gain or loss

at any particular point on the curve is generally of minor
importance compared with the relative level under various
conditions, it is customary to leave impedance out of
account. But the prevalence of this practice must not be

allowed to obscure the true principle, or confusion sooner
or later is certain.

Tables connecting decibels with voltage (or current)
and power ratios are given in Sec. 308, but the best way
is to read them off a slide rule. Suppose the output power
of a receiver is observed to rise from 46 to 58 mW as the
result of a change in frequency. The ratio found on the
slide rule in the ordinary way is 126 ; but if instead of
bothering to look for this the log scale is read-nearly os

-the gain in db is obtained by the simple process of
multiplying by so, and is therefore 1.

This works only
when the ratio is not over so. For every additional figure
to the left of the decimal point in the ratio it is necessary

to add so db to the result ; or to subtract sofor each

place to the right. With practice the process becomes as
rapid as ordinary slide rule calculation. If the readings
in the above example were taken in volts they would be
in the ratio of s .1c (i.e., 1/1,6), or 0 cc5 on the log scale,

and must be multiplied by co, giving s db again.
Incidentally, t db is about the least change in signal

strength that can be noticed by ear when it is made rapidly.
Coming now to work on amplifiers, the technique differs

A single meter can be switched from end to end, as
shown, in which case it need not be calibrated, nor even
be particularly free from " drift " or frequency error, so
long as it does not take enough current to alter the signal
when it is switched in. A valve voltmeter, even of
extemporised type, is the obvious type of indicator for
this
and a cathode-ray tube is also suitable, especially
for large signals. A metal rectifier meter or even a pair
of headphones may be used if their impedance is high
enough relative to the signal circuits. It is merely a
;

matter of adjusting to equality, not of actual measurement.

It need hardly be mentioned that a sensitive valve volt-

meter should not be switched in such a manner as to

open -circuit its grid between the two positions, and that
precautions must he taken to exclude non -signal potentials
such as H.T. voltages. Both objects me achieved by using
a grid condenser and leak circuit, but even then there is a
possibility of momentary violent surges on switching over,

which might injure a sensitive instrument unless it is

temporarily desensitised. As a matter of fact there is
rarely any need for sensitive instrsunents in this type of test.
The alternative.is to use two indicators and no switching,
4.

according to the frequency, so first will be considered
audio -frequency amplifiers, either as

221. Measurement separate units or departments of a
of A.F. Gain
receiver or other apparatus.
Gain or loss can be measured Icy
applying a suitable signal and observing its strength at
input and output. As already explained, a better method,
and one that is standard in telecommunication practice, is

to insert a calibrated attenuator and adjust it until the

stet gain of the combination is nil. Fig. 148 is a diagram
of the scheme. Of course, it is necessary to consider the
proper terminations to the units
the amplifier will
274
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ordinarily be working into its proper load, such as a loudspeaker, or a resistance representing its normal load.
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so that their impedance does not so much matter ; but it
is necessary to check their readings against one another at
all frequencies

if the actual gain

is

to be measured

Neither meter need be calibrated, unless the
" zero " gain and the signal level are to be measured at
the same time. One ought, however, to have at least
accurately.

some idea of the signal level, in order to avoid overloading
the amplifier or perhaps even the attenuator. The method
of connection shown tends to result in a high signal strength,
and is suitable for use with a low -output source. If the

position of amplifier and attenuator were reversed, the
signal level with a weak source might be so low as not

to he clear of noise, hum, etc. ; but it is quite satisfactory
if the output of the source is comparable with the normal
output of the amplifier.
It is when taking a frequency characteristic that one
realises the immense advantage of having a constant -output
source. If the input signal can be

222
Fy
Characteristics

relied upon to be constant at

all

frequencies, all that one has to do on

shifting

to a new frequency is to

adjust the attenuator to keep the output meter reading

constant and then to read the attenuator. Switching and
input adjustment are avoided.
The amateur laboratory may not possess an attenuator
suitable for the impedance concerned and calibrated over

a wide enough range. On the other hand the valve

voltmeter may not be capable of reading over such a wide

range of signal strength as that represented by input
and output of a high -gain amplifier, and, even if it is, it

is not desirable to measure signals of such widely different
strength if it can be avoided ; so a compromise between
the methods is shown in Fig. rig. The signal is attenuated

to a known extent by the potential divider R, 125, so as
to make the input and output signals at the voltmeter of
the same order of strength. There is then little risk of
feed -back due to switching and the input signal can be
read on the same voltmeter range as the output. If the
gain of the amplifier is very variable, as when a tone control system is being tested, it is desirable for the
276

attenuation to be semi -adjustable ; and special care must
be taken toensure that overloading does not
at any frequency. Fig. 149, incidentally, illustrates the
use of the attenuator ahead of the amplifier, but the same
method may be adopted with the circuit of Fig. r48.
The simple switching shown assumes that the " earthy "
side of each instrument is common ; if not, a double -pole
switch is of course needed.

If the unit to be measured introduces a

loss, the

attenuator with which it is compared must be connected in
parallel with it, instead of in cascade ;
223. Measurement otherwise the procedure is the same.
of Attenuation
Fig. 15o illustrates the connections
or Loss
when the known attenuator is of the
simple type shown in Fig. 149. To
take an example, suppose the voltmeter reading in
position t is 1.3 and in position u is 1.5, and that R, and R,
are goo and ton ohms respectively. Then the " gain " is

or as 15, which is - 18.8 db.
too
The procedure in measuring a multi -stage amplifier

3 x

5.5
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225.

of Overloading

=no__

c.

'

stage by stage is obviou , but it

SETS

have been warnings to keep it well
within the handling capacity of the
apparatus. Up to a point the output

Avoidance

a normal

amplifier

is

almost

exactly proportional to the input-in other words, the
amplifier has a linear amplitude characteristic-but

beyond this point the characteristic bends over in some
such way as is shown in Fig. 15r. It is evident that if
curve t is the characteristic of an amplifier it does not
matter what signal strength is used to measure its gain so
long as the input does not exceed A' (or the output exceed

The need for caution occurs when the gain

as cared

is

at other fi'equencies or conditions, because if at

some other frequency the gain is higher, as shown by
curve 2, the original maximum allowable input voltage
N might go beyond the new overload point B.
is necessary

to take

It happens

dim a constant output voltage would have avoided this

of a high -ratio step-up transformer, or the leads may

or, but it is possible for the characteristic to change to
curve 3, when neither input nor output voltages previously
certified to be safe could be allowed.
The position

If much work is to be done on the tasting and design
of A.F. transformers, tone controls, etc., the continual

226. Determine- a sufficiently large wale it is found to
tion of Overload point

particular care when instruments are connected across

valve grid circuit, for even the capacitance of a valve
voltmeter may have an appreciable effect on the secondary
introduce undesirable feed -back in a very high -gain
amplifier.

224.

Automatic

Frequency -curve

plotting of frequency curves becomes
very tedious. It may pay to set up

special apparatus for tracing curves

automatically or semi -automatically.
Various methods have been devised,
some depending on mechanical operation of the oscillator

Plotting

frequency control linked with the frequency base of the
recorder or oscilloscope, and some entirely electrical in
action. It is important that the frequency sweep is not

too rapid for the apparatus under test

to follow.

definite, because

if an apparently straight portion of
characteristic is accurately plotted on

be

not quite

straight.

curvature causes A Jome harmonic distorAny

and it is just a
uestion of how much is

sluff

An

example of a rapid curve -tracing system is described by
W. N. Weeden, in The Wireless World, August 13th, xp37,
P. t37.

In describing gain- and frequency -characteristic measurements on amplifiers, the only references to signal amplitude
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sometimes this reckons in all harmonics, and sometimes it

includes only the strongest-and or 3rd, as the case may
be. There are other more complicated methods of
reckoning harmonic distortion, in the effort to make it a

frequencies nor

/

by the square of the
voltage may be con-

the maximum output that does not contain more
than a specified percentage of specified harmonics, or
(b) the harmonics present when a specified output is
(a)

.

siderably different from
the actual watts.

Unfortunately there is no entirely satisfactory

method of getting either of these strictly definite results
without more or less elaborate or costly apparatus but
if some margin is allowed to cover individual judgment

it is a simple matter to discover a practical overload point.
A gain -measuring circuit, such as that of Fig. 143 is used,

and the signal increased until the gain shows decided
An elaboration of this method that
is particularly useful for rapid production tests is a pair
of ganged attenuators, one ahead of the amplifier and the
other behind, so arranged as to keep the total attenuation
signs of falling off.

constant.

So long as the amplifier is linear, therefore, the

final output is steady, but beyond the overload point it
changes.
power.

The attenuator can be calibrated in output

For occasional tests one would plot a curve such as
those already discussed in Fig. 15, It can be plotted
either in terms of voltage or power-the latter is more

usual-but not a mixture of both. If the input is measured
in volts, the readings should be squared in order to plot
against watts, as in Fig. 152. This curve appears to be
quite linear only as far as 1, but that is a rather excessively
conservative

overload

point.

Good quality may be

expected with the very moderate curvature up to

a, but
an output corresponding to the third point would probably
be marred by noticeable distortion.
Instruments for measuring output power are discussed
in Sec. 6o. The usual methods involve measurement of
the voltage developed across a known resistance-the load
resistance. If the voltage is measured across a loud speaker

235

non-

reactive, and the nominal resistance of the
loud speaker multiplied

fair measure of the objectionableness of what one hears.
In testing amplifiers it is desirable to be able to measure

being given.

SETS

or similar load, it must
be remembered that it
is neither constant at all

5 per cent., but

ihn52.12'`I`acF,":5:7:ErriEi)'i
It is often instructive to take a load resistance characteristic, which is a curve of output watts against load
resistance. There are two varieties,
In each
case the load resistance is varied and

227.

Loadresistance

which must not be confused.

Characteristics

the corresponding watts in it observed,

but in one the signal voltage to the

grid of the valve is kept constant at some level comfortably

below the overload point, and in the other the signal

voltage is adjusted for each load resistance until a specified
limit of distortion is reached. In the first case the

maximum output is obtained when the load resistance

equals the effective internal resistance of the valve feeding
it (and is a convenient method of measuring that quantity)
in the other, the load resistance giving the greatest useful
;

output, and the amount of that output, are found; the

optimum resistance depends on a number of conditions,
but is usually at least twice a triode valve resistance and
only a fraction of a pentode resistance. Note the effective
internal resistance is mentioned above ; if negative feedback is used, such resistance may be quite different from
the actual valve resistance.
A curve such as Fig. 152 does not give much idea of the
nature of the distortion. A much better and actually
easier test is by means of the cathode-ray tube as described
281
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228. Detection of in Sec. 207 in connection with trans Non -linearity by formers, except that, in an amplifier,
Cathode-ray Tube OA (indicating the input voltage)
may be so small compared with
OB (the output) as to make the line almost vertical,
whereas for examining distortion it is better for it to
be at about 45° to the vertical; and the expedient
described in connection with Fig. 149 is adopted to bring
input and output voltages at the tube approximately
equal, either by applying mom than the amplifier input
or stepping down its output. As a cathode-ray tube
requires a fairly large deflection voltage (compared with
the usual valve voltmeter), and deflection amplifiers are
obviously undesirable for the present purpose, the former
method is shown in Fig. 153.
Deua on
and

Oa

00'01'1:
perfectly

olznel

CAW

Phase shift is not considered to be a distortion so far as
continuous tones are concerned, but b important in
television amplifiers and in negative
229. Phase Shift feed -back amplifiers. Zero phase shift
(or a multiple of 113o° shift) is
indicated by a diagonal line enclosing no area. As the
shift increases to go)) the line opens out into a circle (or

ellipse, if OA and OB arc unequal), and then contracts
to a diagonal with the opposite slope at Lfle. Of GOUTrse
flo° shift can always be produced by reversing one pair
of connections. An inductive
load- or coupling -impedance,

or capacitance reactance in
series with either (both occur
in amplifiers at.the lowest frequencies) causes a phase lead;

the reverse (both occur at the
283
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highest frequencies), a lag. If, therefore, an inductance is
shunted across the output and the phase shift is seen on
the screen to increase, the original shift must have been a
lead ; and vice versa.

Amplitude distortion is detected in the same way as
described for transformers, and illustrated in Fig. i36
b to d.
When there is no phase
230. General
difference, this is a fairly delicate test
for such distortion-much mo so
Usefulness of

Cathode-ray Tube than throwing the waveform of the

in Amplifier

output on the screen on a linear time
base, and is much easier to carry out
because no time base is needed, nor
need the teal signal itself be undistorted. An exception is when

Testing

the amplification of the unit under Lest discriminates
considerably between the frequency of the test signal and
its harmonics. When designing or investigating an amplifier a cathode-ray tube across input and output is an
indispensable aid.
One can learn more about it in half
an hour than by days of testing with meters.
It is particularly valuable for detecting spurious oscillation of an
amplifier (and, incidentally, establishing its frequency),
r120 only when the amplifier is at rest but also when working
under various conditions.
It is a possibility for spurious
oscillation to occur at only one part of the cycle of a
signal (indicated by such as Fig. t 54), and only within
certain limits of amplitude and frequency.. This would
cause an unpleasant burn, or blast on certain notes, but
what chance would there be of detecting the cause with
anything than a cathode-ray tube!

A cathode-ray figure can also be used for measuring the

actual proportions of the harmonics, provided that the
input/output figure is a line and
2A3nh
encloses no area (a condition that
Analysis
exists in the majority of cases at some
medium frequency, even when the
load is not a resistor), and that there is no cathode-ray
origin -distortion.

The following method is adapted from that described
1
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by J. A. Hutcheson,° who demonstrates it for all harmonics
up to and including the seventh ; and it involves only the
simplest arithmetic. Fig. t55 shows how the requisite

(e-1.8211,-1.092V,}o.655V,-o.699V,-o-751V0).

V

1,46

data are derived from the cathode-ray figure. The total
output swing, a, is measured, as it conveniently can be by
cutting off the input (horizontal) deflection. The other
quantities, b to g, are the distances, measured vertically
(in the direction of the output deflection), from a straight
line drawn between the ends of the curve to selected points
on the curve. The relative horizontal distribution of
these points is shown. Distances measured datunzbards.

The seventh is the only one that takes more than a moment

from the straight line are called negative, those upwards are
positive. These signs must be carefully observed through-

The percentage of any harmonic is 1oo V,, and the

or two to work out, and it can be omitted unless there is
reason to believe that the upper odd harmonics are
appreciable.

The amplitude of the fundamental, V differs from the
amplitude of deflection only by the odd harmonics

V, =

+ V, -V, + V,

out the calculation, but the signs of the final answers are
of no great significance. The distances can either be
measured in volts if the screen is calibrated, in which case
the amplitudes of the harmonics are given in volts or
in any arbitrary units such as millimetres, for the units
make no difference to the harmonic percentages.

percentage total harmonies is

If the amplitudes of the various harmonics
are denoted by V,, V,, etc., they are given by

as differences between probably
larger quantities, the working must be done to at least one

;

f+c +d-b-g

b

3

I

...

b=

4
5

V ; -h

answers, and only the first is likely to be at all reliable even
if the work has been done very carefully.
As an example, suppose that in Fig. 155
leo

d-b-g

V

-+

more significant figure than is expected in the answers.
C;enerally two significant figures arc satisfactory in the

4

3

V, -f 3

1/-,

It is essential tomeasure the figure accurately and to
avoid distortion of it, for unless the electrical distortion
is very bad the harmonies are relatively small.
Also,

g

z.8z8

d= -7

V._

=
Then
011.0,/

Vs

-2 - 12
3

11.1.11.

Electronics,J,e

e5.e. efi.
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-7 -I- to 4

V, - tq- 4.67
3

V, = o
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V, = 4'67 +
V, =

07808 3 - 4.67 - 4.60 = oMy

3.33 = -0'57

v,_.-2-t(t 82 X3.33)

67) -(0699
) )46

696 X

-2 + 6.07 -

0

97)+(o 7P 6,7)

0P05 ± 0.53

V, = 6o -I- 4.67 - 0'07 - 0.83 = 63.77
Percentage and harmonic = 5-2
4m

.=."

total

= 9.5

For measuring harmonics more accurately and under
more general conditions the methods commonly used make
use of a filter or bridge to balance out
232. Measurement the fundamental, and an attenuator
of Harmonics
to compare what is left-i.e., the
total harmonics-with the fundamental. The filter method, exemplified by the General
Radio 732-13 Distortion and Noise Meter, is satisfactory

at any one fixed frequency ; but it is impracticable to

vary the cut-off frequency of the filter widely. The

Marconi-Earo TF-14a Distortion Factor Meter makes use

of a bridge to balance out the fundamental, which may
be anything from too to 8,000 c/s. It is therefore much
more useful, because harmonic distortion negligible at one
frequency may be serious at another, but naturally the
apparatus is more costly and complex. Neither of these
gives the order and proportions of the separate harmonics ;

to get these a still more elaborate instrument must be

MEASUREMENTS

an analysing oscillation at each harmonic frequency in
turn, but the author's experience is that unless harmonic
analysers are designed and used with great care, or are
very restricted in scope, the results are not satisfactory or
easy to obtain. For example, an oscillator is required
whose own harmonies are entirely negligible. The
cathode-ray method at least avoids this serious difficulty.
Amplifier tests so far described involve the application
of only one test signal at a time. Considering that
amplifiers are seldom actually used
233. Interundersuch a restricted condition it is

to

surprising that these tests are generally

regarded as adequate. It is most
informative to apply two signals simultaneously, and is

another line of attack on the type of distortion-non-

linearity-that causes harmonics. If an amplifier, gramophone pick-up, microphone, loud speaker, or other link in
the chain has a non-linear characteristic-i.e., output not

in exact proportion to input-not only are harmonics
produced on top of any single tone being handled but
two or more tones being handled simultaneously modulate

one another and produce a whole range of new tones not
present in the original. Harmonics at least harmonise
with the fundamental (though not necessarily with one
another) but modulation products are generally bad
discords.t If one tone carries the amplifier to a portion
of its characteristic where the amplification is appreciably

different from that to smaller signals, any weaker tone
simultaneously present is mutilated. A very low frequency

may not be conspicuous, owing to the insensitiveness of
the ear to low tones, but yet may have by far the greatest

amplitude present, enough to cut up the more audible
57
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conclusion that the objectionableness el
inulled by analysing dm aide -tones in
nidy

n the basis of harmo.c perceniave
pentodes do not

ai

used, such as the General Radio 736-A Wave Analyser.

Various methods have been described for analysing
286
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harmonics, such as the production of slow beats by applying
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middle and top frequencies. This was mentioned in

In certain circumstances, such as push-pull operation,
the modulating tone may be the ripple left over as a result
of inadequate smoothing.
In a
234. Modulation straight amplifier such a ripple would
Hum
show up as excessive hum, but in
push-pull such hunt is cancelled out.

connection with loud speakers (Sec. zoo) and a method of
test briefly described. Amplifiers, because their output is
in electrical instead of acoustical form, are easier to test
in this way,* and Fig. i56 shows the scheme.

If too much advantage is taken of this in reducing smoothing

componen., the ripple, though sufficiently balanced out
to be inoffensive with no signal, may nevertheless swing
each valve over much of its characteristic as to modulate
a signal. Thisso modulation hum can be identified by
examining the output of the amplifier with the cathode-ray
Fig. 156. Apgar tus for testing unit... For ,attt,..dtdFF1Ftnt d

can

A convenient source of the low frequency is the ever useful A.C. mai
while the high frequency may be
1,000-2,000 Os andns, is kept far within the handling ability
of the amplifier or other apparatus under test. The low
frequency is adjustable up to the overload point. A filter
with a cut-off at, say, etoo cis, removes the low frequency,

and the high frequency can be examined for modulation
by loud speaker or cathode-ray tube. If the latter, the
filter makes a very delicate test possible, because the

removal of the strong signal enables the weak to be

amplified and the damage examined, as it were, through
a microscope. If the amplifier is perfect within the limits

of the strong signal, the weak appears on the screen at
uniform amplitude ; but if there is non-linearityits nature
is revealed by the contour of the wave. In this connection,

tube on a base of the A.C. supply feeding the amplifier
power unit. A single test signal, of a relatively high
frequency, is applied ; and a filter is not essential, so the
apparatus is very simple. Modulation hum shows up as
an irregularity in the envelope of the signal wave, and its
seriousness can be gauged by comparison with the mean
amplitude of the signal.
The measurement of straight hum might seem relatively
simple, but it is not. The results of using an output power
meter or an A.C. voltmeter across the

235. Measurement output of the amplifier are almost
entirely useless.
of Hum
Owing to the
enormous dependence of the se
tivity of the ear on frequency (the expression " frequency
distortion due to the ear " sounds a bit hard on Nature),
and such complications as speaker resonances, a barely
audible low-pitched hum may give a pronounced reading
on a meter which fails to show any response at all to an

the low -frequency base shown in Fig. 156 is simpler to
supply and easier to interpret than the linear base shown
by Bartlett. A pentode or other element that flattens
both positive and negative peaks will obviously produce a

result such as Fig. 157 (a); while a partial rectifier such
as a triode shows up as at B.
If the distortion is taking
place at some stage differing in phase from the signal at
the input, the envelope of the wave shows loops as at s.
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aurally poisonous

high-pitched ripple.

One partial

solution is to interpose a weighted network "-a filter
designed to attenuate frequencies in proportion to the
sensitivity of the ear-followed by or combined with an
amplifier. The slope of the average aural characteristic
(Fig. 158) is about 12 dh per octave up to 80o c/s in the
region of 20 phons loudness (which may be regarded as
typical of unobjectionable burn). An increase of 6 dh per
octave can be obtained by taking the potentials developed
across an inductance in a constant -current circuit, such as

a pentode whose internal resistance is very much greater
than the maximum load impedance.
236. " Weighting" The required' characteristic can there an Amplifier
fore be obtained by employing two
stages in cascade. The inductance is
selected by considering the frequency at which no gain is

Assuming a pentode with a working mutual
conductance of a mA/V, an inductance of
H gives a
necessary.

small gain at too c/s, which is the lowest main component
in a full wave rectifier system, and a slight loss at 5o c/s,
which is prominent in a half -wave system. The resistance

of the coil should not exceed about 200 fi at the most.
To limit the gain at the upper frequencies and bring the
compensation into accord with the remainder of the aural
characteristic, the coil is shunted by to 00 D resistance
and o -nos 0F capacitance. Fig. 159 shows the circuit of

a proposed weighted amplifier on these

lines.

approximate overall gain is

The

c/s

30

100

300

1,000

3,000

10,000

Gain, db

-to

8

28

42

48

42

and the resultant of this and the 2o-phon aural characteristic is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 158. The output
voltmeter should either have an impedance not less than
about o' 1,

MD, or be driven from a stage of power

amplification, and is preferably of the R.M.S. variety.

When connected across the output load, R.L, of an amplifier

under test, the voltmeter reading divided by 'VAL gives

a comparative indication of the sound that would be
produced by a perfect loud speaker substituted for

Note that the weighting amplifier gives a nearly level aural
characteristic over the whole audible frequency band, and
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any hiss or other noise present is also indicated ; if only

hum is to be included, a filter cutting off above about

1,000 c/s should be interposed.
Passing now to radio -frequency amplifiers, the differences
are more in emphasis than in basic principle. The ethod
of measuring A.F. gain (Sec. seat) is
237. R.F.
applicable, if proper precautions are
Amplifierstaken to avoid stray reactances in the
Measurement
attenuator and in the indicator.
of Gain
Unless the frequency and the total
gain are comparatively low it is
generally impracticable to bring the signal from the highlevel end of the attenuator out into the open, and therefore

to get an absolute measurement of gain both attenuator
and output meter must hr calibrated. The attenuator is
almost invariably ahead of the amplifier and incorporated
in

the source, which thus becomes a standard signal

generator.

Metal -rectifier meters at best are available
only at the lowest radio frequencies, and the valve voltmeter is the standard form of indicator. Even its effect

ethods of

on

be considered and allowed for. Such
effects can be avoided if the system to be measured includes

a detector valve, for there is little difficulty in adapting it

to serve as a temporary valve voltmeter by inserting a

suitable meter in the anode circuit. The rectified current

in a diode detector is only a few microamps, but if a

low -reading microammeter is not available an alternative
is to observe the anode current in an added valve used as
a Z.F. amplifier (Fig. go). The popular double -diode triode can usually be slightly modified to respond to the
Z.F. component of the diode's output.
The method of connecting the test oscillator or signal

generator varies according to the nature of the test, as
shown in Fig. 16o, where a "band-pass " tuned input is
selected as an example.

If the test is meant to start from
the aerial terminals and to allow for the external loss in
the aerial, the oscillator is joined to the aerial terminals
via the dummy aerial (a).

Next the signal is shown injected

in the first tuned circuit, to leave the aerial coupling out
of account (b). Next it is similarly connected in the
292
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secondary, and the loading of the primary may be included,
or not, by switching, or better still by removing it entirely
(c). Lastly the oscillator is connected straight to the grid,
short-circuiting the tuned circuit, which, if in tune, shunts
the generator negligibly (d). It is assumed in all cases
that the oscillator impedance is no more than a few ohms.

In practice

it

may be enough to cause appreciable

flattening of a sharp circuit when connected in series.

By adopting these connections in turn it is possible to
analyse the tuning system and determine the gain or loss
due to each element. For example, with a fixed signal
the output (measured in the anode circuit or farther on
in the system), might he 0.5, 5, to, and o.m5 volts respectively, showing a tenfold loss due to the aerial and

coupling, and a magnification or " Q" of 8o for the

tuned circuits.
In view of the generator -resistance error in measuring
Q-especially if large-in this way it is generally better
to arrive at it by the resonance curve method (Sec. 197).
Relative measurements, such as frequency characteristic

curves, can be made if the instrument at only one end is
calibrated, the other merely serving
238. Selectivity
to keep the level constant. Radio Curves
frequency characteristic curves can

he taken either with the amplifier
retuned for each reading, or with the tuning left alone,
and in the latter case are better known as resonance or
selectivity curves. The variation of gain over the band

of frequencies covered by a selectivity curve may be so
great as to make the choice between constant -input and
constant -output methods a matter of some importance.
The choice is usually settled more by practicability of
measurement than by a consideration of which corresponds

the more closely to actual working conditions. With a
constant input the output meter would not only have to
cover an exceptionally wide range but probably be called
upon to read impracticably low voltages. Measurement
of selectivity will be more fully treated in the section on
signal generator tests of receivers; without a standard
signal generator one is limited to measurements of low
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gain, and moderate selectivity such as that due to a single

tuned circuit or the upper portion of a highly selective

characteristic ; in other words, it is possible to study side band cutting but not adjacent channel selectivity of
modern systems. If a single nscreened circuit is to be

examined it may be energised by a fairly powerful unscreened oscillator placed near enough to give a good
reading on the valve voltmeter connected in parallel, but
not near enough to load or " pull " the circuit appreciably.

If the circuit under test is very selective the loading due
to the voltmeter must either be allowed for (see Sec. 88),
the voltmeter tapped down the coil, or the associated valve,
if any, adapted as a voltmeter.

The frequency of either the oscillator or the circuit or
amplifier under test (usually the former) is varied over

band of perhaps +to kris, and the variation in output
noted. It is very helpful if the oscillator is provided with
a fine control for frequency. Unless a rather complicated

system is used it is hardly practicable to calibrate this
selectivity tuning control accurately in frequency, to be
direct -reading at all settings of the mahis tuning control.

The most accurate method of measuring the frequency

displacement over a narrow band is by means of the
audible beat -frequency set up between it and a fined -

frequency oscillator.
The frequency -modulated oscillator system described in

Chapter 5 (Sec. 85) for depicting response curves continuously on the screen of a cathode-ray tube is worth its
complexity when very much work is to be done on selective

systems, more especially those involving more than one
tuned circuit between valves-the so-called band-pass

tuners. Further reference to this will be made in connection with receivers.
Non -linearity distortion of a carrier wave as such is not

of prime importance ; one is concerned with distortion

the modulated envelope. The
likelihood of such distortion increases
with the depth of modulation. For
measuring it, a modulated oscillator is
of course needed, and the modulating
of

239.

R.F.

Non -linearity

Distortion
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accessible for connecting across one

pair of deflection plates of the cathode-ray tube. The
depth and purity of modulation of the oscillator can be
observed by connecting the modulated output through an
amplifier known to be reasonably distortionless to the

other pair of plates. The result is a figure such as
Fig. t6t (a). The depth of modulation is
(A + 13)
per cent., and the absence of distortion is indicated by the
straightness of the sloping sides. Fig. t6t (b) is an example
of distorted modulation, and c of over -modulation.

Having ascertained that the oscillator itself is beyond
reproach, its output can then be applied to the amplifier
under test, and the output of the latter similarly examined.
Note that purity of the modulating signal is not essential
in making this test.

241.

modulation
rCross-

SETS

the amplifier is tuned is unmodulated,
and a signal modulated to a suitable

depth (preferably too per cent. for
the most exacting test) by an audio

frequency, which can be derived from the mains, is applied
at some off -tune frequency. Although this signal is

presumably tuned out by the selectivity of the whole

amplifier, the earlier stages may be overloaded by it under

some conditions and its modulation impressed on the
in -tune signal, which is finally applied to the cathode-ray
tube on a base of the audio frequency. Cross -modulation
appears as a non -uniformity in the amplitude of the signal
on this base, in the same manner as for modulation hum.

Detectors
Apart from the effective load imposed by the detector
on the preceding tuned circuit (which ran be measured
with the dynatron as described for
242. Informative R.F. resistances generally), there are
Characteristics
a number of characteristics that may
he taken, such as

C./

ILl

to)

- (I) Z.F.
output current or voltage
modulated R.F. input amplitude.
(a) A.F. output against modulated

amplitude.

If the amplifier is followed by a detector, modulation
hum due to Inadequately smoothed valve supply current

can be heard by applying an un-

240.

R.F.

modulated carrier wave over a range

Modulation Hum of strength up to the maximum for
which the amplifier is intended. The

cathode-ray system just described can be used for the same
purpose to make a more searching investigation, the

procedure being the same as for A.F. amplifiers, except,
of course, for the frequency of the signal.
Cross -modulation is another non -linearity effect that
can be studied in a similar manner. The signal to which
296

against un-

R.F.

input

(va) Percentage A.F. harmonics against modulated
R.F. input amplitude.
(3) A.F. output against modulated R.F. input
modulation depth.
(3a) Percentage A.F. harmonics against modulated
R.F. input modulation depth.
(4) A.F. output against modulated R.F. input
modulation frequency.

The first of these is instructive if the detector is to
supply A.V.C. bias, but gives only a partial idea of the
performance of a signal detector.
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or saturation of the valve, but a linear Z.F. characteristic
does not necessarily mean absence of harmonic distortion.

If the A.F. load is less than the Z.F. load, as happens
when the former is fed through a condenser, there may
be severe distortion, which test (3a) is necessary to evaluate.

(4) is seldom really necessary, because the imperfections
can usually be calculated fairlyt easily. (2) or (2a) are
very important with the " grid type of detector, to show
overloading ; are slightly less important with the " anode
bend " type, to show aver- and under -loading; and are
less important still with the diode type, which normally
runs no risk of being overloaded. (3) or (30) are useful

with any type, because none is perfect at too per cent.
modulation. The (a) tests are to be preferred, because
they show directly what can be got at from the others
only by indirect means, but they demand greater instrumental resources.

The technique generally is very similar to that for
corresponding tests of amplifiers, but a few notes follow
for each.
(I) (Z.F. output against modulated R.F. input).
Unless the behaviour of the detector is being studied at
exceptionally low signal strength the
243. Technical
R.F. input amplitude is normally
Procedure
within the scope of a mold -range
valve voltmeter, or at worst can be
brought within it by some simple form of potential divider ;
so an u.calibrated oscillator can be used as a source, and
the output read on a D.C. milliammeter or microammeter

in the anode circuit, at aumber of input amplitudes
covering the desired range.n Then a curve is drawn
connecting them, and inspected with interest for any
bending over, showing overloading. The foot of the
curve is bound to exhibit a bend, but rectifiers differ in
the lower limit of the straight portion. If no suitable
inicroammeter is available for a diode detector, the drop

across its load resistance can be measured by a slide -back
voltmeter with direct connection (i.e., no grid condenser).
(2)

(A.F. output against modulated R.F. input).
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modulated oscillator is needed as a source, and the per-

centage modulation should be known. A modulation
frequency of 400 c/s is customary. In measuring the
output (usually with a valve voltmeter) it is necessary to
make sure that the R.F. component has been thoroughly
filtered away or it will complicate the readings. This can

easily be checked by shutting off the modulation and

seeing whether the reading is zero.
The dynamic input/output curve obtained by this test
is much nearer reality than the result of the previous test.
The harmonic distortion can be estimated by applying the

original modulation voltage to one pair of cathode-ray
tube plates, and the A.F. output to the other, and proceeding as for amplifiers ; but of course any distortion
due to the modulation process is included. For this
reason it is best to work with a moderate modulation
depth-e.g., 3o per cent.-if it is R.F. amplitude overloading that is being primarily studied.
(2a) (A.F. output harmonics against modulated R.F.
input).

If the A.F. source is distortionless and a harmonic

bridge or analyser is available, by all means use them to
measure the distortion direct.
-(3) (A.F. output against input modulation depth).
The difficulty about this most valuable test, which, like (2),

can be observed by meter or cathode-ray tube or both,
is that most modulated oscillators fail just where the test
is most interesting-at the modulation depths approaching
too per cent. If they can be modulated at all up to this
point or near it, the distortion is usually impossibly bad.
The modulation system described in Sec. 35 is one of the
best, but a certain amount of distortion is introduced by
the control rectifier. For full information tests (2) and (3)
ought to be combined.
(3a) (A.F. output harmonics against input modulation
depth). This is even more valuable, but very few people
are blessed with the means of carrying it out properly.
(4) (A.F. output against input modulation frequency).
There is no very great difficulty about this, if a suitable
variable A.F. oscillator is available for modulating purposes.

One usually suspects a falling -off in output at the highest
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modulation frequencies, due to condenser -and -leak time
constant ; or a drop at the lowest frequencies, due to
inadequate coupling condenser ; but the range of output
to be measured is normally quite small.

carry out, as both signal and oscillator voltages can be

Frequency Changers

The problem is very similar to the last, but is complicated
by the presence of the heterodyne oscillator, adjustment of
which influences the performance.
244. Measurement The most practical test is to measure
the heterodyne voltage over the whole
of Heterodyne
of its frequency range to make sure
Voltage
that it nowhere departs too drastically
from that recommended for the type of valve. The valve
voltmeter range ought to include rz to so volts.
Measurement of conversion conductance can be tackled

derived from the 5o c/s supply and the indicator is a
D.C. milliammeter. Fig. 562 shows the arrangement.
The electrodes are fed with their appropriate voltages,
and the oscillator grid receives the normal oscillator
voltage-say to volts-from the low -frequency source
through a grid condenser of correspondingly larger capaci-

tance; o1 p.F would do. The control grid receives a

relatively small signal, say s volt, from the same source.
The Z.F. anode current is read first with this signal in one

phase and then with phase reversed by m
switch shown.

of the

The difference in mA betweeneans the two

readings, divided by twice the peak signal voltage, is the
conversion conductance in mA/V.

in the straightforward way of applying a known signal

voltage to the control grid and measur245. Measurement ing the I.F. output under actual
working conditions, but the latter
of Conversion
Conductance
part of it presents some difficulties.

The I.F. must be separated as well

as possible from the components of other frequencies, by

choosing an I.F. middy different from the others and
measuring the output voltage with a low -loss valve volt-

meter a

a sharply -tuned resonant circuit, but the

result is stillcross not known unless the resonant impedance of
this circuit is known. However, the conversion gain-the

ratio of I.F. voltage output to signal -frequency voltage
input-is sometimes more interesting than the conversion
conductance. Or the ratio of conversion conductance to
mutual conductance, which in a good system approaches

0.5, can be measured by finding the ratio of signal -

frequency to intermediate -frequency voltage at the input,
other things being equal, required to give equal output.
Although it is open to the objection that it does not
represent working conditions, a method described by
Benjamin, Cosgrove and Warren, in the Journal of the I.E.E.
(Wireless Section), June, 1937, and embodied in the Radiolab

Power Units
In measuring the ou put of a power unit it is hardly
necessary at this stage to remind the reader of the ira246.

Output

Voltage

por ance of using a low -current volt me cr to measure the no-load voltage ;

mo e especially from sources with a

high internal resistance, due perhaps
to potential dividers or series -connected resistors. If the
output is to be measured under load-i.e., when supplying

current-then the current drawn by the voltmeter, if
appreciable, can be added to that drawn by the load.

Visual Valve 'Fester (Fig. 537) is delightfully simple to

Sometimes the voltmeter itself constitutes an adequate
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Or, what comes to the same thing, if the load
current is measured by a milliammeter and the load reload.

sistance is known, the voltage follows from Ohm's Law.

The output voltage Yearn power units for television
cathode-ray tubes or other loads taking a small current at
high potential can most conveniently be measured by an
electrostatic voltmeter.
If the output voltage is measured at several currents it
is possible to draw a curve connecting output current and
voltage, known as a regulation curve.
247. Regulation
There is no need for many points,
and Crossbecause the " curve " is usually
regulation
indistinguishable from a straight line.

Characteristics

Voltages at full, half, and no load
are generally enough.

When a number of outputs are available in one unit
it may be desirable to obtain cross-regulatton data, to show
the effect of varying load across one output on the voltage
supplied to another. If there are numerous outputs one
can amuse oneself for quite a long time over this.

The consumption, reckoned in terms of money, of

ordinary receivers, oscillators and most laboratory gear,
is so small that anxiety to know the
248. Consumption exact amount is seldom felt. But

whether or not the power of the
apparatus is a considerable mains load, it is often an

informative check on design or in tracing the cause of
overheating to measure the input. As wattmeters are
seldom available, or, if available, complicate matters by
their own consumption, it is useful to remember that a
power -measuring instrument of good accuracy has been
installed by the persons responsible for supplying electricity.
The supply meter actually measures kilowatt-hours,
integrating the power with time. If the apparatus under
test

is switched on for a definite time, everything else

served by the meter being off, the average power consumed
is found, It is not necessary to run the test for a long

period, even though the power be small. A.C. supply
meters usually contain a revolving disc visible through a
window ; and the number of revolutions per KWH may
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be specified, or if not can be derived by observing how a
revolution is related to the move ent of the jjj, dial

(to revolutions of which indicatem KWH). To make

sme that decimal points are not put in the wrong places,
and to establish confidence generally, the consumption of
a lamp of known wattage should be tested as a prelinunary
experiment.

Receivers
This section, in spite of its importance, steed not be
dealt with at vast length, partly because the procedure in
receiver testing is more widely known
thanei that of most other radio measure249. Scope of
meets, and partly because much has
Tests
been included in the preceding
sections.

The nature and extent of tests performed on a receiver

naturally depend on whether they constitute a routine
check or a detailed analysis ; whether, in other words,
they are service or production tests, or laboratory tests.
The latter are kept mainly in view here.
In tests performed on a receiver as a whole, the use of
an artificial source of signals is generally five from objection, and standard signal generators are available ; hut

at the other end the technique is not in quite such a
Ideally the output should he
measured in terms of sound (assuming that sound is the
product the apparatus is designed to supply). Unsound
fortunately the equipment required for
intensity over the whole A.T. band, free from complications
due to surroundings, is not only extremely elaborate,
satisfactory position.

mring

expensive and difficult to operate, but even when the
utmost resources at present known are available the
correct procedure and the interpretation of results are
alike still the subject of dispute.
Reluctantly, then, the loud speaker is here excluded
from the system, and the output is assumed to be measured
in electrical form. In interpreting the measured sensitivity

and frequency characteristics, therefore, it must never be

forgotten that they are subject to this omitted factor,
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which is liable to smooth out or accentuate frequency -curve
irregularities, or upset comparison of sensitivity.

Although receiver measurements can be pursued to any
degree of elaboration and exhaustiveness to supply desired

information, certain conditions have become generally

accepted for use whenever there is no special and specified
reason for departing from them.
The standard chummy aerial for all waves is specified in
Chapter 4 (Sec. 50) and shown in Fig. 16o. The modulation frequency and depth, unless

250. Conventional otherwise required, are 40o cis and
Assumptions
3o per cent. respectively. This will
be referred to hereafter as the standard signal.

The author's custom is to make all measure -

mono at a signal frequency oft Mcs unless otherwise
required. The standard output is
mW in a resistive
load matched to suit the output stage. One reaon for
a comparatively low power is that at 5o mW then signal
is usually below the A.V.C. delay voltage.
Whether
the output transformer is regarded as part of the receiver
or part of the load (loud speaker) is a matter for judgment

-generally the former is preferable-but the distinction
should be drawn, for cornmercial output transformer

ffi
eciency
is sometimes very low. Incidentally, it is useful
to know that when the output meter is adjusted to present
the same load resistance as the loud speaker and is connected in parallel with it, either because there is no con-

MEASUREMENTS

example, it may reasonably be argued that a standard
output level proportional to the maximum rated outputsay, a quarter of it-should be adopted. The British
Radio Manufacturers' Association has drawn up tentative
specifications* for receiver performance tests which in a
number of particulars aim at improving on the schedule
drawn up some years ago by the corresponding body in

America. While the bringing of the conventional conditions of test as far as possible into line with typical working

conditions is a desirable object it may be said that general

of some standard, whereby results taken in
different places can be compared, may be even more
important than the nature of that standard.
acceptance

The connection of a signal generator to an open -aerial
type of receiver is simple enough, as Fig. 16o (a) shows.
Injection of the signal into a frame
LSI. Standard
aerial is possible by connecting the
Signals in
generator directly in series with the
Frame Aerials
aerial ; but this has the disadvantages
of necessitating a break into the
aerial wire, and of putting probably so ohms or more into
the aerial and so altering its characteristics materially.
The alternative is to couple it inductively by means of a
coil connected straight to the signal generator Fig. 063).
Fle. 163 :One method

venient means of cutting the latter out, or in order to
listen to what is going on, the equivalent of the normal
standard test output of 50 mW is approximately 15 mW
reading when the output valve is a pentode and about
with a triode. Not only is there an equal division of
power between meter and speaker, but the total power
available falls owing to the lowering of load impedance,
22

and this loss is more noticeable in the case of the pentode,
assuming both are worked under tolerably normal
conditions. The use of negative feed -back upsets this condition. The simultaneous use of both loads should not, of
course, be used when taking audio -frequency characteristics, for the loud speaker impedance varies with frequency.
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If this coil has N turns of radius R. ems. and an inductive
reactance X ohms, and is situated on the same axis as the

frame aerial and D ems. away from it along that axis,
then the field strength in microvolts per metre at the
frame aerial when the signal generator output is V
microvolts is

18,13oo N R. V

(R. + 1).), X
The British A.M.A. suggests that the coil should be

to ems. in diameter and 6 ems. long, wound with 20 turns

to an inductance of 4o µH and shielded by a wire cage
arranged so that there are no closed conducting loops in

planes at right angles to the axis of the coil. The
connecting leads are also to be screened, but the shunt

capacitive reactance should be large compared with the
inductive reactance, which itself should he so large
compared with the impedance of the source that its output
should not he seriously lowered by the load imposed by
the coil. If the distance, D, between centres of this coil
and the frame aerial, is metres, as recommended, the
above equation reduces to

greater the sensitivity, the smaller the
number, which is rather unfortunate
as it tends to ambiguity of statement
unless when mentioning that the sensitivity is, say, greater,
it is made clear whether it is sensitivity in its verbal or its
numerical sense that is meant. One way of doing this is
to describe the sensitivity as better, which is understood to
mean greater sensitivity and fewer microvolts. For
domestichroadeast receivers, a sensitivity of t µV is almost
too much to be manageable ; to µV is fairly sensitive and
self -generated background noise is not dominant ; too µV
232.

Sensitivity

is rather poor for any superheterodyne receiver, and is
bettered in sox with only two valves before the second
detector ; 1oon µV sensitivity is enough only for local
stations or powerful foreign stations under favourable
conditions.

Beginners are sometimes perturbed by the thought that
the microvoltage actually across aerial and earth terminals

is less than that delivered at the output of the generator,
the balance being lost in the dummy aerial ; and that the
net signal depends on the impedance between aerial and

earth terminals.

But it must be realised that this condition

less artificial than would be the measurernent of the
nticrovoltage at the A and E terminals. The receiver
designer may, if he likes, use a low -impedance aerial
coupling coil which gets only a small proportion of the
generator output but as it presumably gives a high
is

Field strength = 4-67, V microvolts per metre,

where/ is the frequency of the signal in kc/s.
If it is desired to know the actual voltage induced in the
Game aerial, the field strength obtained as above must be
multiplied by the effective height of the aerial, which for
a rectangular frame is approximately

M H sin 2f a metres
3oo,00

where M is the number of turns
H the height in metres
tv the width in metres.
The voltage developed across the aerial at resonance is,
of course,
times the voltage induced as described.
Sensitivity is defined as the number of microvolts from
the generator required to produce standard output. The
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step-up ratio to the timed cod the signal at the grid of the
first valve may be just as high as if a high -impedance
coupling coil were used. Of course, receivers must never be
compared by connecting their A and E inputs in parallel I
Difficulties arise when there is variable reaction,
Fortunately, reaction controls are now the exception
rather than the rule. At best, sensi253. Reaction
tivity figures with reaction are roughly
Control
approximate ; the only thing to do

is to adopt standard adjustments and

duplicate them as much as possible each time. One
obvious adjustment is II zero " reaction. Even this is
quite indefinite, became zero on the scale may be very
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different from zero reaction. A receiver in which some
fault makes it almost unstable will show a much better
sensitivity than one which is normal. The other setting,
which may be described as " critical reaction ", is the most
advanced that permits the receiver to be tuned through

resonance without breaking into oscillation. Different
operators will get widely different readings, but an
intelligent operator can repeat his own results with fair
consistency.

Both in Britain and America it

is

agreed that boo,

L000, and 1,400 kc/s are suitable standard frequencies at

which to measure sensitivity in the

medium -wave band. For drawing a
Standard
Test Frequencies curve these are hardly enough, and
254.

superheterodyne, the image (or second channel) ratio should

be measured at the same time.

Suppose the receiver is

tuned to L000 'm/s and the sensitivity is 16 µV. Then if the
I.F. is 120 kc/s the image frequency is 1,240 kc/s. The

generator is therefore tuned to this frequency and the

signal increased until standard output is once more obtained
from the receiver. Suppose the signal is now 28,50o µV.

Then the ratio of this to the first channel sensitivity

28r or 1,7.80. The best way of expressing this is

is

as

65 db. If the I.F. is in the neighbourhood of 47o kc/s,
the image frequencies are largely outside the broadcast
bands and the ratio is so high as to render serious inter-

Boo and 12oo should be included.

feree from even a local station unlikely in the medium

The British R.M.A. suggests 160,200, and goo kc/s for the
long -wave band, but the author considers too kc/s
umcitable because unless the measurements are made in
a screened room even a well -screened receiver picks up

band as there is a possibility of interference from a very
powerful station of 1, too -1,200 kc/s. And whatever the

enough from Droitwich to interfere with the test. He
225 and 275 kcis.

As for the short-

wave broadcast bands, they are comparatively narrow,
enough; say,
6, 9-5, 1,8, 35.2, 17.8, 21.5, and 26 Mc/s.

band,nc but the ratio should be measured on the long -wave

I.F., the image ratio should be measured on all short-wave
bands. With a low I.F. and a badly lined -up receiver the
ratio may be less than 1.
As any detailed treatise on the superheterodyne explains,
there are many other possible spurious responses, which
256.

Spurious

Responses

can be investigated by the

signal

generator as required. For example,
there are the whistles due to harmonics

of the I.F. being picked up by the

R.F. circuits and beating with the signal. With an IX.
Of too kcis, signals dose to frequencies of ago, 360, 450,
Soo, 720, etc., kers, are liable to interference if the receiver
is badly designed. Similarly, 93o and 1,355 kc/s are the

danger points with a 465 kcis I.F.
Microvolt scales for sensi-

tivity and other character-

istic curves are logarithmic Murder o accommodate the w'de
range of microvolts from
up to
255. Sensitivity
orrm
000,000 (s volt), and a
and Imageunif000,000 scale of decibels is therefore
ratio Curves
optional. Fig. 164 shows a typical
sensitivity curve. If the receiver is a.
1

1
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The greatest interference usually occurs at a signal strength which just falls
short of overcoming the A.V.C. delay voltage. Suppose
the maximum whistle-found by swinging generator and

receiver tuning alternately over about 5 he/s, and then
adjusting signal strength-is an output of 12 01W with an
unmodulated

signal of 6o µV, and the output when the

modulation is switched on is goo mW. The modulated
signal to give m mW is next found to be 10 µV. The
309
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ratio t, or 6, may be regarded as a measure of the I.F.
harmonic interference. The greater this ratio, the less

either aerial or mains, is generally excluded ; and so also is

the liability to interference.
Measurement of the undesirable response to I.F. signals

R.M.A. specification referred to, hum is definitely excluded

ought, of course, to be made ; especially at the ends of
the wavebands nearest in frequency to the I.F.
In the more sensitive receivers them easurements are
complicated by noise.

It is usually impossible to measure

a sensitivity of the order of

M. Noise

s

because the output with no generator
modulation at all may actually exceed
5o mW. As such sensitivity is useless, there is no need to
go to great trouble to find a measure of it ; even if found
it ought not to count to the credit of the receiver. The
standard output can be raised, say, to 500 mW, and a note
made to that effect.
If the output meter is of a square -law type (which a ntctal

rectifier is not) the output power due to two simultaneous
signals, or to signal plus noise, is directly added. The sum

of a number of simultaneous voltages, c eb etc. is
V
+ +.
The British R.M.A. define noise level
as the nmodulated R.F. signal microvoltage for which
.

the R.M.S. noise output from the receiver is equal to the
output given by a to per cent. modulation of that carrier
at 0,500 O. The signal modulated in this way is applied
to the receiver and adjusted to such a strength that when
the modulation is switched off the output in watts is
halved. A square -law meter is presumably necessary to
do this properly, but doubtless the results given by other
common types of meter are accurate enough for the purpose.

The meter should be responsive up to 8,000 c/s without
5,ore than s rib loss. The higher modulation frequency,
50o cis, is specified in order to make the result more
independent of tone control than if the usual goo cis were
used : but if the tone control setting-normally the one
giving flattest response-is specified there seems to be no

hum, because a measurement of electrical output due to
it is so far from representing the aural effect. In the
by a filter, and the remaining noise, generated within the

receiver, assumed to be between 5cro and 8,000 c/s.

Measurement of hum is dealt with in Sec. s35.
There are two methods of measuring ,aleclivily. In the
first, one signal generator is used. After it has been
adjusted to give standard output from
258.

Selectivity

the receiver carefully tuned, its fre-

quency is varied each side of resonance
and the corresponding signal strengths to maintain standard
output are noted. They can be plotted as a curve, which
appears as an inverted resonance curve (Fig. t65). It is,

of course, essential either for the signal to be too weak to
bring the A.V.C. into operation, or for the A.V.C. to be
temporarily put out of action.
If the response is of the flat-topped or two -peaked

variety, the receiver should be tuned to the centre or
dough, which may mean that a greater sensitivity is
For rapid testing, when the

shown a few kc/s off tune.

drawing of a curve is not justified, the author takes readings
at ±3 kc/s and ±9 keis. The former gives some idea of
whether side -band cutting is serious, and the latter indicates

adjacent channel ulec-

tivity. But a curve is de-

onommari

sirable because it shows

MI EMMEN
MENNEEri.

snore clearly asymmetrical

response (as in Fig. [65),
twin peak separation, and
steepness of the
skirts " of the curve for

the

1111111111111110/M

NKE:IP/ME

exclusion of powerful signals several channels
away. Curves are

MEMO:MEI

cularly valuable in pre-

objection to goo c/s.

It is necessary to consider what is included in the term
" noise ". Anything from external sources, arriving via
310
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The foregoing method has the advantage of simplicity,

but it is very far from representing working conditions,
where there is not only the interfering signal or signals

but also the one to which the receiver is tuned. So the
approved modern methods require two signal generators
in series. The procedure recommended by the R.M.A.,
with an open aerial receiver, is first to tune it to the
generator providing

the interfering signal, which

is

In applying it to receivers, the signal source should be in
effect a properly -screened signal generator ; an unscreened
or ordinarily -screened oscillator with the rotating condenser
or electronic frequency modulator attached, which is

serviceable for testing filters or systems with comparatively
small amplification, is liable to let out too much stray
signal for tests at low microvoltages.

modulated in the standard manner and set to a strength
of r mV (1,000 µV).

The receiver volume control is then

adjusted so that the receiver gives a quarter of its rated

power output.
The second generator, giving an unmodulated signal of

mV, is then switched on and its frequency adjusted to
that of the first by the zero beat note method. If the
modulation of the first generator tends to confuse this it

b/

may be temporarily switched off.

The first generator is
then detuned above and below the receiver frequency,
beginning at T5 kc/s, and its signal strength adjusted so
that the receiver output due to the modulation of this
interfering signal is at all points go db below the original
power (i.e., a quarter the rated output). To prevent the

beat -note of 5 kc/s and upwards, or hum voltage, affecting

the output meter, a filter is inserted between it and the

receiver to remove everything except the goo cis signal.
The selectivity is expressed as the strength in millivolts of
the interfering carrier wave. The presentation of results
as curves is similar to that with the single -generator method.

An output go db below a quarter of the rated wattage is
very small, especially in battery -driven receivers, and
difficulty may be experienced in reading it on the usual
meter, or in distinguishing it from small disturbances.
For studying or adjusting band-pass tuners, variable
selectivity systems, and response curves generally, plotting

tedious-intolerably so in
259. Instantaneous some work. The cathode-ray rescurves

Response-curve

Apparatus
Laboratory.

is

ponse curve apparatus that is generally
used in the factory for lining up.
receivers quickly is helpful also in the

The apparatus is described in Secs.
312

85.-7.

With regard to connection of the cathode-ray tube to
the output of the receiver, there are two possible methods.

The deflection plates can be supplied with either the
unrectified signal from the final tuned circuit, in which
case a filled -in figure appears, like Fig. 166 (a) ; or the
rectified and smoothed product, giving a line diagram, as
at b. A disadvantage of the former is that it is quite

the exception for the signal to be strong enough to produce

a reasonably large diagram when connected straight to

the deflection plates ; and amplification presents obvious

A minor disadvantage is that the light is
much less intense than when it is concentrated into one
line. But as there are no A.F. circuits the frequency of
difficulties.

cueryrepetition need not be very low-the 5o c/s supply
can be used-and that makes it possible to operate in the
A.V.C. region of signal strength without risk of the bias
varying appreciably during the cycle. Obviously an
unnaodulated R.F. signal -is used.

If the rectified -signal method is adopted-and it is the
more popular-the use of A.F. modulation is impracticable
because the curve repetition frequency must be kept lower
313
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than any audio frequency-to to an c/s-to avoid distortion
of steep curves. It is very desirable to use the rectifier
(detector) in the receiver, so as nor to introduce conditions
that would alter the performance. The filtering following
the detector should not be more than is needed to eliminate
R.F. ripple. Unless exceptionally high-level detection is

a feature of there

a stage of Z.F. amplification
between it and the cathode.ray tube is necessary.
For considerable information on such apparatus, and
the precautions to be adopted, the reader should refer to

an article by R. F. Proctor and M. O'C. Horgan in

and so on a logarithmic scale without serious error.

When the next step in output would exceed about a quarter

of the rated maximum, the volume control is adjusted
until the output is reduced to one -tenth (in watts), and
the next two output meter readings are multiplied by so.
If necessary this process is repeated, until the
Ii18%1IfIum generator signal is reached.

*mt

The Wirelest Engineer, July and August, 1935.

Two tests of importance deal with the relationship
between input signal strength and

260. A.V.C. Tests output power.

To show A.V.C. action

it

is

desirable that die output stage should not be overloaded,
so it is necessary to use the volume control to restrict the

output to, say, a quarter of the rated maximum. The
R.M.A. method of beginning with the strongest signal
(1,000,000 µV), controlled to give this output power, and
then reducing the signal strength, is subject to the objection
that it entirely fails to give the most important information

about the A.V.C.-the output level to which it tends to
bring signals that overcome the delay voltage. If that
level is too high, a large proportion of the volume control
range, corresponding to gross overloading, is wasted, and
the remainder is consequently overcrowded. Also the
method involves measurement of very small output powers

towards the lower part of the A.V.C. curve. And it

Oumut, mW Output Ploned,
mW

Measured

because the majority of signal generators are incapable of

an output oft volt.

The writer advocates a procedure that avoids all these

disadvantages. The volume control is set at its maximum.
If with no signal there is appreciable receiver noise output,
its amount is noted. Then a standard signal of increasing
strength is applied and the corresponding output observed.

A convenient series of points is t, 3, to, 3o, too, etc. mW ;
3 is near enough to Vro to be placed half -way between

Input,
IN
05

is

not possible to conform universally to the standard specified,
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The following is a typical example (Fig. 167 (A ) for a
receiver with a nominal output of 31 watts :-
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The A.V.C. curve is plotted as extrapolated output watts
against R.F. microvolts, and shows the output that would

be given if the audio stages were unlimited in power handling capacity. A receiver with an excessive delay
voltage or too much audio gain can produce theoretical
kilowatts in this way ! Faulty design is thus revealed.

If a briefer test is required, the extrapolated output

watts at
µV is perhaps the most useful single datum.
Experience shows that with go per cent. modulation this
should normally be slightly greater than the rated
maximtun output. In Fig. thy (A), for example, it is
ex When
a noise suppression system (Q.A.V.C.) is
incorporated, the lower reaches of the curve are especially
interesting. If an appreciable range of signal strength is
occupied in overcoming the suppression, so that the first

part of the curve is similar to that of ordinary delayed

A.V.C. but steeper, one result ,is more or less noticeable
distortion of transmissions in this region of signal strength.

To make sure that this does not take place, designers
obtain a slight backlash effect, so that by

however small a margin the suppression bias is exceeded,
it is completely thrown off with a jerk (take care of the
output meter !) and the signal can be carried appreciably
below this critical value before suppression again takes
charge.

The increasing and decreasing characteristics

should be distinguished by arrows (Fig. thy (B) ).

The object of the other input/output characteristic is
not to avoid overloading but to show it up. If the R.F.
signal strength is varied slowly, the
261. Overload
result is obscured by A.V.C. R.F.
Curves

modulation.

MEASUREMENTS

The output power at which a scrious'departure
from pmfection is made can be seen. Of course the
origin.

modulation system of the generator must be above reproach,
or the test will be vitiated. To test it, the whole modulation

range should be run through uallaa the capabilities of an
amplifier. Unless it is desired to include possible A.V.C.
effects it may he desirable to cut out the A.V.C. action,

as some systems are affected by the depth of modulation.

A dynamic test of non -linearity is more reliable, using
the cathode-ray tube method described in Secs. rz213-031.

The adaptation to a complete receiver is too obvious to
need description.
Lastly, there is frequency distortion. Here again, there

is no need for detailed description of he method of tot.
The signal genera or is modulated by

262.

Overall

an oscillator of variable frequency,

and the output noted over the A.F.
Frequency
Response Curves band. The signa strength, depth of
modulation, and output power, within

limit , have little or no bearing on the results,
and standard conditions can conveniently be assumed.

overloading must therefore he studied
in terms of distortion of the

The methods are dealt with in Sec. 226,

under Amplifiers, which also includes similar tests on the
A.F. department. In tests on the receiver as a whole, in
which the A.F. output is measured, it is necessary to have

the depth of modulation under control, and the signal
generator itself should be free from distortion.

In a " static " test of linearity, the signal modulated at
316
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5 or so per cent. is adjusted to give an output comfortably
within the capabilities of the receiver. The modulation
depth is then increased to the maximum possible, in
suitable steps ; and the output watts plotted against the
square of the modulation percentage. In a perfect
amplifier the result is a straight line passing through the
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On the other hand, carrier wave frequency may have a

pronounced effect ; the settings of tone control and
selectivity control obviously have, and separate tests are
necessary to show them.
The results should be plotted on a logarithmic frequency
scale, and the response is usually indicated in decibels,
with that at 400 cis as zero level (Fig. r68).
The need for intelligent interpretation of results must
be re-emphasised in connection with these frequency
characteristic curves. The loud speaker characteristics
may alter the overall result very greatly. A severe falling off in response at the upper frequencies may be largely
filled up by speaker resonance. The impedance of the
speaker rises, too, and with a pentode output stage this
tends to increased acoustical output, whereas with a triode
the opposite obtains.

If this is fully kept in mind, however,

frequency characteristics can be valuably informative.

CHAPTER 10
ULTRA -HIGH -FREQUENCY WORK

ALTHOUGH references to the suitability or un-

suitability of methods or apparatus at very high
frequencies have been included in the preceding

chapters, notes devoted specifically to such work may be
helpful
Bounds

263.

of U.H.F.

to

readers who are

accustomed to it: Generally there is
no sharply -defined frequency at which

a particular form of technique be-

comes inapplicable. It is necessary to use judgment based
on common sense, experience and estimation of the relative

quantities affected by frequency.
say,

t

Effects negligible at,

Mc/s, become appreciable in accurate work at

o Me/s, and dominant at too Mc/s. Most of the methods

described in this book for radio frequencies present no
special difficulty due to frequency as far as one or two
MO, and with sometimes a little extra care can be used
satisfaeltorily up to to -to Mc/s. Above 3o Mc/s one
ernes' the field of " ultra -high " frequencies (or ultra short waves), and in it a fairly large number of modifications have to be made to the ordinary technique. Above
about zoo Mc/s, in the region of " decimetre waves ",
still more drastic changes in method are necessary, and
the same applies to the yet higher frequencies with which
a few phople are experimenting.

One thing that the experimenter has to get used to,

even at moderately high frequencies, is not thinking too

much in terms of circuit diagrams,

264. How Circuit with their localised inductances and
Diagrams
capacitances. Whereas the quantities
can Mislead
not shown on the diagram are
" strays " at moderate radio frequencies, they often usurp control at very high frequencies

and become more important in the operation of the
318
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circuit than the legitimate components. For example,
it would be quite impossible to explain the action of the
U.H.F. oscillator circuit of Fig. 169 (a) by taking account

only of the primary characteristics of the components

to another in a valve. Without going into the theory of
the thing,* one can say that the most important result is
that the effective cathode -grid impedance is reduced to
an alarming extent (Fig. 181). The input impedance of

shown.

a screen -grid valve can be regarded at medium frequencies

ately recognisable as the Colpitts (Fig. 16g (I) ). Incidentally, this particular circuit is quite a good one for
general use in the U.H.F. band. Even more obscure is
the manner of action of an oscillator in which both condensers and coils arc absent, and the capacitance and

But in the U.H.F. band it is found to be shunted by a
resistance of only a few thousands of ohms. In addition
to the references just given, there is a very interesting
article by M. J. 0. Struts in The Wireless Engineer, Sep-

But when the interelectrode capacitances of the
valve are marked in as condensers, the circuit is immedi-

inductance reside in parallel wires or concentric tubes.
One must have some idea of the stray quantities present,
and decide whether they make the proposed work invalid.

Generally a very high impedance is

265.

impossible, because stray capacitances

are in shunt with everything.

It is

as cnsisting
o
almost entirely of a few µµF of capacitance.

tember, rg37, giving a large aunt of data on this
deterioration of valves at U.H.F.,mo and on methods used

in investigating it. So far as the author is aware, no
data on this phenomenon in relation to the dynatron have
been published ; but as the dynatron is in any event

unsuitable at U.H.F. they would be of only academic
interest.

like performing electrical experiments

at the bottom of the s

with everything more or less

short-circuited by the saltea, water. On the other hand,
it is impossible to get a very tow impedance between two
separated points, because the inductance of even an inch

of straight wire may be responsible for quite a large

number of ohms. So for both reasons wiring should be
as short and direct as possible if it is to play the part of
a mere connector.
Because of the irreducible minimum capacitance due
to wiring, valve electrodes, and so forth, the inductance

that can be used for tuning to an

Electronic
Transit
Time Effects
266.

ultra -high frequency is very small ;

and instead of an impedance
resonance

at

approaching a megohm, as

is possible at medium frequencies,
one may be reduced to a few thousands of ohms. Consequently the dynatron is practically ruled out. Even
if it were not so on this account, another difficulty would
intervene. An effect that is negligible at s Mc/s, appreciable at to Mcjs, of major importance at son Mc/s, and
renders ordinary methods quite impossible at soon
is the time taken by electrons to move from one electrode
320

to
1b1

In setting up U.H.F. apparatus these various influences

should be taken into account. Suppose, for example,
Typical
Circuit Design
267.

an oscillator is required, to provide a
signal covering a band in the region
of 6o MO (5 metres). To get the
close coupling necessary to ensure

oscillation when the impedance of the circuit is unavoidably
so low and is further lowered by the shunting effect of the

valve, and to make the system as rigid as possible so as to
prevent vibration affecting the frequency of oscillation,

single coil cicuits such as the Hartley or Colpitts are
preferred to) reaction coil" arrangements. To ensure
ready oscillation over the whole of the band, the effective
321
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position of the tapping must be considered. At lower

a filament consumption of about olis they can be made

frequencies the cathode can be tapped near one end
(usually the grid end) of the coil with complete success.
But at U.H.F. the tap should be near the centre. If stray
capacitance comes across a portion of the coil the effective

tapping point may thereby be shifted along to an unfavourable position.

For rigidity and low capacitance the coil should be
wound of thick bare wire-say about Li S.W.G.-shaped

on a rod /-inch diameter and mounted as directly as
possible to the valve holder, which should be of special

low capacitance shape and material and mounted an
inch or more clear of the baseboard. The variable
condenser, also of compact design and with maximum
and minimum capacitances of perhaps 25 and 3 µµF

respectively, is mounted so as to make wiring practically
non-existent, and especially so as to avoid what are in
effect, unauthorised turns or half -turns of coil ; and,, of
coruse, it should be rotated by a slow motion control at
the end of a long spindle. The grid leak resistance can
he quite low -25,000 13 for example, because the input
resistance of the valv is in any case low ; and with a
high resistance them i. a risk of " squegging ".

by winding 5o turns of 26 S.W.G. wire on a half -inch tube.
Where the resistance restriction does not apply, the same
'

or a rather greater number or turns of fine wire on a

quarter -inch former is to be preferred.
If by-pass condemners are needed anywhere in a circuit
there is no advantage, but rather a disadvantage, in using
a large capacitance. As the author
showed in an article in The Wireless
268. Optimum
World (September 29th, 1933) there
By-pass
is an optimum capacitance for every
Capacitance
frequency, being that required to
neutralise the inductance of the connections. Assuming
the distance between the terminals of the condenser to be

about an inch, and no additional wiring, the optimum
capacitance is given in Fig. 575.

noo
spa

RIEMAN. IN MEGACYCLES
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The oscillation can be controlled by a small trimmer
slung in the wiring. Three chokes are shown (Fig. 17o)
for isolating the batteries in case it is desired to put them
at some distance. In any casc it is a good thing to keep
the R.F. currents in their own quarters. The filament
chokes must he of reasonably low resistance, and assuming
322

It is not implied that all of the foregoing precautions
are essential to success, and each experimenter has his
pet methods, but they indicate the
269. Below
general idea of how to go to work.
One Metre
As the input conductance of a valve
rises in proportion to the square of

the frequency it is almost impossible to use a conventional

valve above about toy Me/s, but the " acorn " valve,
323
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specially designed to reduce the transit time effect to a
minimum, is workable at several hundred MO. Fig. 17c
shows the construction and Fig. '73 the circuit of a
375 MO (8o centimetre) oscillator. The whole thing is
mounted on a small piece of io-inch copper sheet held at
the end of a wooden stick. The dark square is a background to show up the detail, and is not any part of the
apparatus. An aerial, consisting of a piece of wire cut to

to,

a half -wavelength, can be excited either as shown (current

excitation) or by bringing one end near a high potential
part of the coil (voltage excitation). It is very instructive
to play about with such pieces of wire used as aerials
or reflectors.

17017A:.

The heterodyne wavemeters and receivers, so useful at
medium frequencies, become increasingly unworkable as
the frequency is increased. When a

270. Wavemeters change of frequency of o0005 per
and Receivers
cent. sends the beat note completely
beyond audibility, the effort to find
a beat note, and having found it to hold it, is too great.
SO the absorption wavemeter, described in Chapter 6
(Sec. WI), relying on a movement of the oscillator anode -

feed milliammeter at rest
finding the frequency.

is the usual device for

Actualnance, measurement of frequency,

derather wavelength, by means of parallel mares, is
scribed in Sec. 538. As for receivers, the type that

qualifies for general use in the laboratory, by reason of its
flat tuning and great sensitivity, is the super -regenerative.
The higher the frequency the more workable it is. For
the oscillator shown in Fig. t7s the corresponding receiver
is practically
the same except for a high -resistance
grid leak to induce " squegging ", which provides
super -regenerative

effect. A general article on the

super -regenerative receiver, written from the practical
standpoint, was published in The D'ireless Engineer,
November, s996.
Apart from the possibility of" squegging " (i.e., stopping
324
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and starting of H.F. oscillation at some audible or super audible frequency due to inability of negative charge to

shows the simple circuit of a diode
voltmeter. To avoid the need

unwary, U.H.F. apparatus is especially liable to spurious

rectified voltage can be applied

leak off rapidly enough from the grid) to confuse the

oscillation, or perhaps it should be said that such oscillation
is especially difficult to detect or distinguish from the
legitimate or expected mode of oscillation. Absorption
wavemetms help to clarify the situation by not generating

harmonics, and this is a further point in their favour.
It is difficult to get far with experimental work at the
higher frequencies without some knowledge of the theory
and practice of " transmission lines ", " characteristic
impedance ", and standing waves. Most of the advanced
textbooks cover this subject ; a not -too -advanced and at

the same time practical book is Ladner and Stoner's
"Short Wave Wireless Communication " ; while the

amateur experimenter particularly can find all aspects of
short-wave work ably expounded from his standpoint in
the Radio Amateur's Handbook, published annually by the
American Radio Relay League.
Considering now the applicability of various measuring
instruments, from the foregoing it will readily be judged
that the triode valve voltmeter is not
271. Valve Volt- very satisfactory at U.H.F., except
meters at U. H.F. perhaps when an " acorn " valve is
adopted for the purpose. Even that
has a considerably lower input impedance at, say, 6o Mc/s,

than at

s

;

but as impedances generally at the

former frequency are inevitably so low it does not matter
very much. But for voltage measurement at U.H.F. the

diode is the best, and its use and limitations have been
closely studied by a number of workers, e.g., E. C. S.

Megaw, in The Wireless Engineer, 1936, pp. 65-72, s35-46,
and 201-204. Diode voltmeters, using a special miniature

diode with small clearances, have been used up to 1,000
Mc/s, but at that frequency only very rough indications
of voltage are to be expected. However, for comparison

-which, according to the exhortations of this book,

is

all that is really necessary for most measurements if they
are properly planned-they are quite satisfactory. Fig. 174
326

for a sensitive naicroammeter the

to the input of a valve, in the

ez2.At

19. ,71

anode circuit of which is a suitable meter. An easily obtain.

able and effective type of diode for U.H.F. use is the
Mazda D.1 (Sec. 68).

The gas -focused cathode-ray tube begins to lose definition

at very moderate frequencies-a few hundred kcis-but
at U.H.F. it stages an unexpected
Cathoderay Tubes
272.

high -vacuum

tube

come -back, and gives results of some

utility even at 1,35o Mc/s.-22 cm.
wavelength. The focusing of the
is unaffected by frequency ; but

the deflection sensitivity alters, whatever the type, when
the period of a cycle of the signal is comparable with the time

taken by the ray to traverse the deflecting field. Suppose,
for example, that these two periods are equal. Then the
deflection due to the negative half -cycle neutralism that
due to the positive half, and the sensitivity is nil. Moreover a phase difference is introduced in electrostatic
deflection tubes, in which the ray comes successively under
the influence of the X and Y pairs. These effects decrease
as the anode voltage on the tube is increased, but ordinarily
become noticeable at about ioo MO. For detailed
information on these and other U.H.F. effects refer to the

paper by Piggott, just mentioned, or to a textbook on
C.lL tubes.

The standard measuring instrument far U.H.F. current
is the thermo-junction instrument. It is expensive, and
very easily burned out, but is less affected by frequency
than any other type.

The failure of the dynatron for practical purposes at
L.5. Piggott, lawn,

WM, Seedon), 522121,62, 123,
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has been

Impedance
Measurement
273.

at U.H.F.
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mentioned. The large number of
measurements for which the dynatron

has been specified are not thereby
rendered impossible ; most of them
can be performed with the aid of a

triode oscillator.
Fig. t75 shows the circuit of such an oscillator used by

the author to measure the input impedance of valves at
54 Me/s.. The coil consists of six turns of 16 S.W.G.
copper half -inch diameter, tapped at turns as numbered.
The grid bias at which oscillation starts-indicated by a
sudden change in anode current-is read on a voltmeter
having a large open scale. The anode voltage must be
kept very constant. The tutting condenser can be calibrated and used to measure capacitance at R.F., as in
the dynatron apparatus, but it must be realised that the

resistances if the frequency is very high. One object of
using a large variety of resistors and drawing a curve is
to minimise the chances of serious errors, by averaging
them out. It is the high resistances that are affected

first as the frequency is raised, and at about 6o Mc/s
anything above 50,000 0 is likely to be considerably
wrong. From about this figure downwards the results
given by the apparatus just described
are in very satisfactory agreement with
similar measurements performed by a

more accurate method..

Fog.

:

Ake,

inductance of even the shortest leads modifies the results

to an appreciable extent. The principal object is the
measurement of resistance.

The oscillator is calibrated by

connecting to the X terminals a variety of resistors of
the non -wire wound

grid

bias in each case. A curve is drawn relating the two.
The weak point of this method is that even the little
3 -watt composition resistors depart from their measured

That method, briefly, is th v '; scheme described here
in Sec. t97. The apparatus required is a fairly powerful
oscillator, coupled to a tuned circuit, the voltage across
which is measured by a valve voltmeter-for the present
purpose of the diode variety (Fig. 176). The condenser
of the tuned circuit is accurately calibrated in small
capacitance differences, so as to measure the capacitance
required to tune from one to the other of the points each

side of the resonant peak at which the voltage is v: of
this maximum. Assuming that this capacitance, SC, is
a small' proportion of the whole circuit capacitance, and
w isae times the resonant frequency, then the dynamic
resistance of the tuned circuit,
is :sc.
m.3. O. Strum Wireles, 6.ineer.
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Turning this into a saintly practical formulam

3513,orto

(MO) (PPF)
Having thus determined the equivalent resistance of
the tuned circuit (including valve voltmeter), one next
connects in parallel with it the component or circuit to
be tested, repeating the test and getting the resistance, R,
of the combination. The resistance, R, of the added

part is, of course, derived from the usual formula for
parallel resistances-

R - RA°
R,-R,
connection of R to R, does not affect the frequency of the
oscillator or the voltage induced in the test circuit. With

this in view, the oscillator must be powerful enough to
give a noticeable reading when very loosely coupled ; and

great care must be taken not to alter the positions of
anything, for a slight movement of an adjacent object

that has no connection with either oscillator or test circuit
may alter the coupling appreciably. And of course all
leads in the test circuit must be reduced, so far as possible,
to nil.

When the frequency is very high it is advisable to
abandon the attempt to me orthodox " lumped " circuit
elements and instead to go in for
273a. Use of
distributed circuits. These usually
Transmission
take the form either of parallel or
Line " Circuits " coaxial wires or tubes. For example
if they are quarter of a wavelength
long and short-circuited at one end, they form a tuned
circuit having the advantage of higher Q than could be
obtained by using lumped L and C, and are more easily
constructed and applied. One has not the feeling of

groping in the dark in making a circuit for a desired
because the

only measuring

required is a centimetre scale.
330

" lines " than with conventional tuned circuits. And it
is possible to dodge the difficulties due to the impedance
of leads in measurement circuits by making the leads and
the circuits one and the same. The technique is dealt
with in the last chapter of Hartshorn's " Radio -frequency
Measurements," and will no doubt be developed to an
into use.
increasing extent as centimetre waves co
The characteristic impedance (or surge impedance) of a
transmission line is the resistance of the load that can be
fed by it with complete absorption of
Measure- the power. This is the most efficient
condition, because, if a greater or
meet of Characteristic Impedance less load resistance is supplied with
power through the transmission line,
273b.

The approximation given above is good enough for
U.H.F. purposes if RC is not more than about on
of the total capacitance. It is assumed, too, that the

wavelength,

to " go down " to much shorter waves by the me of

instrument

Oscillators can be made

it is unmatched and part of the energy is reflected up and
down the line and is ultimately lost.

Mismatching can be detected by the presence of standing
waves on the line ; that is to say, instead of a constant or
gradually diminishing voltage as one moves along the line
from supply to load, the voltages and falls alternately.

The points of mmum voltage can be detected by a

lamp (if thereaxi is enough power present) or a valve

oltmeter, and are situated at intervals of practically half
veon
a wavelength if the line is air -spaced. The characteristic

impedance of such a line is more easily calculated than
measured (see Sec. 303), and the losses are generally small ;

but cables having solid dielectric between the conductors

are a different matter. One method of measuring the
characteristic impedance (generally denoted by Zo) is to
feed one end of the line from an appropriate oscillator and
adjust a load resistance at the other end until them is no trace
of standing waves. The Zo of the line is then equal to this
resistance. The feeder loss can also be measured, by noting
the voltages at each end and expressing the ratio in db. per
oo ft. or other unit oflength. As the resistance of most lines
lies between 5o and 1,000 ohms, it is a difficult matter to

provide a variable that is non -reactive at very high frequencies. Another practical difficulty is the detection
of standing waves when the line is of the coaxial type.
331
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An alternative method is to adjust the frequency, or the
length of line, so that when the load end is either open- or
short-circuited the lines resonant and therefore behaves as
a pure resistance. If it is an odd number of quarter -wave-

CHAPTER II

lengths long and open, or an even number and dosed,
this resistance is very low ; and if an even number and
closed or an odd number and open the resistance is high.

Measure the resistances with the load end open and
closed, and call them Z, and Z,. Then 7.0 -3/ Z, Z,
The attenuation of the length of line is 8686 N/ZzA2
decibels, assuming Z, is the low resistance and Z2 the high.
The impedance of the line is measured in the same way
as that of anything else (see Sec. 273). When the line has

been adjusted to resonance, it affects only the damping

and not the tuning of any tuned circuit to which it
connected.

is

Z2, being large,can be tapped across the whole

of a tuned circuit but Zr would probably be more easily
measured by connecting in series. Although it may still
be measured as an equivalent shunt resistance, the corresponding series resistance is obtained as in Sec. 290. For
example, if Z2 was found to be 1,60o &) and Z, 411, then
;

= 3/4 x 1,600 = 8013, and the

attenuation = 8-686./, Lo = 0'43 db.

DEALING WITH RESULTS

THE ultimate value of laboratory work on the bench

often depends largely on what is done with it at the
desk. Instrument readings may prove too much or

not enough if they are improperly or inadequately handled.
And it is remarkable how apparently
274. Rearranging scanty data can sometimes be made

Formals

to yield information of great value

if put through a

scientific

" third

degree " examination.

One of the considerations when devising a method of

measurement
should be, if possible, the direct presentation
ur
of the results ; but notwithstanding this it is often necessary
to derive them by computation, and sometimes this may
be very laborious. So the aim of whoever produces a

formula should be to manipulate it into a form that

minimises the task of computation. The more results
there are to be worked out, the more trouble is justified
in prearranging the formula.
Take a simple example. The equation connecting the
inductance, capacitance, and resonant frequency of a
tuned circuit can be written in many ways. Of these,
co -LC

is probably the tidiest looking. t But it is not at all well
is
adapted for practical purposes. Suppose that o
working out the capacitances in a circuit of knownne inductance that is found to resonate at certain frequencies.
Suppose, too, that the inductance happens to be 16 pH,

that the frequency is measured in MO, and that the

capacitance is desired to be in u,./F.
Unless the contrary is stated, it is assumed that formula

re henries, farads,
" fundamental " units-am pes,
are
centimin eves, cycles per second, and others listed in Sec. 288

-which (as in the case of farads) arc sometimes very
332
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clumsy for practical use.

Who would choose to substitute
0.000016 H and 7,500,000 c/s in a formula to get
omooisoc0000x8 F ?

So assuming now that the symbols f, L, and C stand for
the quantities in the practical units mentioned, the original

formula can be transformed, remembering that a is
x (frequency)-

(nrfx to.). (Lx
whence C -

(C x

-

=

'5'33°
40.P 1PL
This form is retained for filling in various inductances,

Very often these approximate formula are written with
and no doubt it is sometimes
the sign of equality (
pedantic to use the sign of approximate equality as above,
but it is another of the little things that help to prevent
mistakes ; and so is the note seen on the right, signifying
that? is much less than f.
The above example illustrates another point, that
elimination of " negligible " terms must not be done
indiscriminately. Because f' is small it might be thought
allowable to simplify the equation still further to
C'

but if a number of readings are taken for L = 16, the work
is facilitated still more by reducing the equation to

C(upr) = lAtio

(L = 16 pH)

When formula are adapted for special units this should
be made clear, either by a note to the effect or by subscripts
as suggested above. Confusion is caused if the limitations
of a formula are not made clear.
Often a formula can he greatly simplified by neglecting
a difference that is too small to be serious within the scope
of the work. Suppose the capacitance,
275. What may
C, of a circuit that oscillates at a
be Neglected
frequency, f, is increased by the small
amount C', causing a corresponding
small reduction, f', in frequency. Then

-f)

ridiculous result.

quantity that it can be neglected.

There is a rather more subtle pitfall. It can be illustrated
by a somewhat similar example. Suppose one possess.
an accurately calibrated condenser,
but no suitable standard inductance.
276. Deceptive
As there are inevitably certain unForrnulm
known capacitances (such as that of
the coil) in shunt with the standard condenser, the total
circuit capacitance is unknown in spite of the calibration,
and one is not much further forward.

circuit capacitance, C,, can be calculated without a
knowledge of the inductance :-

(f -f).

But because f' is very small compared with f, it can be
neglected in terms containing both, so

C' w Lc.r

(f'<, f)

A delightfully easy piece of work.
334

But if the condenser

readings, Cr and C required to tune to two known
frequencies, f, and f, respectively, are noted, the extra

C.

This can be used as a method for measuring small

capacitance changes (see Sec. 18x). But the formula is a
most awkward one to calculate, for subtractions cannot be
done on a slide -rule but have to be worked out beforehand.

It is only as part of a much larger

ed.(' - C,f,'

-

This looks quite harmless, but it is a type of formula to
beware of It involves the differences between relatively
Ear larger quantities. Consequently, unless these quantities are known and calculated with extreme accuracy,
the answer is not accurately given. The small error due

slide -rule calculation of the large quantities might
exceed the final answer ! In other formula there is
to

sometimes a temptation to eliminate a " negligible " term,
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only to find that, because the formula involves relatively
small differences between larger quantities, the despised
term was vital after all.
Subject to these precautions, it is usually worth while
doing something to adapt a formula to the particular work
in hand. It is a good thing to keep a special notebook
of pet formals that have proved their value. Chapter 12
may provide a nucleus of this.

The ordinary graph is another form of diagram that
can be very useful as an aid to calculation. Ordinarily

It is not always necessary to work out results from
formulx ; to a moderate accuracy the results can be

Aids to
CalculationAbort
277.

derived quickly from alignment diagrams or " abacs ". Most of those
used in radio work are available in
a

book

Radio Data

Charts,

by

R. T. Beatty, obtainable from the

same publishers as of this volume. By laying a straightedge across the diagrams to intersect scales of the known
quantities at the appropriate points, the desired quantity

can be read off another scale. By far the most useful
diagrams of this type are those due to the late W. A.
Barclay and first published in The Wirele. World in the

issue of February 17th, top, and several times afterwards
by request, the latest being September loth, 1937. One
of them, connecting volts, ohms, milliamps (and amps),

and watts, enables the remaining quantales to he read
off when any two are known. Besides covering Ohm's

Law, it shows whether a proposed resistor is likely to be
overheated, the least resistance that is safe for a resistor
of given wattage rating and voltage drop, and many other
everyday problems. But still more valuable is the other
diagram, connecting ohms (reactance), henries (and gH),
cts (and Ise fs and metres), and microfarads. The full
usefulness of this can hardly be imagined without trial,
nor is there space for a selection of the problems that can
be answered by it. The author got reprints of the two
on good paper, and dry -mounted them on each side of a
photo -mount ; a piece of strong thread attached provides
a convenient straight -edge always at hand. Even when

a single curve serves to relate only two
278.

Graphs

quantities, and a " family " of curves

is needed for three ; and then one of
them is represented only by a series of isolated values.
Sometimes a single curve can be made more general by
scaling the ordinates in quantities that include two or
more factors. Some examples of this are given in

Chapter 12.
Whatever is available in the form of quick -reckoning
diagrams, there are always plenty of things to be worked
out ; and for this purpose no engineer
279. Slide rules
could possibly go through life without
a slide rule. There are a number of
publications giving instructions on the multitudinous uses
of the slide rule. For radio purposes an easily accessible
uniformly divided scale (usually marked " L " or "LOG ")
is very helpful for converting ratios to decibels and vice
cerca (sae Sec. 22o). It is with slide -rue working in mind
that the first formula given for C', a few paragraphs
earlier, was viewed with distaste. The simplified formula,
on, the other hand, can be worked out with o setting.
The accuracy, of course (assuming adequatene workmanship), depends on the length of scale, and there are various
devices for getting a long wale in compact form. The

ordinary straight rule still retains its popularity, but a
circular rule has certain advantages, one being that the
scales are continuous.

If a number of factors are multiplied in the ordinary

long arithmetical manner, the answer appears with a great
280.

False

Accuracy

many more figures than any of the
factors. To the unthinking, it might
appear that the answer is known to

more decimal Maces than any of the
data used to find it. This, of course, is absurd ; and, to
avoid implying greater accuracy than is justified, the surplus

not accurate enough for the work in hand, the chart is

figures should be cut off or replaced by noughts, or the
shortened methods of multiplication that waste no time
finding these meaningless figures should be used. An
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advantage of the slide rule is that it automatically gives
a uniform standard of accuracy. If it can be read
accurately to three figures, then the answer is given with
that number, no matter how many factors compose it.
For most engineering purposes, the degree of accuracy
given by properly effected slide -rule calculations is rather

better than the accuracy of the data, or the accuracy
with which the answer need be known.

Where this is not

the case, and data of high precision are available for
giving an answer that must be known to the same order

of accuracy, either the calculation must be done laboriously

by arithmetic, or log tables of the appropriate number of
figures used. Incidentally, a book of seven -figure tables
is much quicker to use to five figures than a book of five figure tables.

It is helpful to make a habit of writing down figures
in such a manner as to indicate the order of accuracy.
For example, although 1-.3 and 1.300 axe numerically

equal, they convey a different meaning. The first means
anything from t
to G34§ ; the second indicates that

it is known to greater accuracy, and lies between the
119.1.80WCT limits I ngg5 and 1.3°04 This CIO. out avail

for very large numbers ; but the method used by the
N.P.L. does. It consists in dropping to a slightly lower
level the first figure that is not known with certainty, as,
for example, to,u5o which indicates that the greatest
possible error to which this result is subject would not
affect the first three figures but might affect the fourth.
At any rate, one must take care not to mislead or be
Even quite experienced students
or technical assistants are sometimes guilty of recording
such readings of B.S.I. 1st Grade meters (reading, say,
misled by false accuracy.

up totoo) as 86.75 and using them as if the instrument
really were accurate to o -or per cent. instead of , per cent.
of full scale. Or, having performed a measurement of

K.F. resistance by a method that can be depended upon
within perhaps 5 per cent., they state the result as

Eliminating
Errors
281.
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mathematical methods for combining
data in such a way as to get the most
probably accurate result. For these,

a book dealing with the theory of

errors should be consulted. Some instrumental error, as
has just been said, is inevitable. But there is no excuse
for increasing it by faulty working out. One cannot take
too much care about this. It is at least an immense
waste of time to spoil good work by mistakes in recording
or working out. And if one intends to earn a living by
technical work it is important to know that reliability is
a far more rewarded virtue than careless brilliance. To
this end, columns of figures should be inspected for obvious
inconsistencies, rough checks should be made of calculations

to ensure that the decimal point is right, and cross-checks
devised to arrive at the same results by other mutes.
In general the soundest method of recording and working
out results is in tabular form. By taking the calculation
a step at a time the chance of mistakes
282. Tabular
is reduced, tracing miscalculations is

much easier and quicker, and the

Working

intermediate steps may show up useful
and perhaps unexpected relationships. The alternative of
writing down only the final answers, or of working them out

on odd scraps of paper that are lost or destroyed, is most
exasperating when it is found or suspected that something
has gone wrong. Moreover, when work is being referred

to by somebody else, or at a much later date, it can be
accepted more confidently if the details of bow the results
have been arrived at are clearly shown.
As an example of tabulation, suppose that a number of
measurements have been made by the method described
in Sec. Isig of the effect of Z.F. current on the inductance
and resistance of an iron -core coil. The formula are

L=

s TjM

and

Ra

0.+4TZ:m. -T

ments used for making a measurement, and there are

where . = o7fl as usual. Suppose T = l,000, ,a=5,000,
and the readings, M, of the inductances are in µIL Then
first the formula are simplified on these assutnptions to
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There is inevitably a margin of error due to the instru-
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L=

herniesandllm-

aM

t1,000 ohms.

Rt

tm

(too la

(11'31o)'
(VO

The working out of the readings is then arranged thus-

reason to doubt the
validity of the conBut in
generaloneshouldbe
clusion.

The next thing is to draw a graph of L and Rr, against
the Z.F. curren I (Fig. t77).
The points referring to the A.C. resistance of the coil
are rather irregular, and it will have been noticed in the

working out that a small error in data or calculation

causes a relatively large error in the derived value of 11 ,.
If it is important to know with accuracy the variation of

Rr, with Z.F. crent it will be necessary to repeat the
observations of wand the calculations more carefully.

In the above tabulation use has been made of an

abbreviation " A " for one part of the formula. This
method is especially helpful in a complicated formula

where the same " sub -assembly " occurs more than once,
or where it has to be repeated frequently in some working.
The whole of any work coming within the mope of this
book is in vain if it does not enable some interesting
condusion to be drawn. Generally a

Interprets:
tion of Results

283.

measurement is not an end in

itself,

but is made with the object of
deducing something from it about the
apparatus tested, and has to be interpreted.

Looking at the example just given, it seems clear that
the inductance falls off considerably as the Z.F. current is
increased.

As it happens, that is such a well -authenticated

phenomenon that it causes no surprise and there is no
340

t dr.)

extremely cautious
even
in coming

to such a simple conclusion as this. What about the
Sou c(s signal current ? Was its strength measured, or
arrangements made to keep it constant or govenred by
some simple relationship ? If the inductance depended

very critically on the A.G., an indefiniteness in this factor
might lead to very wrong conclusions quantitatively and
perhaps even qualitatively about the relationship between
inductance and Z.F. current. Has the experiment been
carried out in such a way as to introduce no other factor
into the results ? What about the resistance of the battery
used for supplying the Z.F. current, and the impedance
of the milliammeter used for measuring it? Was the
frequency of the A.C. quite steady throughout? (The
results depend on the square of the frequency, so this is
important). Such questions as these have to be considered and answered satisfactorily before conclusions can
safely be drawn. Suspect everything. The genuine
experimenter has a permanently suspicious mind.

He has already suspected that the curious wavelike

distribution of the R, readings may not represent a
physical phenomenon but merely insufficient accuracy
and on this assumption a smooth curve has been drawn
through them. If the experiment is repeated more

accurately and the curve found to droop in a manner

similar to that for inductance, the interpreter at over looks
341
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irregularity in the relationship
between the two quantities
graphed ? The answer must be

for a connection between the two.

Obviously the imThe
ratio of resistance to impedance is power factor. Is the
power factor constant ? If so, it is a more interesting
result than just to know that inductance and resistance
decline in the manner shown by a pair of curves. If it
pedance of the coil must also droop in the same way.

could be established for coils in general (which, as it
happens, it cannot) it would mean that if the resistance
were known for one inductance and frequency it would
be known for all inductances at that frequency. So the
next thing is to draw a curve of power factor against
Z.F. current, to see if it is constant. If not, and no obvious

relationship can be perceived, perhaps a curve of power
factor against inductance might show one ? And so on.
While a graph or table connecting two or more variables

may be useful and instructive, it is much more valuable
284.

Need for

Caution

.

to be able to deduce from it some law
expressing the relationship in simpler

In doing this one must be-

terms.

ware of the fallacy of enunciating a
law that All Negroes Have Curly Hair, when the only
statement that is justified is that all the negroes that one
can remember having seen had curly hair. Refrain from

the temptation 4n extend a curve beyond the known
points (extrapolation), however surely it may seem to
tend in a certain direction.

Of course, even filling in the

curve between the known points (interpolation) is not
justifiable without due consideration. The curve shown
in Fig. ;78 (a) may seem to be the obvious one to draw
through the points given, whereas closer investigation
might show it to be of
the form of Fig. 178(6).
1.1

ao

How about Fig. 179?

Is the odd point a

erro in reading,
or Brit a genun
me
17:13:gTrro ways of

plotted
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sought by repeating that parti-

cular reading, and preferably also
by taking a few extra readings in
its neighbourhood. One of the

values of a graph is the way it
discloses errors, or (alternatively)

unexpected phenomena, in this
way.

Another purpose of a graph
is as a means to establish laws
of behaviour. Having confirmed that the odd point
in Fig. 179 is a mistake, one would
draw a straight line through the
285. Deducing
others and deduce a simple linear
Laws
equation connecting the two variables,

so that additional values of one quantity could be derived
from the other without measurement. This process is
explained in school mathematics. If the " curve " really
is curved, it is probably not obvious what the relationship

so the next thing is to try replotting on paper ruled
logarithmically in one or both co-ordinates, which may
reduce it to a straight line from which a law can be
is .;

deduced.

Alternatively, one of the quantities can be

graph
squared or raised to some other power using plain graph
paper ; or a CURT plotted of dY[erences between values
p
at equal intervals of x. These are some of the many
ways of manipulating data to extract some sense out of them.

The following data on the input resistance of " acorn
pentodes are. quoted from an article by M. J. 0. Strum.
Frequency : Mc/s

Resistance : Ohms

3no7'5

14.omoo

49,000
03,000

90'5

15

7,700

sloe

238
Soplem
343

,937. r. 45.
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If these are plotted as a graph with linear scales the

result is a curve that anybody familiar with graphs might
make a good guess at (Fig. :Bo). But to cut out guessing,

it is replotted on logarithmic paper (Fig. 180, and it
seems reasonable to regard the points as lying on a straight
fine. It can then be seen that for every to
ratio

ssio4

unit of frequency (say 3o to 300), the resistance covers
two (s,000 to acio,000) and that as the one increases the
other decreases, so it can be deduced that the reciprocal
of the resistance (i.e., the conductance) of the valve is
proportional to the square of the frequency. To make
quite sure of this, Fig. 18a shows
plotted against p

ex,

;

9

10

(and incidentally shows the superiority of the log curves

for well -distributed plotting).
One can say, therefore, that within the limits of accuracy

of the experiment, and within the limits of frequency
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covered, the above -mentioned law applies for this valve.
If it is found experimentally to apply to all valves tested,
then one may perhaps venture to work on the hypothesis
that it applies to all valves, until evidence to the contrary
is forthcoming.
This is an example of an talpirical law (i.e., established

by experiment rather than reasoning).

A " law "

is

chiefly useful in so far as it enables the results of untried
experiments to be predicted. For example, having taken
the five readings plotted in Pig. slit one may with some
confidence predict the results of measurements made at
intermediate frequencies. But so long as the law is only
empirical one always takes a chance in using it, and the
further its use is extended the more risky that chance
becomes.. But an empirical law often points the way to
establishing a theoretical proof, which shows how far the
law applies-whether it is general or restricted. Until
the proof is forthcoming, confidence in general use of the
law is more or less lacking. Sometimes the theory comes
first, and as theory is often badly founded it, too, fails to
inspire complete confidence until it is supported by practical

test. When both agree (but not because one has been
forced or coaxed to fit the other) the position is secure

enough for most people.

All this may seem " highfalutin" to the owner of the

kitchen -table lab., but the same principles hold good.

As exhorted in Chapter 3 (e.g., Fig. m), it is essential to
beware of drawing false conclusions, even when merely
taking voltmeter readings for checking over a set.
Last of all, even if the conclusions or deductions are
for immediate consumption it is wise to make a permanent
and accessible record of them. This
286. Recording
W true even if the answer is, so to
Results
speak, a lemon. Negative results are

as important as positive, however
unsatisfactory they may seem at the time. Results that
do not turn out as predicted by theory or previous ex-

periment may show the way to new discovery. If a
thing " doesn't work " there is a temptation to throw the
job up in disgust; but perseverance with the object of
346
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finding the cause of the failure is nearly always worth it,
if the time can possibly be spared. But however disappointing the result, it is worth recording with full
particulars, if only to show at some future date how not to
attempt it. There is often a tendency to suppose that
work can be remembered and that there is no need to go
to the trouble of recording it minutely. Or, if recorded
at all, that rough abbreviated notes will be understood

when referred to later. Of course, some people may

have entirely different memories, but the author has often
looked up notes of work done several years ago and found
them either unintelligible altogether or demanding a good

deal of study before the threads can be sorted out and
the results and the conditions under which they were
obtained made clear. Graphs there may be, without
explanations; symbols used with no definitions.

The best way is to write out an unabbreviated "fair
copy" of the original work; but if that is too much, a
few marginal notes explaining what it is all about, and
picking out the results prominently so that one has not
to wade through a lot of working to make sure which
really are the results, is worth while.

Unless an experiment

is very brief, it must he recorded as it proceeds, and very
often some of the earlier parts are later found to be wrong.

In such cases amarginal note to that effect should be
made, so that whemn coming to it a long time later the
mind does not take on board material only to have to
throw it away again when the later results are disclosed.
Another thing ; make a careful note of the condition
of the experiment-circuits and instruments .ed. Though

some detail among these may seem unimportant at the
time, later on it may be realised to have been vital.
The actual form of the records depends on individual
circumstances.

Loose leaf books, preferably large enough

to take graphs without folding, are generally better than
plain notebooks and enable leaflets and data from various
sources to be filed in appropriate places. For large
quantities of material, foolscap folders in cabinets may
There are various more or less elaborate
systems of filing by subject, but the author has found that
be more suitable.
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the system may tend to become a master instead of a
servant, and that the entirely unscientific alphabetical
arrangement is more effective for practical purposes.

The
difficulty about subject filing is that subjects overlap and
much mental effort is expended firstly in deciding what

CHAPTER 12

what part of the system should be searched for these notes.
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subject certain notes should be filed under, and later
Information on what other people have been doing is.
Much time is certain to be wasted in " dis-

a problem.

?L.=

covering " what has already been

published, or in preliminary work
that would be unnecessary if one were
informed about the methods and

results of others ; on the other hand, it is impossible to

read all the world's technical publications, and time is
wasted in searching through ev

a small portion of them.

The most helpful contributionen to the solution of this
problem is the "Abstracts and References" section of
The Wireless Engineer, and especially the indexes to them
published in each December issue.

MOST technical matter would be tedious and clumsy

in the extreme if use were not made of symbols and
abbreviations. But to get the full benefit of these
it is most important that everybody should use the same sys-

tem of symbols, and that that system
should be easy to use and understand,
and Abbreviations and be free from ambiguities. As a
result of a great deal of work devoted

MA Symbols

to standardisation, there is remarkably good agreement

throughout the world, but individuals do not always
conform to the accepted standards. The symbols used
throughout this book agree with those of the British

Abbreviation

,,,,,,.

Symbol

t
Time
/
Length
Wavelength
f
Frequency
a
Angular velocity (or Pulcalance)
Electromotive force e.m.f., or voltage E
I
Current
P
Power
IL

348
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Standards Institution. The list that follows is not
exhaustive, but it includes most of Mose in common use.
It is important to grasp the distinction between the symbol
for a property, such as inductance, and the abbreviation of
the unit in which quantities of that property are reckoned,
such as henries. The latter is correctly used only after a
number specifying a particular quantity, as t6apH,
standing for rho microhenries. If the same thing were
used in an equation it would mean 16o multiplied by the
permeability of magnetic material multiplied by
magnetising force.

,-*

349

Unit
second

for Unit

cm
centimetre
metre
c/s
cycle per second
radian per second
volt

V

ampere
watt

A

W
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Abbreviation

Property
Self inductance
Mutual inductance
Capacitance
Resistance
Reac,ance inductive

or Unit
II
H

Symbol Unit
L hemy

M henry
C
R

X

Impedance earl...Is
Magnetising force
Flux density
Total Hug

XCre',

Z
H

1

B

0

farad
ohm
ohm

F

a

pedantic; it is more common to refer to a coil and
What might be
condenser than an inductor and capacitor.
called capacivity is actually named permittivity (r); and
instead of inductively there is permeability (to).

12

0

ohm
a
oersted
gauss (or line per sq. ern.)
maxwell (or line)

--.""

Standard Prefixes for Una Abbreviations
signifies one million
(a ro3)

SI mega-

-Ar--

kilo- aignifies one thousand
( x no')
milli- signifies one thousandth
(x
3)
miero- signifies one millionth
(x so -9
zrzr mieromitro- signifies oe
n billionth ( x ro"')

k

in

The

following terms when

met

Electrolytic

.;ITM

haphazardly are

particularly liable to bewilder the novice, but can easily
be distinguished when their relationships are grasped :-

-wean-

Concluctance,?

Resistance, 12
p)

Reactance, X,- aiL nductance, I.
C/

R(resistivity,

.'

u:'e'C=:

r

(nor afters

,/caracene,

Admittance, Y, -;L
Impedance, Z, = V R3 -I 7,(.3
Alternative endingstic) property
-anis - an abstract electrical (or
component embodying themagne
above

-ice - denotes the adjective corresponding to -anee
-joke - the amount of -aim possessed by unit quantity cf
material

For example-

Resistance is the property of materials that causes electrical energy

tom dissipated as heat
A Rtor is a piece at equipment designed to embody resistance

Xeriative-possessing resistance
Resistivity is the relative resistance of materials the resistivity of
copper at on' C. is rat an per cm. cube (not per mi. cm. I)
:

Not all of the above items are fully inflected in this way,
and where it is sensible to do so it is still sometimes rather
350
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Angle between vectors representing alternating current and voltage e
Power factor cos 5, = R(Z
Loss factor or dissipation factor, cot
= 11./X
Magnification factor, Q, is variously defined as Z;R Reciprocal of
power factr) or RIR
of loss the
but in normal circuits
theyare practically the ssrne thing.
where Q > about to they

'rcer-;V:1'

tr?'
ca>
)

.71=`

4

(1(

Loss angle, 43,

is poe-5, and RIX = tan 5
Alternating current A.C.

Root -mean -square R.M.S.

Decibel = db or more correctly dB

Direct current

Zero-frequency

Z.F.

Audio -frequency

A.F.

(instead of D.C., where" D.C."
would be used to distinguish
from " alternating ")

(frequencies from about to to
y,o,xo cis)

(frequencies above audibility)
(frequencies, due M television

Radio -frequency

Video- (or vBio-) frequency V.F.

scanning, from o to about

xYmeollen

Intermediate -frequency

-E9-

49
Ultra -high frequency

-0- -(0- -0-- -0Voltmeter

rillitammeter

D.C.

Owing to the prevalent misuse of the abbreviations A.G.
and D.C., more especially as adjectives, the author suggests
that where applicable the following should be substituted:-

DC genenuor

The use of " L.F." and " H.F." is still common, and
they are generally understood to correspond to " A.F."

and " R.F." respectively ; but the latter are to be preferred
as being less

A,smear

3 Mcis)

(the frequency selected from
the outnot of a superheterodyne
frequencyehmger)
U.H.S. (frequencies above 3o Mats)
I.F.

ambiguous.

Although "R.F." includes

" I.F.", where both are used together " R.F." is understood

to refer to the frequency of the received carrier wave.
Other symbols and abbreeiations are
=
Equal to
Approximately equal to
Greater than
Much greater than
Nost greater than
Les than
(and so forth)
Amplification factor (of valves) e
Anode A.C. resistance
Mutual conductance
(or trensconductince)

gm

352

This is sometimes referred to as " S.F. " (signal frequency),

whereas others understand " signal -frequency" to mean
the modulation frequency. It is high time that a con -

=Boa
= moo

sistent usage of these terms be standardised internationally.

-=

or do.

col = t;,/ to

3.162

10i = 1/103 = 3162
m

Harmonics.

The practice of referring to the harmonic

that is twice the frequency of the fundamental as the first
harmonic, although doubtless true, is deprecated, because
it is much less confusing to consider the fundamental as
the first harmonic, the second harmonic being twice the
frequency, the third three times, and so on.
353
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Alternating current and voltage, and any quantities
that can correspond to them, such as magnetic flux, can

must not be added arithmetically, but veclorially, as is often
indicated by the symbol j, meaning that a vector represent-

be expressed as instantaneous values,
Alternating peak values, mean values or R.M.S.
(or effective) values. The instanCurrent
taneous value is constantly changing
289.

ing the quantity to which it is prefixed is displaced by an
angle of uo°.
The vectors of R, X, and Z therefore form
a right-angled triangle, so

during the cycle, and is specified by a small letter, e.g., " i ".
The peak value is the greatest (positive or .1.rgative) during

jX - R, + X,

R

a cycle, and is denoted, e.g., by " I," or "i". The R.M.S.
value is simply " I ".

-

Algebraically i

.

To simplify calculations in which j appears, the following are useful (p and r,

and g ands stand for any resistive and
reactive quantities respectively)

and I,,,,., = z Iess - 0-636... I
When the waveform is sot sinusoidal the ratio is different,

and this comes differences in meter readings according to
whether they depend on the R.M.S. value (thermal mete.)

or the mean value (most metal rectifier meters) or the
peak value (slide -back valve voltmeters).

A thorough mastery of A.C. circuits is one of the most
essential things in radio work. Here are the most -used
relationships. The symbols are those given in the
preceding pages, except where noted.

Xi = taL
Xa

=

Z=

and X

R.' + (XL - Xc),

+MO- +

R=

Complex circuits are equivalent, at any one frequency,
to simple circuits consisting of R and
Calculating X in series or in parallel, whichever

Impedances

is

- 0r +

sed

R=

and X

useful :-

,s/Vg'dg'-g

X

R

+

290.

and X

=Pr',

To translate parallel circuit elements into their series
equivalents, and vac versa, these relationships are very

mC

=

z=

f

=

=g

R-

W en Z

the more convenient. It must

always be remembered that R and X
354
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X, -

IL) t X(

R,
Separate resistances or reactances in series can be
combined by simple addition (remembering that capacitive
reactance is negative), and the reciprocals of resistances or
355
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Combining

reactances in parallel can likewise be added. For adding
reciprocals it is convenient to remember that

A

0990

B

Exampk.-Reduce the circuit shown to its simplest equivalent
at goo c/s. (The resistance of the coil

291. An Example is represented by the 36o 15, and the
r.istances of the condensers are
assumed to be negligible).

es.

25,000 X 34,500
55,000 + 34,500
x4,500It

=

99

Converting the parallel elements
into series equivalents

s4,500 X MP'

The equivalent reactances are

54,500' + 3,550'

worked out from XL= wL,
X0

re-

reciprocals

AB

A+ 13

A+

the

sistances by adding the

4,5.0' X 3,550
+ 3,550'

= 2,5oo very nearly.

8,0 It
3,350
9

Combining reactances,

the simplest
is the result ; and this is easily changed
into the parallel equivalent if desired.

seriesequivalent

tan
Ng. 191)

0000
Is

This immediately
reduces to

190

TT.m.74

Examples of this sort of thing constantly occur in valve

amplifiers, where there are intervalve couplings, tone
control circuits, valve anode resit-

2j.21.cnitLenC.ircuit -canc. and capacitances, etc., and it
Arm

eon

Converting the series
into parallel equivalents

elements

R,, - 36°' -;03'5°°. - 34,500 a
Xs

- 360' + 3'5°°' - 3,55o 13
3,500

356

is desired to calculate the performance

at some frequency or frequendes.

When the equivalent simple circuit is required at many

frequencies the work becomes laborious, and is best carried
out in tabular form, as explained in Sec. 282.
It must be remembered that the voltages across R and X
in series (or the currents through R and X in parallel) must

be added vectorially. For example, if a valve grid

condenser has a reactance of 50,000 fa, and the grid leak
357
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resistance
IQ volts,

is o .25 MU, and the signal across both is
it does not mean that 2 are dropped in the

condenser and to are applied to the valve across the leak.
The total impedance is
ot25l

o to5t

these by the total voltage, to, the answers are 11.26 and
2.35 as before. To render calculations of reactances
unnecessary, scales of inductance and capacitance are also
included.

Resonance takes place when X,, = Xe, which in a

0.255 MO,

circuit with X,,, Xe, and R in series

at the voltage across the

makes Z
greatly.

215,

Vstgav=

and across the leak is 12 x ° 95 = 11,76.
0.255

- nunnn
mna

mommi !um min

=MIAMI= SIR

R and simplifies matters
denotes remnant

If f,
frequency-

Circuits

condenser is
12 X 0:2555

FOR REFERENCE

voltage across the resistance is seen to be 1,98 of the total,
and across the reactance (condenser) o196. Multiplying

ca,L =

-LC

j,

271/LC

This ca be put into vari ousn convenient forms to suit
the most workable units of and C. Where not stated
it is always assumed that the units arc those in the first
table in Sec. 288.

For example tL in pH

(C in /IF

S/ LC

f, in kcis

Or, if wavelengths are preferred to frequent e

as

3oo,000,000

.1111111M Nag

= r -885 A/ LC

(16

The parallel (or rejector) resistance of a resonant circuit,
when R (in either XL or Xo arm, or part in each) is small,

As this type of calculation is rather common, here
(Fig. rust is a unive sal curve which is usdul for finding
the loss at any frequency due to a coupling condenser, or
the cut-off given by a tone -control condenser or choke.
The action of complex circuits can be determined by first
reducing them to simple circuits. In the above numerical
example the ratio xR is 0:0'55 = 5. From the curve, the
358

is known as the dynamic resistance, or anti -resonant
resistance, Rn.
Rn w

RC

= torLQ

(Q assumed ttk about to)

X (either L or C)

If Q

1,5, the circuit is non -oscillatory.
359
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If either reactance is tapped, the impedance at resonance
across the tapped -off portion is still resistive, but is pro-

portional to the square of the tapping ratio. So across

half of the coil Rn is one -quarter its value across the whole
coil.

0C
(a)

1

(b)
app

The
Significance
294.

of ..Q"

Q is a measure of the " response
of a tuned circuit at resonance, and of
its selectivity; and is sometimes known
as the magnification because it is equal
to the ratio of the voltage developed
across the circuit to the voltage

(Fig.

Qis 8o, and the resonant frequency is 500 kc/s. Then by
multiplying the scale by r it becomes a scale of " kcis off

with its own Q and C, then the
Q of the whole circuit is given by

tune" for that particular circuit. To find the adjacent channel (9 kc/s off tune) selectivity, the scale reading is

etc., where

8"
9 = 1.44, and the response ratio, S, read from the
9oo

refer to each separate item having capacitance (including the
self -capacitance of the coil regarded as a separate entity).

The response curve around the resonant frequency is of
special practical interest ; and fortunately its shape for a

single tuned circuit, or a number of

Resonance

'T,V=W L;=

circuit includes various items in
condenser,
parallel-coil, to
valve holder, wiring, etc.-each

C is the total capacitance of the circuit, Qt, is the magnification of the coil as such, and the numbered quantities

Curves

.26

injected into it.
An average value of Q for tuned

circuits is about too. If a resonant

295.

so-

tlanctLesr112
n

similar tuned circuits, is the same for
all circuits, differing only in scale, so

can be shown as a universal curve
360

t96) from which the behaviour of any particular
circuit can be quickly judged. For example, suppose

curve for one tuned circuit, is 3, meaning that when the
circuit is detuned by g kc/s the signal strength required to
provoke a given response is three times as great as if it
were right in tune ; or that the adjacent -channel response
is one-third that at resonance.
Two circuits entirely
uncoupled except by a perfectly screened valve give a
ratio of 9 ; three, of 07 ; and so forth.

296. Calculation of Amplification and
Selectivity of Tuned Circuits
The equation for calculating these curves is
361
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S w (4.0

<'- fr)

'):

where

= QM when coupling is wholly inductive.

ot

,/,.= resonant frequency

= difference between resonant frequency and actual
frequency

f,.

N = number of -tuned
circuits

Fig. 197

where g = Q K

When N = 1, the formula of course is V 4 o'
Maximum response (at resonance), ma.. = Q
If in a stage of amplification r.5.> Ru ( = caLQ), the gain

of the stage, A, Fu Qga..I. or QC or (2,2gaR or Rug.,

Condition (e).

p=s

X., = R

(critical or optimum oupling)

Then ma., - Q at
resonance
and A w Q-g!pj°'L

(r. >>. R0)

V.tot, t
or of course, for N pairs g
of circuits, (4 ce+1),,
S

from which universal re-

sonance curves can be worked out (see dotted curves
Fig. 196).
Condition (2).

p<1

(under -coupling)

ma..
297.

Coupled Circuits
X.
where X, and X.

Coefficient of coupling, K,=

_Condilion (3).

p>

t

(over -coupling)

Ma.. = Q, but not at resonance

X -,3C;

are the reactances of the two circuits and Xa is the mutual
reactance. For inductive coupling

L. - L.
4

General formula for calculating secondary resonance
curve for one pair of similar coupled circuits

N/

±
362

tP).

QP

ma
up

V LX,
If the total inductance of a pair of coils connected in
series is measured before and after the leads to one coil
are reversed, L. and Lt being the two readings, then

,

Response at resonance, m.

(r +4SY
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fm, (i.e., half -peak separation) -
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/3'

2Q

fg. = A/gig,
So five important points can easily be calculated.

A (at resonance) Ps Qgm'LP
i/32
Ogo, wL

(or peaks)

S at resonance

-

2/3

/3'

Resistance
Z.F. resistances of metals mpared with copper.
use in conjunction with wire tables, Sec. 311.
298.

'tar=

050,0

atans

For

ePoffir

MICRO.

g

g

gg

4,4

'The universal curve sheet, Fig. too, covers the calculation not only of single -layer solenoids, but of multi -layer
299. Ski Effect

coils

Maximuna gauge of straigh wire of which R.P. resistance

does not exceed Z.F. resistan e by more than t per cent.
Frequency,

Copper,

Eureka,* Frequency, Copper,
S.W.G.
Mcis
S.W.G.

zooo

gels

roo

3.

/5n

//7

300

5.0

,00

30

38

4z
g

33

49

37

200

34E

Eureka,*
S.W.G.

47

4.
4.
44

'at

of most shapes, including flat

" pies ", and even toroids. From the
curve and ordinate corresponding
most closely to doe dimensions of the particular coil, read
300.

Inductance

off the factor L', which is then to be substituted in the
formula given. A special curve is included for toroids,
for which the dimensions have different meardngs, as
shown ; and it should be noted that the formula differs
by a factor of oo t. The curve sheet enables the correct
number of turns of wire on a former of given shape for a

*Sufficient, corr t for rnan,,,nin.

required inductance to be calculated. The wire tables in
Sec. gm then enable a suitable gauge of wire to be selected.

164

365

)

4,

O5.<,
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Approximate

for-

mula* for calculating
reduction
tance

in

due

to

inducnon-

discharge

V5

V,- initial voltage of charge.

V,e

V.= voltage after discharging
through resistance K
for time / secs.

magnetic cylindrical
screening can

To get inductance
within semen, multiply

inductance unscreened by the factor.

e = base of Napierian logarithms.
= 2.71828
.

302.

D';d' (r

301.

Capacitance

= 2NA si

afhl
300,000 )

N = number of turns.
h

= height in metres.
= width in metres.

(see Sec. 251).

where A = area of each plate, sq. ems.
N = number of plate separations.
I
= thickness of each separation.
= permittivity or dielectric constant, of separating material (for air, s=1).
A 2 -plate condenser has one

separation; a 3 -plate, two; and so on.
Co -axial cylinders, or screened wires.
024161. mrnius / = length

=

rr

Aerials

Effective height of rectangular frame aerial, in metres

above gives the microvoltage induced in the frame aerial

wo885 ANK

Edge effect is neglected.

Formuku for open aerials are not given, because only
ideal forms can be calculated with reasonable accuracy.
303.

Feeders or Transmission Lines

Characteristic (or Surge) impedance, Z. tt 5-L, (losses
neglected).
Air spacing.

L = inductance per unit length.
C = capacitance per unit length.

in rms.

radius of outer cylinder,
in ems.

Parallel wire feeder.

I

son.0092 log,. 1), microhenries per cm.

= radius of inner cylinder,
in cms.
Wise t. w. C. 'ray

I

{Wit,. Diener, APrill. ,931.
366E+

mmfds. per cm.

C

= permittivity.

See Fig. 203.

.

f = frequency in lac/s.
When multiplied by the field strength in µVita the

Flat plate condensers

C

.

The quantity RC is known as the time constant, and is
equal to the time for the voltage of the condenser to fall
to 0368 of its initial amount.

log,.
v.

367
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305. Transformers

Turns per volt, ij -

E
4.44.BmaiAt
Resistance in secondary circuit, R., is equivalent to

R.TP' in the primary circuit, where T, and T, are the
Fig. 103.

Zo

numbers of primary and secondary turns respectively.
Similarly for reactance or impedance.

ry 276 log,, D ohms.

Leakage inductance, I, = L, (t -K') (K = coefficient
of coupling) (see Sec. 097).
An audio transformer in a valve anode circuit is approxi-

Coaxial fteder.

00046 log,,

L

'048

C

microhenries per cm.

mately equivalent to the following circuits at various
frequencies :-

mmtils. per cm.
At low frequencies.

log,.

Z, m 138

(Fig. 004).

L, is the primary inductance.

ohms.

-

Gain of stage -

Quarter -wane Tran4former.

A line of surge impedance Z, can be matched to
another of Z, by linking them with a quarter wave
length of line of impedance A/Z,Z,
304. Electromagnetism
Magnetising force, H = '17 IN

Flux density, B

Total flux, 4, = BA
L

henries

I

N = number of turns
/ = length of magnetic path, curs.
= permeability of magnetic path
A = cross section area of magnetic path sq. cms.
E.m.f. generated by sinusoidally varying magnetic field
4q4 Bur., ANf N to-. volts.
368

RON.
At medium frequencies.

(Fig. xoR).

Gain of stage 369

L rr,
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With resistive load (neglecting, or including in the load,

the capacitance C.,)-

(t + JR;,)

Input capacitance =

Input resistance -

C,,A sin
With inductive anode load circuits the input resistance
is negative ; with capacitive loads, positive.
At high ire ileacies.

Negative feed -bark.

(Fig. xo6).

(Taking account of effect of leakage inductance, but

not of capaci once.)
Gain of stage

wan

A

1/(c. -F
306.

Valves

Fundamental formula p =gmr.

Velocity of an electron due to potential of V volts
(V < s5,000) = 5.94 + to' V V ems. /sec.

Input capacitance = 0,+ A cos 0)

where A = amplification of valve (ratio' of
voltage developed across load impedance in anode circuit to grid signal
voltage) ; maximum is /s.

0 = angle by which voltage across load
impedance
voltage (0
load).

leads
is

If a proportion, B, of the output voltage of an amplifier
giving an amplification, A, is fed back to the input in
opposition to the signal, the amplification is reduced to

anode

circuit

positive for inductive

+ AB
In general, distortion and noise arising in the amplifier
are reduced in the same ratio.
Suppose the voltage amplification is 500, and 6 per cent.
of the output is fed back in opposition (B = oxi6). Then

= 57 = 16.

A' nr3 that is to say, the amplification
is unaffected by minor changes in the amplifier itself and
depends only on B, the feed -back circuit.
If AB s>

;

307.
Smoothing and Decoupling Filters
The curve sheet, Fig. xo8, shows the reduction in ripple

due to the use of a single resistance -capacitance or inductance -capacitance filter, assuming that the reactance
of C is negligible compared with the impedance of the load.
20)

308. Decibels
(See also Secs. x19 -no)

The number of db corresponding to the ratio between
370

371
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moo

db = so log,. vV::zZ: 70:

1M6rtlk6110RirlOSlirA
.94,114i4ila.NPEw&M7.7Ptt.

W.,.
or to log

-= 30 log,. Vs + so log,. Zs

PFA

or 30 logr.

to log,.

ro:

so log,. cos

+ to logr. cTcp:

where cm r{r is the power factor of the impedance.
DECIBEL TABLE

6Einr 111E11

an
PE

Voltage ratio

mpedance)

A

A
ENT. OF

TEN., NG vOLT40

LEFT

ov77

0966

0'955
o'933

ov44
0.933

0-8 x3

0.750
0.000

o668
o-63,

0-596
9-56a
0.53r

is

oVor
0473
o447

db =
When the voltageor or cuirztzy
anda
impedances acrossin which tiois
actareknown,them
Vs or an log,, r

If impedances are unequal,

othe,

o87

oVoa

o/94

CI

0-89r

0-8s.
o833

oBas

..4a0a

o390
0556

0708
0-63,

0,63

olor

0047

0,8
0,55
0,6
c-z8a
0-25r

0024
ozoo
o.m8

0,59

orr
ora46
WI I 2

0,82

0-0794

25E

0.004

-000

1'012

.5

1-050

7

0o84

06

o7a

8

006

oq

, 09
I -122

2'0
2-5

Power ratio

r

047

5.109
r -250

023

r v47

v7a
096

1 -122

5,8
1 075
I -202

a30

0.059

,4.3
.585

r /78

3'0

1'334
.4,3

4.

a 585

1679
17

1,

0550
0-8,8
3065

.884

''995

3.548

3'98.

3.5

6/5.5

65
70
8v7 5

8.5

90
O.5

ov63,
0050'

d00,0)
impedance)

1-023
035

0-794

0.355
0-335

03,6

mr

0'83.

ovra
0-89x

db = on

(equal

-a-

o 989

0'9.3

equal,

Voltage ratio

dh

voo

0.955

two amounts of power, P, and

,ow rare

0496

21.3
2-23G

..37,

x-5,ra
0.661

0.818
0..985

3,60
3.55
3.98

+3

373

447

v95
0.239

4-467

SOE.
5-623

63,0
7v79
7.943

8-9,3

roaro
ra.6

ES,

20'0
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DECIBEL TABLE-conlinued.
Voltage ratio
(equal
impedance

0,98

met.,
0478
0259

3

rex

7

7 io8

35 h
39'0

6.31

me '59

moon

794

RAE

0'0100

46 x oso-.

s5

13200

Standard Frequency
N.P.L. Standard Modulation Frequency Tram -minions
Power ratio

252

ior

14

0.0316

0'02,

..,,z
s

Voltage ratio
(equal
impedance)

db

Rower inns,

310.

346x m
qo

356 X so

x pe60

3462m°
3',6x10

3db X Ps-

3,02io-eci
546 X to-,

so"
ns"

sso3 46x tot

se.

C`
B
A

F
E

D
C

Doh
Te
.Lah
Soh
Fah
Me
Ray
Doh

Fractional

Interval
from lowest
Octave
Seventh
Sixth
Fifth
Fourth

Ratios

48 9 24, or 2
.00

Third

1,000 CIS.

000y) " ( 3 times).

o ls

In this announcement of the correct value, the figures

before the decimal point are omitted. 'Thus, 999z
indicates a frequency of 999'999.o c/s, and 000y a frequency
of 5,000 000y /s.

309. Relationship between Musical
and Frequency Scales
Notes'

.

This transmission takes place on the second Tuesday
of each month on a nominal carrier frequency of 396 kc/s
(758 metres) to the following schedule
G.M.T. Announcement in morse-" CQ de G5HW
(3 times). Standard Frequency Emission
at 5,000 cycles pee second ".
Transmission of modulation frequency for
.0.45
one hour.
Modulation frequency reduced by 25 parts
.45
in ten million (to enable observers to decide
whether their own frequency is above or
below that of the N.P.L. standard).
Announcement in morse-" CQde GgHW.
5,55
The correct frequency was .9999 (or

In the London and Surrey district, at least, there is no

necessity for a special receiver, as the second harmonic can
be picked up on an ordinary broadcast receiver, on 792 kcis
(379 metres).

Frequency
Ranee
2.000
5.888
1.68s
1'498

The accompanying wire tables' which cover almost

335
6o

every practical need,_ are published by kind permission of
the compiler, Mr. C. R. Cosens, M.A.,
and of the Editor of The Journal of
311. Wire Tables
Scientific Instruments, in the April, 5937,

Second
Unison

dee

i000

issue

Semitone

059

gauges, which, however, because of their extreme fragility,
are not highly recommended.

See also piano scale (Fig. 851.
beains . C s ec to acoommodatc the who,

of which they first appeared. They have been
extended by the present author to include the last three
The following are some extracts from Mr. Cosens's

tho whRe

sto half adeabel.
374

explanatory remarks.

The results given are fair averages, and different
samples should not vary therefrom by more than a few

.,2=r1,'=!1.37;,..,=;re;xid,10;;;;;7"'ne--'-''''
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per cent. In practical u
any apparent improvement
n' slide -rule accuracy' is illusory
usory ; for example, a change
of temperature of 4' C. alters the resistance at a copper
wire by about r per cent., and although resistance materials
have much smaller temperature coefficients of resistance,
they vary from sample to sample with unavoidable small
changes of composition and of wire diameter, due to wear
of the drawing dies. If great accuracy is required, it is
advisable to determine the relation between length of wire
and resistance by experiment, and then to mark the result

may be expected on a

on the reel.
" The resistance of a known length of copper wire is often

is

required, and for transformer work, etc., this length will
invariably have been calculated in centimetres, so that
the usual ohms per t,000 yards' is inconvenient. Ohms
per cm. length would he best, but to avoid zeros after the
decimal point, ohms per kilometre of copper wire are
given. For resistance wires the length needed to give a
specified resistance is usually required, and this is given
in the tables as centimetres of wire per ohm, for both
constantan and manganin.
"Since wire is sold by the pound or ounce, it is desirable

to know the length contained on a reel of stock weight.
The usual tables give the weight in pounds of r,000 yards
of bare wire, no allowance being made for the weight of
the covering, although this may amount to more than a
Go per cent. increase for very fine wires.

red of D.s.C. are given.

s

lb. reel of max. and on a toz.
As stated above, these are average

values and considerable differences occur from sample to
sample, especially in the case of manganin. The deviation
should not exceed 5 per cent., and is unlikely to be more

than half this, but it should be remembered that this is
the resistance as supplied, and that when magnanin is
annealed after winding there will be an appreciable drop
of resistance, so that a coil should be wound about or
s

rz per cent. high and adjusted after annealing.

not necessary for constantan;

Annealing

though desirable for

very accurate work, the change in resistance is very small.
" The columns for ris.e. wire ran also be used for finding
the length on a reel of enamel and single silk covered wire,

and the error will be small and on the safe side.
" The tables also give (a) the number of turns of wire
that will occupy a length oft cm. of a single -layer coil, if
and with turns touching, and (6) the number of turns
that can be wound in a square cm. of a multi -layer coil
such as a transformer coil. This has been calculated
with no allowance for' bedding', i.e., on the assumption
that the wires will lie as shown in Fig. s 5 in, not as in Fig. a I I.

+

Since silk -covered

wire is more expensive than cotton, it is often bought in
small reels of an ounce or two, while the cheaper cotton
covering is used for thicker wires, and is seldom bought on
reels of less than a half or quarter pound. The tables

therefore give the length of mac. wire of each size that
will be found on a t lb. reel, and the length of D.S.C. on

Fq.

WeanAlthough

Fig. xt 5 is possibly nearer the truth when a wire
winding machine is used, experience shows that when wire
is

and

by hand in a lathe, without winding absolutely

og. reel. These have been calculated for copper wire,
with allowance made for the weight of the covering ; but
the densities of constantan and manganin differ from that
of copper by so small a proportion (say r per cent.) that
this column can be used for these materials also without
appreciable error.
"For constantan and manganin, the number of ohms that

evenwolayers for the finer sizes (which is incredibly tedious),

376

377

a

but with reasonable care to keep the winding as level as
possible, the values given in the table do fairly represent

the number of turns that can be got into the available
space. Additional space must of course be allowed for
the insulating bobbin, or for the tape if former -wound.
"This informationisgivenfor five different wire coverings.
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A single layer of insulation, whether silk, cotton, or enamel,
is not recommended for hand winding enamel alone is

very satisfactory when used on a winding machine, but

when wound by hand there is risk of scratching the enamel

or pinching the wire and causing a short-circuited turn.
Enamel and single silk (E. & s.s.) or enamel and single
cotton (E. & kc.) are very satisfactory E. & s.s. can be
specially recommended for small transformers, it takes up

no more space than double silk (sometimes less), and it
is cheaper. For thicker wires, E. & s.c. takes up much
less space than double cotton, and is no more expensive.
Both these coverings are excellent from the point of view
of insulation, the cotton or silk makes a soft bed for the
turns of wire so that the enamel is not easily injured, while

the enamel gives high insulation resistance even if a
`dry' coil without varnish is used in a damp place.
Copper and constantan wires can be bought enamelled.

FOR REFERENCE

(when annealed properly without access of oxygen the
temperature coefficient is very small, sometimes even zero
or negative).
" The cross-section in square millimetres is convenient for
determining the current -capacity. Drysdale and Jolley
give the current -density employed in instrument work as
between
and 4 amperes per square mm. For small
mains transformers of too W. or so, higher current densities
x

could be employed without dangerous overheating, but

the determining factor is usually the voltage drop allowable

on full load, and this results in demanding a current

density of from t to 2 amperes per square mm. only.
" Tlffi even -numbered gauges are more frequently used

than the odd numbers, but all can usually be obtained

from stock, and intermediate sizes are also made by some
makers, especially in copper -wire ".

but enamel covering is not obtainable with manganin wires.
Of resistance wires, constantan (copper 6o per cent.,

nickel 4o per cent.) is sold under various trade names,

such as Eureka '.

" Where the errors due to thermal e.m.f.'s cannot be

neglected, it is necessary to use manganin (copper 84 per

cent., 'manganese to per cent., nickel 4 per cent.), hut

some little experience is needed to work this material, so
that, apart from the expense, one does not use it if it can
be avoided. Martganin cannot be soft -soldered, but must
be silver -soldered at a red heat with a blowpipe, a process
requiring some dexterity with a fine wire. It is also neces-

sary to have some form of annealing oven, preferably
electric, which must have thermostatic control to keep
the temperature correct to within a degree or two, as it
is necessary after winding to coat the wire with shellac
varnish to protect it from oxidization, and then to anneal
for at least twenty-four hours at a temperature not below
i3o, C. If the temperature does not exceed 13o° C., the
manganin does Oct anneal ; if it exceeds 14o. C., the
silk insulation will be charred. If the shellac coat does
not completely cover the wire, oxidization takes place and
the resulting coil will have a large temperature coefficient
378
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APPENDIX

Measures power factor, up to 6o per cent., of " bad "
condensers from o s µF upwards.
APPENDIX

CONSTRUCTIONAL INFORMATION ON BRIDGES
THE circuit diagram is given in Fig. 79, and by stripping
it of details, as in Fig. 212, the basic principle can be
seen clearly. The component to be tested, connected
at X, is compared with any one of a number of standards, S,
selected by a range switch. To
I. Mains -driven
avoid the need for continuously

Resistance and
Capacitance
Bridge (Sec. 123)

variable standards, the ratio arms
are made variable, and are com-

posed of an ordinary potentiometer,
which is calibrated to read ratios
directly. It is supplied with a 50 -cycle voltage, and balance
is shown by the cathode-

ray tuningindicator. The
reading of the potentiometer at balance, multiplied by the value of the
standard in circuit, gives
the value of X directly ;
and as in the present
example the standardffire

all multiples of so this
°

process demands no appreciable amount of mental arithmetic. For instance, if the potentiometer reading when
balance i obtained is 0.65 and the range switch is set to
soo ohms,s the required result is, of course, 65 ohms.
When made up as described here, the bridge

Measures resistance from about ton to soMrl.

Measures capacitance from about 10 ititF to to µF,
including eiectrolytics.
Gives rough checks over ranges ton -fold greater than
above.
384

Compares components, including large inductances,
with any standard of similar sort.
Detects leakages, from about too MO downwards.
Gives a continuously variable 50 -ms signal up to5o volts.
Is portable, self-contained (except for mains connection),

direct reading, and requires no earth connection.
Turning now to the full circuit diagram, Fig. 79, some
of the other features can be seen. The special mains
transformer supplies 4 volts for the heater of the TV4
indicator, r5o volts through a small metal rectifier and
simple smoothing circuits for the anode of the TV4, and
5o volts to the bridge itself. The bridge voltage should be
graduated to suit the impedance being measured, and this
is done automatically by the t000 -ohm 3 -watt resistor in
series with the transformer winding. For high impedances,
such as grid leaks and small condensers, which would be
difficult to balance sharply without a high signal voltage,
practically the full 50 volts is available ; but for low
impedances which at 5o volts would pass too much current
for themselves and for the transformer, the voltage falls to
a ecitable value. The resistor has been chosen so that
even if the test terminals are shorted no harm will follow.
And electrolytic condensers rated at low voltages will not
be damaged. The loon -ohm potentiometer should be a
reliable one with a smooth and uniform resistance element,
for it is the component with which measurements are

actually carried out. The input resistance of the TV4
indicator is kept high, otherwise it would not be possible
to get results with such high impedances as so Fed', which
at 50 cycles is 00 less than goo megohms.
The accuracy of measurement is, of course, no better than

that of the standards used. And here there is room for
wide differences according to individual requirements and
opportunities. If one is tied for cost, and has no chance of
getting standards checked, condensers and resistors of the
ordinary receiver type can be bought within 5 per cent.
limits at little if any increase in price. That is good enough
for rough checking. At somewhat higher prices, resistors
385
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are sold by Bulgin correct within 0.5 per cent., which is
quite good enough for most purposes, and approaches the
maximum closeness of adjustment of the potentiometer.
Or, if another bridge is available, resistors can be wound

qua ncies a relatively large power factor is not necessarily
a ground for rejection. At the same time it should not be

with Eureka wire to the right values, taking care that
approximately half the turns are
and in opposite
rotation to minimise inductance. Enthusiasm probably

falls short of wire -winding the megohm ; a selected grid
leak type of resistor is more practicable.
Standard condensers arc more difficult. Apart from the

too large Some electrolytic condensers show a power
factor of less than 5 per cent. and are quite acceptable ;
others show go per cent. or more and are Rat to be recommended. The adjustment to exact balance when the power

factor is appreciable is done by the e,5oo-ohm rheostat,
which can be of the same type as the soon -ohm potentiometer. Calibration of this control will be described later.
In use; the component to be measured is connected to the

question of measuring their capacitances, the sorts cmmonly used are liable to vary with temperature, age, etc.
The smallest should preferably be one of the ceramic or

" C and R " terminals, and the range switch set to what is
believed to be the nearest value. In all probability the

capacitance measurements can be begged, borrowed, or

dead sharp, the power factor of the component must be

plated mica types ; the middle size a good quality mica ;
and, as mica is prohibitive for the largest a good quality
paper specimen is suggested. If facilities for accurate
hired, an attempt should he made to bring up the condensers

to their exact ratings by shunting small ones across them.
So, if those selected are not dead right (an unlikely stroke
of luck) it is convenient for them to be slightly low. If one
is prepared to spend a pound or two on accuracy, some firms,

such as II. W. Sullivan, can supply accurate condensers.
It is very desirable for the standards to be as nearly as
possible exactly multiples of s o, for convenience in reading;
but, of course, it is not inconsistent with high accuracy for
them to be somewhat different so long sr the exact values are
known.

For instance, is a condenser is 504 µF, within

0.5 per cent., it can be assumed to be s .o µF for direct read-

ing within an accuracy of, say, 5 per cent.; while on

occasions when greater accuracy is wanted the actual value
can be worked out. The point is that the cost of a condenser whose capacitance is guaranteed to a given accuracy
is much greater if it is required to an exact round number
rather than to a nominal value.
No provision is made for balancing the resistance of the
smaller condensers. It is generally enough to observe

whether the sample under test gives a reasonalsly sharp
balance ; if not, it is a bad one. But in the largest sizes
most of those now used are electrolytic, and at low fm 155

screen of the TV4 is nearly covered with illumination. But
if the potentiometer is turned, a point should be reached at
which the light shrinks into a clearly defined cross. If by
careful adjustment the edges of this pattern cannot be made

different from that of the standard. On the largest
capacitance range this can be cleared up by alternate
adjustment of the power factor and potentiometer knobs.

If balance falls outside the readings 00 to so on the

ratio scale a better result will be obtained on another range.

If. balance is obtained only at one extreme limit of the

potentiometer adjustment, the component must be open circuited or short-circuited, or at any rate substantially so
in relation to the range in sue. A so p.F condenser would
appear as a dead short if tested on the sot ',IF range.
When measuring condensers on the too µµF range, the
same sharpness of balance must not be expected as on the
higher capacitance ranges. It is not that balance is
blurred ; assuming that the power factor of the sample is
not exceptionally bad, balance is quite good ; but a larger
;movement of the ratio control is required in order to show
an appreciable change in the indicator pattern. The best
way is to swing the knob to and fro between positions each
side of balance, until the exact balance point can be judged.
With the particular bridge illustrated here, it is possible to

observe a capacitance as low as 5 µµP, and the readings
around s oo µfiE are surprisingly accurate.

A useful feature is

a.

seventh position on the range
357
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switch, whereby an external standard can be connected to
the " Match " terminals. For example, it might be
necessary to adjust a number of components to the same
value, or their departures from a certain standard. This
is available for inductances of not less than about t henry.

The leakage test is an optional extra, requiring only
neon lamp. The most suitable type is that supplied by
Philips for indicator purposes. The lowest available
voltage lamp should be chosen, but it may be noted that a

Push-pull transformers can be tested for balance of windings.

And other uses will readily occur.
For calibrating the potentiometer it is an enormous help
if one can me a laboratory resistance box, and at least one

accurate known resistance. These are connected to
" C and It " and " Match ", and their ratios set to various
values. If the fixed resistance connected to " Match " is
too ohms, the other is set to too, giving the ratio " t " to

mark on the scale, Increasing to 110 ohms gives t a, and
so on. There should be two scales, because the capacitance
r" C " scale increases in the opposite rotation to the " It "
male.

The " " marks coincide, of mine, and each

setting on one scale is the reciprocal of the corresponding
point on the other. The result is shown in Fig. 79.

ago -volt lamp lights up on the t 75 volts available. Though
it can be used for detecting DC leakage anywhere, itsmain
use is for condensers. When any condenser O connected
the lamp flashes momentarily, due to charging and in a dim

light this should be perceptible with capacitances down to
about o oo5 µF. If the condenser is a good one it may be
necessary to wait quite a long time for the next flask. But
a poor condenser flashes like a police road beacon, while a
downright bad one shows a continuous light. This judgment must not be applied too literally to electrolytic
condensers (which, incidentally, must always be connected
the right way round), became they always leak to some
extent, but whether
CIRCUIT
DIAGRAM

1,5 CATHODE fLay
warm FACIOR
fisfatiCE NfoN AU.

Diea/05

If no resistance box is available, a quantity of Eureka

remains bright continuously after the
condenser has been
a
connected for
minute or two shows
leakage.
excessive

To calibrate the power factor adjustment, the r µF is

temporarily shorted, and the a5oo ohm rheostat balanced
against a fixed or variable standard in the " C and R " arm.
A table is given showing the relationship between power
factor and resistance in series with t µF at 5o cis.

Frequency of flashing depends not on
on
megohms, but

POWER FACTOR CALIBRATION TABLE
Resistance : ohms
Power factor per cent.
5

,8°

megohin-oursoforatis, a

act485

0

.5
50

quantity that

65o
8ao
1000

is

a

truer measure of the
condenser's quality.

A ruicrofarad condenscrwitha leakage

4.35

45

of 50 megohms is

5.
60

able can be gauged
by watching
the

lamp. A light that

wire can he toed for calibrating in ratios, on the assumption
that its resistance is proportional to length. But of course
it becomes rather tedious, cutting lengths of wire, if a large
number of scale points are to be found.

'5

that extent O reason-

237.

Fit 213. Mtn.. 0., C

hcege
389
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similar to a 0-25 microfarad condenser with a leakage of 200

leads from the transformer nerd not be particularlyshort. But

megohms.

The variable 50 -cycle signal, mentioned in the list of

advantages, can, of course, be derived from the "LEAKAGE
-" terminal and one of either of the other pairs. And, of

course, a 50 -volt signal with a centre tap (or any other
ratio) isvailable by using three terminals.
With regard to construction, there is scope Ibr individuality. The photographs (Figs. at3 and 014) give some
idea of how it can he done. It was wanted to get it into a

all AC leads must be kept as far as possible from the grid of the

TV4, the connections to which should be well insulated. The
cathode of theTV4 is connected to heater, - HT, transformer
screen, and metal lining of box, if any. The last precaution
does not seem to be essential, nor does an earth connection,

but if there is difficulty in getting balance with very high
impedances one can be tried. " LEAKAGE -" is it.ilable

for the purpose.
Crocodile clips are quicker to use and generally more
convenient than screw terminals but, of course, one can
please onemlf about this. Matt iv rive sheet is very
convenient for covering the panel, as it looks good and takes
pencil calibration which can afterwards be made permanent
with Indian ink. But remember it is very inflammable !

To enable the TV4 and site neon lamp to be used in

bright light they are shown with tubular shields projecting
some way above the panel. But it is necessary to make
quite sure that the neon tube is not kept so much in the
dark that it cannot start to glow on the voltage supplied to
The flash voltage is sometimes raised considerably
by darkness.

If the box hs a lid, a detailed circuit diagram should be
gtimmed inside it-a sound practice with all lab. gear.
For reference a list of suitable components follows, but,
as already said, there are alternatives so the as at least the
standards are concerned. With approximate (within 5%)

standards, the retail cost of components, including inincluding the mom accurate
dicators, is about £4
standards listed here, the cost is nearly 30/- more. The
required accurog must Sr specified when ordering.
Fg. 111,

erldne wIM ease removed

handy ex -Navy wavemeter box, hence the crowded
appearance. It would be much easier to make if done on
a less compact scale. The disposition of the components is or

mme importance; the leads connecting the parts of the
bridge proper should be short, and the tMtt and too NA(
standards particularly should be joined close to the switch
and have minimum capacitance to other parts. The so -volt
390

There is also scope for higher precision of measurement

if a larger potcniometer is used. A special type was
produced to the author's requirements by the Reliance
Manufacturing Co. (Southwark) Ltd., Sutherland Road,
London, 9L I 7, having a xi in. diameter and wound with
nickel wire to enable a finer gauge to be used and hence a
more nearly continuous variation.
Transformer

Special

amino

J -no
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The 500 51 slider is first set to short-circuit the 0.23 µF.
and the main bridge is then balanced. The " unknown "
is then connected to the terminals L, in series with a battery
and rnilliamsneter if polarising current is required. (Note

"

Duhilier

B,.

that the polarity of the battery must be as marked in

:.:.I'''ag) 7.

Fig. 213). The Soo ft potentiometer is then adjusted for
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Bulgin

With a very few additional components the preceding
C and N bridge can be modified to deal with inductances
Modification
for Iron -core
Inductance
2.

Measurement

also, from about t to moo henries, pro -

vided that the power factor is not too
large. Air -core coils are practically
ruled out by this proviso. Measure -

moot can be made with polarising
current, up to son mA if not kept an

too long. And the scale can be calibrated from the main
bridge. The modification may be either incorporated or
connected externally as an attachment. Assuming the
latter, Fig. 213 is the circuit and method of connection.
The transformer is a Bulgin L243, ratios 23 for stepping

up to the TV4 for increasing the sharpness of indication.
A o .00 siF condenser shunts the secondary in order to

reduce the effect of harmonics. The standard

is the

0.23 µF. condenser, which ought therefore to be of reasonably good quality. The end -to -end resistance of the
30o -f3 potentiometer is not critical (nor is that of the fixed
5000) but it must not vary more than s D as the slider is
moved ; and a Morganite type " P " carbon potentiometer has been found the best solution.

The 23 jit" condenser is to prevent current from the

polarising battery from passing through the transformer.
392

Flg. 215.

Circuit of au,. lary bridge for measuring ron-core

To obtain it sharply, it may be necessary to
adjust the main potentiometer, but if uch adjustment
balance.

exceeds s or 3 per cent. it is a sign that the resistance of the
coil

is higher than normal in iron -core types, and the

reading cannot be relied upon.

At balance the inductance L in henries is (
where f is 5o cis, Cis in this case cv23 µF, and

is the ratio

of the resistance across L to that across C and can be

calibrated from the main bridge, which, of course, is itself
waled in ratios. The formula simplifies to L =40 (b)r.
SO

the 30o fl potentiometer can be calibrated in henries

by connecting the slide to red " terminal (grid of TV4)
on the main bridge and the ends to the " black " terminals
(ends of main potentiometer).
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Ratio on main bridge 0 scale

Corresponding calibration in hem ie5

of R, ; and to balance Re the reactance of C must be
increased and therefore its capacitance reduced. The
maximum value required is equal to Ce.

C, is a um µI, condenser of low power factor, but its
opposite number, C,, need not be particularly good, and

to

..5.

20

..7x

.

1.00

consists of any variable of at least moot µF, supplemented
by switched steps of the same value totalling mot µF. As

400

158

t

1.56

4.0
oo.

5.

they may be cheap " receiver' condensers they are not a

The components arc all small, so can be mounted in a
box a few inches each way which can he provided with short

leads for clipping to the math bridge

(or,

as already

suggested, incorporated in it with a double -pole switch for
disconnecting the inductance section when not in use).
Further details, and derivation of formula, were given in
The Wireless World, January 12th, 1939.
The two preceding divisions of this Appendix between
them cover most values of resistance and capacitance, and
the " iron -core " or A.F. range of
3.
A Modified inductance. There only remain inductances below I henry-the R.F.range.
Owen Bridge

formidable item ; and if a 2 -pole It -way Yaxley switch is

used only five condensers are needed-s, 2, 3, 4 and 6
times 0 -OM µF. R, is also not necessarily very " pure

and may consist of a 5,000-0 rheostat supplemented by
fixed steps of 1,000 O. No elaborate
non -inductive winding is needed. R,
?ut gr

and R,, however, ought to be
reasonably non -inductive, as
described in Sec. g6.
As in the Owen bridge

L = R,R,C,, the maxi values in the four
and
ranges are 01, r,

The 5o cis bridge fails here, chiefly
because the reactance or a few µH at that frequency is so

momH; sothe totalrto, ange

covered is from a few pH

014. The arrangement is not well adapted
formeasuringRehowever.
It should be noted that

minute as to be negligible in comparison with ix resistance.

to

The inductometer bridge is good but expensive. In the
Maxwell there is a wide disparity between the reactance

to be memured and that of the standard-a calibrated
variable condenser' whereas for accuracy the arms of a

bridge should be of the same order of impedance. So the
Owen, in which the standard is a fixed condenser, deserves
consideration.
An easily and inexpensively made bridge, modified from
the usual Owen, is due to L. B. Turner. The circuit
(which should be compared with Fig. 75) is shown in Fig.

R, and R, am varied simultaneously by what is in
effect a range switch, to give values of ,, 1o, too and
5,000 ohms. If the " X " terminals are shorted, then for
256.

balance the variable C, equals the fixed standard Ce, and
R, = 0. The effect of a pure inductance connected to X
is to make it necessary to introduce a proportionate value
391

if C although known

accurately, is not exactly our µF,
the difference may be allowed for by

adjusting the values of R, and R, so that R,C, is exactly
out, o5, 5, and ro ; and the bridge will he direct
reading in terms of these factors and R
A special feature is the use of separate batteries for bridge

and buzzer, enabling a current of the order oft amp. to be
passed through L on the lowest range. The impedance of
the bridge being low, that of the phones should be likewise.
The author has made a successful bridge on similar lines
but using a valve oscillator of about mum Ms, with range
arms 5, 5o, and 500 I-2, and R., consisting of a good 500 13
potentiometer" and so steps of Soo 0 each. It gives

the useful ranges of 0'25, 2,5, and 25 mH, and a coil of
5 pH is definitely measurable.
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CONDENSERS & COMPONENTS

{or Modern
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SILVERED CERAMIC
FIXED CONDENSERS

SILVERED MICA CONDENSERS
TROPICAL CONDENSERS

CERAMIC TRIMMER CONDENSERS
CERAMIC COIL FORMERS

CERAMIC PEARL TYPE CONDENSERS
METALLISED CERAMIC BUSHINGS

POT CONDENSERS

Technical Brochures on request

UNITED INSULATOR C° LTD
kw loss Ceramietr
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12 -16 LAYSTALL STREET
910
ND
0
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'AVO

PRECISION

TESTING INSTRUMENTS
"Avo " Instruments, by their simplicity, extreme versatility and high
accuracy, make possible that cram

L'IlgLe,

omy of time which is the essential
Manse of profitable servicing and
mainterance.

Extensively used by radio manu-

...I. of greatly increased production, most of our output

i

Insiryments
being taken by the Services.
Delay In delivery of Trede Orders Is consequently ineviryble,
but we shall continue to do our..hest to fulfil your requirements
of o

Ava '

facturers, service engineers and
throughout industry, they set a
recognised standard of accuracy and

workmanship by which other
instruments are judged.
fine

flekte
The

Ave ' Bonding Ww

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER &
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.

IC

When considering additions to your

laboratory - consult

ADDRESS

YOUR STAFF

MUIRHEAD

THROUGH A

cRESTION

FOR

RESISTANCE NETWORKS

LOUDSPEAKER

PRECISION CONDENSERS

with a volume sufficient
fo overcome local noise

BRIDGES & ACCESSORIES
OSCILLATORS & WAVEMETERS

same speaker will
carry
your
music to
staff - frue music, not just
a volume of sound
The

TIMING DEVICES AND
FREQUENCY STANDARDS

COMPONENTS
SLOW MOTION DRIVES, SWITCHES OF ALL TYPES,

TRANSFORMERS, SCREENED LEADS, ETC., ETC.

MUIRHEAD & CO. LIMITED
ELDERS END, BECKENHAM, KENT.

Tel.: BECKENHAM 0091

STANDARD MODES
6 watts input.
Cadmium plated and sprayed
battleship grey

The Celestion method of
suspension enables the
and to
be directed
wherevv you want it

Celestion Limited, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey
Acoustical Engineers

The Reliability of
Vortexion Amplifiers
is so well known drat detailed explanations

as to their solid construction. quality of
and

performance

overall

efficiency

is

unnecessary.

Many thousands are In use throughout the
world. and es an example we Illustrate one
of our popular models
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Telephone

lakerty ale

Adrertsseniera of The Telegraph Gnawer G. tus
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IT ALL SUMS UP TO
Electrical Standards for
Research and Industry

ONE WORD

Quality !

Testing and Measuring Apparatus

for Communication Engineering

Nothing has been skimped in the manufacture
of Eriehighirade resistance products. Only the

finest raw materials that are so essential for

WAVEMETERS

efficient operation are used. Even in the face of
rising production costs cheap substitutes that

are "almost as good
into Erie products.
That Is

why their

ALL TYPES

do not find their way

performance

OSCILLATORS
CONDENSERS

has

steadily improved through the years.

been

ALL

That Is

FREQUENCIES

why today they give unparalleled all-round
balanced performance. That is why you will
find them used by those manufacturers who

ALL
ACCURACIES

recognise the advantages of using only quality
component parts.
CARBON RESISTORS

WIREWOUND RESISTORS

TONE CONTROLS

VOLUME CONTROLS

INDUCTANCES

I

RESISTANCES
BRIDGES Capacitance
Inductance
Resistance

SUPPRESSORS

ERIE RESISTOR
LIMITED

H. W. SULLIVAN

- LIMITED -

Carlisle Rd., The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9

LONDON, S.E.IS

Telephone: Colindale 8011

Telephene . New Crass 3225 Tem. Branch Exchanim)

.

.

TELCON

Serving the
National Interest

CABLE
for High Frequency

TRANSMISSION & RECEPTION.

METALS -7

M U METAL TELCON METALS are
Who at

low

R H OMETAL
RADIOMETAL
High

THE

pernveabill,

at

high

ant,

pro -

under close technical
control and are sold to specification of magnetic properties.
duced

Brochure

giving

complete

technical data will be supplied
on request.

CONSTRUCTION
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Standard

RESLO

Components
to a standard'?

PRESSURE TYPE

POWER LOUDSPEAKERS

BellIng-Lee

components are to be found

on specialised equipment throughout the

RIBBON - DYNAMIC - CARBON

Services.

It is only natural that 95% of the output:of

MICROPHONES

the factory is devoted to the one purpose
of defeating the enemy. Nevertheless when
orders come In from the laboratories,
obviously for components for development
work, or for building into prototypes. they
are despatched just as soon as they are
available, i.e. they are supplied "out of
turn " as we appreciate that development

DipOle Aerials

RESLO (SOUND EQUIPMENT) LTD.
THE POTTERIES, COMPTON
Nr. GUILDFORD. SURREY
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The lines illustrated are typical of our range.

Incorporated with

The Institute of Wireless Technology
Incorporated 1932.

Both the Institute of Wireless Technology and the British
Institution of Radio Engineers fulfil the same functions as the
ancient guilds. They have both attracted a nucleus of properly
qualified Radio Technicians

S. A. HURREN, M.C., F.C.S. (Joint President).
Membership of a professional body should be the aim of
every Radio Engineer. The Institution's examinations are
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Principal Centres throughout the world.
G. D. CLIFFORD, F.C.C.S., General Secretary,
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MICA, QUARTZ or GLASS
Low Melting -point SOLDER from 70°C. or

The

to specification

Ideal Indicator
MODEL 339

DOUBLE BEAM OSCILLOGRAPH

Non -corrosive liquid FLUX for all electrical
or radio purposes.

Produced

by the

pioneers of

Cathode Ray Oscillography, it is
the most comprehensive instill.
ment of its type. In addition to
truly remarkable performance

PRE-WAR DELIVERIES

OVERSEAS N QUIRES INVITED

it possesses the unique advantage
enabling the simultaneous
examinationof two related effects.
such as voltage and current. k Is

IPSWICH RD., TRADING ESTATE

of
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the basic Laboratory Instrument,
for use with which the following
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Signal Sources for Visual Testing
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INSULAITION

MODEL 391

ALIGNMENT OSCILUTOR

SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR

The original Frequency Modulaced H.F. Signal Generator

for examining Band -Pass re-

The first Instrument of Its type
designed for the transient
testing of Amplifiers and

sponse curves.

Networks.

Component Measurements
MODEL 389
C. IMPEDANCE BRIDGE

Introduced as a new technique in the
testing of Resistance. Condenser and Inductance. which provides
any advantages.

A. C. COSSOR LTD.

Cossor House, Highbury Grove, London, N.5
Telephone: Canonbory 1234 (30 lines).
von

Grams
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